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PREFACE
The 1985 JSC NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Research Program was
conducted by Texas A&M University and the Johnson Space Center. The ten
week program was operated under the auspices of the American Society for
Engineering Education (ASEE). The program at JSC, as well as those at
other NASA Centers, was funded by the Office of University Affairs, NASA
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. The objectives of the programs, which began
in 1965 at JSC and in 1964 nationally, are:
a. To further the professional knowledge of qualified engineering and
science faculty members;
b. To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants and NASA;
c. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities of
participants' institutions; and,
d. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA Centers.
The faculty fellows spent ten weeks at JSC engaged in a research project
commensurate with their interests and background and worked in collab-
oration with a NASA/JSC Colleague. This document is a compilation of the
final reports on their research during the summer of 1985. Texas A&M
Research Foundation Report No. 4194-85 is the Co-Directors' report on the
administrative operations of the Summer Faculty Fellowship Program.
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MOSSBAOER SPECTROSCOPY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATERIALS
David G. Agresti, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics
university of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 35294
ABSTRACT
Mossbauer Spectroscopy (MS) has recently been added to the
tools used by Dr. Richard Morris of the Experimental Planetology
Branch of the Solar System Exploration Division at Johnson Space
Flight Center in his research on synthetic and natural analogues
of lunar and Martian soils. During this summer's stay at JSC I
have adapted for use on an IBM-PC microcomputer a least-squares
fitting program for MS data written originally for an IBM 360
mainframe computer. The adapted program has been applied to the
analysis of MS spectra obtained from several samples of Antarctic
soil under investigation at JSC as analogs to soil of the Martian
regolith. Preliminary conclusions have been drawn from the MS
data about the composition of the Antarctic samples. Inferences
from optical spectra obtained for these same samples have been
compared with the MS results. The principal achievement for this
summer's effort is the establishment of the basis for continued
collaboration between myself and Dr. Morris when I return to OAB.
NASA Colleague: Richard V. Morris, Ph.D., SN4, X5874
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INTRODUCTION
Mossbauer Spectroscopy (MS) is a research tool in which
rays from a source containing a particular radionuclide are
allowed to pass through an absorber containing like nuclides. By
moving the source with respect to the absorber, the _-ray energy
(usually expressed in velocity units, mm/s) is varied over a
small range, and one obtains an absorption spectrum that is
characteristic of the material in the absorber. The spectral
data are typically collected as _-ray counts into several
hundred channels in a multi-channel analyzer, each of which
corresponds to a particular _-ray energy. Reduction in counts
with respect to a certain "background level" [Fig. i] is evidence
of resonant absorption and provides information about the nature
of the material in the absorber.
The particular radionuclide used in this study is Co-57,
which decays to the stable Fe-57, which has a natural abundance
of approx. 2%. Martian soil is approx. 18% iron by weight [Clark
et al., 1982], and this isotope yields reasonably well-resolve4
spectra, uniquely charactistic of the sample studied. Because of
the penetrating radiation involved (14.4 keV for Co-57), MS
probes the interior of samples under study, and thus serves as a
good complement to the more frequently used technique of optical
spectroscopy, which is sensitive to surface and near-surface
atoms.
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As mentioned above, each spectrum consists of several
hundred values (512 for the present work) representing _-ray
transmission versus velocity. The typical theoretical model for
a Mossbauer spectrum consists of a sum of Lorentzian-shaped
curves oriented downward from the background level, with a group
of six of these forming the spectrum of a pure magnetic material
and a pair forming the spectrum of a pure non-magnetic material
[Fig. i] -- magnetic hyperfine sextet and electric quadrupole
doublet, resp. (See, for example, Greenwood and Gibb, 1971, for
further discussion.) The spectra of many natural samples are
more complex than these simple models and usually consist of a
superposition of quadrupole pairs and magnetic sextets.
In analyzing the data obtained from such natural samples,
one typically is forced to resort to a computing procedure by
which the parameters of an a priori theoretical model are
adjusted by some particular convergence criterion to provide the
best match of the theoretical with the observed spectrum. I have
co-authored and subsequently modified one such fitting procedure,
which employs the method of linearized least squares by Taylor_s
approximation [Agresti et al., 1969; Bent et al., 1969; Agresti
et al., 1974]. This program was originally written in Fortran IV
for the CaiTech IBM 360 and later adapted for the University of
Alabama in Birmingham PRIME 75g, both "mainframe" computers. My
principal assignment this summer was to adapt the program for a
microcomputer environment, namely the IBM-PC in use in the
laboratory of my NASA colleague, Dr. Richard V. Morris.
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As a consequence of my stay at NASA-JSC, I have begun a
collaboration with Dr. Morris in the investigation of samples
obtained from the Dry Valleys of Antarctica, a cold desert region
whose weathering processes and soil development are believed to
be analogous to those of the Martian regolith [Gibson et al.,
1983]. MS spectra have been obtained for three samples to date
[Fig. 2], WV485 from Wright Valley, and DJ208 and DJ-Castle Rock
from Don Juan Pond [labeling, Gibson, private communication].
The spectra are non-magnetic and are assumed to consist of a
superposition of quadrupole pairs, representing the several
component minerals present in the sample.
The least-squares fitting procedure, as modified for the
IBM-PC, has been employed in a preliminary analysis of the MS
spectra of the three Antarctic samples. The parameters obtained
have been compared with those of MS spectra of standard pure
minerals to give a preliminary indication of the nature of the
iron-containing phases in the samples. For two of the samples
the conclusions drawn are generally supported by optical spectra
(35@-2200nm) obtained with a Cary-14 on these same materials.
The other sample is uniformly dark and no comparison could be
made.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mossbauer spectra were obtained and analyzed for three
Antarctic soils [Fig. 2] and three reference minerals that may
be present in the soils [Fig.l]. Unlike the spectra of the
reference minerals, the spectra of the Antarctic soils are poorly
resolved, and, while the relative magnitudes vary, all show three
rather broad peaks, one at zero, one around 0.7 mm/s, and one
around 2 mm/s. In order to find the theoretical model for the
spectra most indicative of the composition of such non-magnetic
samples of mixed mineralogy, one generally assumes a
superposition of quadrupole pairs, one for each nonequivalent
atomic site. The results of a fit with just two atomic sites are
shown in Table i, which displays best estimates from the fit for
Sample QS CIS fraction (%)
San Carlos olivine
Bamble enstatite
Hull diopside
DJ-208
DJ-Castle Rock
2.998 (i) 1.147 (i)
2.135 (I) 1.156 (i)
1.928 (2) 1.183 (I)
2.127 (4) 1.165 (2)
g.99 (3) g.32 (i)
2.046 (6) 1.052 (6)
0.90 (3) 0.35 (2)
v.
82 (l)
18 (i)
78 (2)
22 (2)
WV-485 2.233 (2) 1.122 (I) 37 (2)
0.812 (2) 0.197 (i) 63 (2)
Table i. Fitted Mossbauer spectral parameters.
Symbols are explained in the text. Fitted statistical
errors in last displayed digit are shown in parentheses.
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the values of three parameters: quadrupole splitting (QS);
chemical isomer shift (CIS); and for the Antarctic samples, the
fraction of the spectrum in each quadrupole pair, which is
proportional to the relative amount of the corresponding mineral
in the sample. QS is the distance between the two peaks of a
pair in mm/s, while CIS, also in mm/s, is the position midway
between the two peaks. Both parameters are characteristic of a
particular mineral and are related to the local crystalline
asymmetry at the Mossbauer atom and its chemical charge state
(for iron, 2+ or 3+} [Greenwood and Gibb, 1971].
Although the features of the spectra are too broad to be
properly fit with just two atomic sites, we may nevertheless draw
some preliminary conclusions from the results presented in the
Table I. The spectra of each Antarctic sample contains a
component, in varying proportions, with nearly the same QS and
CIS as the Bamble enstatite, an orthopyroxene, or the Hull
diopside, a clinopyroxene. Although this is not sufficient to
state with certainty that these samples are largely pyroxene, it
is unlikely that any of the samples contains olivine in any
significant amount. The values of QS and CIS are in the range
indicative of iron in the 2+ valence state, while the other
component has QS and CIS in the proper range for 3+ valence. Thus
it is likely that the spectral fractions listed in Table 1 also
represent valence fractions; that is, iron is roughly 80%
divalent and 2g% trivalent in the samples from Don Juan Pond,
while for the Wright Valley sample, iron is only 37% divalent
and roughly 63% trivalent.
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In addition to the two-site fit of Table i, alarge number
of additional fits were tried with more sites and a variety of
parameter constraints in an attempt to find a more suitable basis
for determining the composition of these samples. None was
successful. The difficulty lies in the nature of the spectra.
Reasonable choices for component quadrupole doublets will either
put one peak around zero velocity and the other around 2mm/s (2+
valence) or put one around zero and the other at g.7 (3+
valence). Thus the peak at zero is the sum of a number of
overlapping peaks, and the parameters associated with the
component site strengths, widths, as well as each QS and CIS are
so strongly coupled that the fit does not converge to a minimum.
The difficulty faced in analyzing the samples of this study
is likely to be present in future Antarctic soil studies and must
be dealt with. In an analysis of shifts induced in NMR spectra
of macromolecules by trivalent lanthanide ions [Agresti et al.,
1977], I faced a similar problem, where the parameters defining
the position of the paramagnetic ion and its magnetic
susceptibility tensor were so strongly coupled that a linearized
least-squares fitting procedure such as that used in this study
[Bent et al., 1969] did not converge to a minimum. The solution
was to use a Marquardt search technique [Marquardt, 1963], which
combines a steepest descent routine with a first-order Taylor's
approximation. This method provides convergence even for
arbitrary initial parameter estimates (steepest descent feature)
as well as error estimates for the parameter values obtained at
the best fit convergence (Taylor's approximation). I propose tQ
add this feature to the fitting program used in this study.
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Design Criteria for Expert Systems
by
Robert Alien, P.E.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Houston - University Park
Houston, Texas
Knowledge based expert systems are applicable to a wide range of
engineering problems ranging from formation to derivation. At the
formation end of the spectrum, design, planning and prediction have been
identified as generic tasks with similar issues that are dealt with by
experts, and need to be formalized for successful expert system
implementation. At the derivation end, diagnosis, interpretation and
monitoring have been identified as generic tasks with similar subproblems
with which experts must cope. At the implementation level, four levels of
programming have been identified: logic programming, production system
programming, object oriented programming and hybrid programming. The
following tentative guidelines are offered to aid an expert system
architect in developing a system as efficiently and effectively as possible:
• Define the expert domain and the eventual environment of the
implementation.
• Ensure-that the domain is well defined and there is a wealth of
information and, more importantly, expertise.
• Start at the highest programming level possible.
• For derivation type problems, rule based systems (or hybrid rule
based systems) offer a number of advantages.
• For diagnosis, the EMYCIN model is adaptable.
• For formation problems, object oriented code (or hybrid object-
oriented systems) offer some distinct advantages.
Production systems offer a number of advantages to both
formation and derivation problems including modularity and port-
ability.
NASA Colleague: Robert T. Savely, FM7, X4751
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Introduction
Knowleclge based expert systems I (KBES) are a new technology
stemming out of artificial intelligence (AI) that have received phenomenal
notoriety for computer-aided problem solving. In science and engineering
alone, expert systems have been used for such generic tasks as design,
diagnosis, interpretation, monitoring, planning and prediction in well over
100 applications [Sriram84]. in addition to this, the expert systems
development market has burgeoned with both specialized hardware (e.g.,
Symbolics and Lambda computers) and software (e.g., OPS5, KEE, and ART).
As a result, there currently exist numerous methods for achieving expert
system design and implementation. This report attempts to identify
certain aspects of the problem and an implementation methodology that
will make expert system development less time consuming and more cost
effective than it has been in the past. Specifically, this report addresses
the following two issues:
• What are some domain characteristics that uniquely define it in
terms of expert system formalization?
• What are some of the key characteristics of AI software that make
such implementation tools desirable?
This report is by no means complete. As the expert systems develop-
ment tools improve, the types of problems to be tackled by expert sys-
tems will become broader and more complex. Nevertheless, problems need
to be solved and heuristics for expert system design and implementation
should make that task less time consuming and more cost effective.
1The phrase "knowledgebasedexpert system* or "expert system" has numerous definitions. A
working definition (or this paper claims LhaLKBESare inLoracUve,problem solvingcomputer programs
incorporaUngjudgment.,experience, rules of thumband oLhorexporUse Lo provide knowledgeable
advice abouLa variety of tasks. They must. have a sel_raLed knowledgebaseud reasoning mechanism
(usually called [he inference engine) in their implementation. The phrase couldeasily be "reasonbased
exporL system." However. it is virLually assured that all exporLsare knowledgeable;not all are
reasonable!
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Characterization of Expert Tasks
The type of expert tasks that are applicable to KBES implementation
include design, diagnosis, interpretation, monitoring, planning, and
prediction. Design, planning and prediction are at the formation end of the
problem classification spectrum; these problems create higher level
objects from integrating lower level classes of objects. Diagnosis,
interpretation and monitoring are derivation type problems; they reason
about and interpret data to draw conclusions and suggest possible
solutions. Each of these problem dornains is partially decomposed in an
attempt to isolate its particular characteristics, i.e.,to help understand
expert reasoning in a specific domain.
Diagnosis
Diagnosis is the process of fault-finding in a system. The most
noted example is MYCIN, a backward chaining expert system that, given
symptoms and patient history, is able to d!agnose over 100 infectious
diseases, [Shortliffe76]. Engineering examples include such fault finding
systems as FIXER, a monitoring and diagnostic tool for a life support
system [Malin85], and as DELTA, a diagnostic aid for maintenance
engineers working on diesel electrical locomotives [Bonissone83]. The
common expertise for these systems include finding consistent, correct
and incorrect interpretations of the data and understanding the
interactions between subsystems. The key issues with diagnostic systems
are:
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• Data may be partial, contradictory or unreliable.
• i'lultiple faults may mask or create symptoms not usually consid-
ered by experts.
• Equipment may be faulty, test results may be incorrect, etc.
• Some data about a system may be inaccessible or hazardous to re-
trieve.
Design
Design is the creation of a system or object satisfying given
specifications. One prominent expert system in design is XCON (originally
named Rl) [HcDermott82], a system that configures computers using a
partial solution scheme. XCON is one of the few commercially successful
expert systems. Requirements for designing systems include goal
satisfaction without resource consumption or constraint violation.
Priorities need to be established for conflicting goals. Designers also
need to be flexible as requirements may change with time and unforeseen
changes during the design process are inevitable. Some key issues with
designing expert systems that design are:
• The overall consequences of design decisions cannot be predicted
until the design has progressed considerably.
• Creating a hierarchy of sub-problems is often a necessity.
• Design constraints come from a host of sources.
• Redesign is inevitable and the impact of design changes can only be
seen .from a broad perspective.
• Spatial relationships are a necessary parameter for designers; they
are not easily approximated symbolically or qualitatively.
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Interpretation
Interpretation is the analysis of data to determine their meaning. A
noted expert system of the interpretive type is DENDRAL [Buchanan78], a
system capable of mimicking chemists' expertise. The requirements for
interpretation are the same as for diagnosis, i.e., the skill is in finding
consistent, correct interpretations of the data and without discarding
possible candidates until there is enough evidence to rule them out. Issues
associated with interpretation are the same as diagnosis with one
addition. Typically the pattern recognition schemes associated with
interpretation are longer and more complicated than those associated
with diagnosis.
Monitoring
Monitoring means to continuously or intermittently interpret signals
and to set off alarms when intervention is required (usually in a real time
environment). One recent system is AN'iS [Haran85], an intermittent
acoustic monitor to flag defective railroad wheels in situ. Another
monitoring system is NAVEX, a flight controller's assistant for flagging
unusual conditions during ascent and descent of NASA's shuttle missions
[Culbert85]. In addition to interpretation and partial diagnosis, a
monitoring system must cope with variable alarm situations and be able to
spot false alarms. The principal issue with monitoring systems is that an
alarm condition is often context dependent and, for this reason, monitoring
systems need to vary signal expectations with time and situation.
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Planning
Planning is the creation of a program of actions to achieve a set of
goals. The first planning expert system was MOLGEN [Stefik81], a system
to plan experiments in molecular genetics. More recent examples include
EXEPS [Heath85], a system that schedules electrical power system
activity blocks for NASA spacecraft, and ESFAS [Culbert85], a system to
aid in NASA's flight design. The requirements and issues for planning are
similar to those for design, with the addition that planning problems may
have a scheduling requirement.
Prediction
Prediction is the forecasting of the future from a model of the past
and present. Prediction requires reasoning about time and event sequences.
The issues facing prediction systems are:
• Predictive theory is often contingent on events in the future.
• Diverse sources of information abound.
• Multiple futures are always possible; they should be priority listed.
Several characteristics appear repeatedly across this small
spectrum of applicable expert tasks. At the formation end, large solution
spaces and tentative reasoning are important organizational parameters.
In planning and design, for example, the number of possible solutions is
astronomical compared with the number of reasonable solutions. At the
derivation end, tentative reasoning, time varying data and noisy data are
principal parameters. Re-analyzing the effect of either unwarranted
assumptions or infeasible plans or designs is an important requirement for
any successful expert system.
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Characterization of Software Tools
The purposes of this section are to identify the categories of lang-
uages that are applicable to expert system development 2 and to discuss
some of the advantages and disadvantages of these implementation tools.
The keys for development of any expert system are representation a/To
contro] of knowledge. Artificial intelligence researchers have provided a
number of usable tools with which to accomplish this goal. The major
categories (with some specific languages) are:
• Logic programming (LISP 3. PROLOG,DUCK),
• Production system programming (OPSS, EXPERT),
• Object oriented programming (SD1ALLTALK, FLAVORS), and
• Hybrid language programming (ART, KEE, LOOPS).
Logic programming languages are the oldest of the language types
(LISP was developed in the late 1950's) and the form the basis of higher
level A! languages (OPS5 is written in LISP and BLISS). While excellent
for nonprocedural, symbolic processing, logic programming languages are
the lowest level of AI languages and require the most development time
for implementation because desirable characteristics such as the user
interface, inheritance and method of reasoning need to be coded. Neverthe-
less It appears that LISP, in the United States, and PROLOG, In Europe and
Japan, will remain the stepping stones for higher level langauges (PROLOG
2 Expert systems can be built in virtually any programming language. In fact, a successful production
system named EXPERT[Weiss79], developedat Rutgers University, has been implementedin FORTRAN.
However, expert systems require symbolic manipulation and context dependent control. Using •
sequential languagefor that purpose is limited in thaL extensions or modifications to a sysh_n would be
difficult, eL best, to perform. A reasonable comparison to expert system development in FORTRANis
algorithmic programming in ASSEMBLY: better tools exist to do the job.
3In a stricL sense. LISP is a procedural languagerather than a logic programming language. Its great
t'lav;k;I;l;,, k ......... 1= .....
.......... x.... -,-,. =,uw:= it. to be comparedwith logic programming languagessuch as PROL06.
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will be the implementation language of Japan's fifth generation computer
project). As a result, knowledge of these languagesis extremely useful in
attempting to makeuseof the more powerful programminglanguages.
One of the main distinctions between production rule systems and
procedural or applicative languagesis that a rule, or a "chunk" of know-
ledge,in a productionsystem is a data sens/t/veand unordered unit of
computationratherthan a sequenced instruction[Brownston85].Knowledge
engineers often extract information from experts in terms of
situation-action pairs. Hence, production-rule systems, that provide a
natural accumulation of symbolic IF-THEN statements, are especially
applicable for encoding knowledge. Production systems, especially OPS5,
offer some additiona! advantages. These include modularity, modifiability,
explainability, simplicity of control, and the ability to learn.
Disadvantages include: opaque behavior (difficulty in localizing and
debugging), limited communication between control and knowledge
(leading to possibly undesirable interaction among rules), limited
expressibilty and speed (most production systems are, an order of
magnitude or more, slower than procedural programs).
Object-oriented languages, such as SMALLTALK [Goldberg83], provide
an ease of representation of a variety of closely related objects. This is
accomplished through inheritance (properties are inherited from a higher
hierarchichal class to a lower one) and message passing (automated
transfer of information between objects and classes of objects}. The
advantages of an object-oriented implementation are: ease in spatial des-
cription, transparent behavior, and modularity. A distinct advantage of
FLAVORS, for example, is having the ability to develop a hybrid
environment unique to the needs of a given domain. The principal disadvan-
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rages of these systems are that building hybrid environments need
development time and object-oriented approachesare slower than rule
basedsystems [Savely85].
Hybrid systems are the highest level languages currently available.
Examples include KEE, ART and LOOPS. These are sophisticated AI hybrid
environments that combine many of the advantageous characteristics of
lower level languages. These include frame based knowledge
representation, rule based reasoning, LISP extensibility, interactive
graphics, powerful debugging aids, and excellent editors. The price for
this excellent development environment is often dedicated AI hardware
(such as Symbolics or Lambda machines) and high initial costs
(approaching $100,000). Differences between hybrid systems are many
and beyond the scope of this paper; interested readers should find the
paper by Richter useful [Richter85].
6uidel ines
Problem domains and implementation tools have been identified and
discussed. Based on these observations, the following guidelines are
offered for designing and implementing expert systems effectively and
efficiently:
• If a problem is similar to one that has already been solved and
implemented, use as much of the existing shell as possible. The
premier example is EI'IYCIN, a backward chaining, diagnostic
system with probabi 1istic capabi !i ties.
• To the extent possible, define the domain of expertise and the
eventual environment of implementation.
• Start at the highest possible programming language. If hybrid sys-
tems are available, they will surely lead to an efficient
development time.
• For derivation type problems, rule based systems, or hybrid
systems with a rule based slant, are a natural selection (since
cause and effect re!ationships are easily expressible as rules).
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For formation type problems, object oriented systems, or hybrid
systems with an object-oriented slant, appear more natural than
rule based systems. The reason for this is that formation problems
often have fewer easily expressible rules and are more easily
thought of in terms of goals and subgoals (which are represented as
objects).
Production system approaches offer several advantages to both
formation and derivation type problems. Included are express-
ibility of rules, modularity, modifiability, explainability, ease of
learning and portability. However, drawbacks include obscure
control, opaque behavior with respect to control strategies and
localized debugging, and speed.
These tentative guidelines are offered based on the experience of
expert system architects and current technology. Implementing systems
with different approaches is certainly feasible and, in fact, is being
performed. It is hoped that future endeavors, will modify and improve
these general guidelines with the ultimate goal of making effective and
efficient development of expert systems possible.
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ABSTRACT
The role that automation, robotics, and artificial intelligence
will play in Space Station operations is now beginning to take shape.
Although there is only limited data on the precise nature of the
payoffs that these technologies are likely to afford there is a general
consensus that, at a minimum, the following benefits will be realized:
increased productivity, increased responsiveness to innovation, lower
operating costs, and reduction of exposure to hazards. Nevertheless,
the question arises as to how much automation can be justified with the
technical and economic constraints of the program? The purpose of this
paper is to present a methodology can be used to evaluate and rank
different approaches to automating the functions and tasks planned for
the Space Station. Special attention is given to the impact of
advanced automation on human productivity.
The methodology employed is based on the Analytic Hierarchy
Process. This permits the introduction of individual judgements to
resolve the confict that normally arises when incomparable criteria
underly the selection process. Because of the large number of factors
involved in the model, the overall problem is decomposed into four
subproblems individually focusing on human productivity, economics,
design, and operations, respectively. The results from each are then
combined to yield the final rankings. To demonstrate the methodology,
an example is developed based on the selection of an on-orbit assembly
system. Five alternatives for performing this task are identified,
ranging from an astronaut working in space, to a dexterous manipulator
with sensory feedback. Computational results are presented along with
their implications. A final parametric analysis shows that the outcome
is locally insenstive to all but complete reversals in preference.
KEY WORDS: Multicriteria Decision Making, Analytic Hierarchy Process,
Project Evaluation, Expert Opinion
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I. INTRODUCTION
Under the leadership of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) a vigorous effort is now underway to establish a
permanent manned presence in space by the early 1990s. Central to this
effort is the Space Station and its support systems including the
Shuttle, an orbital maneuvering vehicle, unmanned platforms, free-
fliers, and attachment facilities for servicing, refueling, and storing
satellites. Although the rationale for the Space Station can be
adequately expressed in technological terms alone, there is a growing
awareness that if the U.S. does not move ahead with this program,
whatever related advantages it now possesses will soon give way to the
forces of international competition. As such, the climate is right to
move from an era primarily centering on exploration to one that
encompasses both the scientific and commercial exploitation of space.
In order to meet this objective, it will be necessary to reduce the
cost and complexity of working and living in space without sacrificing
the high level of safety and reliability we have so far been able to
maintain.
This injuction has led NASA's Advanced Technology Advisory Committee
to conclude that if the Space Station is to succeed it must be highly
automated; and to recommend that up to 13 percent of the program's
overall budget be spent on research and development in related areas
(NASA 1985). In practical terms, °s deliberate thrust to incorporate
advanced automation and robotics can lead to increased productivity,
lower operating costs, more flexibility, improved reliability, and a
reduction in life-threatening hazards. Therefore, initial subsystem
designs must utilize as much mature automation as technologically
feasible without precluding evolutionary growth and expected
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innovation. A primary goal will be to optimize the human-machine mix
of functions and skills at both the module and subsystem levels (see
Zimmerman et al. 1985). This will permit the long-term realizable
advances in automation to be easily accommodated, once available.
Of equal importance is the role of humans in space. Because the
environment is a difficult one, the risks are great and must be weighed
against the promise for new knowledge and new commercial opportunities.
But there is a great deal we do not yet understand about either the
environment or potential, and it is in just these circumstances that
humans function best.
Accordingly, Hall and Wolbers (1984) assert that the human role
should be based on what persons are most capable of doing, which is to
use their intelligence to perceive, to understand, to redefine
continually what has been learned, to take advantage of unforeseen
opportunities, to solve unanticipated problems, and to acquire,
integrate, and interpret multisensory data. In short, they should
function as managers and laboratory scientists rather than as vehicle
operators.
Nevertheless, the question arises as to how much automation can be
justified within the technical and economic constraints of the program?
The purpose of this paper is to develop a model that can be used to
evaluate different approaches to automating the functions and tasks
that are planned for the Space Station. Chief among these are
monitoring and verification, fault management, satellite sevicing,
space manufacturing, and assembly of external structures. Special
attention will be given to the impact of automation on human
productivity, as measured by crew time saved, acceptability, health and
safety, motivation, and information requirements.
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Recognizing that each application of automation and robotics must
be carefully weighed against a set of multiple and often incomparable
criteria, the model relies on individual judgements to resolve any
conflict that appears in the analysis. These judgements take the form
of pairwise comparisons between the different factors or criteria
reflecting their relative importance with respect to a particular
function or task. In order to address the interrelationships between
the criteria, as well as establish a means of treating any imprecisions
in measurement that may arise, a hierarchical methodology is used
(Saaty 1980). The analysis is structured around the following four
areas: human productivity, economics, operations, and design. Results
are obtained separately and then combined by solving a master problem
to arrive at the final rankings. This contrasts with traditional cost-
benefit and engineering tradeoff approaches which require a much
greater data base before any analysis can be done (e.g, see Bard 19842
and Morgan and Thurgood 1984). The methodology should also be compared
with the more general but less comprehensive work of Miller, Minsky and
Smith (1982), and the more detailed modeling of Bard et al. (1985).
In the next section, the Space Station concept is defined along
with the terms associated with automation. Some related past
experience is also outlined. The methodology is presented in Section 3
and a representative analysis is conducted in Section 4. The example
concentrates of the task of aligning and fastening mechanical linkages
in space. Sections 5 and 6 conclude with a discussion of the results
and the potential applications and limitations of the methodology.
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2. SPACE STATION CONCEPT
Although size and complexity strongly influence the engineering of
the Space Station, and suggest a higher degree of autonomy than now
exists in most spacecraft, mission diversity is the principal factor
driving the design. Current operational concepts include a wide
variety of scientific experiments, deep space and earth observation,
manufacturing and processing of pharmaceuticals and alloys, and
assembly of large-scale structures. Crew time will therefore by a
critical resource. A combination of greater demands on both flight and
ground crews, coupled with a long-term commitment of manpower and
associated ground support, afford a potential for significant cost
savings through automation.
2.1 Design Requirements
At this time in the.program, the mission or customer requirements
have been interpreted by NASA (1984)as calling for three separate
spacecraft: a permanently manned Space Station in a 28-1/2 °
inclination, 270 nmi circular orbit; an unmanned co-orbiting platform
in a rendezvous-compatible orbit with both the Space Station and a
second platform, itself in a 98 ° , 430 nmi, Sun synchronous (2 P.M)
orbit. The manned element will be required to provide at least 50 kW
of continuous power, a minimum crew of six with four to service
customers, ports for attachment and servicing of two pressurized
laboratory payloads and seven unpressurized instrument payloads, and
provisions for large space construction and orbital transport vehicle
development. The co-orbiting platform will be designed to accommodate
payloads for celestial and solar observations, and sensitive
_ ..... _,,_, ov_i_n_ with a minimum of mechanical disturbance and
contamination.
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Tne baseline design of the Space Station is envisioned as a set of
deployed linear trusses to which pressurized modules, subsystems, and
other equipment are attached. The principal structural components are
a keel and three booms at right angles to the keel, as shown in Fig. I.
Four of the pressurized modules (two habitation and two laboratory)
will be arranged in a quadrangle to provide two access routes for the
crew in case of emergency. The Shuttle will berth with the first
habitation module to eliminate excessive crew movement in the work
area. Similarly, the logistics module will be berthed to the second
habitation module to permit unloading with minimum disturbance to
laboratory operations.
The Space Station is intended to be manned unless unforeseen
circumstances force evacuation. The crew will rotate during the 90 day
resupply cycle but there will always be 21 days of reserve provisions
to cope with emergencies. Workstations, personal hygiene facilities:
private quarters, and a ward room and galley to meet essential health
anl recreational needs will be provided for a crew of six. Onboard
operations will nominally be conducted 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
but management tasks will be divided between onboard and ground
personnel to utilized the capabilities of each most effectively. A 10
hour work day is planned.
2.2 Definitions
Because there is often confusion in the use of the terms
"automation", "robotics", and "artificial intelligence", it will be
useful to make precise their meaning, at least for the purposes of this
paper (see NASA 1985). In so doing, it should be observed that the
underlying fields have grown out of many technologies including
computer science, mechanisms, sensors, and controls, so these terms
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will have somewhat different connotations depending upon the context.
Nevertheless, the following definitions are offered.
Artificial Intelligence is a subfield of computer science
concerned with the concepts and methods of symbolic inference and the
symbolic representation of knowledge to be used in making inferences.
The goal is to make a machine behave in a manner that humans recognize
as "intelligent" behavior in each other.
Automation is the use of machines to control or carry out
processes in a predefined or modeled set of circumstances without human
intervention. Advanced automation will be used to collectively refer
to the fields of artifical intelligence, teleoperation, and robotics.
Autonomy is an attribute that allows a system to operate at a
specified performance level for given period of time without external
intervention. Fault tolerance and reliability are key features of
autonomy.
Expert Systems is a subfield of artificial intelligence concernel
with developing computer programs that use knowledge and reasoning
techniques in specific problem areas to emulate the decision processes
of human experts.
Robotics is the study and use of machines capable of manipulation
or mobility with some degree of autonomy. The autonomy may be almost
complete -- as in the case of an industrial manipulator which follows a
sequence of preprogrammed steps, or the Viking Lander which carried out
a series of operations during the periods between instructions -- or
limited, as with teleoperators used for nuclear power plant or undersea
operations.
Teleoperation is the study and use of manipulators which receive
instructions from human operators and perform some action based on
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those instructions at a remote site.
Telepresence is teleoperation in which feedback of visual,
tactile, auditory or other sensory information from the remote work
site gives the operator the illusion of being there so that he can
exercise better, or more precise control.
In some instances it may be necessary to further refine the above
terms to take into account specific functions or tasks. For example,
Hall and Wolbers (1934) define supervisory and augmented control for
teleoperations while Bard (1985) distinguishes various levels of
automation for industrial robots.
In the early years of the program it is likely that artificial
intelligence-based systems will be used primarily in an advisory or
planning capacity. As crew confidence in automation grows and as
technology advances: machines will take on more critical and
independent roles. On the other hand, the principal barriers to
autonomy levels beyond simple self-regulation, fault diagnosis,
adaptive attitude control, and tape management have thus far been the
shortage of computational resources. Most of our previous spacecraft
have lacked the tools to assist in the implementation of autonomous
behavior (e.g., see Soffen 1977). In this regard, cominonality of
hardware, software, and data protocols throughout the Space Station
program will be essential.
2.3 Current Developments
The most important initial motivation for telepresence is to
enhance crew safety by reducing the need for extravehicular activity
(EVA). A second is to increase mission capabality by making posssib_le
some aetivities that are now impractical, such as servicing satellites
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in high-radiation geosynchronous orbits. Robotic systems are based on
the same rationale, but would extend the range of activities to
situations where long communication delays hamper telepresence.
Further, because one crew member will generally be able to supervise
the activities of many robots working simultaneously on different
tasks, productivity will rise as less sophisticated systems evolve into
advanced automation.
Currently, a number of research programs are under way to
determine the most effective means of implementing these technologies.
For example, General Electric is building a dexterous manipulator to
transfer material between automatic fabrication stations for the
production of gallium arsenide (GaAs), a central ingredient in
integrated circuits; Martin-Marietta is working on the use of crane
manipulators to unstow modular elements, and to help astronauts on EVA
assemble them into structures. As evident from Skylab and Shuttle
experience, particularly concer.ning sabellfte rescue and repair, the
automation of manufacturing and satellite servicing will require the
most advanced equipment and controls. Because both of these activities
involve the precise manipulation of small, asymmetric objects,.a great
deal of dexterity will be a prerequisite of the design.
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3. METHODOLOGY
In order to establish a general procedure for evaluating advanced
automation alternatives a set of well-defined, uniformly acceptable
criteria must be developed. This will be done in a hierarchical
framework. The intent is to offer a representation of the system that
can be used to examine how changes in priorities at upper levels affect
the priority of elements further down the tree. The top of the
hierarchy will provide the analytic focus in terms of a problem
statement. The example developed below will be concerned with
'Selecting an On-Orbit Assembly System'. At the next level, the major
considerations are defined, which, in our case, will include human
productivity, economics, design, and operations. This is usually
followed by a listing of the criteria for each of the above
considerations. For human productivity these will include workload,
support requirements, crew acceptability, and issues surrounding man-
machine interfaces. Depending upon how much detail is called for in
the model, each criteria may then be broken down into individual
parameters whose values are either estimated or determined by
measurement or experimentation. The bottom level of the hierarchy .
contains the alternatives or scenarios underlying the problem. With
regard to 'Assembly' these might include an astronaut on EVA with
tools, a dexterous manipulator under human control, a dedicated
manipulator under computer control, a teleoperator maneuvering system
with manipulator kit, or a computer controlled dexterous manipulator
with vision and force feedback.
Once the hierarchy has been structured, local priorities must be
established for each factor on a given level with respect to each
factor on the level immediately above it. This step will be carried
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out by using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) of Saaty (1980) which
calls for pairwise comparisons between the factors to develop the
relative weights or priorities. Because the approach is basically
qualitative, it is arguabley less burdensome to implement from both a
data requirements and validation point of view than the more common
multiattribute utility approach of Keeney and Raiffa (1976). That is,
independence assumptions need not be substantiated nor preference
functions derived. If, however, a more quantitative approach is
sought, the exercise required to construct the hierarchy has an
inherent value that would likely complement the subsequent analysis
(cf. Keefer 1978, Kirkwood and Satin 1985, Madey and Dean 1985, and
White and Sage 1984).
To illustrate the nature of the calculations, observe Fig. 2 which
depicts a 3-1evel hierarchy -- a summary version of the example to be
fully analyzed in the next section. Table I contains the input and
output data for level 2.
TABLE I. PRIORITY VECTOR FOR MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS
Considerations I 2 6 4 Priorities Output Parameters
I) Human Prod. I
2) Economics
3) Design
4) Operations
3 7 0.521 _max =3 4.121
I I 5 0.204 C.I. = 0.040
I 7 0.227 C.R. = 0.045
I 0.047
When n factors are being compared, n(n-1)/2 questions are
necessary to fill in the matrix. The elements in the lower triangle
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(omitted here) are simply the reciprocal of those lying above the
diagonal; that is, aji = I/aij. In this instance, the entries in the
matrix at the center of Table I are the responses to the 6 (n=4)
pairwise questions that were asked. These responses were draw from the
9 point scale shown in Table 2 (see Saaty (1977a) for a further
explanation of how this scale was derived). For example, in comparing
"human productivity" with "economic" considerations (element a12 of the
matrix), it was judged that the first "weakly" dominates the second.
Note that if the elicited value for this element were I/3 instead of 3,
then the opposite would have been true. Similarly, the value 7 for
element a34 means that design considerations "very strongly" dominate
those associated with operations. After the decision maker supplies
all the data for the matrix the following equation is solved to obtain
the rankings denoted by w:
Aw = _max w
where w is the n-dimensional eigenvector associated with the largest
N
eigenvalue max of the comparison matrix, A. The n components of w
are then scaled so they sum to 1. Consistency of response or
transitivity of preference is checked by ascertaining whether
aij = aikakj, for all i,j,k. (I)
In practice, the decision maker is only estimating the "true" elements
of A by assigning them values from Table 2, so the perfectly consistent
case represented by eq. 2 is not likely to occur. "
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TABLE 2. SCALE USED FOR PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
Value Definition Explanation
5
7
9
2,4,6,8
0
Equal importance
Weak importance of
one over another
Essential or strong
importance
Very strong or
demonstrated
importance
Absolute importance
Intermediate values
No relationship
Both factors contribute equally to
the objective or criterion
Experience and judgement slightly
favor one factor over another
Experience and judgement strongly
favor one factor over another
A factor £s favored very strongly
over another; its dominace is
demonstrated in practice
The evidence favoring one factor
over another is unquestionable
Used when a compromise is needed
The factor does not contribute to
the objective
Therefore, as an approximation, the elements of A can be thought
to satisfy the relationship aij = wi/w j + _ij, where Eij is the error
term representing the decision maker's inconsistency in judgement when
comparing factor i to factor j. As such, we would no longer expect aij
to equal aikakj throughout. Carrying the analysis one step farther, it
can be shown that the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A, _max,
satisfies _max _ n, where equality holds for the perfectly consistent
case only. This leads to the definition of a consistency index
C.I. = (Amax-n)/(n-1) (2)
which can be used to evaluate the quality of the matrix A. To add
perspective we compare the C.I. to the index derived from a completely
arbitrary matrix whose entries are randomly chosen. Through -
simulation, Saaty has obtained the following results:
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n I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 _ 9 10
R.I. 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 I .12 I .24 I .32 I .41 I .45 I.49
where n represents the dimension of the particular matrix, and R.I.
denotes the random index computed from the average of the C.I. for a
large sample of random matrices. It is now possible to define the
consistency ratio as
C.R. = C.I./R.I.
Experience suggests that the C.R. should be less than 0.1 if one is to
be fully confident with the results. (There is a certain amount of
subjectivity in this assertion much like that associated with
interpreting the coefficient-of determination in regression analysis.)
Fortunately, though, as the number of factors in the model increases
the results become less and less sensitive to the values in any one
matrix (see Saaty (1980) for ways of dealing with unreasonably high
values).
Returning to Table I, it can be seen that the priorities derived
for the major considerations were 0.521 for human productivity, 0.204
for economics, 0.227 for design, and 0.047 for operations. These
figures parallel rather closely those obtained in related studies using
utility theory (e.g., see Bard et al. 1986, and Dyer and Miles 1975),
but tend to emphasize the first consideration more, probably due to the
implicit mandate that the Space Station must eventually pay for itself.
Finally note that the consistency ratio is well within the acceptable
range.
The next step in the analysis is to develop the priorities for the
factors on the third level with respect to those on the second. In our
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case, we will compare the five alternatives previously mentioned with
each of the major considerations. For the moment, assume that the
appropriate data have been elicited and that the calculations performed
for each of the four comparison matrices, with the results displayed in
Table 3. The first four columns of data represent the local priorites
derived from the inputs supplied by the decision maker. The global
priorities are obtained by weighting each of these values by the local
priorities given in Table I (note that each column sums to I). Because
there are no more levels left to evaluate, the values shown in the last
column of Table 3 represent the final priorities for the problem.
Thus, according to the judgements expressed by this decision maker,
alternative 2 turns out to be most preferred.
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TABLE 3.
Alternatives*
LOCAL AND GLOBAL PRIORITIES FOR THE PROBLEMOF
SELECTING AN ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
Local Priorities
Human Prod. Economics Design Operations
Global
Priorities
I
2
3
4
5
0.066 0.415 0.122 0.389 0.165
0.212 0.309 0.224 0.151 0.232
0.309 0.059 0.206 0.178 0.228
0.170 0.111 0.197 0.105 0.161
0.243 0.106 0.251 0.177 0.214
*Alternative I:
Alternative 2:
Alternative 3:
Alternative 4:
Alternative 5:
Astronaut on EVA with Tools
Dexterous Manipulator under Human Control
Dedicated Manipulator under Computer Control
Teleoperator with Manipulator Kit
Dexterous Manipulator with Sensory Feedback
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4. ANALYSIS
The 3-level model used for illustrative purposes in the previous
section has the advantage of simplicity but captures only the most
general properties of the system under study. In developing a more
comprehensive model, one must strike a balance between detail, data
requirements, and data availability. In practice, straightforward
weighting techniques can be effectively used to quickly narrow down a
large collection of options so greater attention can be given to the
more promising. Miller et al. (1982) take just such an approach in
developing a set of advanced automation options for space applications.
After identifying 69 space project tasks, they use the following seven
criteria in their scoring model: nonrecurring cost, recurring cost,
maintenance, time to complete task, failure-proneness, useful life, and
development risk. For each task, a judgement was obtained for each
criterion based on a I to 5 scale with current technology being equal
to 3. Rankings were derived by weighting the outcomes by the number of
potential applications. Others have taken parallel approaches using
similar types of response data, and have met with varying degrees of
succuss. Arbel and Seidmann (1984) have used the AHP to evaluate
flexible manufacturing systems and have reported favorabie customer
reactions; Saaty's experience with the AHP has spanned the gamet of
applications as well as results (e.g., see Saaty 1977b).
We will now explore the implications of a full analysis by
presenting the data underlying the 3-1evel 'Assembly' model. The first
thing to note is that the number of criteria and factors needed to
characterize any real problem is usually too large to neatly structure
in _ sin_l_ hi_,'-_rr,_, T_ ,",,,,,.,.,_o _i- ,_,_. , ......... ,-^ __^^,° ,._._
overall problem into four subproblems, each describing one of the major
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considerations, and then combine the results. The presentation will
therefore follow this course.
4.1 Human Productivity
A major rationale for developing advanced automation applications
for the Space Station is that they will increase the productivity of
both the ground and flight crews. Benefits will be achieved by
eliminating the need for humans to perform repetitive, tedious chores_
and by extending the scope of work to include tasks that would
ordinarily be impractical for the crew to undertake. For example, the
multiplicity of monitoring and calibration functions that must be
carried out daily are prime candidates for computer control. Expert
systems, or even assistant programs, can be used to guide an astronaut
through a complex diagnostic routine as well as manage certain faults
by providing facts and procedural information that would be difficult
for any individual to remember. For onboard computer repair, such a
system might contain a data base of design information, suggest tests_
and recommend procedures for recovering from failure. On a more
mundane level, an onboard, computerized inventory management system can
simplify the task of searching for stored equipment and material. It
has been estimated that the amount of time the Shuttle flight crew has
spent looking for misplaced items could have already justified the
development costs of this system.
A corollary to releasing the crew from low-level monitoring,
verification, and calibration functions is that morale will improve,
thus enhancing motivation and allowing more time to devote to higher-
level decision making and scientific pursuits. Another way automation
can result in greater productivity is by reducing the need for
frequent, detailed control and direction from the ground. If the
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astronauts are more closely involved in the planning and scheduling of
day-to-day activities, perhaps through an interactive, onboard
scheduler, the best allocation of their time can be more efficiently
determined.
With automatic fault diagnosis and recovery, many component
failures can be quickly and reliably detected and backup units place_
in operation in a manner transparent to the crew. The failel unit can
then be replaced or repaired at a convenient time without disrupting
the planned work schedule (e.g., see Malin and Lance 1985, and Zorpette
1985). Productivity on the Space Station can also be enhanced by
mechanical devices which complement or supplement human functions. For
instance, a teleoperated or robotic system could be used to assist an
astronaut on EVA by holding tools, moving objects into position,
grasping parts being connected, or providing mechanical capabilities a
hlJm_n doesn't pos_es_ (e.g., nee Wu and Paul 1982). The example that
.L
we will examine, 'Selecting an On-Orbit Assemble System' falls in this
general category. To begin, let us describe the five alternatives:
I. Astronaut on EVA with Tools - EVA represents current
technology, and hence serves as a point of reference in the .
comparisons. It is extremely man- and time-intensive but requires
little research and development (R&D). Although not considered here,
an interesting extension of this alternative would be a man-computer
vision system. Astronauts would be equipped with TV cameras that would
supply quantitative information on an object's size, orientation, and
condition to the computer for analysis. The principal issues would
concern the miniaturization of computation hardware and design of man-
machine interfaces.
2. Dexterous Manipulator under Human Control - Manipulation
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technology consists of a well-developed body of kinematic theory for
producing any desired movement of an end effector, such as a gripper or
tool carried at the end of a robot arm. Dexterity implies a capability
to reach and grasp objects in a human manner, and to adapt to a wide
number of tasks. Recently, multiple small, three-jointed manipulators
have been mounted on a hand to produce the equivalent of true fingers
(Jarvis 1984). This system could probably be built with a modular
design, so that vision could easily be added; however, because
extremely small manipulators for confined spaces and multiply-branched
manipulators for complex tasks do not yet exist, the development risk
would be high.
3. Dedicated Manipulator under Computer Control - The Remote
Manipulabor System (RMS) on the Shuttle is an example of the state of
the art Of teleoperation technology used in existing spacecraft.
Although its operations are routinely monitored visually or with TV
cameras, it has only limited dexterity and no sensory feedback. Arm
control is achieved with a computer program which translates inputs
into arm motion through a coaventional hand controller. A supervisory
control routine has been implemented which permits the arm to follow a
predetermined trajectory. This alternative may be thought of as the
next generation RMS with force/torque reflection and perhaps tactile
feedback. The major difficulty likely to be encountered in its
development centers on the computer system, as will be true with the
remaining alternatives.
4. Teleoperator Maneuvering System with Manipulator Kit - This
would be a remotely controlled devise with special-purpose and
multifingered end effectors, and an ability to attach itself to handles
or fixtures while coordinating its activities with other subsystems.
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It would be much more versatile than a dedicated manipulator,
possessing an onboard computer with updatable knowledge bases and built
in diagnostic and fault-tolerent software. A great deal of R&D would
be required, but the payoffs in terms of productivity and technology
transfer would be high.
5. Dexterous Manipulator with Sensory Feedback - This system
represents the essence of telepresence. It would start with the
components of current master-slave manipulators: a control station with
one or two master arms; a remote worksite with one or two slave arms
geometrically similar to the master arms; and video feedback. It wouZd
be expanded, though, to include greater dexterity, stereovision,
movable points of view, high resolution zones of focus, as well as
force, tactile and thermal feedback. Voice recognition will also be
considered in the design. From a development point of view, the man-
m_o.hinm int_rf_._ SL]Ch as electronic controls and displays, computer
graghics, instrumentation engineering, workstation design, and
ergonomics will be of primary importance.
Fig. 3 depicts the hierarchy fashioned for the human productivity
phase of the analysis. Major considerations for this subproblem
include workload, support requirements, acceptability, and man-machine
interfaces. At the next level a distinction is made between the
onboard and ground crews. This is followed at level 4 by a set of six
general criteria which are given explicit definition at level 5 by
introducing 16 parameters.
Table 4a displays the input comparison matrix for the level 2
_vmlllmtinn_, mnH th: _:_,,Ik_nf. priori_.iT_inn Th_ mnn:nt, mhili#y
factor obtained the highest score of 0.372 but was closely followed by
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the man-machine interface factor with a score of 0.366. Tables 4b-4d
contain the local and global priorities for levels 3 through 5; the
data associated with the last set of comparisons for the 5 alternatives
with respect to each of the 16 parameters is shown in Table 4e. The
final rankings are enumerated in Table 3. Alternative 3 -- a dedicated
manipulator under computer control -- achieved the highest score of
0.309. By tracing the individual comparisons it may be reasoned that
high crew acceptability as measured by the six criteria lead to this
result. The least preferred alternative was the first -- an astronaut
on EVA with tools -- primarily because of the extensive planning
required to perform such a task, coupled with the obvious physical
hazards. Note that R&D costs, complexity of design, and operational
difficulties do not play a significant role in this phase of the
analysis.
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TABLE 4a. PRIORITIES FOR THE MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATEDWITH
SPACE STATION HUMANPRODUCTIVITY
Considerations I 2 3 4 Priorities Output Parameters
I) Workload I 3 I I/3
2) Support I I/5 I/7
3) Accept. I 2
4) Man-Mach. I
0.203 _max = 4.30
0.059 C.I. = 0.101
0.372 C.R. = 0.112
0.366
TABLE 4b. PRIORITIZATION OF LEVEL 3 FOR HUMAN
Crew Workload
Local Priorities
Support Accept.
PRODUCTIVITY SUBPROBLEM
Man-Mach.
Global
Priorities
I) Onboard 0.833 0.875 0.900
2) Ground 0.167 0.125 0.100
O.9O0 0.885
0.100 0.115
TABLE 4c. PRIORITIZATION OF LEVEL 4 FOR HUMANPRODUCTIVITY
Criteria
Local
Onboard
Priorities
Ground
SUBPROBLE:._
Global
Prioriti@s
I) Training 0.029 0.178 0.046
2) Logistics 0.181 0.433 0.210
3) Performance 0.114 0.000 0.101
4) Org. Struct. 0.089 0.084 0.088
5) Health 0.482 0.041 0.431
6) Decision Mkg. 0.105 0.265 0.124
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TABLE 4d. PRIORITIZATION OF LEVEL 5 FOR HUMANPRODUCTIVITY SUBPROBLEM
PRIORTITIES
Local Global
Training
I) Regimen 0.246 0.011
2) Time 0.544 0.025
3) Tools 0.141 0.007
4) Support Personnel 0.069 0.003
Logistics
5) Planning & Scheduling 0.066 0.014
6) Maintenance 0.149 0.031
7) Rescue 0.785 0.165
Performance
8) Stability in Zero-g 0.167 0.017
9) Working Environment 0.833 0.084
Organizational Structure
10) Conflict Resolution 0.250 0.022
11) Human Reliability 0.750 0.066
Health
12) Physical Health 0.875 0.378
13) Psychological Health 0.125 0.0_4
Decision Making
14) Intelligence 0.238 0.029
15) Information Processing 0.136 0.017
16) Sensory Load 0.625 0.077
1.000
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TABLE 4e. PRIORITIZATION OF LEVEL 6 FOR HUMANPRODUCTIVITY SUBPROBLEM
Parameters
LOCAL PRIORTITIES
Alternatives
2 3 4
I) Regimen
2) Time
3) Tools
4) Support Personnel
5) Planning _ Scheduling
6) Maintenance
7) Rescue
B) Stability in Zero-g
9) Working Environment
I0_ Conflict Resol_Jtion
11) Human Reliability
12) Physical Health
13) Psychological Health
14) Human Intelligence
15) Information Processing
16) Sensory Load
0.038 0.079 0.440 0.230 0.213
0.042 0.131 0.534 0.166 0.127
0.049 0.469 0.269 0.133 0.079
0.033 0.233 0.410 0.177 0.147
0.029 0.149 0.510 0.105 0.207
0.055 0.479 0.255 0.131 0.080
0.027 0.285 0.285 0.117 0.285
0.047 0.144 0.557 0.126 0.126
0.034 0.113 0.446 0.162 0.226
_.O49 0.!67 0.324 O.12_ 0.33_
0.415 0.119 0.052 0.100 0.315
0.027 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243
0.031 0.124 0.438 0.113 0.294
0.046 0.103 0.470 0.111 0.270
0.422 0.163 0.052 0.110 0.254
0.058 0.140 0.489 0.116 0.197
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4.2 Economics
The Space Station is expected to be a vital national resource, not
only for scientific experimentation, but for technological innovation
and commercialization as well. As such, the Congress has tentatively
allocated $8 billion for the program to be spent proportionately over
the next seven years. The goal is to reach the initial operating
capability (IOC) outlined in Section 2 by 1992 although it is by no
means clear whether the baseline system can be built for this price.
Nevertheless, budgetary restrictions and competition for funds from
other projects preclude any planning beyond this figure regardless of
the present value of the program over its expected 20 year useful life.
In light of this constraint, IOC costs tend to dominate the three
other major considerations shown in Fig. 4 -- the hierarchical diagram
used in the economic analysis. While long term benefits to the U.S.
economy and increased worker productivity are extremely important
issues, the first concern is to bring the program in on budget. In
fact, advanced automation will play a major role in this regard by
permitting a reduction in support personnel through greater automony,
and introducing improved methods of construction and assembly.
i
Examining recurrent costs, in addition to enhanced crew productivity,
cost savings will be realized by lowering the amount of ground resouces
needed, and by extending the lifetimes and versatility of Space Station
systems. Intelligent computer-aided instruction can similarly reduce
the costs associated with preflight training, while automatic fault
diagnosis, isolation, and recovery can allow partially failed equipment
or experiments to remain in operation without having to immediately
dispatch a repair team.
Taking a long term view, NASA's tradition of promoting
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technologies that have grown out of its basic and developmental
research will be taking on an even greater dimension due in part to the
decline in the percentage of revenues being spent by U.S. industries on
R&D. Cooperation with the private sector will be a key item on the
agenda. Accordingly, several areas will be emphasized that to date
have hindered the progress and acceptance of automation by many
domestic manufacturers (see Ayres and Miller 1983). For example, the
lack of standardization in computer systems, as evidenced by a
proliferation of languages and disparate intercommunication techniques,
has been a principal deterrent to full implementation. It is felt that
an impetus by the government toward more universal computer interfacez
and software in support of Space Station requirements will facilitate
wider acceptance of automation by industry.
Some examples of technology transfer that have now become
commonplace include styrofoam insulation and nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging used in medicine. Success in meeting Space Station objectives
for fault tolerance and recovery techniques will provide the
understanding needed by industry to implement automated and autonomous
systems on a commercial level. And while the utilization of robotics
in space involves considerably different approaches in basic design and
qualification testing, research in adaptive control and artifica!
intellegence is readily transferrable to ground-based firms.
Similarly, man-machine interface requirements for robots and
teleoperators will apply equally to space and ground applications.
The final point that should be made about the major economic
considerations concerns the commercialization opportunities that the
Space Station will afford. In particular, working in space provides a
variety of unique conditions that may be effectively exploited if
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access is available at a reasonable cost. These include
• Microgravity
• High vacuum
• Isolation from disturbances and contamination
• Direct solar energy and cosmic rays
• A synoptic view of the Earth
Because automation will permit more efficient use of the crew's time,
it will help reduce operating costs, which in turn will affect the
rates that the government will have to charge its customers for using
Space Station facilities. Whatever the rates, however, fault-tolerant,
highly reliable computers will ensure effective collection of
experimental data and support for manufacturing processes.
Returning to Fig. 4, we see that each of the five system
alternatives are subsequently compared at level 6 against the following
five cost parameters: hardware, software, support equipment and
documentation, maintenance, and time saved. It should be noted that in
the engineering design phase of any program, these parameters would
have to be given much greater definition and their values determined
explicitly (see Zimmerman et al. 1985 for more detail) Our concer n
here, though, is only with relative orders of magnitude, and not
specific values.
Because the actual computations closely parallel those described
in Section 4.2, the individual results for the economic subproblem will
not be presented here. The final rankings for each alternative,
however, are displayed in Table 3 where it can be seen that the first -
- an astronaut on EVA with tools -- convincingly dominates the others.
This result can be traced back to the strong preference placed on IOG
costs by the decision maker throughout the analysis. Table 5 presents
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the level 2 comparison data which serves to dramatize this point.
TABLE 5. PRIORITIES FOR THE MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
SPACE STATION ECONOMICS
Considerations I 2 3 4 Priorities Output Parameters
I) IOC Costs
2) Recur. Costs
3) Prod. Improv.
4) Long-Term
5 5 7 0.619 _ max = 4.240
1 I/3 3 0.109 C.I. = 0.080
I 5 0.220 C.R. = 0.089
I 0.052
4.3 Design
Fig. 5 depicts the 4-1evel hierarchy used in the design phase of
the evaluation. The following five major considerations were
identified at level 2: physical characteristics, safety, technical
characteristics, performance, and technological opportunities. In the
comparisons, it was found that safety Was the predominant concern with
performance a far off second. These results are presented in Table 6
while the alternative rankings may once again be found in Table 3. The
most advanced alternative, number 5 -- a dexterous manipulator, with
sensory feedback -- placed first, primarily due to its high ratings on
safety, performance, and technology transfer. The EVA altervative was
at the bottom of the list for exactly the opposite reasons.
In general, working in space can pose serious threats to humans
because of the hostile surroundings or the nature of the materials and
devices involved. Certain fuels are highly toxic or volatile while
some facilities require high temperature or presure environments.
..... _ ..... _ _ .... _,,_ _,,= _u,,,_,,y-_,_ _tivities wvuJ.u remove hum_
altogether from potentially hazardous situations, but if the crew must
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work outside the Station occasionally, the use of automatic fault
diagnosis and response can significantly reduce the dangers.
TABLE 6. PRIORITIES FOR THE MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
SPACE STATION DESIGN
Considerations
Output
I 2 3 4 5 Priorities Parameters
1) Physical Chr.
2) Safety
3) Technical Chr.
4) Performance
5) Tech. Opport.
1/9 I/5 I/7 I/5 0.028 max : 5.545
I 7 7 9 0.630 C.I. = 0.136
I I/3 I/3 0.071 C.R. 0.122
I 2 0.159
I 0.111
The reliability of anY system may be characterized by the
likelihood of failure or process interrupt, the degree or mode of
failure, and the effor5 and time required for diagnosis, repair, and
recovery from the degraded condition. While the increased complexity
of a highly automated system can be expected to have an adverse effect
on component failure rates, automation can improve overall reliability
in several ways. Systems for monitoring and control are not subject to
fatigue or time dependent error proneness as are humans, and software
for automatic fault isolation and recovery can keep a critical system
going until an astronaut has time to change out the failed part. In
emergencies, automated systems specifically designed for crisis
management can bring the troubled equipment to a fail-safe condition
before extensive damage occurs. Without automation, humans may more
frequently be placed in pressure prone situations such as EVA in which
the chances for error increase significantly.
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From a strictly design point of view, some of the factors that
should be taken in account in the evaluation follows. First, the Space
Station should accommodate alternate configurations which readily allow
for additions to and deletions from the currently planned mission
profiles. Second, all autonomous functions should be capable of being
separately enabled, disabled, or updated under the supervisory control
of the ground or fight crews. This is necessary to ensure adequate in-
flight maintenance, modification, and performance analysis. Finally,
because standard retrofit procedures attempted some years after the
initial platform is launched would be prohibitively expensive, growth
potential must be built into the design from the outset. At a minimum,
this implies the incorporation of standard interfaces, the design for
ease of assembly and servicing, and the design of an evolutionary
computer system architecture. It is not surprising to note that the
rankings of the five alternatives reflect these criteria almost
exactly.
4.4 Operations
major goal for the Space Station is to minimize both crew and
ground control involvement in system monitoring through onboard
automation and platfrom autonomy. This will maximize crew availability
for mission activities which include the servicing of internal and
externally attached payloads, supervising laboratory experiments,
deploying payloads and upper stages, and assembling large-scale
structures. Initial ground control and support will be in the form of
flight and system monitoring and assistance during the deployment,
assembly, checkout, and verification of each new Space Station element.
As time progresses, many of the mission planning activities and data
management functions will be assumed by expert systems.
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Automation and robotics technologies can increase human
performance by decreasing operational requirements and by mechanizing
many of the related functions. Skylab and Shuttle experience indicates
that the individual productive time available per mission day is on the
order of 10 hours (Zimmerman et al. 1985). The remainder of the day is
taken up with housekeeping and personal chores. Productive time must
include subsystem operation, monitoring, calibration, fault diagnosis
and correction, planning, EVA, rendezvous/docking, customer servicing,
and other user related activities. As an example, consider the
monitoring and verification tasks associated with command and control -
- these are currently performed by the ground crew. Loftus (1983)
reports that roughly 70 percent of the monitoring points are
automatically telemetered to the ground. The balance, consisting of
approximately 1000 data elements, is monitored onboard. Using a
standard scan rate of one second per data element, and monitoring twice
a day, a total time of 0.6 hours per day results. If the monitoring
function were to be made completely independent from the ground,
existing onboard procedures would require an additional hour per day.
Thus, the need for automation is clear.
The verification and calibration function is generally more
complicated because it requires a variety of steps: repeated instrument
readings, a comparison of data with either the ground or other onboard
instruments, and possibly a spacecraft control decision which itself
must be verified. Both Skylab and Shuttle operational histories
suggest that verification and calibration fuctions will consume
appoximately 0.3 crew hours per day. Table 7 provides an extrapolated
list of associated times for the Space Station.
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TABLE 7. ESTIMATED TIMES FOR SPACE STATION VERIFICATION
AND CALIBRATION FUNCTIONS
Fuctions and Tasks
Approximate time
Hours/Day
Plan Mission 0.5
Verify/Calibrate
- Inertial Unit 0.6
- Docking System 0.3
- Accelerometers 0.3
- Thermal Control Systems 0.3
- Structural and Mechanical Loads 0.3
- Station and Experiment Pointing 0.3
- Power Subsystems 0.1
- ECLS Subsystems 0.1
- Experiment Instrumentation 0.6
- Test Intrumentation No Value
Parameter Updates and Data Storage 0.1
Total = 3.5 .
Fig. 6 displays the 6-level hierarchy used to evalute the issues
o.
underlying Space Station operations. Major considerations in this
model included administration and management, maintenance, house-
keeping, and emergencies. At level 3 a distinction is made between
onboard and ground personnel, while levels 4 and 5 contain the criteria
and _,_m_t_s, respectively. Table 8 embodies the input and _utput
data for the first set of evaluations. As can be seen, emergency
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considerations strongly dominate the other three, achieving a weight of
0.69. This might suggest that a remote manipulator or robotics system
would be most preferred because of the reduced likelihood of emergency
situations arising with their use. Nevertheless, the relatively high
scores in performance and human factors an astronaut on EVA gets for
the assembly task gives alternative I a substantial edge in the
rankings (see Table 3).
TABLE 8. PRIORITIES FOR THE MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
SPACE STATION OPERATIONS
Considerations I 2 3 4 Priorities Output Parameters
I) Admin. & Mgt.
2) Maintenance
3) Housekeeping
4) Emergencies
I/3 3 I/7 0.088 _max = 4.264
I 5 I/7 0.178 C.I. : 0.088
1 I/9 0.043 C.R. = 0.098
I 0.690
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5. DISCUSSION
The final step in the analysis is to derive the overall rankings
by combining the results obtained for each of the four subproblems.
The collective weights are presented in Table 3 where it can be seen
that alternative 2 -- a dexterous manipulator under human control --
slightly outscores alternative 3 -- a dedicated manipulator under
computer control. Although the latter is clearly the superior choice
when only human productivity is considered, its poor scores in
'economics' and 'operations' reduce its attractiveness. Notice that
the first alternative, EVA, turns out to be a rather weak contender
despite its high scores in these two areas. This can be traced
directly to its unacceptable showing in 'human productivity'. On the
other hand, the fifth alternative -- a dexterous manipulator with
sensory feedback -- does quite well in all categories, being the system
of choice in 'design', but cannot currently be justified from an
economic point of view.
In order to test the sensitivity of these findings to variations
in judgement, the comparison data in each subproblem were locally
perturbed and the individual and collective sets of weights reqomputed.
It was found that as long as transitivity was preserved, the overall
results showed very little variation, with the rankings rarely
changing. As would be expected though, the impacts accompanying
preference shifts are more pronounced if they occur near the top of the
hierarchy. For example, the importance of 'design' would only have to
be increased by about 20 percent with respect to 'human productivity'
in Table I before alternative 5 becomes dominant. This observation
upper management would be expected to provide the higher level
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judgements.
With regard to data collection, it should be mentioned that the
interviewing process can be rather time consuming and tedious as the
size of the model grows. If the decision maker is unfamiliar with the
methodology, it usually takes about 30 minutes of explanation and
demonstration before he feels comfortable answering the questions. An
additional 45 to 60 minutes are then required to elicit the comparison
data for a 6-1evel hierarchy equivalent in complexity to the human
productivity model. Some individuals found it easier to start at the
bottom of the hierarchy with the parameters rather than at the top with
the more general criteria. Note that all computations were performed
in negligible time on an IBM PC using an interactive Basic program. As
a benchmark, it takes about 5 seconds to compute the eigenvector of a
6x6 matrix and at most 50 seconds to solve any one of the four
subprob!ems.
From an operational standpoint, rather than do all the analyses
during the first interview, it may be more efficient to collect the
data off line, then compute the weights, perform a sensitivity
analysis, and, if possible, hold a followup session to discuss the .
results. Even the most experienced analyst makes mistakes, and the
time looking for and correcting errors during the interview can only
lead to impatience and hasty judgements on the part of the decision
maker.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown how the Analytic Hierarchy Process can be used
to evaluate automation and robotics applications for the upcoming Space
Station. The methodology is completely general, though, and need not
be limited to these technologies alone. Other promising areas of
application include the selection of the food system, habitat design,
and the determination of payload priorities. In this regard, the major
considerations, criteria, and parameters developed for each of the four
subproblems should not be thought of as fixed. Each new problem will
usually require modifications or extensions of these factors to
accommodate unique concerns. The flexible nature of the program easily
permits such adjustments.
If a more quanatitative approach is called for, the AHP is often
good first step in defining and structuring the problem. The fact that
it requires only qualitative inputs, though, gives it an advantage over
the more formal multicriteria techniques such as multiattribute utility
theory and goal programming in that it can be used effectively in the
early stages of a program before detailed cost and performance data are
available. The time and effort saved at the outset will return
dividends throughout the course of development.
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DISTRIE:UTED S";'r4THETIC.APERTURE RADAF" SIMULATIOI'4
Brian A. Bourgeois
As s. is tar, t F'rr, f-ss._r of " _ '- ..
. _ _ ,, _F-,pl.ed l",=then.a*ical F:,-ier:ces.
Ur,iver_i_, t,.,Jof Hou_tor,_ -:)",.,-_....,r,town
H C,u " t C,r, : T e :; a s
/ P
ABSTRACT
Synthetic aperture radar (SAF.'.) depends, primarily c,n
attainable frequent,.:.., resolution rather than on large phvsical size
of the antenna arra, The dis.tribut=d ar,-_.hit=r, tur,= ,z ,:,n ,ze _r,t .rr)sAR.:,
incorporates acti,..,e elements (amplifiers.:, at or ne.sr the elemer_tai
Y_,_H_ ators ,; f th_ arra,.,
:-;I n --_= o_F." s ar_ e:,..:per, s_ k.,e _',U 1 - " - -u_ - tO i d and e,r ,' _ t_=t _ a.... p_-nsl ,._- t,-,
corr,pute:- rnodeCir:9 ap,[roach is _ Feasible method of pre,_.ictinq :h,e
qualit,.,.. .......r,r r, atur_ of the :;_P' irr,_..__-s From the r, roz, os.ed =,,=_..,._.tern
r,arameters. The goal of this project is to produce a DSAF.'.
sirnulation software package. This. report describes, the progress
made thus fat and the work which remains to he d.:,r,e.
Extensive _..Jork on this. project had been done previous.l_:., b,-
t,^,o NASA eor, tractor_. _., The prir,_ip._! task remair,_r,q. _ invc. lved. t,___
creation of a suitable interface between these programs, and the
hardware and s.oft,.,,are a,,ailable at the Johnson Space Center• For
example, all graphi,-.s routines needed to be repla,-ed due to
software incompatibilits.,.
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._" • _ 4. Y _ .:
I NT R 0 D U C:T I ON
This project is a part of the NASA project MSART, c.r
Multifur;ctior, s;,,r, thetic Aperture Radar Techr, ology. The objer-tives
of thi=. pro9ram are tc,. pro,.:i de =_.:..,=tern_. =tudie=__ . de=_i qr,_ approache_: - ,.
sr,,d hat-,-_l.4are derr, orl=_.t_'._tiori; of arl arlter, r,.a =,,-= ter.-_ t,-, _,_ u=ed to,
,i - _ _ -- _' "irr, agir, g the earth from the Shuttle the Spacela_, arid s._tellit-s
Our particular interest is ir, tt.4o ¢ornputer pro, grams. The fit_t i_
ar, o.-bital sin,ulatior, prograrr, _vho=e input i.=-. _pacecraft oeon-,e*r,,
antenna '3ain patter-r,, filter processir, q data, and tarqet
ir_fot'matior_ arid _...,P,o_--e (,utE, ut is ,-_ c-imui.-9, te,d irr,._ge r;f th.-_t t._=Y_-t.
-- _ _ - _ rl.C;'.:; v,,a- ,:rea,tmd ;t the Ap_.,i ied F.'.eEea:-,,hThis program: u=,_--,_ ___: - - . .
L =_,__orator._ _=-= (AR.L_. _-t. the Ltr_i,.,e:=it,..,._. of Te:..-a_ ._,. Au_t_.._, .... ,[_-:rr,_ .... a_,-:
Graf,i979]. -r,,_,;_ __econd .p,-, oq_Tarn in.=,ut.=_ ant. anna ar,, ._=,,:..
,--hat a,--t =-._,-i=tics_, alon__ w_. th t,.,pe arid_ extent, of antenna, perf,:,rrnanee
failur_ to produce the ar_tenn_ gain p_ttern in 9raphical or
tabular form. This program: called DSAR, ._as produced at the
Phvsical.. C;cience Laborat,z, ri _=_s. (F'SL_. at t..l_l..._........ Me.,:ico '.:;tare Ur, i,--ersi ,,,..:.
[Jedlicka and Henry 2_.,:,_... The first prc,_:-ar,'_ 4as then modifie,-_, t,-,
input the antenna 9_in patte;n pr,:,duced as output from DSAR. This
work w._s also done at ARL [Este=-:lg_B5].
- - N_.,_., requ = - -* UThese pTO(_Tarrl__ - , =_.. dei _ vered to "'__ i Ted - _4T_.= t &Fret., r_
of further _,,,.-,rk it, ,:,?'def to be use,- _ . All qrar, hics ro_Jtine=-, h-d to
be reE, laced because the software packa,Bes used _...,ere incompatible
w_th. those of NASA . i r,,. add_ ,i¢,n:.. rrlar_l. =_ct il:_rl.- _. ,:,f code needed to
t-,e tailored to meet the specifir_ need__- of NA_;F_ .=.--: efficier_tl,. .... _
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possible. For example: OSS is general enough to handle an
-_._ntarbitrar.v orbit about at, arbitrary plar, et, hut, for the pr_ _ :
l'4_ need only concentrate on the S,huttle '= orbit about the earth
T H E FjR.Y
Ther_ e:×:ist t,.-JOpractical method =- for obtair, in 9 resolution of
._ =_.i,qnal reflected from tt4o different points. If the point_, are
_ztatic, nar'.:.., _..,,ith respect to the direction of n4,-.,tion of the
trar, srnitter, and .it different di_-.tance =-, their r_flected _.i,_qnals
can be di= tin.=_,i=.hed_._._ _. ._,,:.. _-,e. tirqe, it. takes, the _i c_r,ai.. to r_turn_ .
The _.n-,a!ler the d,,r_ti,_',n of the pule.e: the better is. the
res.olutzon. This is. the ba'---.i = for r._r, ge .-_=.=-.,-l.jtion the ranae
being perpen,_,icular to the line ¢,f rr, otion.
Or, the other hand: the [:,oppler the¢,rF tell =- us. that if there
is. a relati,..,e line of sight motion bet,...,eer, trsn._.rnitter and
reflector: there u.:ill be a frequency ._.hift in the received _.i_qr_al
p. roport._or,._l to that '..'_l r, ,- .{ :...v. Therefore: t_.,o point=_. .-=.eo.arat__d iF,
the azin-,'Jth direction, that is._ p_r_llel to the vehicle rnotic, r._.
• . =,;t freouer:c,. ...... ari_tic, r,= due to.
_...:ill refle,-t --ign_!-= ^,ith differ .... -
their ha-.'in'3 differer..:t :.,ale, c1 ty con':pc, nent_z p__rallel to the n',otior,.
Thi_. i_. the ba=_.4_., for _-zimuth re--=olution in sunthetic., apeTture
radar (E;_Ft).
Llnlik_ cnr,,..,entior, r.adar then, o_R -zimuth resolution i---.
- - ! • _'_
independent of antenna beem_._._idth. Since beamc....,idth is. int.,ersety
prc, oortional to anter, r,a length,, an irr, pr._ctical ph'..-,'_ica! =_.i_, ic-
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replaeed by complex signal professing equipment. The quality of
the SAR image is an involved function of the parameter-:-, of the
antenna, the signal processor, and the 9eometr.v.
The distributed architecture concept (DSAR) inc-orporates
transmit/receive (T/R) modules at or near the elemental radiators
of the arra,.:.,. The rnc,_:t important component=_ of the T/R r,,odule_ .are
the hi9 h power arr,plifier (HF'A) and the low noise amplifier (LNA.'.,.
The major ad,vanta9e._= of this approach include [qed!icka,19842 :
I) enhanced s,,#ster,, reliability due to graceful degradation of
arra_,, pattern performance;
2) achievement of high total radiated power _..,ith solid state
de,...,icos ;
3
4
V aT
improved svsten: r, oise figure:
rnecha-,ica' defnrn;ation at,,- r.,'_ot _ on -r,q:",_.r, Ea,'.io'' .=-=- .,el! .-e
able incidence ar,gle2 (-Jith electronic l-,earr,steering o:,tior, .
RE.=, _ - .=
Due to the enormit[:, of the ta_k, the goals for the summer.
,.,,ere restricted to _.._ork on the DSAR program. Spe.zificall,,.,, the
9oals ,....,ere
I.., to load and compile the program or, the VAX I1./-80 computer;
2) to rewrite the graphics routines, both two and three
dimensional, using the software package D!SSPLA;
3) to make the program user-friend!.,..:;
4_ to produce at, operator's manual which Nil! er, han,:_ 3
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ORIGINAl.. P,_*'_'_ .....
POOR 'QU_LJiY
All of these _qoal _ were realized. A copF, of the program and
t h e r,, a r, u a i a r e a,_ a i I a h 1 e u p o r, r e q u e _ t. T h e o r, 1 ,y, =_.h o r t c o rr, i r, 9 = , d u e
to time limitations: are in 3) and 4). The program could be made
more friendly to the user. The operator"s manual is s,:,met...,hat
=_ket,zh,? in parts: but the essentials are cc, k.,ered surf icier, t!'.:. _Tr,
additi¢,n._ se,..,er.a! p,:,rtior_.-= ,:,f the pr,:,,qr_rn were n,:,t th,:,ro:_,ghLv
te_ted.
f_-"-''lFe f I'-" 'r - --•_.,,4_.L_=_.:, • Ll'_'J.'_-.
One phase of the pro_ect ha.=_ beer, completed. Ve nou., hav.e
,..,orkir, 9 .._=,'sic, r, c,t *he [=._F. _,roqrarn, read,_., t,:, tes,. the effe,-_t_, c,_
,-orn;,onent pe_.-formance de,sradatior, and mechanical deforrnatior, or,
the far-fie!d antenna patterns. Vhet remains to be done i_ a
•=imilar job on the lenqthier OSS prograrn. It has been loaded on
the _,_-_ _-_. c¢,rnputer. Gra_,hi c.=. rnust be .=.uppl ied, the code rn_jE ,. be
stand._rdized_ and ._n interface with DSAR must be p_o,..,ide_,
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Sample Input
DSAR INPUT TEST
6 X 12 ELEMENT
FREQ F10.0 : 5.3
NUM ELE_S : 6
SPACING :4.225
STAGGER :0.O
NO _:ITS : O
RAN QUAN : O
CO PHAS : I
PANELS : I
ACOL, PCOLX :
AROW.PRQWY :
TAPER : I
DIRECT :X
SIDELO_E : 20
EL PATTERN : I
ZAP : 2
T/R K,Y : 2
NZAP : 3
IRFLAG : O
ISEDR : C,QQ
ISKIP : 0
ZD TICKS :
GAIN PHI :
GAIN THETA :
INCREMENTS :
3D,IDONT
3D TICKS :
MN,VAR,DEL :
AMP, SEED FL: I
BOW INFO : O
STEER
ICUT FLAG : O
3D VIEW PT : 45
,ARRAY C-_AND
O0
12 2
4.500
0.O
1
2
1.0
1.0
.5
0.0
0.O
22.5
.0 ZC.O
3
0.0
-3_.0
q 9
1 0
9 9
1000.
0
0.0
-90
0.0
7O
90.0
_6.0
1 15
500.
0
O.0
3
O.O
Z.O
2.0
30.0
0
0.0
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Sample Output 
4-7 
Sample Output
N01_AU| '_ _ QAIN VQ, I_TA
F_I - $0.
I
[
i.
J
L
o
-4G
N0f:If_PL,12I%) F_'II_NNA QAIN VGI, THC';A
PHI - BO.
|
,i i/_
_F'_.; _LJ _"
, I
! i ! '
I
i
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COND_qSATI_ HEAT TRANSFER L_qDER A MICROGRAVITY ENVIRONMENT _ q _
L. C. Chow
Associate Professor
Mechanical Engineering Depar_nent
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington
A description of the condensation heat transfer process in microgravity is given. A
review of the literature is also reported. The most essential element of
condensation heat transfer in microgravity is the condensate removal mechanism.
Other important features are also pointed out. In this report, two mechanisms for
condensate removal are analyzed by looking into two probl_ns. The first problem is
concerned with film condensation on a flat porous plate with the condensate being
r_moved by suction at the wall. The second problem is an analytical prediction of
the heat transfer coefficient for condensing annular flows with the condensate film
driven by the vapor shear. It is concluded that both suction and vapor shear can
effectively drain the condensate to ensure continuous operation of the condensers
operated under a microgravity environment. It is recommended that zero-g flight
experiments be carried out to verify the prediction made in the present report. The
results contained in this report should also aid in the design of future space
condensers.
NASA Colleague: Richard C. Parish EC2 X4941
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INTRODUCTION
Two-phase heat transfer processes have been investigated extensively in the past.
With very few exceptions, these investigations were performed on earth where the
heat transfer processes can be significantly affected or even daminated by the
earth's gravity. Research in two-phase heat transfer processes under microgravity
has potentially a very high payoff in many areas of applications, such as in power
generation in space and in spacecraft thermal control and management.
Condensation is the change of phase from the vapor state to the liquid state. It is
acccmpanied by heat transfer because the latent heat of condensation must be
removed. In film condensation, the liquid condensate forms a continuous film which
covers the condenser surface. The film usually constitutes the dominant resistance
to heat transfer for latent heat r_noval. It is therefore essential to drain the
condensate and keep the film as thin as possible. If the condensate is not
effectively removed, the condenser may flood and Can lead to a halt in further
condensation of the vapor. In an earth-based condenser design, drainage of the
condenser is typically provided by exploiting the gravitational force. In the
absence of gravity, the condensate can be removed by suction, by surface rotation,
i
by shear stress due to vapor flow, by capillary pumping or by a mechanical wiper.
Pertinent literature was reviewed and it was found that data from two-phase heat
transfer experiments with reduced gravity forces is very limited. Siegel (I) has
summarized the work on the effects of reduced gravity on heat transfer up to
November 1966. Eastman et al. (2) have assessed the current status of research in
boiling, condensation, and two-phase flow patterns under reduced gravity. Most of
the experiments on condensing flows under reduced gravity used mercury (a nonwetting
5-2
fluid) as the working fluid (3-5). The experiments were performed on an AJ-2
airplane flying a Keplerian tr0jectory. The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
has also performed someexperiments on forced convection evaporators and condensers
in straight, tapered, and vortex tubes in zero-g aircraft flights (6, 7). NASAhas
also demonstrated that stable condensation can be maintained for zero-g condensation
(8). Experiments in two-phase fluid flow regimes were performed aboard a KC-135
aircraft with air and water as working fluids (9). Preliminary design of flight
hardware for two-phase fluid research was conducted for NASA-Lewis Research Center
(10). This work may eventually lead to space experiments for liquid reorientation,
pool boiling, and convective boiling with reduced gravity forces.
As mentioned previously, condensate removal is the key to having stable,
steady-state condensation under microgravity. Liquid film removal by suction
through a porous plate o_- a slot has been suggested '"_, •"_i _) _-_ ..... _'_"__" is• l'%,lL Ak.,t L& t_ &. tt t_%_t i_ t *_..._LL
to create an a_ificial gravity for condensate removal by surface rotation (13).
For convective condensation, vapor shear can also provide a driving force for moving
the condensate film (14 - 16). In a heat pipe, the condensate is removed from the
condenser section by capillary pumping provided by the wick structure (17). A
mechanical wiper to thin the liquid film has also been suggested (18).
The presence of a small amount of noncondensable gas can lead to a significant
reduction in condensation heat transfer (19, 20). When noncondensable gases are
present, they move with the vapor towards the condensing surface where the vapor is
condensed. Since the gases do not condense, they acc_ulate in the proximity of the
liquid-vapor interface, forming a gas layer. This gas layer retards the movement of
vapor to the condensing surface.
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It is well known that surface tension or capilla_y force can be used to thin the
condensate layer, thereby enhancing the film condensation rate (21, 22). This
method of enhancing the condensation rate is also applicable under a microgravity
environment.
The purpose of the present effort is to assess the potential of using suction and
vapor shear to remove the condensate for space applications. It is essential to
have very effective condensers that are capable of providing high heat fluxes with a
small temperature difference. For example, for heat rejection in space, such a
condenser will allow a maximum radiator temperature, resulting in lower weights for
both the radiator and condenser.
CONDENSATION ON A FLAT POROUS PLATE WITH U_IFORM SUCTION
The problem is depicted in Figure i. Saturated vapor at temperature T s is situated
above a cooled porous plate maintained at T w. The liquid condensate is being sucked
into the plate with a velocity vo (Vo<O). Under steady-state conditions, the mass
condensation rate is the same as the condensate removal rate, and the film thickness
is a constant.
The energy equation is
d_!
i
(I)
The boundary conditions are
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aty=0, T =T
W
y =_, T =T s
The temperature distribution T across the film is given by
T-Tw i - e Y/_
1
l - e _/_
(2)
where
3_cFaVo Vo
and kL, _L' CpL and _L are the thermal conductivity, density, specific heat and
thermal diffusivity of the liquid condensate, respectively.
The condensate film thickness _ can be determined by an energy balance at the
interface
(3)
It can be shown that
Vo
(4)
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where Ja = CpL (Ts - Tw)/hfg is the Jakob number.
For Ja < 0.I, equation (4) can be approximated to within 5%by
S _L j
v_
(5)
and, equation (2) can be rewritten as
T-Tw I - e..
"T_-T,,, [ - _.
(6)
The heat transfer coefficient h is given approximately by
6" _<LJ'm J_-
(7)
For condensation of water vapor, if _ can be maintained by suction to 0.5 mm, then
the heat transfer coefficient is approximately equal to 1300 W/m2K.
CONVECTIVE CONDENSATION INSIDE A TUBE
The situation is depicted in Figure 2. Consider a vapor at a temperature of T s
flowing inside a tube with a velocity of uv. The tube wall is kept at a temperature
of Tw, (Tw < Ts). The flow regime is very likely to be annular. %_en the void
fraction becomes very low, slug flow and bubble flow may be possible. The vapor
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first condenses on the cooler wall and tends to remain there due to surface tension.
The only kind of instability that may cause transition to slug or bubble flows is of
Kevin-Helmholtz type. These transitions are not likely except when the void
fraction is low.
Ass_ing the flow regime to be annular, in the absence of gravity, the motion of the
condensate film is entirely due to vapor shear and mcmentt_n transfer due to
condensation. We will solve for the motion of the condensate film but will ignore
the velocity distribution in the vapor phase. A friction coefficient is specified
at the vapor-liquid interface. The approach is similar to the one used in Reference
23.
Ass_iDg the film thickness _ is small compared to the tube diameter d, and ignoring
the inertia of the liquid, a mcmentt_ balance for a fluid element inside the
condensate film is
(8)
where_L is the liquid viscosity, uL is the liquid film velocity and p is the
pressure.
Due to friction at the wall, it is expected that the pressure will decrease with z.
There is also a small partial pressu_ recovery due to the decreasing vapor velocity
caused by condensation. However, the pressure changes are expected to be very small
compared to the absolute pressure. Thus, it is a good approximation to assume the
vapor temperature, vapor density and vapor viscosity to be constant.
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The velocity uL is given by
(9)
The velocity UL6 at the interface is
- '--
(I0)
In equations (9) and (i0), _ is the film thickness, and _j is the shear stress at
the vapor-liquid interface.
The liquid Reynolds number Re L is given by
(ii)
where UL,av e is the average velocity of the condensate.
The mass flow of the condensate increases with z due to condensation, and the rate
of increase of Re L is given by
_e L . #
-- _¢ (12)
_L d_
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where _" is the condensation mass flux.
c
The rate of condensation is determined by the heat transfer rate as the latent heat
must be removed,
k ( T_-L)
a[ _ss
(13)
Ccmbining equations (12) and (13),
__ kCT_ L)_ _-
(14)
where Ja is the Jakob nuaber and PrL is the condensate Prandtl nunber.
Mf_entum balance for the vapor yields
dz_. d
(15)
This implies that the pressure gradient reims in equations (i0) and (ii) are smaller
than the shear stress terms by a factor of e_/d. Since a/d is very small, one can
simplify the expressions for UL_ and Re L as
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~ r 5
LLL E -- (16)
" /2 2_ (17)
As the vapor condenses, the vapor mass flow rate decreases. Assuming the quality is
unity at the inlet, then
mv+ mL= %o (18)
where _v and _L are the vapor and liquid mass flow rates at any position z and _vo
is the vapor mass flow rate at the inlet. From this, it can be shown that the vapor
Reynolds n_nber is
(19)
where Revo is the vapor Reynolds nt_nber at the inlet (= _v0_//ov ), and _R is the
ratio of the viscosity of liquid to that of vapor (=_L/_v). Since the vapor
density and viscosity are assumed to be constant,
uv :UvJe/_evo (20)
As mentioned previously, the motion of the condensate is driven by the shear stress
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at the interface.
where the first term in equation (21) is due to the frictional drag between the
vapor and the liquid, and the second term is due to the faster moving vapor
condensing onto the slowermoving liquid.
For laminar vapor flow (Rev < 2300), the frictional coefficient is
given by
(22)
,C\ --
For turbulent vapor flow (Re v > 2300), i-_I is given by Henstock and
Hanratty (24),
?'-)5
(23)
where
= 0.023 Rev -0"2
p-p.
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= [(0.707 ReLFI/2) 2"5 + (0.0379 ReLF 0.9)2.5]0.4
and ReLF =4Re L
Nondimensionalizingdistances and velocities by the tube diameter d and the inlet
vapor velocity Uvo, respectively,
_ tlv -- <_u
L,Lv 13L
btvo 2 I/-vo
Z. - ,_
r_ ...-.-- 6" = "-"-
(24)
and defining a nondimensional shear stress M, one can rewrite equations (14), (16),
(17), (20) and (21) as:
J L
(14a)
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(16a)
L
-Z
p
2_
(17a)
Uv = Rev/Revo (20a)
and
Equations (14a), (16a), (17a), (19), (20a), (21a) and (22) or (23) are used to find
i
' ReL' Rev' Uv' ULJ and M as functions of z. The heat transfer coefficient h is
given by kL/_. Hence, the Nusselt ntjnber is
kd _ (25)
I
From the nondimensional equations, it is clear that the quantities 6, ReL, Rev, _,
% -_F_'_ M _L_ LUI_C_ons of Z with _vo' Ja/PrL' , p_as parameters.
9_ will present results only for the case of steam condensing at one atmosphere, (Ts
= 100°C). The wall temperature is assumedto be at either 85°Cor 70°C. Two vapor
Reynolds n_nbers are chosen, namely, 5000 and 50000. The liquid properties are
chosen to be at the average film temperatu_, 1/2 (Ts + Tw). The values of the
parameters are listed in Table I.
The film thickness and the vapor Reynolds number for Revo= 5000 are plotted as
functions of z in Figure 3. The solid lines are for AT = 15°C, while the dashed
lines are for AT = 30°C. The vapor Reynolds number gives an indicatzon of the
amount of vapor that remains at a given _. For AT = 15°C, about 50% of the vapor
for _T : _O°C
remains at z = 8, while it only takes z = 3 to condense 50% of the vapor. It can
A
also be seen from Figure 3 that the film thickness is indeed very small, with
_< 0.01.
Similar results for Revo = 50000 are plotted in Figure 4. However, it takes up to
= 50 to condense 50% of the vapor with a mT of 15°C. The co_responding condensing
length for a A T of 30°C is approximately 20.
For Revo = 50000, the vapor velocity _v and the liquid velocity at the interface
6 are plotted in Figure 5. Again, the solid lines indicate the results with a aT
of 15°C while the dashed lines are the results with aT = 30°C.
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CONCLUSIONS
This report has addressed two possible mechanismsof condensate removal for
condensers operated in a microgravity environment. It is concluded that both
suction and vapor shear can effectively drain the condensate to ensure continuous
operation of the condensers. It is recommendedthat zero-g flight experiments be
carried out to verify the prediction of the heat transfer coefficient for the case
of convective condensation. The results contained in this report should also aid in
the design of future space condensers.
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Table I. Parameters Chosen for Convective Condensation
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P_
Revo
_T : 15°:
24.92
1614
0.02797
1.91
5000 or 50000
'_T : 30°C
25.98
1620
0.0559
1.99
5000 or 50000
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Chronology and Isotopic Geochemistry of Apollo 14
Basalts and Skaerg_rd Gabbro, Eastern Greenland
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i. Apollo 14 basalts
Work completed on Apollo 14 basalts during my first year as a Summer
Faculty Fellow has been presented and published (Dasch, et al., 1985). The
two dates obtained from these rocks comprised the oldest and two of the three
oldest ages (4.1 and 4.3 billion years) known for lunar maria basalts; thus
their ages are important in ur_derstanding moon's earliest history.
Owing to the antiquity of these rocks, two more fragments have been dated
as part of my second ASEE/NASA SFF program. The new ages are 3.95 and 4.12
billion years, thus further establishing and amplifying the earlier results
(see attached figures i, 2 and table i). This work, although perhaps more
interesting for its chronologic information, was begun as a test of chemical
and petrographic models by Dickinson, et al., (1984). These workers placed
fragments of Apollo basalt into five categories, based on petrologic and .
chemical, especially rare-earth element, composition. Our isotopic studies
were begun in an attempt to determine if the five groups of basalts were
related by age or initial isotopic composition (isotopic composition of lava
at time of extrusion). As figure 3 shows, although a few of the
representatives of the five groups have the same age (T) and/or initial
strontium-isotopic composition (I), within the analtytical uncertainties, most
apparently are unrelated. Petrologic implications of these data will be
published in an appropriate journal.
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O2. Skaergard gabbro, Eastern Greenland
Ten samples of plagioclase separated from Skaergard gabbro were analyzed
isotopically during my 1984 Summer Faculty Fellowship Program. These data
were presented in an abstract (Dasch, et al., 1985) and are being prepared for
publication. Based on this work, I joined the final (just returned) American
expedition to the Skaergard outcrop, led by A.R. McBirr_y, University of
Oregon (expenses for this travel were provided by my home institution, Oregon
State University).
About 25 samples of rock were collected for isotopic analysis in an
attempt to: study further the origin of distinctive gabbroic pegmatite: origin
and evolution of layering; age of a coarse-grained ilmenite rock; and to
determine if the three main parts of the intrusion (Layered Series, Marginal
Border Group, Upper Border Group) evolved separately. This work will be
completed during the month of September. Publication of the 14-year restudy
of the Skaergard Intrusion incliding this isotopic work, will be in a series
of papers in a special issue of the Journal of Petrology.
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With the advent of' frequent Space Transportation System Shuttle
missions, photography from hyperaltitudes s£ands to become an
accessible and convenient resource for scientists and
environmental managers. As satellite products (such as Landsat)
continue to spiral in costs, all but the most affluent consumer
is finding Earth imagery from space to be more and more
unavailable. Therefore, the potential for Shuttle photography to
serve a wide variety of users is increasing. However, despite
the popularity of photos from space as public relations tools and
report illustrations, little work has been performed to prove
their scientific worth beyond that as basic mapping bases. It is
the hypothesis of this project that hand-held Earth photography
from the Space Shuttle has potentially high scientific merit and
that primary data can be extracted. In effect, Shuttle
photography should be considered as a major remote sensing
information resource.
Space photography is not typically considered equally
comparable to normal satellite scanner systems. While scanners
provide digital data in multiple bands, essentially ready for
processing and analysis by computerized techniques, photography
is thought to be a single-image, relatively narrow and inflexible
sensor that is heavily affected by atmospheric scattering,
particularly in the visible range of the electromagnetic
7-2
spectrum. Consequently, photography from space is not a favored
1imagery format for most scientific research.
There are numerous studies utilizing Shuttle hand-held
photography (herein referred to as SP) as support imagery, but
there seems to be a paucity of research employing it as the (or
even a) primary data extraction mechanism. 2 (In this sense,
primary data refers to information either previously unknown or
as the major evaluation mechanism.) The major exception is the
use of photography for mapping. As a discipline, remote sensing
is engaged in multispectral, multiband computer-oriented
techniques, basically in discriminating spectral signatures.
There seems to be much more benefit to employing sensors which
give a much larger and more detailed informational content than
does visual, emulsion-based photography, especially in terms of
quantitative data. However, the fundamental problem is in the
perception of SP as a single band image that can, at best, be
manipulated photographically, in the development and printing
stage (dark room processing and analysis). The solution,
therefore, is to render the photography compatible to computer
analysis. The focus of this project has been to that aim.
One of the essentials of color photography is that it has three
chemical layers (emulsions) that have different electromagnetic
sensitivities. The primary colors of the emulsion's responses
7-3
•and blue filters.
the image through
are red, green, and blue (in decreasing wavelengths). If each of
the layers can be separated and computerized, then the
photography would be comparable to a multiband digital scanner
system, albeit with limited spectral qualities. Fortunately,
color separation is relatively easy with the use of red, green,
The process involves projecting (or sensing)
each filter separately, obtaining three
3
monochrome images of varying tonal and contrast information.
Putting the photographs through filters and digitizing them will
thus convert them to computer format.
numerous manipulations and "tricks"
undetected information.
Once in digital form,
can extract previously
Four fundamental prefaces are necessary at this point:
i. Computerization of data, particularly imagery, is not a
solution to any problem, only a convenient assistance. Hence,
production of digital data from SP is not, in itself, necessarily
any more valuable than when left in an eye-interpretation
format. Because there has been virtually no digitizing of SP in
published literature (none was found in a search) it cannot be
said at this time, aside from hypothesizing, that digital SP data
is highly valuable for most investigations. However, the working
premise is that computerization can offer another dimension to
the standard product.
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2. While computers offer highly sophisticated analytical
techniques and can present a very high level of informational
discrimination, there is not always a direct compatibility
between the eye and the computer. That is, the eye operates on a
contrast basis for spatial detection and spectra] and albedo
separation, while .computers sense numerical differences as
defined initially by a CRT sensor in terms of tonal variation;
the two methods may produce similar results, or they may differ
so that either does not necessarily recognize the same
characterization of information. As will be stated, the eye is
not always the best guide as to which imagery versions will
produce good computer information, and vice versa--good computer
products are not always pleasing or even understandable to the
eye. Contrast, then, is relative to the sensor.
3. Digitization of photography is not particularly new nor
particularly clever, but for SP it is novel. If computerization
of SP proves to be an original data source (or at least a major
supplemental resource), then a new and potentially valuable
product becomes available. This lends itself to the next point:
4. As inferred, most research utilizes technically superior
0.
sensors and associated equipment; apparently there has been
little need of or thought to digital SP. But as world problems
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become less and less provincial in nature, there is more and more
demand for world imagery coverage as part of the concerted effort
to understand and resolve global issues. The synoptic
perspective of space-borne imagery offers an ideal platform from
which to sense the manifestations of many problems. However,
along with the indicated rising costs of satellite products,
there is also the physical availability factor--digital space
data are becoming less and less available. For example, Landsat
4 imagery is primarily relegated to the continental U.S. because,
unlike earlier Landsats, it does not carry a recorder for
time-delay transmission. Coverage of other parts of the world is
either lacking or in the hands of those few nations which operate
a receiving station. On the other hand, the library of SP is
increasing dramatically as missions become more frequent and more
science-oriented. Although SP cannot replace the more versatile
Landsat or SPOT (or other similar systems), its relatively low
cost and high availability, along with its near-global coverage
and potential for digital conversion, may offer an acceptable,
I
even desirable, alternative.
METHODOLOGY
A Gould IP8500 Image Processing System, using LIPS software
(Library of Image Processing Software) at the Lunar and Planetary
Institute provided an efficient and rapid mechanism for
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computerizing SP imagery. Using its video camera and
photographic filters, an image (print or transparency) can be
digitized, i.e., reduced to a 512 x 512 pixel format (262,144
pixels for each image). Once saved, the images can be processes
and analyzed in numerous ways, from simple combination to complex
algebraic manipulations.
The basic methodology employed is detailed in an accompanying
tutorial manual prepared as part of this project. Briefly, the
first step is to reduce the image to its primary color components
by the use of filters over the camera lens, thereby producing
three images with distinctive pixel values. If no image
displacement has occurred in the process, a given pixel in one
image corresponds to the exact location
counterparts. For example, pixel number
spatially compared to pixy]. 1 in image B.
and pixel of its
i of image A is
The range of pixel value tones varies between 0 (pure black)
and 255 (pure white). In effect, the technique is to change
pixel values without losing the fundamental relationships of each
with all others. Processing and analytical functions used in
this research included addition, subtraction, multiplication,
ratioing, contrast stretching, histogram equalization, principal
component analysis, and their various combinations. These steps
are supported by density slicing and pseudocoloring (artificial
7-7
color assignment--to be discussed ) •
available on LIPS but was not used.
Spatial filtering is
Standard algebraic functions of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and ratio operate on a pair of images, processing
the common pixel from each with an established algorithm.
Addition and multiplication have constants that can be manually
set to change results. Inherent factors prevent under- and
over-run of values in the 0-255 range. Any pair of images may be
used, so long as they have corresponding pixel coordinates.
Contrast stretching is a process of redistributing the pixe]
values of an image over a larger range of the 0-255 scale than
occurs originally so that greater contrast can be achieved. Five
types of stretch are available in LIPS but only two are used
regularly--linear and piecewise linear, both of which allow the
user to select the limits of pixel (or density number--DN) values
that are to be stretched, thereby offering considerable control
e
over the nature of the resulting image.
Histogram equalization is an automatic (uncontro lled) operation
of spreading the input pixel values so that each DN of the 0-255
range contains an equal number of pixels. The resulting image is
usually excellent in terms of perceivable information, typically
much better than the input image.
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Principal component analysis (PCA) is a rather Complex (though
easily produced on LIPS) function which, in effect, constructs
the best, most contrasting image from a set of two to four input
images. Although to the eye the resulting image may be no better
than other manipulations, it may possess superior digital data.
Density slicing and pseudocoloring involves manual selection of
DN ranges (of the 0-255 scale) and assignment of colors to each
segment. The size and color of the slice is determined by the
user, basically in an attempt to isolate some feature or
phenomenon. Three "canned" schemes exist in LIPS and others are
constructed easily and interactively. Once created, the schemes
are entered into a "look-up table", or LUT, and can be recalled
and applied to any other image with a single command.
T.TP_ has several ,_=_I,1 =-=1,,_cal support functions, each
interactively controlled by the operator. A floating cursor
takes individual pixel values and is ideal for sampling features
such as lava flows. Pixel value profiles, from one point' to
another (placement and length controlled by the user), can be
obtained easily and is useful for cross-section sampling. A
controlled box (size and placement) collects encompassed pixels
and reports basic statistics and displays a histogram. All of
these were used in evaluating strengths and weaknesses of various
7-9
scenes as well as in gaining new information of selected ground
features. Other support functions of LIPS, such as graphics,
on-screen writing, measuring, etc., can be found in the
accompanying tutorial and in the LIPS manual.
Two elemental approaches to image enhancement and analysis
exist: photographic and algebraic. Photographic techniques
consist of manipula£ions that conceivably can be performed in the
darkroom, e.g., tonal variations, filter exchange, etc. LIPS can
accomplish such tasks easily and rapidly. For instance, display
of the three images combined into one and application of their
respective filters will produce normal color. Swapping filters
(or more precisely, exchanging images under set color guns) makes
false color renditiohs. Some features may be enhanced and/or
others suppressed but basically, these operations were largely
unsatisfactory. Therefore, most of the work focussed on the
algebraic functions.
The procedure generally employed for complete process'ing
included the following steps, generally in order (other possible
combinations were found to be non-productive and are not listed):
Digitizing
Contrast Stretch
Histogram equalization
Photographic-style Manipulations
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Density Slicing & Pseudocoloring
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Ratioing
Addition + Subtraction
Addition / Subtraction
Multipl_cation / (Addition / Subtraction)
Principal Component Analysis
Each step could involve changing factor scales to produce
slightly different versions (especially in the contrast
stretching), assignment of different pseudocolor schemes, or
arbitrary combination with other products. The range of
possibilities is enormous.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Rather than attempting a single interpretative objective, the
primary emphasis is on the potential scientific value of SP
computerized image analysis, especially in terms of production of
primary data. Consequently, results tend toward an evaluation of
various techniques and selection of useful imagery manipulation
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versions. Demonstration of the types of information and forms of
analysis is presented as mechanisms in the evaluation. The major
working interpretative goal is the analysis of the island of
Hawaii (The Big Island) , particularly regarding lava flow
information. Several secondary projects were also pursued and
will be discussed toward the end of this report. Both the
methodological interests and Big Island interpetation are
discussed together, with emphasis on the former but high interest
on the latter. In this way, it is hoped that the scientific
value of SP and the techniques employed can be shown.
BIG ISLAND
The island of Hawaii, the largest in the Hawaiian archipelago,
is a dynamic landscape. Two active volcanoes are present,
Kilauea and Mauna Loa, the former being perhaps the most active
in the world. There is a wide range of climates and
environments, controlled primarily by the imposing (nearly 4200
meters above sea level) Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. An extremely wet
windward side (750+ cm of precipitation) contrasts with the very
dry leeward (Kona) side (down to less than 4 cm of rain). As a
consequence, the island presents a variety of environmental
influences on lava flow aging. For example, one the wet side,
the luxuriant vegetation quickly masks flows of recent vintage.
On the Kona side, however, flows of several hundred years age
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seems to be relatively new. Also, the elevational effects of
temperature and vegetation result in variations of weathering
even on a single flow.
The complex of factors affecting remote sensing signatures of
lava flows is intriguing and worthy of investigation. Therefore,
a primary intention of the research is to see if flows of
apparent visual similarity can be separated and if additional
information of their morphology and signature can be gained. In
association, other types of Big Island landscapes were examined
to assess SP in interpretation and analysis of various
environments (albeit with less detail than in the flows).
Discussion of analysis and results will first focus on
production and interpretation of imagery, followed by
q,1__,,____ --=_sessment. . _=A-_ the sake of brevity and cx_L±cy,
not all steps of the research and results are reported here;
emphasis is on the general structure of investigation,
representation of procedures and data, and basic conclusidns.
Polaroid prints are included as selected illustrations but
unfortunately, they do not duplicate monitor screen colors or
contrast very well. Coloration is more vivid and interpretable
on the screen and 35mm slides.
SP imagery used included: S19-35-013, S09-46-1841, S09-31-I015,
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and S84-14-44-93. Because every scene produced was not
photographed for this report, there may be a mix of scenes (areas
from different SP photos) in a sequence of illustrations.
Additionally, because of the expense of Polaroid film, many
images were not photographed as prints; most of the important
ones were taken as slides but are not included as examples in
this report. Moreover, there is a lack of complete sequence
illustrations due to problems with tape storage replay. A
combination of hardware and software problems prevented recall of
stored images from which further processing, analysis, and
comparisons with later images were to be performed.
Approximately 50 scenes are "frozen" and are inaccessible at this
time. The project remains incomplete.
Figure 1 is a color combined Version of the original SP image.
Although the color is poorly represented on the print, there is
useful information evident. Areas of interest include the forest
and surrounding vegetation, Mauna Loa radial flows, and Mauna Kea
glacial debris and old volcanic landforms. Primary interest, is
on the three delineated lava flows, from north to south (left to
right): Keamuku flow, 1859
(unofficial name). Ages
approximately 335 years old,
flow, and the Captain Cook flow
of the three respectively are
125 years, and approximately 545
years old (approximate years via Dr. Jack Lockwood, Hawaiian
Volcanoe Observatory scientist, personal communications).
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FIGURE 1 
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Apparent is a detectable tonal difference in the three flows.
Although albedo is a prime characteristic of age (the darker a
flow, generally the younger it is presumed to be), these flows do
not follow the established progression. According to Lockwood
the Keamuku flow is in a distinctively drier zone and therefore
has less vegetation and weathering than do the other two flows.
Also, note some tonal differentiation in the forest and on Mauna
Kea. The Mauna Loa radial flows seem to have similar tones and
are very difficult to separate visually.
Figure 2-A is the red channel of original data (from another SP
photograph). Despite the apparent contrast and reasonably good
information, the image fails to discriminate several important
lava flows and is poor in distinguishing much of the glacial and
residual glacial covering of Mauna Kea. 4 Figure 2-B is the green
band of original data and has less visual contrast than does the
red. Figure 2-C, blue, has seemingly very poor in format ion.
However, as indicated and as will be discussed, this is not
necessarily a valid perception when considering digital data.
When histograms are taken of the original images, they have a
relatively short range on the 0-255 scale. Contrast stretching
expands the range of pixels along the scale, thereby creating
more contrast. Figures 3-A and 3-B show before and after
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FIGURE 3-A 
FIGURE 3-8 
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histograms of original and contrast stretched (CS) red band
data. Figures 4-A, B, C show the contrast stretched versions of
the original images. Compare 2-A and 4-A (red) and note that
while some areas have better information in the CS version, other
areas have been reduced in detail. Because there was more
interest in the lava flows, the stretch was manipulated to
maximize the darker portion of the scene. The green bands (2-B
and 4-B) are better examples of increased information through
stretching. The blue remains rather poor visually despite the
enhancement.
Figure 5 is a color combination of the three CS images.
Despite this poor rendition (monitor and slide versions are much
better) , color CS images offer significant visual and
informational improvement over original color scenes. Color
combinations through filter swapping offered interesting views,
•but did not present better information. For a more detailed
analysis, quantitative data were taken to determine possible
variation within a given color. Figure 6-A shows the sample
sites of Mauna Loa flows near Saddle Road (between Mauna Loa and
Mauna Kea). Figure 6-B depicts profiles of kipukas (islands left
by flowing lava) and histogram sites are presented on 6-C.
Numerous other sites on other images were analyzed using these
techniques. Graphed data are discussed further on.
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Once pixel, profile, and histogram data reveal variations
within visually similar features, the next step is either to
reconfigure contrast stretch increments (particularly using pixel
values of select features as guides) or to find algebraic
manipulations that may show better discrimination. Figure 7 is
an addition-- red + green. (Contrast bands green are used herein
and may not be always referred to as CS). A "canned" color scheme
("Barl2") is applied to the image and divides the DN scale into
twelve even increments. Immediately noticable is the separation
of the three lava flows into distinctive color coding. Even more
useful is the revelation of separation within the flows, meaning
that each flow has appreciable morphologic and/or spectral
variation. The cause is unknown and explanation awaits ground
investigation. This is the first indication of important primary
data from these images.
Also noticable in Figure 7 is considerable coloring of the
forest, which is indicative (or at least suggestive) of
vegetational and/or environmental variety. The radial flows" of
Mauna Loa are now separated and present information not apparent
on previous scenes. Despite the simplicity of the addition
function, this version is one of the best, as will be discussed.
Figure 8 depicts a multiplication--red x green, with Barl2 used
again. There seems to be much less informational separation than
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in the addition, e.g., note the basic rendition of the forest and
radial flows. The three lava flows still show individuality, but
not with the detail of Figure 7. Of course, generalization often
has merit over fine detail, particularly in mapping tasks. For
some purposes, Figure 8 may be the desirable compromise between
enhancement and generalization. Further, with the application of
another color scheme, multiplication may prove to be a better
discriminator of some features than is addition. In fact, this
was the case in other images•
Figure 9 shows red x green as applied to the flows on another
SP photograph. Also, a designed color scheme (CSLUT2-- for
Contrast Stretch Look-Up Table 2) is used. The level of detail
is much better than in Figure 8. Although the Captain Cook flow
is a Imost lost in the confusion, the other two flows show
_,,_u_i_,_L±ui_ useful for ground investigation--another indicator of
lava flow differences. As will be discussed, multiplication is
one of the better versions of enhancement.
Ratioing is one of the favorite techniques of Landsat data and
much use has been made of it. Therefore, considerable time was
spent in ratio versions of SP imagery. However, one of the prime
values of Landsat is the utilization of the near infrared and
most ratios depend on those bands for good results. SP imagery
rarely uses infrared, basically because the Shuttle windows
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attenuate all but a small slice of that portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 10 is red / green, using CSLUT
i. The mix of colors is not as impressive as has been seen on
previous illustrations, but the potential informational content,
especially in digital form, cannot be discounted at first
impression. Close examination may reveal highly useful data.
For example, the large oval in the lower center is seen as a very
bright, indiscriminate feature in visual, but is separated into
green, yellow, and gold in this ratio. The focus of the view is
the 1984 Mauna Loa flow, stretching from upper center to low
center left. Ratioing reveals a little tonal distinction in the
flow but better versions are available.
Subtraction was found to be visually inferior, usually
resulting in very bright and poorly separated tones.
Nonetheless, because the eye may not be the best judge of value
for the computer, subtraction is retained. One of the uses of
subtraction is its combination with other versions. Thus, the
step following single algebraic functions is the creation, of
complex, multiple algebra renditions.
inherently predictable but can be
experimentation or experience.
Such manipulations are not
derived either through
Figure ii is an "addsub"--an addition ratioed to a subtraction
(a reasonably successful version in many cases). Shown is red +
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green ratioed against red - green. There is good information in
the forest, albeit a blending of one lobe with the ocean is a
problem. Fine tuning of color intervals possibly could eliminate
the merging. The radial flows of Mauna Loa are presented in
several color patterns, which is very interesting considering
their apparent uniformity. The three study flows have
informational individuality, although the Captain Cook flow is
almost singular in tone, but with some "tweaking" of the LUT
design, perhaps better internal differentiation can be produced.
Figure 12 is the same ratio but with CSLUT2 applied and Figure
13 has CSLUT3, each with succeeding finer separations of darker
tones and assignment of moderate and bright tones into larger
segments. The Captain Cook flow is better represented with
CSLUT2 and even better internal information is seen with CSLUT3.
On the other hand CSLUT2 l_s *_ __A.e two flows for
analytical purposes. CSLUT3 offers better flow delineation but
Keamuku and the 1859 flows are not well detailed within.
Obviously, the three flows have differing characteristics .and
certainly are worth investigating further, both in the field and
from other sensors (including additional Shuttle photography from
varying look and sun angles).
Versions of multiple algebra can be infinite and there is no
practical guide suggesting which ones are best for which
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purposes. Figure 14 is a final manipulation and depicts a
complex red x green / (red + green / red - green) , herein
referred to as x/+-. X/+- was derived as a rough approximation
to a Landsat vegetation index and proved to be useful for several
purposes. Although this image seems very busy it separates some
lava flows not previously distinguished on other manipulations.
For example, the large red area at right center is separated from
a fringing green--1871 versus 1935 flows. Mauna Kea slopes are
well defined and will be compared to existing geologic maps in
forthcoming research.
Another technique available from LIPS is the creation of
principal component analysis image s--PCA. As indicated, PCA
involves a complicated algorithm which strikes the best balance
6
within the input scenes to produce the best contrasting image.
Visually, the views are not particularly remarkable after
experiencing previous images, but for the computer, PCA offers
excellent information. Figure 15 shows one PCA and CSLUT2. As
will be discussed in the following section on quantitative
information, four PCAs were produced, each using either a
different set of input" images and/or a different ground area for
principal components statistics. The 1984 flow is well defined
and reveals surprising internal information. Some radial flow
zonation can be seen on Mauna Loa.
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Figure 16 is _ different PCA, with CSLUT2, which shows
excellent 1984 flow data. This makes a very good field guide to
potential morphologic and/or spectral sample sites. The radial
flow zonation is well marked. Therefore, these images are superb
data sources, especially when combined with even better detailed
information from pixel value, profile, and histogram functions.
A final manipulation, which really could be one of the first
employed, is histogram equalization. Its simplicity of use
essentially hid it from obvious view when first exploring the
system--it is a subsidiary sub-command in the Histogram
operation. Consequently, it was not utilized until very late
into the project and the only print (though not slide) version is
of a Landsat scene. However, it well represents SP histogram
equalizations. The version shown here is the combination and
coloring of three bands. App!_cation of LUTS to monochrome
versions results in images of similar caliber to previous
manipulations.
GRAPHS
Imagery is meant for the eye and despite sophisticated computer
techniques, the human interpreter cannot be dismissed.
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Nonetheless, the use of quantitative data in imagery analysis
cannot be underscored.
understandable with
statistical techniques.
project i s to produce
imagery.
Visual information can be rendered
relatively simple mathematical and
Therefore, a major objective of this
useful quantitative analysis of SP
One of the most basic, yet most valuable techniques, is to
construct transects of pixel values. Using the floating cursor,
sites of convenience and potential value are selected on various
images and pixel values at each location are noted. The Keamuku
flow is presented in Figure 18. It contrasts the responses of
.original and CS versions along the flow.
Several surprises are evident. First, while the CS images
would be expected to offer a greater range of values (and thus
greater contrast from which to perform further enhancement and
analysis), they do not alway "win" over original data (or so it
seems here). Original red and green show rather flat tredds,
indicating low contrast, but surprisingly, blue, which is
visually poor, gives the best original contrast in digital
format, even better than CS red and perhaps better than CS
green. CS blue presents the widest range of contrast. The
explanation is either that blue is digitally more informative or
that the image analyzed here contained much noise in the blue.
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The latter is credible given that the blue filter is very dense
visually and requires considerable electronic "push" for
production of a semi-useful image. For example, much more
contrast must be applied, the vidicon camera's diaphram must be
open to the maximum, and often the gain and blank of the camera's
control box must be shifted.
potentially inherently noisy.
question.
All of these manipulations are
Further work needs to solve this
Figure 19 shows five red-green algebraic versions and the same
pixel value locations as in Figure 18. Note the wider range and
variation of values in most of these versions. Red + green has
high tones and varies considerably, as does the addsub. Perhaps
the poorest of this set is the x/+-, but it is still a useful
variation that could be separated with careful density slicity
and LUT construction. The ratio version is extremely variable
and actually may fluctuate too much to be useful. The smoother
trends in the other images are suggestive of a relatively uniform
change, but the gyrations of the ratio cast suspicion on "its
utility. This problem shows the value of using multiple images
in analysis and the disadvantage of depending upon a single image
for information. Also notable in both Figures 18 and 19 is the
decrease in pixel value downstream. The exact cause of this
trend is unknown at present, perhaps tonal degradation toward the
frame edge caused by intrinsic lighting conditions on the
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original photograph or lighting conditions during digitizing, or
perhaps a real darkening along the flow. It is sufficiently
intriguing to stimulate intensive field work.
Another transect performed was along Saddle Road--Saddle Road
Profile A. A series of short pixel value profiles were
performed--similar to but not be confused with the profile
operation which runs an automatic continues line between points.
Screen coordinate mapping is given in Figure 20 and helps to
locate sample points in the field. Four images were used and are
presented in Figure 21. There is a similarity in trends but
subtle differences or changes are interesting. For example, why
does green CS dip lower at sites 4, 7, and 9 than the others?
Also, note the bright spot at site 2--worth investigating.
Figure 22 depicts the 1984 flow pixel value transect from seven
images. Again, there is a similar trend along the flow and
notable changes at sites 7, 20, and 24--further information for
field analysis. The red x green has the darkest response,.but
informationally presents a greater range of values than several
other versions, especially greater than the x/+- adjacent to it
on the graph. The brightest image is the green CS, which
contains good contrast, but probably does not perform any better
in terms of contrast trends than the other versions.
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When select images are put into PCA, there is potentially high
quantitative data. Figure 23 shows four PCA versions. PCAI
(annotated as just PCA on some photography) is based not on the
whole image but only on the volcanic landscape area, avoiding
Mauna Kea's bright glacial debris. As indicated, LIPS's PCA
option allows the user to select a small portion of the image
from which to base PCA statistics. PCAI uses two non-algebra
images of CS red and CS green, and two algebraic images of red x
green and x/+-. PCA2 uses the flow area for PCA data sample and
employes four other images (which are also used for PCA3 ) :
red/green, addsub, red CS, and red x green. Their selection was
based on previous performance, e.g., as on Figure 22. However,
even arbitrary selections should produce similar results, as will
be discussed in the next paragraph.
PCA3 was based upon Mauna Kea's very bright area near Saddle
Road. PCA4 used only three images: red/green, red + green, and
addsub, and the same flow area as PCA2. Interestingly, despite
the variety of PCA bases, the resulting trends shown in Figure 23
are very similar, differing only in brightness. Therefore, it
appears that the lava flow, if not the entire image, will respond
in a rather uniform manner regardless of PCA versions used. This
is stated with only little evidence and in the belief that some
algebraic renditions possibly could have dramatic effect on
principal components analysis. On the other hand, perhaps the
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generalizing and compromising nature of PCA subdues remarkable
responses. Sample sites 7 and 20 and possibly 24 stand out as
slight anomolies in this graph and may be worth investigating in
the field.
In further assessment of the varying PCAs' responses, with
interest on the subtle trend differences, all four were set to
zero at site one and changes in value from one site to the next
were plotted (Figure 24) . Whereas the graph substantiates the
general similarity of their trend (as reckoned by the eye from
Figure 23) some deviations are evident. For example, PCA2 and
PCA4 (both based on the very dark lava flow) have greater change
between sites 3-5 and at site 24 than the other two versions. No
explanation is offered at this time but both field checking and
more thought into the construction of the PCAs are in order.
Plotting the averages of the PCAs against the important
algebraic versions, using the 1984 lava flow as a medium, Figure
25 shows that PCAs have high tonal values but a similar trend
curve as that of the algebra. Does this mean that, indeed, PCAs
really are no better than algebraic functions despite the
_uppo s ed superiority?
One means of judgement is to check the potential for contrast
and Figure 26 presents one rather simple way. Changes from one
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site to the next on any transect shows the degree of progressive
tonal contrast. As seen in previous graphs, comparing that
change among several image renditions indicates which image
probably presents the greatest useful contrast for the subject
under investigation. The base for Figure 26 was a site
difference plot derived from Figure 25. Then the algebra
differences were subtracted from PCA differences for comparison.
Where both versions (i.e., their composite averages) change
identically from one site to the next, there is no variance
between them; there is zero value. Where the PCA has greater
change, the graph number is positive and where the algebraic
functions have greater d_fference, the number is negative.
Figure 26 shows that only at site 4-5 does the algebra perform
slightly better than PCAs. At other sites there is either no
difference or PCAs out-contrast the algebra. Therefore,
principal components images seem to present the best
interpretative information, although algebraic renditions are
also useful.
VISUAL EVALUATION
Because the human element of interpretation is deemed
important, a visual comparison of thirty algebra ic and PCA
versions, from four original photographs, was performed.
Eighteen sites of varying nature (vegetation, lava flow detail
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and discrimination, glacial debris, etc.) were examined and
rated on each image as poor (useless) , moderate (possible
utility), or good (worth using for investigation). Two basic
assessments were employed: overall scoring and double weight for
lava flow information. Ultimate evaluation was in the form of a
ranking of each rendition and results are presented in the
Conclusions portion of this report (but quantitative results are
not itemized). In essence, monochrome scenes ranked poorly while
LUT versions were the best, as would be expected. Also
unsurprising is that PCAs and histogram equalizations are deemed
visually superior, but are followed closely by several algebraic
functions, such as multiplication and addition.
OTHER WORK
The bulk of the project's time was spent on the work detailed
above, but because the basic goal was to explore the dig{tal
possibilities of SP, several secondary projects were pursued
intermittently. They remain incomplete but the potential of each
can be assessed.
Because many of the enhancements seemed promising for landscape
mapping and analysis, mapping of Mauna Kea's glacial and volcanic
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deposits was attempted, using Porter's map as reference (see
Footnote 3). The map was reduced to an outline format by hand
tracing and digitized into LIPS. Using the Coregistration program
the map was registered to image number 84-14-44-93. An inadequate
fit resulted, probably from operational errors, which caused
problems of comparison. Preliminary examination revealed
numerous tonal discrepancies between CS red and corresponding map
divisions. However, many other renditions are available for
testing once the map is properly registered.
Using the same scene as above, land use and land cover analysis
of the Hamakua (windward east) coast will be performed. There is
a band of sugar cane (under various growth conditions) and a
distinct elevational zonation of vegetation upslope. The coast
is often cloud-covered and clear imagery is relatively rare_
Combined with one of the few useful Landsat scenes, change
analysis and multisensor analysis can be accomplished.
Preliminary examination of several enhancements showed promise.
An applied investigation is delineation of deforestation of
Grand Comor0 island, Comoros. Losses of forest resources in many
nations is alarming, and perhaps no more so than in Comoros,
where on one island there has been a 66% decrease over a ten year
period. Although Landsat's simulated color infrared would be
ideal in mapping the forest distribution, the imagery is stored
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and dispensed from South Africa, making procurement difficult.
Also, from Landsat records it is seen that heavy cloud covers
predominant over the islands and there is no image with less than
30% clouds. However, the Shuttle's frequent overflights gives it
access and astronaut monitoring and photograph selection can
obtain cloud-free or special site visual opportunities (as
opposed to Landsat's automatic chance imaging).
One SP image of Grand Comoro (S09-39-2516) is a near vertical
and is ideal for mapping. Enhancement of the image is necessary
in that there is heavy attenuation in the blue on the original.
Comparison with existing 1949 and 1950 airphotos was begun but
difficulties in airphoto mapping due to significant displacement
problems (common steep slope landscapes) prevented completion of
the comparison in the short time available. Initial examination
shows that if the traditional mapping can be completed, good
comparisons can be made. As such, a valuable service can be
performed.
Reunion island, also in the Indian Ocean, is seldom seen or
investigated. Like Landsat of Comoros, satellite imagery of
Reunion is practically inaccessible. Several SP scenes are
available, however, and are to be enhanced to remove the heavy
attenuation. For ,example, S13-39-2002 shows part of Piton La
Fournaise, a large breached caldera, and application of lava
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enhancement experience from Hawaii will be interesting. Also,
because of world sugar economic problems, the island's monocrop
dependence on cane (approximately 90% of arable land on the
island) is threatened. Mapping of sugar cane cultivation (based
on experience from sugar cane interpretation on Hawaii) and
comparison with earlier maps may reveal important economic and
environmental changes. Further, since the two SP shots are
partially (but spatially-opposed) cloud covered, the opposing
cloud-free halves can be separated from their original scene,
registered to a common planimetric format, and then mosaicked
with each other to produce a rare cloud- free, rectified space
image, which subsequently can be digitally enhanced for analysis
heretofore unavailable.
The San Joaquin Valley of California presents an ideal
agricultural landscape from which to study computerized $P
analysis. It was hoped that the University of Santa Barbara's
Geography Remote Sensing Unit would have current field data on
imaged areas of the southwestern part of the valley. However,
their data collection is to be performed too late into this
project for application to imagery. Initial inspection and
manipulations of 51B-147-038 reveal a wealth of information and
significant possibilities for image analysis. This project
awaits UCSB's field data and access to other ground information.
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Comparison of SP with Landsat was begun bu°t because of
mentioned tape storage and recall difficulties, systematic
investigation was prevented. Initial manipulations showed
excellent potential for data gathering. Subjective (and very
preliminary) judgement, however, indicated that SP is as good
(perhaps better?) in some lava flow discrimination, but much
more work is needed. The infrared quality of Landsat is sure
have advantage over SP for some purposes but the effect on
unvegetated lava flows is to be determined.
When the tape recall problems are solved and access to the
image analyzer is regaine.d, more systematic comparisons of
varying look angles and environmental conditions, as well as
comparison of SP and Landsat, can be performed. Initial
assessment shows that different look angles and scales provide
varying details of information, as would be expected. Obvious!y_
larger scale produces higher potential for increased information,
primarily due to the higher resolution and resulting number of
pixels for a given feature (and therefore, presumably more values
to work with).
Also, it was seen that contrasting Sun angles affect lava
signatures, which is to be expected, but the changes, if any, in
relationships within or between flows under such conditions
should be researched. That is, under one Sun angle (and/or other
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environmental conditions and/or under different look angles) the
pixel value difference between specific points within a flow
and/or the pixel value differences between flows may show a
particular or numerical relationship, but under other conditions,
that relationship may change. Further complexity is added by
introducing and analyzing various enhancement renditions. There
is a potential wealth of analysis and information available which
has yet to be investigated.
Other projects that could be pursued involve the effect of
spatial filtering on SP, inclusion of SP color infrared (however
poor the imagery) , and change analysis using SP shots from
different times. Also, expansion of subject matter is in order,
e.g •, further investigation into forest sites of Hawaii or
application of the enhancement techniques to other areas of the
world.
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions, at this stage, are in the form of suggestions for
use of SP on LIPS and suggestions for specific versions.
Quantitative and visual data proved the following images to be
superior in delineation and discrimination of Hawaii volcanic
landscapes (application to other sites and features is to be
determined):
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PCA
Histogram Equalization
Followed by (all contrast stretched):
Red + Green / Red - Green
Red x Green
Red + Green
and sometimes:
[Addsub3
Red x Green / (Red + Green / Red - Green)
Monochrome Red CS
Ix/+-]
PCA and histogram equalization are extremely easy to create,
requiring only a few simple commands (but mathematically are not
necessarily comprehendable, though that is not considered
significant at the applications stage). Algebraic versions are
not difficult to produce but do require more steps, care and
systematic treatment, and more understanding of signatures and
LIPS creations that do the first two versions.
There is a great deal of analytical capability of SP using
computerized techniques. The Gould image analyzer and LIPS
software are relatively easy to learn and use and should .be
utilized in both further evaluation of SP and in research
previously dependent upon traditional manual/eye interpretation
of scenes. Other image analyzers, even microcomputer systems,
can perform useful analysis. Not only are subtle signature
differences rendered more appreciable but new, primary data can
be revealed. Consequently, there is much unrecognized scientific
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merit to Shuttle hand-held photography and perhaps
dimension in its use and application can be employed.
a new
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FOOTNOTES
i. Compounding this rather subordinate reputation is the
difficulty in obtaining truly vertical photos that may be used
for planimetric mapping. Whereas satellites retain continual
nadir pointing and are ideal for precision mapping, Shuttle
astronauts are seldom able to provide zero degree verticality
(or, more technically correct, they choose and frame select
targets which rarely occur directly beneath the Shuttle when it
is an perfect attitude).
Nonetheless, there are sufficient advantages of photography over
satellites, such as the "man-in-the-loop" concept where
astronauts make immediate decisions on targets, lens, framing,
and exposures. Further, although satellites usually are limited
to single sun-time lighting, Shuttle photography encompasses a
wide range of light conditions, from very low to very high sun
angles.
2. See for example, R. Steven Nerem and Robert Holz, "The Use of
NOAA AVHRR Satellite Data and Hand-Held Earth Photography From
Space in a Multi-Data Study of the Nile Delta." Technical
Papers, 1984 ASP-ACSM Fall Convention, San Antonio, Texas, 1984,
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pp. 722-736. Also, Gellegos, S., R. Nerem, et. al. "Vegetative
Responses From a Great Barrier Reef Surface Water Feature
Detected By Space Shuttle Photography." Proceedings: 1984
ASP-ACSM Fall Convention. 1984. 699-707. Some visual Skylab
projects were completed. See for example Richard Ellefsen an
Duilio Peruzzi, "Land-Use Change Detection from LANDSAT and
Skylab Satellites." 13th International Congress for
Photogrammetry, Helsinki, Finland, 1976, NASA TM A78-16550.
Also, H. F. Lins, "Land-use Mapping from Skylab S-190B
Photography." Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing
42(3): 301-307; 1976.
3. As 19th century photographers demonstrated, reprojection and
registration of the black and white images, through their
respective filters will, converse to the separation process,
combine to make a color rendition. Such a premise is used on the
computer by effectively reprojecting various bands through red,
green, and blue "guns" to reconstruct the natural color, or by
mixing the combinations, creating false-color renditions.
4. Porter, Stephen. "Stratigraphy and Chronology of Mauna Kea,
Hawaii: A 380,000-Yr. Record of Mid-Pacific Volcanism and Ice Cap
Glaciation." Geological Society of America, Bulletin, Part
II, Vol. 90 (July, 1979): 908-1093. His map is published as:
Porter, Stephen, 1979. "Geologic Map of Mauna Kea Volcano,
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Hawaii." Geologic Society of America Map MC-30. Also, see
Stephen Porter, M. Stuiver, and I. Yang. "Chronology of Hawaiian
Glaciations." Science, 195 (Jan. 7, 1977): 61-63.
5. There's very little published information or guides on
selecting band combinations or versions for given features.
of the most recent is: Sheffield, Charles. "Selecting Band
Combinations From Multispectral Data." Photogrammetric
Engineerin _ and Remote Sensin 9, 51,6 (June, 1985): 681-687.
One
6. Principal component analysis is discussed in various
references. Two of the most recent and useful for this type of
project are: Canas, A. and M. Barnett. "The Generation and
Interpretation of False-Colour Composite Principal component
Images." International Journal of Remote Sensing, 6,6
(1985): 867-881. Singh, A. and A. Harrison. _Standardized
Principal Components." International Journal of Remote
Sensing, 6,6 (1985): 883-896. Also see: Schowengerdt, Robert.
Techniques fo___[rIma_____eProcessing an__ddClassification in Remote "
Sensing. New York: Academic Press. 1983: 159-164.
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Abstract
An investigation and test of various equipment was conducted
to determine its state of repair and suitability for use in a
test-bed computer network (to be used to simulate a space station
configuration of computers for control and monitoring).
A research study was also made of various network types,
including the IEEE network standards:
802.3- Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection.
802.4- Token Passing Bus
802.5- Token Passing Ring,
and the draft ANSI standard for a High Speed Local Network:
ANS X3T9.5- CSMA with Collision Avoidance.
No firm conclusions were possible at this time as to which would
be most suitable.
An evaluation of the user interface of a space station
database program, FREDSS (Formatted Retrieval and Entry of D_ata
for Space Station, preliminary version), was also conducted and
recommendations were made for possible improvements.
NASA Colleague: 0ton L. Schmidt, EE7 X6301
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INTRODUCTION
The Johnson Space Center ESTL facility had in recent years
acquired an optical ethernet system whose reliability and state
of repair had become questionable. It was decided that an evalua-
tion of this equipment would be important in determining future
acquisitions. A major portion of this fellowship was involved
with this assessment. A study of the various types of networks
and the IEEE standards 802.x was also undertaken in conjunction
with the equipment evaluation.
Another evaluation involved the user interface of a proposed
database system for the space station. A database accessing
program, FREDSS, had been written to permit the entry of perti-
nent data for equipment on a space station, as well as retrieval
of same.
THEORY
The IEEE 802.x standards represent a family of specifica-
tions for Local Area Networks (LANs). These standards deal with
the Physical and Data Link Layers as defined by the Intern&tional
Standards Organization (IS0) 0pen System Interconnection (0SI)
Reference Model. The standards in particular deal with the
following access methods:
802.3- Bus utilizing CSMA/CD
802.4- Bus utilizing token passing
802.5- Ring utilizing token passing.
In addition, a draft standard by the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), ANS X3T9.5, deals with High Speed Local
Network (HSLN's), being designed specifically for bulk file
8-2
transfer between computers and peripherals £Stallings, 19843. Any
one of these standards, or a combination, is a candidate for a
space station network. A quick review of available literature
indicated that all access methods are currently undergoing
modeling and study to determine performance under a variety of
conditions £Cheng, 1982; Stallings, 1984].
The network equipment that underwent assessment was for an
"Ethernet" network which essentially conforms to the IEEE 802.3
standard for a CSMA/CD system. This and related equipment are
intended for use in a test-bed network employing VAX and MICROVAX
computer systems to simulate a space station computer facility.
RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS
The equipment assessment results are detailed in a
memorandum to 0ron L. Schmidt/EET, dated July 24, 1985, and are
not included here. Likewise, the assessment of the user interface
of FREDSS is contained in a memorandum to Eric Barnhart/LEC,
dated July 29, 1985.
A review of Local Area Network access methods and protocols
was_ presented at the Final 0ral Presentation given on August 5,
1985. In general, various network configurations are only now
being modeled and studied in detail. No clear choices exist at
this time concerning what is most suitable in a given case. It
appears that further investigation and evaluation of the various
802.x systems and the ANS X3T9.5 draft standard will be needed,
along with a clearer specification of the computer facility for
the space station, before any clear choice can be made.
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ABSTI_
This report discusses and documents the design, developement, and verification of
a mic_ter-based solar cell math model for simulating the Space Station's
solar array Initial Operational Capability (IOC) reference confiquration. The
array model is developed utilizing a linear solar cell dc math model requiring
only five input parameters: short circuit current, open circuit voltage, maximum
power voltage, maximum power current, and orbit inclination. The accuracy of
this model is investigated using actual solar array on orbit electrical data
derived from the Solar Array Flight Experiment/Dynamic Augmentation Experiment
(SAFE/DAE), conducted during the STS-41D mission.
This simulator provides real-time simulated performance data during the steady
state portion of the Space Station orbit (i.e. array fully exposed to sunlight).
Eclipse to sunlight transients and shadowing effects are not included in the
analysis, but are discussed briefly.
Integraking the Solar Array Simulator (SAS) into the Power Management and
Distribution (PMAD) subsystem is also discusssed.
NASA Colleague: Charles R. Price EH5 X2766
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models for predicting the performance characteristic of terres-
trial and space arrays have been utilized since the advent of the solar cell.
The development of a relatively simple yet accurate model which could produce
performance data over a wide range of environmental conditions is a complex
task involving a multitude of factors. A thorough treatment and analysis of
these factors contributing to the solar cell performance are discussed in
research documents by J. Sandstorm (3), W. D. Brown et al (14), C. H. Liebert
and R. R. Hibbard (4), R. E. Patterson and R. K. Yasui (8), W. W. Hough and
B. D. EIRod (6), and H. S. Rauschenbach (I). Many others are shown in the
list of references.
Hans Rauschenbach the author of a solar cell array design Handbook, discloses
a complete procedure for producing space arrays electrical performance predic-
tions. This process contains the following elenents: (i) Solar cell elec-
trical performance characterization, determination of the degradation factor
related to solar cell array design and assembly, conversions of environmental
considerations and criteria into solar cell operating te,perature, and calcu-
lating of solar cell array power output capability. The ccmplexity of corre-
lati_ the effect of all el_nents affecting the cells' output has d_nanded the
use of a main frame cc_puter; of course not all the input data and supporting
analysis are required by all designs and missions, but this generalized approach
provides a strong base for developing mission-dependent (i.e. orbiting Space.
Station) electrical performance data.
This research report discusses the development of a streanlined approach,
incorporating empirical data for determining the solar cell electrical charac-
teristics, predetermined mission parameters, and array gemmetry and attitude,
thus making a personal camputer a perfect candidate for use as an analysis
tool and Solar Array Simulator (SAS).
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2.0 SPACE STATION ELECTRIC POWF_R SYSTEM
The IOC reference configuration power system consists of eight solar array
wings, four regenerative fuel cell (RFC) modules, four heat rejection systems
(for cooling the RFC modules and power conditioning equipment outboard of the
alpha joint), and a power management and distribution (PMAD) system (II).
The IOC baseline reference configuration is shown in figure (I).
2.1 IOC SYSTEM SIZE
The Solar Array must deliver 172 KW of power during the sun period of the orbit
in order to provide 75 kilowatts of continuous power to the bus. These values
were based on an orbital period of 94 minutes, a sun period of 59 minutes, and
an energy storage efficiency of 55 percent for regenerative fuel cells.
Table one shows the derivation of the solar array power/area factor for sizing
the IOC array. All factors influencing the output power of the array are shown.
Applying these factors to the initial input power at AM3 and IAU yields an
output value of 9.6 watts per square feet, thus requiring_ a total array active
_rea of 17,969 sguare feet to produce 172.5 k_ of power at EOL (end of life).
2.2 ARRAY GEOMETRY
The Solar Array System will _ploy flexible, plannar, large area (5.9 cm X 5.9
cm) of Silicon cells. The cells will be attached to a flexible Kapton (or
similar material) substrate and welded to the attached circuitry in order to
provide better resistance to thermal cycling that will be experienced in LEO
(ii). The complete system will be interconnected as cells, panel/module,
blankets, and wings.
The baseline IOC panel/module configuration will contain 1 panel per module. A
panel will contain 360 cells in series. The panel dimensions are shown in
figure (2). The blankets will contain 66 panels and the wings will employ two
blankets per wing. The entire aray will contain 1056 panels (380,160 cells).
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3.0 SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT
SOLAR CELL DC MODEL
A lumped parameter solar cell, DC model is shown in figure (3). This model has
been widely used for solar array analysis and is suitable for computer
simulation.
The I-V characteristics are defined by the following equations. (I)
I = IL-I0 [KXP [KO (V+RSI) ]-I ]- (V+IRS)/RSH
V = RSH( IL-I-IO[ EXP [KO(V+RSI )]-I _-IRS
_ere
I = Current through the load
IL = Photovoltaic current across the junction
RS = Series resistance
RSH = Shunt resistance
KO = E/AKT = e = coefficient of exponential
K = Boltzmann's constant
T = Absolute temperature, K
E = Electronic charge, 1.6X10-19 coulombs
A = A curve fitting constant
IO = Reverse saturation current of the ideal diode characteristic.
The current through the shunt branch of the DC model is neglected and the I-V
characteristics equations are altered and are expressed in terms of four _mmon
cell parameters, ISC, IMP, VMP and VOC. The final equations describing a
computer simulation model are shown below.
I = Isc (I-ci(EXP[V/(C2VOC)]-I))
Cl = [I-(I_/_SC)] (EXP[VMP/(C2VOC)])
C2 = [(VMP/VOC-I]/[LN(I-IMPISC) ]
Solar cell design analysis and applications have involved many different
disciplines (i.e. Physicist, Engineers, Material Scientist). Because of this,
several terms curently in use have similiar definitions. Appendix A lists the
most ccmmonly used terms and their definitions.
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Typical I-V solar cell characteristics are shown in figures (4,5,6); maximun
power is available at the output terminals of the cell when it is operated at a
point called the knee of the curve and is denoted by PMP. The maximum power
point PMP, corresponds also to a point located where the rectangle, having the
largest area, can be drawn inside the I-V curve. The voltage and current at
maximum power is always less than the open circuit voltage and short circuit
current, respectively.
4.0 THERMAL ANALYSIS
The solar cells' operating effciency and maximum power output strongly depend on
the cells' operating temperature. Thermal predictions can be made by uti-
lizing a straightforward computer model. This model solves a heat balance
equation by incorporating several known thermal properties of the solar cell.
An approximate steady solution hand calculation is shown in the appendix B.
This information was taken directly from a Lockheed Missile & Space Ccn_any
interdepartmental communication document prepared by P. S. Lynch. A discus-
sion of this analysis can also be found in a final report by Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company, prepared for NASA under contract. NAS-915595 and LMSC-
D7612240, "_r _.termion Package System." Orbital steady state and transient
temperature predictions are shown in figure (7).
5.0 IOC SOIAR ARRAY ORBITAL ANALYSIS
The IOC Space Station will be placed in a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) at approxi-
mately 270 nautical miles altitude, at a 28.5 degree inclination.
The solar array wings will be gimbaled to provide tw_-dimensional sun tracking
capabilities for maintaining the solar cell face perpendicular to a solar
vector; this along with other environmental conditions provides maximum power
and a solar cell light incident angle of zero. The alpha gimbal will he rotated
at orbital rate while the beta gimbal will be a slow adjustment for tracking the
Sun's motion relative to orbit plane (II). A stream line and normal orientation
configuration for gravity gradient stability control is shown in figures (8,9).
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6.0 SHADC_ ANALYSIS
A shadow is defined as the absence of solar illumination on a solar cell array
due to a blockin G of the sunlight by a shadow-casting object (I). Solar array
shadowing can be caused by either Space Station apendages or IOC payloads.
k_en high voltages in excess of 40-50 volts are present in a solar cell string,
the potential exists for high power dissipation in individual solar cells due
to reverse voltage bias across that cell or cells causing high power dissipa-
tion over a small cell area (hot spots). This condition could be brought about
by any imbalance between cells, including large cell mi_natch, broken cells, or
shadowing of parts of the solar panel. Consequence of these effects can range
from temporary power reduction to cell damage leading to loss of a complete
solar cell string (12). Blocking diodes will be used to eliminate this
potential problem.
7.0 SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATOR
The flow diagran for a microcamputer-based Solar Array Simulator is shown in
figure (I0). The source code listing is presented in appendix C. This code
was developed using a TRS80 model i00 portable Computer. A TRSDOS version
basic is utilized. This code runs directly on a Tandy 200 portable computer
with minor changes in the screen's print positions. It also runs on an IBM-PC
with similar minor changes.
7.1 INTERGRATING THE SAS INTO PMAD
Recent versions of Microsoft basic allow cammunication wih the outside world
via basic source code. The key feature in these new versions is the ability to
"open" an RS-232 port as a file, and, hence, read and write data to the RS-232
lines in much the sane way that data can be written to a disk file. Ultimately
the SAS will talk to a PMAD Control Power Source Computer (CPSC).
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8..0 C'_ZX_IC_IONS
The personal computer has again demonstrated it's ability to perform various
mathematical tasks with accuracy, speed, and efficiency. The Space Station
Reference Configuration Electric Power System was simulated in real-time and
performance data was generated for the steady-state portion of the orbit.
Transient conditions were not analyzed, but could be included in the model
with no major problems. Future model enhancements will include a transient
analysis and a battery energy storage routine.
Several cc_@uter simulation techniques are currently in use. The accuracy of
any ccmputerized array analysis is usually highest for those operating
conditions for which actual solar cell test data are used as inputs to the
model.
The accuracy of the model is approximately within the plus or minus .I percent
range when using the data extracted from the Solar Array Flight Experiment/
Dynamic Augmentation Experiment (SAFE/DAE) conductd during the STS-41D mission.
The streanline approach utilized during this research effort demonstrated great
potentials for use as an analysis and design tool for Space Station Solar
Arrays.
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Appendix A
SOLAR ARRAY TERMINOLOGY
SOLAR CELL
PH(71DI_DLTIAC
SOLAR MODULE
SOLAR ARRAY
INSOLATION
A silicon photovoltiac cell that converts solar energy directly
into electrical energy.
Capable of generating a voltage when exposed to visible or
other light radiation.
One or more interconnected solar cells.
One or more interconnected solar modules [planar (flat) and
concentrator (parabolic) ].
The rate of delivery of all direct solar energy per unit of
horizontal surface.
• IRRADIATION
IRRADIANCE
ILLUMINATION
SOLAR CONSTANT
AMO
_ission of radiant energy.
Radiant flux density on a given surface, expressed in watts
per square centimeter or square meter.
The luminous flux per area on an intercepting surface at any
given point.
The total energy received from the sun on a unit area perpen-
dicular to the sun's rays at the mean earth-sun distance,
,/
termed an astronomical unit (I.000AU = 1.496EII M = 92,959,670
miles)
Air mass zero (the absence of any atmospheric attenuation or
modification of the sun radiation). At AMO the optical air
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BOL Beginning of life
EOL End of life
BLOCKING DIODE A diode used to block reverse flow of current into a photc_ol-
taic source circuit.
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CODE LISTING
14 CLS
15 PRINT_11,°WELCOHE TO EH5 °
17 PRINTEB3,'DRTE =°DATES" TIHE :'TINES
I9 PRINTeI66,'POWER DISTRIBUTION DISPLAY"
21PRINTE250,'RHD COHTROLS"
32 PRINTE323,'_R_NCH CHIEF, CHARLES PRICE"
43 PRIHTE443,'$ECTIOH HEAD: DICK BURGHDUFF"
54 PRIHTE523,'LEflD ENGR. _ LRRRY NOOH"
64 PRINTE_B3,'RESERRCH FELLOM: ERVIH H EHRHUEL,P.E. =
77 PRIHT_PRIHT:PRIHT:PRINT
88 PRINT "PRES_ ANY KEY RND EHTER TO COHTIHUE"
93 INPUT CS
180 CLS: PRIHT@203,'$PACE $TRTIOH SOLAR ARRAY SINULRTOR"
110 LINE(5,2B)-(5,_8):LIHE -(238,68).LINE-(23S,2B):LIHE-(5,28)
I2_ PRINT:PRIHT,PRINT:PRIHT:PRINT, PRINT; PRINT= PRIHT:PRINT=PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT, PIE
SS RHY KEY RND EHTER TO COHTINUE°
130 INPUT DS
140 CL$
158 BEEP
168 DEFSNG R-2
170 PRINT "EtITER SHORT CIRCUIT CUREEI4T=
18_ PRIHT'I$C(NILLIRNPS)
190 INPUT ISC
195 PRINT:PRIHT
290 PRIIIT "EI4TER OPEH CIRCUIT VOLTRCE°
.2IB PRINT "VOC(NILLIVOLTS)"
229 INPUT vgc
225 PRINT:PRInT
230 PRII4T "EHTER CURREIIT AT MR× POHER"
248 PRINT "IHP(HILLIRIIPS) LRELED RIHP
258 INPUT RHP --
255 PRIHT:PRIHT
268 PRINT" ENTER VOLTRGE RT HRX PgXER
27B PRIHT "VMP(HILLIVOLT$)"
288 INPUT VMP
285 PRINT:PRINT
298 FOR _ =I TO I
388 PRINT "ENTER VOLTRCE DRTR RESOLUTION"
319 PRINT °(HUHBER OF DRTR POII4T$ FOR "
329 PRINT "I-V CURVE PLOTTIHG)(HDPIV)"
338 IHPUT NOPIV
348 VC=VOC/ItDPIV
358 K=HDPIV *|
36e DIN V(K),RI(K),P(K)
378 C:8
375 CLS: PRIHT_4I,'HOM SERRCHIHG FOR NRXINUH POWER POINT',PRIHTe285o'SOLAR CELL ]-V CHRRRCT
ERISTICS':P_IXTe283o'VOLTRGE(V) CURREHT(R) POWER(W)"
3_8 C2 =((VNPIVOC)-I)/(LOG(I-RNP/ISC))
398 C! "(I-(RHP/ISC))Z(EXP(-VMP/(C2¢VOC)))
4ee C=C+l ," ",,
418 IF C:$ THEH 5B5
420 K=NDPIV +1
435 FOR K=! TO HDPIV ÷I
440 V(K)=VC_(K-[)
445 AI(K):ISCX(I'CIX(E_P(V(K)/(C2_VOC))'I))
459 NEXT K
4_5 FOR K=! TO NDPIV +I
468 P(K),V(K)ZRI(K)
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SOURC]_ CODE LISTIHG (X]qI'. ORIGINAL 'PAC_ "
OF POOR QUALITY
465 NEXT K
478 FOR K=] TO HDPIV *1
475 L=K÷I
480 IF P(K))P(L) THEH 569
498 NEXT K
598 L=K:VNP=V(L):RMP=RI(L): PRIHTe362,'VHP= • 9(L);•INP=•RI(L);'PMP='P(L):GOTO 350
595 CLS:PRINTe43,'SOLAR CELL I-V CHflRACTERISTIC':PRINT_I22,•VOLTAGE(V) CURREHT(R) PONER(X
)" :PRIHTe282, "VNP=" V(L)I • INP=•RI(L )a "PNP='P(L)
519 FOR K =1 TO 1
529 PRIHT • =V(K)J • • AI(K)" "P(K)
53e NEXT
535 FOR K=2 TO HDPIV +1
549 PRZHT USING "ItlIItI.III'_Y(K);R](K);P(K)
545 NEXT K
558 RIS='Y °
555 PRINT: PRINT •ENTER Y IF YOU WRHT TO RBORT TO':PRINT:PRIHT'BECINHIHC(DRTR EHTRY POINT)"
'PRINT:PRINT" OR PRESS EHTER TO COHTIHUE"
568 IHPUT BI
565 IF BS=RI$ THEN 14e
578 CLS
575 PRIIIT_I23, "YOU RRE HON READY TO EHTER':PRIHTe263,°THE HISSIOH PRRRHETERS":PRIHTe243,'T
HIS RODEL USES THE BETR"
588 PRINT@2$3,'RNGLE ONLY.THIS IS CRLLED':PRINTe323,'IHCLINRTIOH.FUTURE HODEL"
585 PRINTE363,'ENHRHCEHENTS HAY REOUIRE':PRIHTe493,'NORE INFORMATION"
590 PRIHT_4B3,'ENTER BETA (MERSURED IN DEGREES)"
699 IIIPUT B
695 IF B=23.5 THEN 615
610 PRIHT "EHTER BETA BGRIH':GOTO 688
615 SP =3549
626 CLS
622 PRI_;T@9%,'EPDC':PRINT@2?,'DATE='DRTES:PRINTeI62,'SPRCE STATION SOLAR ARRAY SIHULRTOR":P
RIHT_244,'OH ORBIT ELECTRICAL PERFORHRHCE':PRIIIT@330,'ORBIT ELflSPE TIME':PRINTe683,'POWER(K
M) VOLTAGE(V) CURREHT(A)':PRINT@68B,'AJI':PRIHT@8Oe,'AJ2"
£23 PRINTe362,'$OLAR CELL':PRIHTe484,'TEHP':PRINTE£30,'TOTRL SYSTE_ POWER"
625 TIHE!='90:B@:B@"
630 R$=TIME$
635 PRINTe42_, R$
640 $EC_ =RIGHTS(TIHES,2)
645 Mills =MIOI(_EI,4,Z)
659 HR$:LEFT_(T!ME$,2)
655 PRINTe467," "HAS" • NIN$ • "SECS
660 TEL= VRL( HRI)I3688 +VRL(HIH$)$6B *VRL(SECS)
£78 PRIHIe5IO," "TEL
1599 SP =3549
1510 RV =.900£87324
1515 XT =RV_TEL
1529 SN =46.80 ÷28XSIH(WT)
152_ PFHP=((P(L) +146.47 -2.44¢SN)$338169
1538 IF TEL =SP GOTO 1549
1535 PRIXT_482, SH:PRIHT_922,PFHP/le_eOB:PRIHT_932,'KN"
1537 GOTO 63_
1549 STOP
2996 CLS:PRIHT_I25,'THIS SI_ULRTOR HAS flRTIFICIRL,':PRIHTE267,=INTELLIGENCE CRPRBILITIE$"
2918 PRIHT_323,'ERROR DIRGNOSIS:'.PRIHTe448,'THE ELEC. VRLUES YOU HRYE':PRIHT_4GB,'EHTEREO
RRE NRTNEHRTICRLLY':PRIHT_52B,'INPOSSI_LE"
2939 BEEP:BEEP
2949 EHO
2ese CLS
2669 BEEP
2978 LIHE(46,9)-(49, Iee):E_HE -(239,189)
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FIRE CONTROL METHOD AND ANALYTICAL
MODEL FOR LARGE .LIQUID" HYDROCARBON POOL FIRES
Donald L_. Fenton ,
Professor b_ Mechanical Engineering
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico
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ABSTRACT
The dominate parameter governing the behavior of a liquid hydrocarbon
(JP-5) pool fire is wind speed. The most effective method of controlling
wind speed in the vicinity of a large circular (I0 m dia.) pool fire is a
set of concentric screens located outside theperimeter. Because detailed
behavior of the pool fire structure within ofi_ pool _ire diameter is
unknown, an analytical model supported by careful experiments is under
development. As a first step toward this development, a regional pool fire
model was constructed for the no-wind condition consisting of three zones
-- liquid fuel, combustion, and plume -- where the Predicted variables are
mass burning rate and characteristic temperatures of the combustion and
plume zones. This zone pool fire model can be modified to incorporate
plume bending by wind, radiation absorption by soot particles, and a
different ambient air flow entrainment rate. Results from the zone model
are given for a pool diameter of 1.3 m and are found to reproduce values in
the literature.
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INTRODUCTION
The heat source used for the fast cook-off tests of Naval ordinance is a
JP-5 liquid pool fire approximately 10 m in diameter. The pool fire
dupiicates the conditions involved with the shipboard fire threat
-- especially an aircraft carrier flight deck where weapons are usually
installed on airplanes. A pool fire originates from the spill of liquid
fuel onto a flat horizontal surface and the subsequent combustion of the
fuel vapors.
Objective .•
Repeatability of these cook-off tests is dominated by ambient wind as these
tests are conducted outdoors. The standard cook-off test must last 5
minutes and maintain a temperature of 870_C. If sufficient wind exists
during the cook-off test, the pool fire flames will bend in the direction
of the wind and expose the weapon. This invalidates the cook-off test.
The objective of this work is to develop a method that mitigates the wind's
influence on the structure of a pool fire and therefore improve the
repeatability of the cook-off test.
In conjunction with developing a wind mitigation method, an analytic pool
fire model is required. The model is important because the pool fire
structure (temperature, velocity, and species concentration profiles), as
influenced by the wind or the wind mitigation method, can be predicted.
Additionally, the model can estimate the, pool fire conditions in the
vicinity of the test article and thus be used to determine the suitability
"of conducting a cook-off test on a given day.
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Literature Kev_ew
A computerized literature search was conducted regarding the behavior of
pool fires. Severaldata bases were searched and most of the pertinent
documents and articles obtained. The most extensive experimental data
found characterizing large diameter pool fires were reported by [Johnson,
1982], [Kung, 1982], [Alger, 1979], and [Blinov, 1957] where wind speed wa:
minimized by careful test time selection. The Naval Weapons Center,
[Tozer, 1983] experimentally investigated the improvement of cook-off test
repeatability for windy days by using aerodynamic jets and found that the
entrainment of fuel vapor into the jet significantly changed the pool fire
structure. Consequently, an alternative wind control method is necessary.
Experimentally determined empirical correlations concerning wind on pool
fires were given by [Moorhouse, 1984], [Kalghatgi, !983] and
[Welker, 1965].
The reported analytical pool fire models fell into three categories:
regional, integral, and two-dimensional. The regional model divides the
pool fire into zones and consists of algebraic equations describing the
behavior of the zones and their interfaces. The only pool fire zone/mode"
found was by [Ndubizu, !983] and employed three zones (liquid fuel,
combustion, and plume) where the mass burning rate, combustion temperat_rl
and plume temperature were predicted. The integral model breaks the pool
fire into a collection of infinitesimally thin stacked disks each equal i:
diameter to the pool fire at the particular elevation. This approach was
taken by [McCaffrey, 1983], [Raj, 1981], and [Steward, 1970] where the
turbulent fire plume was governed by buoyancy and chemical reaction.
Obtained from the integral approach were the so-called "top hat" profiles
(variations neglected across the plume of time-averaged values) of burnin
velocity, plume radius, and entrainment rate. Factory Mutual Research
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[Tamanini, 1981] developed an integral model for turbulent fire plumes
where the "unmixedness" of turbulent reacting flows was included.
i
Tamanini's approach therefore, calculated composition fluctuations due to
molecular diffusion and entrainment of ambient air based on the k-E-g
standard turbulence model [Spalding, 1971] and should be applicable to po
fires. The third category, two-dimensional pool fire models, has two
representatives where in both the governing equations are reduced to
partial differential equations of the parabolic type (boundary layer
equations) [Harsha, 1981] an_ [Schneyer, !975]. In reality, only the mod
developed by Harsha, et.al., was completed and compared with pool fire da
[Johnson, 1982]. Comparisons were within experimental errors for
downstream distances greater than one pool diameter. Because the cook-of
test involves the pool fire structure at 1.5-to-2.0 m above the liquid
surface (0.I-to-0.2 pool diameters), further pool fire modeling work is
required to accurately predict temperatures, velocities, etc., at the
location of the test article.
THEORY
Two efforts are required in this investigation concerning the improvement
of test repeatability. The first is technique for mitigating the wind
affects and the second is the development of an analytical model for larg
pool fires that includes ambient wind.
Wind Control Method
A technical review of the available concepts for control of wind effects
pool fires was conducted to select the best candidates. These included:
the downward-directed aerodynamic jet, multiple concentric screens, earth
berm, and an analytical cerrection procedure that increases the actual
cook-off test time such that the thermal conditions of the standard test
I0-4
are achieved. Each of these approaches were develope d at the conceptual
level and reviewed again. The use of multiple screens was determined to
provide good wind control with little influence on the pool fire structur,
With the conceptual development of screens, the following assumptions wer,
made: steady potential flow, downstream jet coalescence, and equal
velocity decrease through each screen. Using Bernoulli's equation upstrei
and downstream of the screen in conjunction with the solidity ratio
(fractional degree to which the screen obstructs the flow).
S = 1 - Ao/At
yields [Baines, 1951],
L lAP = I
_V2o/2 Cc(1-S)-I
The symbols are defined in the nomenclature where Table 1 summarizes the
calculations associated with the flow through screens appropriate for thi_
application. Since the screens are in the form of a circle, the projecte¢
area of the circular holes decreases by the factor cos @ (0 is the angle
between the wind direction and the plane containing the hole).
Additionally, the hole density on the projected area increases by the same
factor, cos 0. This causes the flow rate/unit area projected of screen to
be the same and leads to the velocity profiles upstream and downstream
being uniform or flat.
The screen height must be sufficient to protect the test article from
L ---- A A
a,,,u,:,,_w,,,u. _ ,,,_ ,u_ u, ,,,e screen, a ...... ent mixing .._ ........ r-
and thickens in-the downstream direction. Carefully combining the
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analytical results of [Townsend, 1976] and [Schlichting, 1955] with the
experimental results of [Hakuro, 1984], [Oster, 1982], and [Brown, 19747
the following relation is found for the mixing layer half-width,
b = 0.138 x
where x is the downstream distance from the screen. Also important is tl
vertical location of the pool fire. The Handbook of Snow [Gray, 1981]
summarizes flow through a snbw fence (similar to this application) and
presents a correlation between fence height and reattachment length of t_
mixing layer. Thus, to protect a height of 2 m near the center of the pc
fire where the mixing layer widens to about a 0.7 m half width and drops
about 0.7 m, a height of 1.1 m about 2 m or 3.1 m is required for the
screens. This is conservative as the pool fire plume, due to buoyancy,
possesses vertical motion.
Pool Fire Nodeling
The zone model reported in the literature [Ndubizu, 1983] consists of a
system of three coupled non-linear algebraic equations the solution of
which yields the mass burning rate, combustion zone temperature, and plum4
zone temperature. Figure I is a schematic diagram illustrating the three
zones and their relative interfaces. The governing equations for the thr_
zones are:
[Ash s (Tf - Ts),+ qrs, net ]
Fuel zone: m =
+ - Tb)v A Hv Clue I (T s
Combustion zone: qgen + maf CaTa + mv Cv Ts =
mss Ce Tf + Ash s (Tf - Ts) + qrf, net
Plume zone: _ C T + _ C T = 6 C T + "
ss g f ap a a p p p qrp, net
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where the variables are defined in the nomenclature. Results that
duplicate the values obtained by [Ndubizu, !982] with acceptable
computational accuracy are shown in Table 2. The calculation algorithm
used in the program is due to [Powell, !970].
Modifications and extensions currently in progress for the zone model
include: different entrainment rate for combustion and plume zones such as
those by [Delichatsios, 1984] and [Zukoski, 1981], plume bending by ambient
wind utilizing a reported correlation, and radiation absorption in the
combustion andplume zones by soot particles. Further effort will involve
the development of an integral model and a detailed two-dimensional model
incorporating the elliptic behavior of the pool fire near the fuel surface.
.
CONCLUSIONS
Wind control method is four concentric screens 3 m tail around the fuel
surface perimeter. Table I summarizes acceptable parameters for the
screens where the protected height is 2 m.
2. Pool fire zone model is correct for pool diameters up to 2 m. Further
work is necessary to improve calculations for larger pool diameters and
include wind effects, improved entrainment rates, and soot particle
radiation absorption. Integral an two-dimensional models are required
for detailed fire structure appropriate for analysis of the cook-off
test.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
Ao
At
b
¢
C
C
d
h
S
bH
V
V
_P
qgen
qrf, net
D
qrp, net
qrs, net
S
T
Vo
X.
area (m z )
screen open area (m z)
screen total area (m s)
mixing layer half-width (m)
specific heat at constant pressure (W " s/kg " K)
coefficient of jet contraction
diameter of fuel container '
convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m z K)
latent heat of vaporization of fuel (W " s/kg)
mass flow rate (kg/s)
fuel evaporation rate (kg/s)
pressure drop across screen (N/m 2)
power (W)
actual heat release,rate by combustion (W)
net radiant heat loss from combustio_ zone (W)
net radiant heat loss from plume zone (W)
net radiant heat gain (W)
screen solidity ratio
temperature (K)
free stream mean velocity (m/s)
downstream horizontal distance (m)
fluid density (kg/m)
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Subscripts,.
a
b
C
f
P
r
S
SS
v
fuel
environmental air
fuel
combustion
combustion zone
plume zone
radiation
fuel surface
combustion zone - plume interface
vapor
fuel
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Table.l
Wind Speed Reduction Using
Multiple Concentric Screens
Wind Speed = 6.68 m/s
Height of Screen = 3 m
Number of Screens = 4
Distance Between Screens = 2.5 m
-_creen No.
Parameter
Velocity After Screen
(m/s)
Pressure Drop Across
Screen (Pa)
Solidity Ratio, S
Drag Force (N)
Diameter of Opening
Number 'of Openings
1
(Outer Screen)
5.23
8.6
0.36
611
0.1
17,520
3.78
6.5
0.33
372
0.1
15,670
3
2.33
4.4
0.29
127
0.1
13,775
4
(Inner Screen)*
0.88
2.3
0.30
128
0.1
11,860
* Inner screen located 2.5 m outside pool fire perimeter.
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Figure 1: Pool Fire Zone Model
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Table 2
Predicted Characteristics of a 1.3 m Diameter
Fuel: Kerosene
Fuel Properties: Specific Heat (liquid)
Boiling Point
Stoichiometric Air/Fuel Ratio
Heat of Combustion
Heat of Vaporization
Molecular Weight
Liquid Density at Boiling Point
2090 W s/kg K
499.7 K
14.99
4.3 x 107 W s/kg
2.0 x 105 W s/kg
154
740.2 kg/m 3
Predictions: Fuel Evaporation Rate
Tf
T
P
qgen
qrf, net
qrs, net
Ashs (Tf - Ts)
Plume Zone Height
Combustion Zone Height
maf
map
0.033 kg/m2s
1135 K
559 K
1223 kW
312 kW
25 kW
2.1 kW
3.27 m
1.47 m
O. 978 kg/s
2.90 kg/s
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ABSTRACT
Conformal mapping is a classical technique wnich has been
utilized for solving problems in aerodynamics ar,a hydrodynamics
for many years. Conformal mapping has been successfully aDplied
in the construction of grids around airfoils, engine inlets and
other aircraft configurations. These shades are transformed onto
a near--circle image for which the equations of fluid rnotion are
discretized on the mapped plane and solved numerically by
utilizing the appropriate techniques. In comparison to other
gri_--generation techniques suc_ as algeora_c or differential
type, conformal mapping offers an analytical and accurate forrn
even if the grid deformation is large. One of the most appealing
features is that the grid can be constrained to remain orthogonal
to the body after the transformation. Hence, the grid is
suitable for analyzing the supersonic flow past a blunt object.
The associated shock as a coc0roina_e surface adjusts its position
in the course of computation until convergence is reache0.
The present work applies conforr_al mapping to 3-D bodies with
no axis of symmetry such as the Aerc°oraking Flight Experimen_
(AFE) vehicle, transforming the AFE shape onto a near--circle
image. A numerical procedure arid cc0de nave beers developed for
generating grids around the AFE body. Two different approaches
have been explored : a Karmen-Trefft = transformat Ion, arid a
Schwart z-Chri stoffel type transforraat ion, The advantages and
disadvantages of both methods are discusse_, as well as the
trade--offs involved in utilizlng either one.
Center Research Advisor: Dr. Chien Li
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CONCLUSIONS
Two different conformal Mapping approaches were utilized:
(a) KarMen-Trefftz
(b) Schwarz-Christoffel
Computer programs were written to implement both approaches,
and the methods were compared. It was seen that the primary
advantage of the Karmen-Trefftz Method lies in its ease of
programming, as well as its inherent property of providing a
finer mesh at corner locations of the body to be mapped.
However, the Karmen-Trefftz transformation has the disadvantage
of not constraining the transverse coordinate to be perpendicular
to the Mapped body. The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation was
then utilized with the hope of overcoming the latter
disadvantage. The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is not as
straightforwar_ to prograM, nor does it possess the inherent
fineness of grid at _ody corners whic_ the Karmen-Trefftz
transformation posesses. However, the Mesh is constrained with
the Schwarz-Christc, ffel transformation to be perpendicular tc0 the
body. It is seen that both Methods have advantages, and a given
application may dictate which Method is more useful.
Attached are exaMples of a Mapped grid surroundirsg
type body, utilizing the two Methods.
at, AFE-
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Effects of Lunar Soil, Zagami meteorite, and
Ocean Ridge Basalt on the Excretion of Itoic Acid,
a Siderophore, and Coproporphyrin by Bacillus subtilis
Takeru Ito
Professor of Biolog_
East Carolina Universlty
Greenville, North Carolina 27834
ABSTRACT
Samples of lunar soil (i0084,151), Zagami meteorite,
postulated to be ejected from Mars, and ocean ridge basalt,
the most abundant volcanic rock on earth, all completely
inhibited the excretion of itoic acid and of coproporphyrin
by Bacillus subtilis, a common air born bacterium. Since
such inhibition has been known to occur only under iron rich
growth condition (the excretion of these compounds occurs
under iron deficient growth conditions), the result
indicated that the organism was capable of extracting iron
quite readily from these materials.
A sample of synthetic ilmenite completely failed to
inhibit the excretion of coproporphyrin, and inhibited the
excretion of itoic acid only slightly. The result suggested
that much of the iron extracted by the organism must have
come from other iron sources, such as pyroxenes and
olivines, than ilmenite in these natural materials tested.
Center Research Advisor: Donald L. Henninger, Ph.D.
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INTRODUCTION
Solving the problem of how a "terrestrial-li_e" soil
can be generated from lunar soil that would support growth
of living organism is an important issue in successful
establishment of a future lunar base, since it may depend on
at least a partial satisfaction of the needed foods met by
growing them at the base. Solubilization of iron, which is
a major element in the lunar soil (Morris, et al., 1983), is
one of the most important aspects of the "soil genesis",
since iron is required for all living organisms. It is
reasonable to expect that the interaction of the lunar soil
with microorganisms is necessary in Order to facilitate the
solubilization process, in view of the fact that many
microorganisms are involved in weathering of the minerals
containing iron on earth (Nealson, 1983).
Since the ferric form of iron is extremely insoluble in
water, most all microorganisms especially under iron
deficient growth conditions excrete iron-binding compounds
generally known as siderophores, which in effect
"solubilize" the iron making it available for transport into
microbial cells (Neilands, 1974, Emery, 1982). In
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particular, Bacillus subtilis, when grown under iron•
deficient growth conditions, excretes itoic acid, a
siderophore, and coproporphyrin, a precursor of cytochrome
biosynthesis. The excretion of these two compounds is
extremely sensitive to the iron concentration in a growth
medium, and stops as the iron concentration rises (Ito and
Neilands, 1958). ¢_
This study was undertaken in order to learn whether
lunar soil inhibits excretion of itoic acid and
coproporphyrin by the organism when included in an iron
deficient culture medium. The effects of lunar soil were
compared with that of other natural materials, a Mars origin
meteorite, terrestrial ocean ridge basalt, and natural and
synthetic ilmenite.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Minerals: 1) Lunar soil sample, (10084,151), 2) Zagami
meteorite, 3) Gorda ridge ocean basalt, 4) Quebec ilmenite,
and 5) synthetic ilmenite were obtained from the Solar
Exploration Division of the Johnson Space Center, Houston,
Texas.
Growth of_ and Determination of Itoic Acid and
CoproporphMrin: The organism used for this study was
Bacillus subtilis (NRRL B1471, ATCC 15933). The 250 ml
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flasks each containing 50 ml iron deficient growth medium
(GM) (Ito and Neilands, 1958) with or without i0 mg minerals
listed elsewhere were autoclaved (120 °, 20 lb. pressure),
and inoculated with 5 drops of a freshly grown culture in
GM. In some experiments, after autoclaving, the growth
media were filtered through disposable Millipore filter
apparatus before the inoculation of the organism _r_to the
filtrate. In other experiments, the lunar soil was
sterilized by immersing in 50 ml 95% ethanol for one day in
250 ml flasks, and decanting the ethanol out while rinsing
the inner wall of the flasks thoroughly as the ethanol was
poured out. To each flask, 50 ml autoclaved GM was added
before the inoculation of the organism. The inoculated
flasks were incubated for three days at 30 ° in a gyratory
shaker at about 50 cycles/min. The cells were removed by
centrifugation at i0,000 g for i0 min., and the absorbance
of each supernatant after diluted tO five folds was read at
320 nm and 405 nm for the measures of itoic acid and
coproporphyrin respectively (Ito and Neilands, 1958;
Townsley and Neilands, 1957) with a Beckman ACTA III UV-
Visible spectrophotometer with l-cm light path cuvettes.
All flasks containing GM were previously rinsed thoroughly
with 6 N HCl in order to remove any possible iron
contamination on the inmer wall of the flasks.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectra of the supernatants of the three day old
culture grown in GM and GM to which i00 micrograms Fe/50 ml
was added in the form of ferric chloride are shown in Fig.
i. Two absorption peaks, one at 320 nm for itoic acid (Ito
and Neilands, 1958) and another at 405 nm for coproporphyrin
(Townsley and Neilands, 1957), were observed w_th no
addition of ferric chloride, but disappeared with the
addition of iron.
three day old iron
indicative of the
Neilands, 1958).
The intense pink color developed in the
deficient culture was obviously
coproporphyrin accumulation (Ito and
The lunar soil (10084,151), collected during the Apollo
ii mission (Morris et at., 1983), the Zagami meteorite,
pv_a_d to be of Mars origin twv_1_t et al 1979) and
the Gorda ridge basalt (Kay et al., 1970), the most abundant
volcanic rock on earth, all completely inhibited the
excretion of itoic acid and coproporphyrin. No inhibition
of coproporphyrin excretion and slight inhibition of itoic
acid excretion by the synthetic ilmenite were observed. The
Quebec ilmenite inhibited the excretion of both, but not to
the extent by the other three natural samples tested (Table
i). It was obvious from the result that iron was released
from these natural samples, and evidently utilized by the
organism. However, much of the iron that was released from
these samples and utilized by the organism must have
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originated from types of iron sources other than ilmenite,
such as pyroxenes and olivines, all of which are abundant in
the lunar soil, the Zagami meteorite and the ocean ridge
basalt. The inhibition of the excretion of these two
compounds by the Quebec ilmenite indicated that this
ilmenite sample was contaminated with other iron sources.
The release of iron observed above, however, may have
occurred through two ways. One is the solubilization of the
iron from these natural samples during the autoclaving to
sterilize the liquid growth media. Another way is through
the action of the organism. To test if an appreciable
amount of iron was released from the mineral samples by mere
autoclaving, the mineral samples and the GM, after
autoclaving together, were aseptically filtered, and the
filtrate was inoculated with the organism. The result
showed that a considerable amount of iron was released from
the lunar soil and the basalt upon mere autoclaving,
although some iron also was released from the filtration
apparatus (Table 2).
In order to learn if the iron was released by the
action of the organism not merely by the autoclaving,
autoclaved GM was added to the lunar sample sterilized by
ethanol as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. It was clear
that the organism did facilitate the release of iron from
the lunar soil, but from the ethanol as well, which must
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have been contaminated with much iron. (Table 3).
Autoclaving in a sense can be considered an accelerated
weathering condition, since the high temperature (120 ° ) used
for autoclaving is expected to speed up the solubilization
process which undoubtedly occurs under natural conditions
but at a much slower rate (Keller and Huang, 197_). The
results presented here suggest that iron may be released
quite readily from minerals not only by natural chemical
weathering alone but also by the action of microorganisms.
It can be surmised that the ready extraction of iron by the
organism from these natural samples tested was presumably
mediated by itoic acid, a specific siderophore of Bacillus
subtilis, in the light of the finding that a siderophore
rhodotorulic acid produced by Rhodotorula facilitated
release of iron without the action of living organisms from
a volcanic ash and o_.er _41_ _ (_ers and Magee,
1985).
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Table i. Itoic Acid and Coproporphyrin Excretion by
Bacillus subtilis with various minerals. Each number
without parentheses represents the mean absorbance of four
determinations, at approximate absorption maxima of itoic
acid (320 nm) and coproporphyrin (405 nm). The ranges are
given in parentheses.
Addition to GM
before
Autoclaving
None
Lunar Soil
Zagami Meteorite
Gorda Ridge Basalt
Quebec Ilmenite
Synthetic Ilmenite
Absorbance of Supernatants at
320 nm 405 nm
s.oo (5.32-4.70)
0.661 (0.690-0.625)
0.584 (0.615-0.555)
0.663 (0.680-0.655)
1.14 (1.24-1.05)
3.17 (3.53-2.71)
1.07 (1.23-0.925)
o.216 (0.225-0. 210)
o.196 (0.2o5-0.190)
0.215 (0.225-0.200)
0.615 (0.830-0.500)
1.58 (2.09-1.13)
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Table 2. Release of Soluble Iron from from the Lunar
Soil and the Gorda Ridge Basalt upon Autoclaving. *These
growth media were autoclaved and filtered aseptically before
the inoculation of the organism as described in the text.
#Mean of two determinations.
explanations.
Addition to GM
before
Autoclavinq
None
None*
Lunar Soil*
Basalt*
See Table 1 for other
t
Absorbance of Supernatants at
320 nm 405 nm
4.74 (4.89-4.61)
#4.16 (4.47-3.86)
o.640 (0.675-0.615)
0.661 (0.680-0.645)
2.28 (2.44-2.04)
#0.835 (0.890-0.780)
0.315 (0.340-0.305)
0.223 (0.300-0.180)
Table 3. Release of Iron (without autoclaving) from the
Lunar Soil by Bacillus __Is---_" A,,_,,____.._-----T_Growth..... *Ethanol
sterilized flasks. **Lunar Soil sterilized by ethanol.
#Mean of two determinations. See other details in Table 1
and the text.
Autoclaved GM
Added to
Absorbance of Supernatants at
320 nm 405 nm
None
None*
Lunar Soil**
4.00 (4.13-3.71)
#l.31 (1.57-l.04)
0.586 (0.630-0.530)
4.84 (5.62-3.86)
#1.18 (1.47-0.895)
0.180 (0.210-0.150)
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Fig. i. Effect of Iron on the Excretion of Itoic Acid
and Coproporphyrin. Upper curve, no iron added to GM; Lower
curve, i00 micrograms iron/liter added to GM.
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DEFINING RECLAIMED WATER POTABILITY REQUIREMENTS
Daniel S. Janik, MD, MPH
Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational and Environmental Health
University of Utah ¢/(_p'_/,_c--'_"o_"/Salt Lake City, UT 84132
Abstract. Water used during previous space missions has been either carried
or made aloft. Future human space endeavors will probably have to utilize
some form of water reclamation and recycling. There is little applied
experience in either the US or foreign space programs with this technology.
Water reclamation and recycling constitutes an engineering challenge of the
broadest nature and will require an intensive research and development effort
if this technology is to mature in time for practical use on the proposed US
spacestation. In order for this to happen, reclaimed/recycled water
specification will need to be devised to guide engineering development.
Perhaps the most strigent specifications will involve water to be consumed.
NASA's present Potable Water Specifications are not applicable to reclaimed or
recycled potable water. No specifications for reclaimed or recycled potable
water presently exist either inside or outside NASA. NASA's past experience
with potable water systems is reviewed, limitations of the present Potable
Water Specifications are examined, present world expertise with potable water
reclamation/recycling systems and system analogs is reviewed, and an approach
to developing pertinent Reclaimed/Recycled Potable Water Specifications for
spacecraft is presented.
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I.
Up to the present, the air, food and water necessary to support human
life in space has either been carried or generated aloft. This probably
reflects the short duration of the missions (Mercury/Vostok, Gemini/Voskhod,
Apollo/Soyuz), lack of need to conserve mass during orbital insertion
(Skylab), or existence of a dependable reprovisioning system
(Soyuz/Salyut/Progress). In each case, however, human space activities have
been constrained primarily by the limitations of the human life support system
(environmental control and life support system, or ECLSS) employed. The
proposed United States (US) spacestation, scheduled for implementation on or
before 1994, is being designed to support a permanent manned presence in space
(i). Present plans call for it to be capable of supporting
commercial/industrial applications, be assembled from a minimum number of
modules within the size and weight limitations imposed by the US space
transportation system (Shuttle), and be as independent of ground-support as
possible (1,2). Limitations imposed by present ECLSS technology will
therefore likely prove unacceptable.
Of the different ECLSS constituents, water occupies first place by weight
(3). Indeed, the human body's daily weight requirement for water exceeds that
of oxygen and food substances combined (4). The minimum amount of water
necessary to support human life in space is about 2.5 liters per sedentary
crewmember per day (3). US and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
experiments indicate that up to 6 liters per crewmember per day may be
necessary to support vigorous activity in space. The minimum amount of water
necessary to support a manned space mission is roughly proportional to the
duration of the mission; all of this water must be consumable, or potable.
Potable water (PW) may be used for other purposes such as handwashing,
cooling, oxygen generation or even fuel (hydrogen) generation. If PW is _sed
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for multiple purposes, it can becomethe principal mission delimiter.
TABLEI - SOME ECLSSCONSTITUENTSREQUIREDTO SUPPORTA SINGLEPERSONIN SPACE
(3,4).
Constituent
Food (dry)
Oxygen
Water
-drinking*
-sanitary
-domestic
Amount (kilograms per person)
per day per year per lifetime
0.6 219 15,300
0.9 239 23,000
2.5 913 73,120
2.3 840 58,800
16.8 6,132 429,240
* includes food rehydration.
In either case, one method under consideration for providing PW for
longer duration missions such as the spacestation is reclamation and recycling
of previously-used water (e.g. humidity condensate, washwater, food wastes,
urine or feces). This represents a major departure from the fill-andTdraw
type PW systems used on all previous spaceflights.
1. Froehlich W: Spacestation- The next logical step. (NASA document
#EP-213, Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington
DC 20402, 1985).
2. Office of Technology Assessment: Civilian Space Stations and the U. S.
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Future in Space. (OTA document #OTA-STI-241, Superintendent of Documents,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, Nov 1984).
3. Popov IG: Food and water supply. In Calvin M and Gazenko OG:
Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine Vol. Ill (Stock #033-000-00608-0,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, 1975).
4. Spurlock Jet al: Research planning criteria for regenerative life-support
system applicable to space habitats. In Billingham J and Gilbreath W:
Resources and Space Settlements (Stock #033-000-00765-5, United States
Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, 1979).
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PWSYSTEMSUSEDIN SPACE
NASA PW Systems. All US spacecraft have thus far carried some varient of a
fill-and-draw type PW system, and have used PW for all water needs. In
general, a spacecraft's PW system is prepared as necessary well in advance of
a launch by steaming, flushing with chlorinated/distilled water, flushing with
ethanol/distilled water, or some combination thereof. Spacecraft water is
usually obtained from a public water source, filtered, polished, tested and
certified potable using prevailing NASA PW Specification criteria. The water
is then supplied to the spacecraft and periodically monitored for
chemical/microbiological purity using prevailing NASA PW Test Procedures.
Immediately prior to launch (usually T minus 4 days) a bacteriocide is
re-introduced, final tests are taken, and the PW sytem is officially certified
for launch. Once aloft, the water is used and either vented to space,
destroyed with the spacecraft on reentry or returned to earth. Beginning with
Gemini 2, routine postfix-h* _ting was " instituted; on later flights
inflight testing and re-disinfection was introduced.
During Mercury, the PW system was divided into 2 independent subsystems.
A 2.7-Iiter, passively-pressurized, plastic pouch supplied drinking water
through a flexible tube inserted, when desired, into the astronauts
pressure-helmet via a one way flap-valve. Water for Food reconstitution was
supplied from a separate container pressurized by manually squeezing a bulb
(4,5).
Gemini utilized a single, integrated PW system divided into 2
inter-related subsystems corresponding to the spacecraft's command (crew and
reentry) and supply modules. A single, 7-Iiter holding tank, located between
the crew-seats delivered PW for drinking and food recontitution via a system
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similar to Mercury. A second PWtank located in the supply module replenished
the holding tank as necessary. A third water tank, also located in the supply
module, was originally designed to receive water produced from fuel-cells.
However, the fuel-ceil water was not able to meet NASAPWSpecifications.
Instead, the third tank was filled with ground-supplied water (GSW) and
fuel-cell water was used with nitrogen gas to pressurize the PWsystem. Upon
reentry, the supply module was jetisoned. PW provided spacecraft cooling,
spacesuit cooling and humidity (5,6).
Like Gemini, Apollo spacecraft utilized a single, integrated PW system
divided into 2 inter-related subsystems corresponding to commandand service
modules (FIGURE i). A single, 16-liter holding tank was located in the
FIGURE I - POTABLE WATER SYSTEM FOR APOLLO COMMAND/SERVICE MODULES (9).
"COMMAND MOOULE SERVICE MODUle
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÷
command module and supplied hot and cold water to the crew via drinking water
and food rehydration injection ports. Unlike Gemini, Apollo fuel-cell water
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was able to meet NASAPWSpecifications and was used to continuously replenish
PWstores. Fuel-cell water was secondarily directed towards a second 16-1iter
(wastewater) holding tank which also received humidity condensate from the
spacecraft and spacesuits. Either or both tanks could supply water for
spacecraft or spacesuit cooling, or be vented overboard via common
distribution lines (9,10).
The Apollo Lunar Module (LM) had a separate PWsupply also divided into 2
subsystems. PWloaded in the LM prior to launch was stored in two 19-1iter
holding tanks located in the upper, ascent module and one or two 151-liter
tanks in the jettisonable, lower, descent module. LM provided PW for
drinking, food reconstitution, spacecraft cooling and spacesuit cooling during
travel to, on and return from the moon. The system was pressurized by
nitrogen gas and was independent of the wastewater system (3,5,9,10).
Skylab represents the US's first longer-duration, multi-crewed
spacecraft; Sky!ab's Orbital Workshop (ows) had three independent PW
subsystems, water for drinking and food reconstitution (wardroom water) was
supplied at any one time from one of six 278-1iter tanks. Three additional
tanks supplied personal hygiene/waste management, and another air.lock
servicing/contingency water. A 12.7-liter, portable PW tank provided
emergency water. All tanks were launched fully-charged with PW; water was not
generated inflight. During each of the three manned Skylab missions (Skylabs
2, 3 and 4), the crew had to first reconnect and fill the wardroom water
distribution system, then check disinfectant residuals, add iodine
disinfectant as necessary, and draw samples for testing prior to use. After
completion of a mission, the crew had to disconnect, vent and seal the
wardroom water distribution system for subsequent use. Wardroom water _as
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used only for drinking and food reconstitution. The water systems were
pressurized by nitrogen gas (5,7,8).
The present Shuttle spacecraft PWsystem similar to Apollo's but is more
highly integrated. Three, parallel, prefil|ed water tanks are continuously
replenished with fuel-cell water. Fuel-cell water to the first tank is
degassed, passed through an iodine/anion-exchange microbial check valve (MCV)
on its way to the holding tank, and preferentially supplies hot and cold PW
inflight for drinking and food reconstitution. The second and third tanks
receive degased water routed to bypass the MCV. Water from these tanks is
preferentially directed towards the waste management system, spacecraft
coolers, spacesuit cooling system and/or vented overboard as needed.
Interconnections between the tanks allow reshunting of water from and to
various tanks as needed. Non-potable water from the second and third tanks
may be backwashed through the MCV valve into the first tank. Used water is
kept separate from PW by the absence of a quick-connect line which may be
reconnected in an emergency. The Shuttle's PW system is pressurized by
gaseous nitrogen (11,12).
FIGURE 2 - POTABLE WATER SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE (12). _. F_L I
L._; CELLS
EMV
I:LASW GV_
i
I
I
PWl
B_----- ^_
li
i_ I I_o_-
i;J
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Soviet PW Systems. Soviet Vostok, Voskhod, Soyuz and Salyut spacecraft
utilize fi11-and-draw technology roughly analagous to their Mercury, Gemini
Apollo and Skylab counterparts (3,14). However, Salyut, which the Soviet's
describe as a spacestation, may augment stored wardroom water with reclaimed
urine water. What portion, if any, of the PW is actually regenerated is not
well described. However, Salyut's stores of PW are regularly reprovisioned
with GSW from the Progress cargoship (15).
Summary. In summary, the US and USSR have extensive spaceflight experience
with fi11-and-draw PW systems. The US, in addition, has experience with
inflight generation of PW. At this time, however, there is litt]e spaceflight
experience with regard to regenerated, reclaimed or recycled PW systems to
draw upon in the design and development of a reclaimed PW system for the
proposed US spacestation.
5. Sauer RL and Bustamante RB: Water supply and waste management in
spacecraft - past, present, and future. Unpublished document # MSC-04269
dated 1971 available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical Research Section (Code SD
3), NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
6. Frost RL, Thompson JW and Bell LE: Environmental control system. In
Gemini Midprogram Conference includin 9 Experimental Results. (NASA #SP-121,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, 1966).
7. Johnston RS: Sky!ab Nedical program overview. In Johnston RS _nd
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Dietlein LF: Biomedical Resu|ts from Skylab (Stock #033-000-00648-9, United
States Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, 1977).
8. Skylab Program Office (Marshall Flight Center): Skylab Vol Ill. (NASA
Technical Memorandum #TM X 64813, National Scientific and Technical
Information Office, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington
DC 20546, May 1976).
9. Sauer RL and Calley DJ: Potable water supply. In Johnston KS, Dietlein
LF and Berry CA: Biomedical Results of Apollo. (Stock #003-000-00628-4,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, 1975).
10. Sauer RL: Potable water. In Nicogossian AE: The Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project Medical Report. (NASA #SP-411, National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA 22161, 1977).
11. Sauer, RL: The potable water. In Pool SL, Johnson PC and Mason JA:
STS-1 Medical Report. (NASA Technical Memorandum #58240, Scientific and
Technical Branch, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington DC
20546, Dec 1981)
12. Sauer, RL: Potable water. In Pool SL, Johnson PC and Mason JA: Shuttle
OFT Medical Report. (NASA Technical Memorandum #58252, Scientific and
Technical Branch, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,Washington DC
20546, July 1983).
13. Crew Systems Division: Supply Water Storage. Unpublished document dated
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25 Jan 1984 available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical Research Branch (Code SD
3), NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
14. Radchenko N: Water supply of cosmonauts. Translation of
Vodoobespcheniye Kosmonavtov in Aviatsiya i Kosmonavtika 1:31, Sept 1970.
(NASA document #NASA TT F-13-634, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington DC 20546, undated).
15. Office of Technology Assessment: SALYUT - Soviet steps towards permanent
human presence in space. (OTA document #OTA-TM-STI-14, United States
Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402, Dec 1983).
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PW SPECIFICATIONS
NASA PW Specifications. NASA's PW specifications (APPENDIX A) were initially
formalized during Apollo For the testing and certification of GSW (1). They
were later used for testing and evaluation of pre- and post-flight PW samples,
and were revised in 1970 and again in 1971 primarily to incorporate a more
testable definition of microbial sterility. They do not specifically address
reclaimed or recycled water (2,3).
The United States primary and secondary drinking water standards (DWS) as
amended, and the National Academy of Sciences water quality standards for
manned space missions recommendations (WQS) served as major source-documents
in development of these specifications (4,5,6,7). As such, the present NASA
PW specifications ref|ect assumptions inherent to the source-documents,
namely:
l-Humans are the PW consumers,
2-Spacecraft PW systems are similar to public PW systems, and
3-Other exposure(s) are known or insignificant.
The DWS and WQS addressed substances associated with human disease
(4,5,6,7). PW engineered for human consumption may be similar to, different
from or incompatab|e with other lifeforms (e.g. animals, plants, bacteria).
If the lifeforms are spacecraft cohabitants, the ecological mileau will
undergo change until an ecological equilibrium is established. The resulting
equilibrium may favor the human crew, cohabitant lifeforms, or other lifeforms
as they are introduced. If cohabitant lifeforms are participants in
metabolic, medical or ecological research studies, the studies will be
significantly but insidiously affected.
DWS and WQS defined human exposure whenever possible in terms of maxinTum
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allowable concentrations (MAC) (4,5,6,7). MACsare based on an "average,"
terrestrial PW consumption of less than 2 liters per person per day.
Consumption of more than this amountby astronauts especially during vigorous
activity, will result in substantially increased exposures.
MAC's do not apply well to situations where cohabitant lifeforms are
involved in a food chain. For instance, if a plant preferentially
bioaccumulates a particular substance, even though the substance might be
present in PWin concentrations well below the MAC,an astronaut consuming the
plant would experience an increased and otherwise difficult to explain
exposure to the substance.
DWSand WQSdid not address minimumnecessary concentrations (MNC), or
optimal concentrations (MOC) associated with health. MNCand MOCare of
critical importance in maximizing yield and quality whenever animals are
raised or plants cultivated for consumption or commercial use.
DWS and DQS organoleptic data are based on rudimentary studies of
substances which when present in PWwill make it unpalatable. They do not
address organoleptic substances which may makePWpreferential. Such criteria
will, however, determine the form and method of total water ingestion.
DWSand WQSare directed at substances commonly found in terrestr.ial
surface water (4,5). GSW, inflight-generated and reclaimed spacecraft PW is
considerably different in physical, chemical, microbiological and radiological
makeup than surface waters. Some substances common to terrestrial, surface
O.
water will not be present at all in spacecraft PW water. Negative results of
tests for such substances may inappropriately infer purity. Spacecraft PW
will, however, contain a variety of unique substances, determined to large
extent by the materials used in construction of the spacecraft and PW system,
+_..... _^i m_A_l_) n? intrnduction into the PW system and interaction
_,,= ,uu_=_S) and ..... i ............ _ •
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with environmental reservoirs (sinks) present in the ecological system. If
the water is recycled, these substances (which may or may not have been
present in GSW or inflight-generated water) will slowly increase in
concentration until a new chemical ecological equilibrium is attained.
Spacecraft PW systems are similar to terrestrial, public PW systems in
that both involve primary water treatment, disinfection, temporary storage,
and distribution (4,5,8). However, because of weight, size and independence
restrictions, unique technologies are used in space applications; system
byproduct, wear-and-tear and component-failure contaminants will contribute
significantly to the water.
DWS and WQS are based on the assumption that the non-PW sources of human
exposure (e.g. food, air) are insignificant or quantifiable (5). Average
human exposures from substances found in both food and water, for example,
were generated from US Food and Drug Agency data on the composition and use of
common, public consumables (5). Exposures from substances found in air were
similarly derived from urban, ambient air pollution information prepared by
the National Academy of Sciences for the US Environmental Protection Agency
(8). These resourse data are not directed at a spacecraft environment and do
not incorporate even terrestrial indoor or occupational exposuredata,
applicable to a permanently-manned, commercial/industrial spacestation.
The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) recently completed a monograph on
quality criteria for water reuse. In it they question several additional
assumptions including:
-Total organic carbon as an indicator of organic chemical toxicity,
-Coliforms as indicators of microbial contamination, and
-Applicability of fill-and-draw criteria to reclaimed PW.
NAS quality criteria for water reuse have not been incorporated into curr_nt
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NASAPWSpecifications (9).
Soviet PW Specifications. The Soviet A1|-Union State Standards (GOST) have
been repeatedly applied to reclaimed recycled PW without substantive change.
They do not, however, address or apply to such. GOST are similar to US
primary and secondary drinking water standards, and incorporate the same basic
assumptions discussed above (10).
Summary. Present NASA PW Specifications are based on data originally compiled
for terrestrial applications. These data have marginal applicability to a
spacecraft environment. They do not address recycle systems, but do
incorporate assumptions in conflict with recycle systems and applications of
I
the proposed spacestation.
I. Biomedical Research Office: Potable water specification. Document
#MSC-PF-SPEC-1, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Johnson Space
Center, Houston, TX 77058, May 17, 1968.
2. Biomedical Research Branch: Water, potable, specifications for. (NASA
document #JSC-SPEC-SD-W-O020, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, May 16, 1970).
3. Biomedical Research Branch: CSM/LM/OWS potable water specification & test
procedures. (NASA document #PF-SPEC-I-REV D, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, July 1971).
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4. United States Public Health Service: Public Health Service Drinkin 9 Water
Standards. (USPHS Document #956, United Stated Government Printing Office,
Washington DC 20402, 1962).
5. Safe Drinking Water Committee: Drinkin 9 Water and Health. (Printing and
Publishing Office, National Academy of Science, 2102 Constitution Ave,
Washington 0C 20418, 1984).
6. Space Science Board: Report of the ad hoc panel on water quality
standards for long-duration manned space missions. (Printing and Publishing
Office, National Academy of Science, 2102 Constitution Ave, Washington DC
20418, Sept 1967).
7. Committee on Toxicology: Report of the panel on potable water quality in
manned spacecraft. (Printing and Publishing Office, National Academy of
Science, 2102 Constitution Ave, Washington DC 20418, Aug 1972).
8. Committee on Medical and Biological Effects of Environmental Pollutants:
Medical and.Biological Effects of Environmental Pollutants (Series).
(Printing and Publishing Offfice, National Academy of Science, 2102
Constitution Ave, Washington DC 20418, 1966 - 1978).
9. Panel on QualityCriteria for Water Reuse: Quality Criteria for Water
Reuse. (Printing and Publishing Office, National Academy of Science, 2102
Constitution Ave, Washington DC 20418, 1982).
10. Siniak YY and Chizhov SV: Regeneration of water in the spaceship cabih.
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Prob Space Bio] 3:104, date unknown.
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PWRECLAMATION/RECYCLINGTECHNOLOGY
Water maybe used once and disposed of, reused without reprocessing, or
reprocessed and reused (reclaimed). Reclaimed water may be used for the same
purpose for which it was previously used (e.g. used washwater reclaimed to
washwater for reuse), or for different purposes (e.g. used washwater to PW).
Water reprocessed and reused for the same purpose is termed recycled. To some
extent the concept of recycling depends on perspective. For example, urine
which is reprocessed and reused as PW could be called recycled if one
considers that urine is only an intermediate step in the PW cycle (PW to urine
to PW). For this reason, it is probably better to specify the immediate
influent and effluent of a particular water processing system, and then
categorize it as a reclamation or recycling system in the broader context. In
addition, recycled water systems may be configured to diminish or entirely
eliminate the need for outside resupply. A recycled water system which
entirely eliminates the need for outside resupply is called a closed-loop
system. The US and USSR have yet to demonstrate a spaceflight-tested,
reclaimed, recycled or closed-loop PW system.
NASA Technology. Several PW reclamation systems are being ground-tested by
NASA for possible use on the spacestation:
1-Air evaporation wick (WICK) PW system,
2-Vapor compression distillation (VCDS) system, and
3-Thermal, integrated, membrane-evaporative (TIMES) system.
WICK is the oldest, best described and most thoroughly tested PW system.
Used water is stabilized and fed into an array of solid or molecular-sieve
wicks. Water vapor is captured by air passed over the wicks, condensect,
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disinfected, filtered and polished
regular replacement or servicing.
recycling, and used washwater to washwater recycling have been
partially-closed 60 and 90 day mannedground-tests (1,2).
Presently, a third-generation, advanced VCDS preprototype (VCD2A) is
undergoing testing. Used water is stabilized and boiled under high pressure
on the inside of a rotating drum. Water vapor is condensed under low pressure
on the outside of the drum, filtered, polished and disinfected for reuse. The
residual sludge is collected and reintroduced into the influent (concentrator
loop) for increased system efficiency. The drum and housing require regular
servicing. Urine to PW recycling has been demonstrated and tested to some
extent; used washwater to PW reclamation is being considered (2,3).
A TIMES prototype is also undergoing testing, primarily for urine to PW
reclamation. The urine is stabilized, pasteurized in the hot side of a heat
exchanger, and fed into a bundle of tiny, hollow, tubular membrane filters.
Low pressure is maintained outside Of the filters, causing low temperature
vaporization and migration of the water vapor across the membranes. The water
vapor is fed through and condenses on a chilled, porous plate on the cold side
of the heat exchanger. Liquid water is filtered, polished and disinfected, for
reuse. Residual sludge is collected and reintroduced using a concentrator
loop. The membranes require regular replacement or servicing (4,5).
NASA has recently announced plans for a partially-closed, unmanned 15 to
30-day test of an integrated air and water reclamation system based on the
VCDS preprototype. 30 and 90-day manned, closed-loop testing is tentatively
scheduled for 1988 (6).
for reuse. The wicks require either
Mixed urine/humidity condensate to PW
tested in
Soviet Technoloqv. Soviet PW reclamation/recycling technology is not w_ll
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described in the literature. It is possible that a humidity condensate and/or
urine to PWreclamation system may have been tested on Salyut. If so, it is
likely that it would represent a partially-closed system, as PWis regularly
resupplied to the spacecraft (7). A 1-year, manned, closed-loop life support
system incorporating humidity condensate/urine to PW recycling has been
reported. Further details, however, are lacking (8).
Freeze-drying, vacuum distillation, lyophilization and catalytic
processes have been reportedly used for urine to PW reclamation and mixed
humidity condensate/urine/washwater to PW recycling. In the lyophilization
process, urine is subjected to low pressure in the presence of heat. Water
vapor is condensed, filtered and polished. Descriptions of the freeze-dry,
vacuum distillation and catalytic processes were not available to the author
at the time of this report (9,10).
The Soviets have reported spaceflight-testing of a humidity
condensate/used washwater to washwater recycling system on Salyut (7). In
addition, they c|aim to have spaceflight-tested various partially-closed,
unmanned, "higher lifeform habitats" (11).
Experimentation with long-duration (up to I year), manned, closed-loop
heremetrically-sealed "habitats" including other higher lifeforms have been
conducted (BIO$ i-3) (11).
Other Technologies. The US Environmental Protection Agency has expressed
interest in developing and testing PW reclamation systems for public use.
However, no reports of such were found in the literature at the time of this
paper (12).
The US Department of Defense (DOD) has also indicated interest in
reclaimed PW systems for possible use at advanced, remote military sites (US
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Army) and for desalinization (US Navy). No reports of such were found in the
literature at the time of this paper, however (12).
Various other PW reclamation/recycling analogs exist. The US Center for
Disease Control and state public health departments have had extensive
experience with recycled swimming pool and hydro-therapy water. Numerous
reports in the medical literature have been directed at recycled humidifier
condensate.
Summary. Water reclamation and recycle technology is uncommon, largely
experimental, and poorly developed especially with regard to PW systems. PW
reclamation and recycle preprototypes are under evaluation at NASA, and
probably within the USSR. Efforts, however, are mainly directed towards
developing water reclamation concepts in general. Some analogs to PW
reclamation systems exist within the public and private sectors which may
provide additional information useful in determining reclaimed PW
specifications.
1. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company: 60-day manned test of a
regenerative life support system with oxygen and water recovery. MD document
#CR-98500 available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical Research Branch (Code SD 3),
NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, Dec 1968).
2. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company: Test report - Test results -
Operational ninety-day manned test of a regenerative life support system. MD
document #CR-111881 available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical Research Branc-h
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(Code SD3), NASA/JohnsonSpace Center, Houston, TX 77058, Sept ]970).
3. Zdankiewicz EMand Schubert FH: Development of an advanced preprototype
vapor compression distillation subsystem (VCDS) for water recovery. Life
Sciences Inc document #LSI-TR-471-4 available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical
Research Branch (Code SD 3), NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058,
undated.
4. Hamilton Standard/United Technologies: Unitit]ed,
available from T. Nag]ak, Crew Systems Division (Code S
Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, undated.
unnumbered report
), NASA/Johnson
5. Roebelen GJ and Lysaght MJ: Hollow fiber membrane systems for advanced
life support. Document #SVHSER 7100 available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical
Research Branch (Code SD 3), NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, Oct
]9Z6.
6. Behrends A, personal communication 30 July 85. Crew Systems Division,
Engineering Directorate, National Aeronautics and Space Administrati.on,
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
7. Office of Technology Assessment:
Human Presence in Space. Op Cit.
SALYUT - Soviet Steps towards Permanent
8. Radchenko N: Water supply of cosmonauts. Op Cit.
g. Siniak YY and Chizhov SV: Regeneration of water in a spacecraft cabin.
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Op cit.
I0. Moiseyev AA et al: Water supply for the crew during spaceflights. Prob
Space Biol 7: 362, May 1969.
11. Lissovskiy GM (Ed): Zamknutaya Sistema: Chelovek - Vysshee Rastenye
(translation: Closed Systems: Man - Higher Plants). (Nauka, Novosibirsk,
USSR, 1979). Translation in progress by Timacheff, Biomedical Research Branch
(Code SD 3), NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
12. Flory DS and Weir FW: Development of reclaimed potable water quality
criteria. NASA document #NAS9-15368, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, Dec 1978.
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EXPERIENCERELEVANTO RECLAIMED/RECYCLEDPW
NASA Flight Experience. During Gemini, it was found that bacteria could often
be cultured from GSW meeting NASA PW Specifications. Bacteria could persist
and in some instances multiply apparently irrepspective of prechlorination
even during short-duration missions. Bacteria identified were non-coliforms
except during Gemini 11 where it was concluded that fecal contamination via
spacesuit condensate had been introduced into the PW system (I).
The Apollo CM/SM experienced problems with PW production (fuel cell
failure), inflight chlorination, gas bubble formation and PW palatability.
Of the inorganic chemicals specified in the NASA PW Specifications, nickel,
cadmium, aluminum and manganese were present in excessive levels.
Approximately 150 organic compounds were detected in inflight "grab" air
samples from Apollo 7-17 spacecrafts but corresponding PW samples were not
obtained. Pre and post-flight bacterial cultures were frequently positive.
Flavobacterium and Pseudomonas, both conditional human pathogens, were most
co_nonly identified. No coliforms were cultured. The highest plate counts
and greatest number of positive cultures were consistently obtained from the
crew hot-water dispensor. Postflight PW bacterial species did not correspond
well with those found on crew skin, mucous membranes, clothing or spacecraft
environmental surfaces (2,3,4).
The Apollo LM experienced gas bubble formation and increased nickel
levels. No bacterial contamination problems were identified. It was
concluded that iodine disinfection as used in the LM was superior to
chlorination (2,3,4).
On Skylab, over 300 low molecular weight organic compounds were detected
in inflight air samples. Again, corresponding PW sampling was not done. O_(S
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PWdata further supported the use of iodine as a disinfectant. As long as
effective iodine residuals were maintained, PW inorganic and bacterial
contaminants were maintained within NASAPWspecifications (2,3,5,6).
On shuttle f|ight STS-8, an experiment suffered contamination by
Pseudomas and Flavobacterium in spite of extensive preflight sterilization
precautions. Combined shuttle data are presently under evaluation (7,8,9).
Soviet Flight Experience. Information on Soviet spacecraft PW quality was not
available to the author at the time of this report. Unsubstantiated reports
within NASA suggested that Salyut has experienced repeated problems with fecal
col iform contamination.
Other NASA Experience. NASA's experience with PW reclamation systems is
limited to experimental, ground-based systems. In the McDonnall Douglas
60-day, 3-man test of the WICK system, mixed humidity condensate/urine was
reclaimed to PW and recycled. Bacterial movement of a "gram negative rod of
the Achromobacter group" was noted to occur starting at a filtration devise
and eventually contaminating the entire distribution system forcing a
temporary system shutdown approximately mid-test (10). Similar problems were
experienced during the 90-day, 4-man test of WICK/VCD systems on about the
30th and 60th days. The offending organism(s) in these instances were not
reported. In addition, a gradua] rise in PW conductivity, total organic
carbon and ammonia were reported starting at about the 30th day and continuing
until system shutdown (ll). Data from 1200 hours of non-continuous operation
of the VCD1 system, where urine was reclaimed to PW but was not recycled,
suggested similar problems. A variety of non-coliform bacteria were isolated;
Flavobacterium and Pseudomonas species predominated. Fungal cultures revealed
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Aspergillus, Cephalosporium, and Candida species (12,13). Ten and 30-day
non-continuous operation of the advanced VCD2 preprototype system, where urine
was reclaimed to PW but not recycled, showed similar problems (13). Over I00
low molecular weight organics (incl. halobenzenes and nitrobenzenes) have been
detected in TIMES and VCDS effluent reclaimed from batches of mixed human
urine. About 25% of these compounds were also reported in shuttle air
samples; 30% were reported present in atmospheric condensate samples from
shuttle flight STS-9. TIMES and VCDS tests did not include human recycling.
Data on urine organic composition was not reported (13).
Other Soviet Experience. Soviet experience with PW reclamation systems
appears limited to experimental, ground-based systems. A 3-month, rat test
and a 30-day, 3-man test of a "catalytic method" was described. In each case
mixed humidity condensate/urine/washwater was reclaimed to PW and recycled.
PW was reported to meet select physical/chemical Soviet All Union State (GOSH)
Standards and several NASA PW specifications. "Clinical and physiologic"
tests performed revealed "no pathological changes or manifestations of
toxicoses." PW organoleptic properties were judged to be poor and salt was
added "with the aim of giving it the customary taste properties" (14). .
Public experience. Public PW reclamation experience is largely based on
systems which reclaim mixed fecal/urine/washwater/industrial/commercial water
to effluent meeting secondary or tertiary EPA standards which is subsequently
diluted, percolated into soils, or injected into groundwater aquifers. These
systems, therefore, more accurately represent pass-through systems with
partial, indirect recycle. Examined together with other public pass-through
systems, a number of observations are, however, relevant.
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Inorganic chemicals found in undiluted effluent are related primarily to
the chemica| composition of the influent. Inorganics from the wear-and-tear
of system components are of importance in recycling systems. While the types
of inorganics are determined by influent and processing system materials
composition, the concentrations of the specific inorganics are related more to
the particular reclamation process employed. Inorganic contaminants exert a
strong influence on the types and numbers of microorganisms, their virulence,
resistance and byproduct (e.g. exotoxin, aflatoxin) production. Corrosion
appears to play an increasingly important role as a particular system ages.
Corrosion selectively consumes (sink) and releases inorganic chemicals. It
can afford bacteria a convenient surface on which to multiply, the trace
inorganics necessary for their multiplication, and protection from
disinfectants. Bacteria embedded within a slime-corrosion coat may be
undetectable by routine plate counts, but may be infective after passing
through an acid solution, such as gastric acid. Inorganics are often removed
from primary effluents by adsorption onto granular activated carbon (GAC)
filters or ion-exchange resins. It appears that inorganics may be adsorbed,
concentrated on and selectively desorbed in pulses from GAC filters. Hence,
consumers of GAC fi|tered PW may periodically receive slugs of contaminants
due to selective desorption which might not be detected in periodic PW
samples. The methodology for identification and quantification of inorganics
is well defined, although realtime monitoring devices are only now being
developed (15-17).
The types and concentrations of organic chemicals in PW are similarly
determined, except that in addition they may be associated with water-soluable
organics adsorbed onto atmospheric particulates, in atmospheric humidity
condensate and gas (e.g. smoking). They are strongly affected by _the
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particular biological participants within a recycle system. Biological
organisms are efficient, selective sinks and producers of organic chemicals.
Organics can exert a profound effect on all or selective Iifeforms. This is
especially true if a food chain is involved. When passed through a GAC
filter, organics are probably subject to the same pulsing phenomenonas are
inorganics. Interactions on the surface of the granulated carbon particles
with other inorganics, human organic byproducts, bacteria, bacterial
byproducts, viruses, fungi and fungal byproducts greatly complicate this
situation however. Identification and quantification of biochemical compounds
is still largely experimental; sampling technology may be the biggest problem
at present (15-18).
Organolepsis and the characterization of organoleptic properties of PW
are both highly experimental. Organoleptic properties, however, will
determine the particular ways that PWwill be consumed (e.g. drinking water,
juice, food) and ultimately affect total humanexposures (19,20,21).
Recent epidemiologic evidence suggests that public outbreaks of
waterborne diseases are increasing in frequency. Standard tests for bacteria
have identified an etiologic organism in less than 5%of outbreaks. Up to 60%
of outbreaks have occurred in the presence of repeated, negative bacterial
tests. There is some evidence that encysted or spore-forming protozoa,
bacteria and fungi may be favored in reclamation/recycle systems. Coliform
tests are and will continue to be of use in detecting heavy sewerage
contamination in the presence of inadequate disinfection. However, it is
likely that, in the absence of a fecal contamination event, "environmental"
bacteria such as Pseudomonas, Flavobacteria, Legionella, Proteus or Serratia
will pose the greatest bacteriological challence to PW recycle systems.
Standard plate counts consistently underestimate these particular bacteria
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(22-25).
Pseudomonas is a ubiquitous and hardy organism which has been identified
as a contaminant in "sterile" distilled water, chlorinated swimming pools and
whirlpools, faucets, public PW stores, space experiments and spacecraft PW
supplies. Different species are associated with a wide variety of human,
animal and plant diseases, including urinary tract infection in a US astronaut
(26,27,28).
Flavobacteria have been cultured from distilled water, distilled water
lines, drinking fountains, faucets and humidifier water. They are sensitive
to heat. Flavobacteria have been implicated in hospital deaths (29).
During outbreaks, Legionella have been associated with cooling tower
water, evaporative cooler water, evaporative condenser condensates, hot water
tanks and public PW supplies. Le9ionella have not been cultured from
spacecraft PW supplies or during PW reclamation system ground-tests. They
have, however, been demonstrated to grow in nutritionally deficient media in
the presence of Flavobacteria and may prove to be a commensal or secondary
invader of clinical significance in PW recycling systems (30,31).
Environmental bacteria such as those mentioned above have been shown to
grow, multiply and spread in plastic, corrosion tubercles, corrosion pits, PW
pipe coatings, granular activated charcoal (GAC) filters and ion exchange
resins. GAC filter devices may act much like biological trickle filter beds
in providing a medium onto which such bacteria can attach. Adsorbed
inorganic/organic chemicals provide nutritent. Slime coats and multiple
layers of bacteria can provide protection from disinfectants. A contaminated
GAC may serve as an area for virulence (V) and/or resistance (R) plasmid
selection and transmission. Seeding of a recycle system would proceed from
this site and could rapidly result in system overgrowth (32-35).
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Most environmental bacteria produce metabolic byproducts which are
offensive, irritating, toxic or mutagenic to humans, animals or plants. It is
likely that PW recycle systems will selectively concentrate specific
endotoxins, exotoxins and other pyrogens depending on the physiochemical
characteristics of the byproducts and the particular treatment method employed
(36).
It has been said that viruses are almost entirely person-to-person fomit
spread. However, if relatively small quantities of virus are being ingested
by relatively small numbers of people on a daily basis, this would result in
an epidemiological picture consistent with person-to-person spread. In fact,
waterborne transmission has been demonstrated for hepatitis A, polio and
several viral gastroenteridities. No public or spacecraft PW standards exist-
for viruses. It is generally assumed that if coliforms are absent, so are
pathological viruses. However, infective viruses have been recovered from
public PW treatment plants in the presence of negative coliform and plate
counts, and in groundwater which has received reclaimed PW. Active poliovirus
has been recorded in public PW treatment plant effluent to increase 24-fold
following community-wide Sabin poliovirus immunization. Animal tumor and
plant disease viruses have been isolated from public PW treatment plant
effluents. Friend Disease virus, a reticulum cel] leukemia virus similar in
many respects to the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome virus, has been
transmitted to mice via PW. Many viruses are shed primarily in feces. Some
viruses, like cytomegalovirus, are shed in large quantities in human urine.
Viruses may serve as V or R plasmid carriers. In addition, viruses are
capable of concentrating and surviving on GAC filters, electropositive filters
and ion exchange resins. Such devices may serve as sites for viral seeding
within a recycle system (37,38).
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Cephalosporium fungi are ubiquitous, hardy and some species are capable
of producing potent exotoxins and endotoxins. Some Asper9illus species, in
addition, may produce aflatoxins, extremely potent human carcinogens. Various
Candida fungi produce metabolic byproducts which have been shown to stimulate
co-bacterial infection and enhance the effects of bacterial toxins. Fungal
metabolic byproducts, like bacterial byproducts, can be selectively
concentrated within a recycle system depending on the characteristics of the
byproduct and the particular reclamation process utilized (39,40).
The mechanisms of action, sinks and chemical properties of the
disinfectant iodine are on|y poorly understood. Pseudomonas has been cultured
in iodine bacteriocide ampules. Little is known about iodine's interreaction
with residual organics and resultant trihalomethanes. Trihalomethanes may be
carcinogenic to man. The effect of residual iodine on human and animal
metabolism is only partially known (41,42,43).
Summary. World experience with reclaimed PW is extremely limited. NASA
expertise is restricted to uncontrolled engineering tests of preprototype
hardware. Organic chemical and microbacteriological quality specifications
and testing procedures are of greatest concern as these have already been
shown to be insufficient or inappropriate.
I. Gemini water reports (Gemini 2-12). Unpublished reports available from R.
L. Sauer, Biomedical Research Section (Code SC 3), NASA/Johnson Space Center,
Houston, TX 77058, undated.
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2. Apollo water reports (Apollo 1-17 and ASTP). Unpublished reports
available from R. L. Sauer, Biomedical Research Section (Code SD 3),
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SUMMARYANDRECOMMENDATIONS
Summary. Present NASA PW Specifications are inappropriate for
rec|aimed/recyc|ed (RR) PW systems. Based on present NASA priorities, it
seems un}ikely that RR PW Specifications will be defined in time to direct
spacestation ECLSS development. If this were to occur, spacestation may
ultimately have to utilize ground-supplied PW, like Salyut, until RR
Specifications and related engineering technology mature, or be forced to
utilize first-application RR technology with its attendent risks.
Recommendations. In order to provide timely RR PW Specifications, an
intensive, joint, priority effort between Johnson Space Center Engineering and
Life Sciences Directorates will have to be undertaken to:
1-Rapidly develop a knowledge base on RR PW
2-Define Interim RR PW Specifications
3-Define and complete some basic sciences experiments
4-Design and implement joint tests of existing hardware
5-Develop and standardize RR PW testing and monitoring techniques
6-Plan and implement closed-loop testing of integrated ECLSS hardware
Knowledge Base. This paper was meant to serve as the basis for developing an
engineering/liFe sciences knowledge base on PW RR technology. It should
include contact information for US and foreign PW RR systems and system
analogs. Requests for information will need to be made. A request to the
National Academy of Sciences regarding spacecraft PW RR concerns should be
considered. US Environmental Protection Agency scientists involved in public
PW RR system research need to be identified. US Department of Defense
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classified lite.rature needs to be searched for information on RR PW experience
with closed-environments such as submarines, missile launch facilities,
hardened command facilities. A request for foreign information needs to be
submitted through official channels to the US Central Intelligence Agency.
National/international meetings on PW RR or RR technology need to be
identified. Key research sites, groups, scientists or meetings need to be
selected, visited and informed of NASA's interests. Hard-copy reference
materials need to be avail able to NASA PW RR scientists.
Interim RR PW Specifications. A decision needs to be reached regarding who
the RR PW Specifications will be developed for, i.e. humans, animals, plants.
Metabolic requirements for RR PW users need to be determined and updated based
on NASA spaceflight experience. Coexposures from food and air need to be
recalculated based on cumulative terrestrial exposure and projected mission
exposure. Mission exposures need to be calculated based on an assumed 24-hour
exposure, need to include contaminants likely to occur from spacecraft and PW
system construction materials, and need to reflect NASA and Soviet PW RR
system prototype experience. National Academy of Sciences quality criteria
for water reuse data need to be incorporated where appropriate. Preferential
qualitative and quantitative PW organoleptic specifications need to be
determined. A set of Interim RR PW Specifications based on recalculated MAC's
(and where appropriate MNC's and MOC's) which take into account NASA PW
consumption and coexposure data need to then be formalized. Specifications
need to be directed at influent, effluent and/or "at the tap" testing, with
special emphasis on organic, bacterial, viral and fungal contaminants.
Appropriate indicators need to be identified to allow PW RR system testing and
evaluation. Indicators for low mo|ecular weight, volatile organics (which may
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be "carried over" with water in the PWreclamation process), high molecular
weight organics (e.g. steroids, antibiotics), inorganic/organic substances
which are selectively retained in the concentrator loop (present in effluent
with wear,and-tear), key bacterial contaminants (incl. Pseudomonas, and/or
Flavobacterium), viruses, and fungi will need special consideration. The best
bacterial and fungal indicators may be unusual metabolic byproducts. The best
viral indicators may be oral vaccine viruses introduced periodically into
infl uent.
Basic Science Experiments. Several areas of concern have been established
which could be of fundamental importance to application, testing or evaluation
of PW RR Specifications to spacestation:
l-Properties of liquids moving in pipes in zero-gravity (ZG)
a) corrosion buildup
b) particle deposition
2-Properties of ZG colloidal suspensions
a) gas bubbles in water
b) liquid droplets in water
c) solid particles and aggregates in water
d) mixed colloids interactions
3-Properties of substances adsorbed onto surfaces
a) piping and joints
b) GAC filters and ion-exchange resins
I) pulsing phenomenon
2) ZG bacterial/viral activities
3) plasmid interchange
4-Properties of surfactants in ZG
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Specific research experiments need to be devised and executed to elucidate the
effect, if any, these particular physical properties might have on RR PW
systems and quality testing.
Testin 9 Existin 9 Hardware. Interim PW RR Specifications need to tested
against existing system prototype hardware. Techniques for sampling, testing,
quality-assurance and evaluation of PW RR Specifications and hardware
operation need to be critically defined, pretested, documented and rehearsed.
The system hardware will need to examined and adapted for sampling. Whenever
possible closed-system sampling methodology should be incorporated.
Mechanisms for sensing, sampling and examination of components without
interruption of operation need to be evaluated and incorporated into systems
engineering.
Initially, unmanned PW reclamation tests need to be done on paired
influent/effluent samples taken at fixed intervals during continuous system
operation. Samples should be taken until influent, effluent and
microbiological equilibriums are established. Similar testing will need to be
begun as soon as possible for the specified life expectance of the system.
Hardware and Interim PW RR Specifications will probably need to be revised
periodically throughout this phase to reflect experience with actual PW RR
hardware.
Unmanned PW reclamation tests need to be performed challenging prototype
system hardware with specific substances which have been identified to be of
special concern. Sterile distilled water (or other appropriate negative
controls) will probably need to be used for comparison purposes. Challenge
substances could include:
l-Concentrator loop water
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2-Particulate colloidal solutions
3-Solvents which will probably be used on spacestation
4-Organics which tend to volatilize like water
5-Humansteroids (e.g. premarin)
6-Antibiotics commonlyexcreted in urine (e.g. ampicillin)
7-Atmosphere humidity condensate
8-Spacesuit coolant concentrate
9-Spacesuit humidity condensate
lO-Washwater
11-Spacecraft wastewater
12-Lactobacillus or E. coli bacteria
13-Pseudomonas bacteria
14-Sabin oral poliovirus (vaccine)
15-Aspergillus fungi
16-Endotoxi n/exotoxi n anal ogs
During this period, bioaccumulator plants-which preferentially bioaccumulate
substances of concern should be identified.
Testin 9 and Monitorin 9. As open-loop testing nears completion, tes.ting
methodologies need to be revised for micromputerized, online, realtime
monitoring whenever possible. Prototype systems may need to be reengineered
to accommodate monitoring.
Unmanned, c|osed-loop, integrated ECLSS system recycle tests using
animals, bioaccumulator plants and plants which may be cultivated for human
consumption on spacestation need to be conducted. Atmospheric contamination
tracer tests will need to be considered if humidity condensate to PW
reclamation is to be considered. Testing should be done in situ and should
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allow parallel evaluation of monitoring techniques. These tests will need to
be run continuously until system equilibrium is reached. Test animals, test
plants, cultivated plants, and effluent equilibrium concentrates will need to
be subjected to standardized, toxocological testing at this point.
Determination of common and biologically significant substances and the
establishment of their dose-response curves will need to be accomplished to
substantiate MAC's and interim PWRR Specificatons. It is likely that PWRR
Specifications will undergo major revision at this stage. Hardware,
monitoring and testing may need corresponding revision. A reasonable list of
organic substances of concern for spacecraft PW RR should result. Final PW RR
Specifications will need to be pulmulgated. Specific plant bioaccumulators
will need to be chosen to act as total accumulated exposure indicators for key
substances.
Manned, Closed Testin 9 of Integrated ECLSS System. Similar, continuous,
closed-loop, integrated ECLSS system recycle tests using human test subjects
and bioaccumulator test plants will need to be conducted until system
equilibrium, and should be considered for the duration of likely exposure on
spacestation. Select biomedical tests including enzyme-activity assays for
key organ systems (e.g. fat, muscle, bone, liver), hair, nail and other
analyses need to be correlated with bioaccumulator plant results.
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APPENDIX A
SUPERSEDES_MSC-'SPECLC21A'DATED'JI'NF 19, 1967
/
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
This specification has been approved by MSC for use by MSC Contractors,
MSC, and other Centers, as appropriate, involved in manned spacecraft
design, testing-and operations at Contractor sites, KSC, and MSC
utilizing potable water.
l.O SCOPE
2.0
This specification establishes the requirements for water used in
servicing potable water systems, generated on-board spacecraft •
and obtained from spacecraft water reclamation systems•
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification to the
extent indicated herein. In case of conflict between these
documents (latest revisions) and this specification , this
specification shall prevail:
°
•STANDARDS --
o.°
Manned Spacecraft Center
MSC-STD-C-I Definitions for Contamination
Programs
Non -Go ve rnmen t a I
Society of Automotive Engineers
SAE-ARP 598 Procedures for Determination
of Particulate Contamination
nf Hydraulic Fluids by the
Particulate Count Method
American Society for Testing and Materials
ASTM D 1293-65 Methods of Test for pH of
Industrial Water and Industrial
Was tewater
ASTM D 1888-67 Tentative Methods of Test for
Suspended and Dissolved Solids
in Industrial Water
ASTM D 1889-66 Tentative Methods of Test for
Turbidity of Industrial Water
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American Public Health Association
American Water Works Association
Water Pollution Control Federation
Standards Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
N. Y., 12th Edition, 1965.
3.0 DEFINITION
4.0
MSC-STD-C-I lists definitions used in the MSC Contamination Program.
In case of conflicts, the MSC-STD-C-I definitions will govern in
this specification unless otherwise noted. The following definition
is included to clarify this specification:
Microorganism _ An organism of microscopic size, limited to bacteria,
fungi, including molds and yeasts and algae and protozoa, either
active or dormant.
REQUIREMENTS
4.1 Water Properties
The potable water shall meet the following specific requirements:
Properties
Limits:
Maximum Allowable
Concentrations Test Para.
pH
Total Solids
Total Organics
Taste & Odor
Turbidity
Color, True
Particulate
6.0-8_0 at 25°C {77°F)
TBD but <50G mg/liter
TBD
None at Threshold
(Odor No. of 3)
II Units
15 Units
TBD
Ionic Species
Cadmium
Chromium (Hexavalent)
Copper
Iro:_
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Silver
Zinc
Selenium
O.Ol mg/liter
0.05 mg/l iter
l.O mg/l iter
0.3 mg/liter
0.05 mg/l iter
0.05 mg/l iter
0.005 mg/liter
0.05 mg/liter
0.05 mg/l iter
5.0 mg/liter
0.0 1 mg/liter
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4.3.1 .I
4.3.1.2
4.3.1.3
4.3.l .4
4.3.1.5
4.3.1.6
4.3.1.7
4.2
4.3
J U [ L F- ,,_ L i.J L ,,,_ i'i..} _.w -- J r i.. _. - _, _. i /'l i.I/"l i i** i,J _UItL l'_! i_Ul
l
Microbial Control
Positive microbial control is required throughout the potable
water system. The agent or mechanism of this control shall
be determined by system requirements and shall require the
approval of the MSC Medical Research and Operations Directorate.
Steri Iity Free of viable organisms 4.3.2
(as defined in paragraph 3.0)
Note: Specific system designs may necessitate the inclusion
of other water property requirements in the above listing.
Sampl ing
4.2.1 Containers for Samples
4.2.2
The water samples for analysis shall be collected in
containers approved by the MSC Medical Research and
Operations Directorate. The collection containers shall
be chemically inert and nonbreakable and shall be pre-
pared according to instructions supplied by MSC.
Sampling Technique .....
Standard aseptic technique will be used in collecting
water samples for analysis.
Analyses
Analysis of the water shall conform to established laboratory
methods and shall be performed by a laboratory approved by
the Medical Research and Operations Directorate.
4.3.1 Chemical and Physical Analyses
4.3.1.I pH
The pH shall be determ'ined per ASTM D 1293, taking
special precautions to exclude the atmosphere during
test. On line on-site analysis shall be performed
where possible.
4.3.1.2 Total Solids
Total solids shall be determined by a gravimetric
technique. The maximum allowable concentration will
be established by system operational requirements yet
must not exceed 500 mg/l.
4.3.1.3 Total Organics (COD, BOD, TOC)
Total organics shall be determined by standard laborato:_ _
technique. The maximum allowable concentration will be
established by specific system requirements, yet shall
not exceed lO0 mg/l.
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4.3.2
4.3.1.4 Taste and Odor
Taste and odor shall be determined per the method described
on page 304 of Standard Methods for the. Examination of Water
and Wastewater, (12th Edition).
4.3.1.5 Turbidity
Turbidity shall be determined using the nephelometric
turbidity procedure described in ASTM D 1889.
4.3.1.6 Color
Color shall be determined using the method described in
paragraph 1.4 on page 127 of Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastew_ter.
4.3.1.7 Particulate
The particulate levels shall be determined by standard
particle count methods. The maximum allowable concen-
tration will be established by individual system
operational requirements.
Sterility/Microbiological Analyses
If samples for microbiological analyses are not processed
within 30 minutes following collection, the samples must
be refrigerated at 40 - 6oc. If the water contains chlorine
or iodine, a sufficient amount of 0.1% solution of sterile
sodium thiosulfate is added to the sample container to
result in a concentration of lO0 mg/liter of the sodium
th_osulfate.
General: Aseptic technique within a Class lO0 clean bench
or equivalent will be employed throughout the analyses.
Any organisms cultured at KSC in the following analyses will
be shipped to MSC in biological shipping containers for
identification.
4.3.2.1 Aerobic Analysis
The three 150 ml aliquots for the following microbiological
analyses shall be obtained from a 500 ml minimum volume
microbiological sample. Each aliquot shall be passed
through a 35 mm 0.45 micron membrane filter, Millipore HAWG
(for yeast and molds) or equivalent.
4.3.2.1.I Total Bacterial Count
Total bacteria count shall be performed according
to procedures described in Standard ._ethods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewa.ter, N.Y., 12th
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4.3.2.1.I Total Bacterial Count (continued)
Edition, 1965, and/or by the following membrane
filter method: Filter, aseptically 150 ml of the
water sample through a membranefilter monitor.
Removeexcess water from the membranefilter monitor
using a syringe and extracting the water from the
discharge end of the monitor. Disconnect the
syringe and add 0.8 ml of M-TGEBroth (Difco or
equivalent) into the discharge end of the monitor.
Replace monitor plugs, invert, and incubate at
350 + 0.5oc. (Membrane filters should always be
incubated in 100%humidity). Count total number
of bacteria on pad at 24 and 48 hours. Report out
as the number of colonies per 150 ml of water.
Serial dilutions of a minimumof l:lO0 and I:I0,000
will be conducted in addition to the zero dilution
above. If growth is observed, the sealed monitor
will be shipped to MSC.
4.3.2.1.2 Coliform Counts
Coliform counts shall be performed according to
procedures outlined in Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water _nd Wastewater, N.Y., 12th
Edition, 1965., and/or by the following membrane
filter method: Filter, aseptically, 150 ml from
the sample container through the membrane filter
monitor. Remove excess water from membrane filter
monitor using a syringe and extracting the water
from the discharge end of the monitor. Disconnect
the syringe and add 0.8 ml of M-F Endo Broth into
the discharge end of the monitor. Replace monitor
plugs, invert, and incubate at 350 + 0.5oc. Count
total number of coliform colonies at 18 to 24 hours
and report out as the number of colonies per 150 ml
of water. If growth is observed, the sealed monitor
will be shipped to MSC.
4.3.2.1.3 Yeast and Mold
Filter, aseptically, ISO ml from the sample con-
tainer through the membrane filter monitor with
black filter (Millipore MHBG or equivalent). Remove
excess water from the membrane filter monitor using
a syringe and extracting the water from the dis-
charge end of the monitor. Disconnect the syringe
and add 0.8 ml of M-Green Yeast and Mold (Difco or
equivalent) into the discharge end of the monitor.
Replace monitor plugs, invert, and incubate at 300 +
l°C for 48 hours. Count and report number of yeasts
and molds per 150 ml of water sample. Cultures will-
be transferred to Sabouraud agar slants prior to
shipment to MSC.
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4.4
4.3.2.2( Anaerobic Analysis
An anaerobic analysis will be conducted by trans-
ferring, aseptically, I m) of w.ater into a tube of
fluid thioglycollate medium which has been freshly
prepared. Do not mix. Incubate at 350 + 0.5Oc for
48 hours. Exa_e for growth. Report growth as
positive or negative growth. If any growth is
observed, a portion of the g_owth will be transferred
with a sterile loop to a tube of transport medium
(Stuart or equivalent) and incubated for at least
12 hours prior to shipping to MSC.
If the ground test or flight mission purpose does not involve
verification of acceptance for human consumption or will not
be used forhuman consumption, the water need not meet the
requirements of paragraph 4.1.
Notice - When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are
used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely related
Government procurement operation, the UnitedStates Government thereby
incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the fact
that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way
supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data is not to be
regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the
holder or any person or corporation.
Prepared by:
DC/Preventive Medicine Division
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REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL REACTIONS
AlqD THE EFFECT OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIOBS
Richard E. Johnson
Professor of Chemistry
LeTourneau College
Longview, Texas
ABSTRACT
Chemical reactions at high temperatures have been considered extensively
because of their importance to the beating effects on re-entry of space
vehicles. Data on these reactions however, are not abundant and even when found
there are discrepancies in data collected by various investigators. In
particular, data for recombination reactions are calculated from the
dissociation reactions or vice versa through the equilibrium constant. This
involves the use of the principle of "detailed balancing." This principle is
discussed in reference to conditions where it is valid as well as to those where
it is not valid. Related topics that merit further study or for which
applicable information was available are briefly mentioned in an appendix to
this report.
BASA Colleague: Carl D. Scott, Ph.D. ED331 713-483-3905
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INTRODUCTION
The re-entry of transport vehicles into upper levels of the atmosphere at
high velocities results in the production of high energy shock waves. Because
of the velocities involved and the low pressure of the atmosphere, there is
chemical and thermodynamical nonequilibrium in the shock layer flow around the
vehicle. The heating effects due to these chemical phenomena may result in an
added heat load of about of 50Z. 1 Much has been written about this effect
including experimental data from some Shuttle flights and arc jet laboratory
. 2,5
experiments. There i8 interest in predicting heat transfer rates to future
vehicles such as the AOTV where re-entry velocities are even higher and
6
therefore these nouequilibrium effects could become even more significant.
This study focuses on the chemical reactions and in particular the effect
of nonequilibrium and the use of the principle of detailed balancing for these
transient conditions. This will be approached by looking generally at
thermodynamics and kinetics to see how they are applied. Then the principle of
detailed balancing will be defined along with the high temperature reactions
found in re-entry conditions and finally some conclusions will be drawn.
THERMODYNAMICS AND KISETICS
These two major fields of study have provided much information about the
chemistry and physics of processes and have been invaluable tools for engineers
in design work. In general, thermodynamics is dealing with quantities of
enthalpy, entropy, free energy and work, and is useful in measuring or
predicting these quantities as they relate to the beginning and the end of-a
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process or reaction. As such they are generally classified as state functions
in that they depend on the initial and final state of a system and not how the
system moves from the initial to the final state. Also, these properties are
not time dependent. Now work and heat may be path dependent, but they can be
evaluated with thermodynamical relationships and are not independent of one
another.
Kinetics, as its name implies, is a study of time-dependent quantities and
how a system moves from one state to another. It has to do with the rate of a
reaction and the mechanism or series of steps by which reactants are moved
toward the desired products.
As an example consider the system of hydrogen gas, oxygen gas, and liquid
water. This is represented in Figure 1.
E
H20
REACTION COORDINATE f
Figure I. - Energy-Reaction Diagram for Reaction H2+O 2 _ B20
Thermodynamically, water is lower in enthalpy than the reactants hydrogen
" and oxygen and thus the systems would be expected to produce water when hydrogen
and oxygen are mixed. However, kinetically, the reaction is so slow at ordinary
temperatures, that hydrogen and oxygen mixtures are stable almost indefinitely
unless some energy is put into the system by an electric spark or heat to get
the reactants over the activation energy barrier. Once the reaction is started,
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the reaction is so exothermic that it proceeds explosively to produce the
product water. Other examples could be found where the reaction is
thermodynamically unfavorable, but kinetically a very fast reaction. Thus a
product can be formed by continuously removing it and forcing the reaction to go
against a thermodynamically uphill path.
It seems intuitively obvious though, that at the molecular level, when one
molecule is dissociating or two or more molecules colliding, a relationship
should exist in a one-step reaction between how fast the reaction proceeds in
either direction and the energy involved in that reaction. Hence, a
relationship should exist between thermodynamical quantities and kinetics
quantities. Indeed, this relationship can be seen in the principle of detailed
balancing which is defined in the next section.
PRINCIPLE OF DETAILED BALANCING
DEFINITION :
This principle is succinctly defined by Benson 7 as follows: "The principle
of detailed balancing asserts that at equilibrium, the specific rate of every
elementary collision process is exactly equal to the specific rate of its
inverse, or reverse process." This principle when applied to the molecular
level is also referred to as the principle of microscopic reversibility. If the
reaction for a molecular process can be pictured as a path that was shown in
Figure I, then this principle implies the obvious conclusion that proceeding
from products to reactants should be retracing the path that led from reactants
to products. Consider the following reaction of elementary particles (atoms,
molecules, or ions) which occurs as a single step,
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A÷B C+D
k_ 1
where A and B are reactants and C sad D are products. The forward rate of t_
reaction is given by k[A][B] where k is the rate constant and [ ] refers t
concentration of the species in the brackets. The reverse rate is given b
k_/[C][D]. At some point in time these two rates will become equal to eac
other regardless of which direction the reaction started from. At this poin
the reaction has reached a steady-state or equilibrium condition. Thi
equilibrium is a dynamic one, however, in which the reactions in both direction
are still proceeding. At this point, the equality of reaction rates can b
expressed as,
kI[A][B] - k_l[C][D]
which can be rearranged to,
kJL. [C][D] (I)
k_1 [A] IS]
however, [C][D]/[A][B] = K is the definitiou of the equilibrium constant. The
equilibrium constant, K is a thermodynamic quantity. The above equality, it
equation (1), also implies that the equilibrium constant is related to the
kinetic rate constants as follows:
K = kl/k_l (2)
and this relationship is the mathematical formulation of the principle of
detailed balancing. Often in kinetic studies, the rate constant in one
direction of a reaction is determined experimentally and then through the
equilibrium constant, by means of equation (2), the rate constant for the other
direction of the reaction is calculated.
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CONDITIONS FOR THE PRINCIPLE OF DETAILED BALANCING:
In the definition of the principle of detailed balancing, it was assumed
that the reaction was an elementary one-step reaction in equilibrium. This
implies constant temperature and pressure as well as steady state concentrations
of reactants and products.
O. K. Rice 8 in a classic paper has shown that even if the reaction involves
more than one step, the relationship of E = kf/kr must still hold where kf is
the overall forward rate constant and k is the overall reverse rate constant.
r
This must be true so that K is still a state function and does not depend on the
path of the reaction.
An example of this is the reaction,
H2 + Br 2 _ 2HBr.
By experimental methods, the forward rate is given by-,
kl[H2] [Br2] 0"5
1 + k2[HBr]/[Br 2]
Since K = [HBr]2/[H2][Br2], then the reverse rate of the reaction must be sLven
by an expression such that when the two rates are set equal to each other, they
will give the expression for K. This implies that the reverse rate must be
given by
k_l[HBr]2/[Br2 ]0"5
I + k2[HBr]/[Br 2]
The principle o£ detailed balancing can then be used to calculate the rate in
one direction of a reaction when it is only £easible to measure the rate in the
otber direction.
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Also, Rice, Benson 7'8 and others have shown that even if the system is far
removed from equilibrium, the relationship, K = kf/kr must still bold if the k's
are measured under the same conditions, since the k's do not generally depend
upon concentration, or upon the fact that both forward and reverse reactions are
proceeding at the same rate. Even when alternate reaction paths are available,
such as when a catalyst is used, the relationship for K and thus detailed
balancing still holds, since K is a state function and the energy relationships
between reactants and products have not changed.
CONDITIONS WHERE DETAILED BALANCING PRIBCIPLE DOES 80T APPLY:
The principle of detailed balancing does have limitations. If the
temperature is changing very rapidly, then at a given instant the principle may
apply, but in a finite time the forward and reverse rates are a function of
temperature and if they are measured at two different temperatures, they will
not be related by the equilibrum constant.
Also, for very high temperature reactions, where the temperature is
changing very quickly, such as in a shock wave, the relaxation time between
internal energy states and the translational energy becomes equal to or greater
than that of reaction times of the particles. This results in an incubation
time where the internal energy states attempt to equalize with translational
energies. This incubation time has been called a pre-quasistationary time by
Troe and Wagner. 11 This effect is explained by the so called Nbottle-neckn
mechanism. This mechanism recognizes that at high temperatures there is a point
where vibrational relaxation time becomes comparable to the dissociation
relaxation time. Nhen this occurs, then a limiting step in the process, which
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might be a vibrational transitions or dissociation itself, becomes the rate
determining step. This then is the "bottleneck" in the overall dissociation
reaction. Steps in the reaction before and after this "bottleneck" or rate-
limiting step are in a quasistationary state and in that state the principle of
detailed balancing does apply. However, upon an initial transient in
temperature, such as in shock wave, there is an incubation time period while
the energy levels (either vibrational or dissociative) build up to this
quasistationary state where one step becomes the bottleneck step. During this
incubation period or pre-qussistationsry state, in which a redistribution of
state populations occurs, the principle of detailed balancing does not hold
since the rate constants are changing with time and it is questionable whether
there is even a clear definition of a rate constant at this point. This
incubation time or pre-quasistationary state has been found by other
well. 9,10investigators as Extrapolation of rate constants to higher
temperatures have indicated higher values than actual measured values because of
this relaxation effect. A second order effect related to this is that the high
vibrational levels are lowered in population due to reaction and this lowers the
observed reaction rate even further. This does not violate the principle.of
detailed balancing, but it does mean that this principle cannot be applied where
there is a pre-quasistationary period and the rate constant i8 undergoing an
11
incubation period. Troe and Wagner state it as follows, "In comparing
experimental dissociation results with the corresponding reverse
recombinations,---the relationship, K = kd/k r was always used. It is clear that
this equation cannot be valid under all circumstances: it is, for example,
meaningless in the initial pre-qussistationary period of the reaction where k is
time dependent."
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APPLICATION TO HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTIONS
Research into the chemical reactions occurring during combustion and more
recently, reactions occurring in shock waves of re-entry vehicles have generated
much data on chemical reactions at high temperatures. In recent years, more
attention to careful experimental and theoretical work has removed some of the
inconsistancies in data that differed by orders of magnitude for given
reactions. Advancements in shock tube studies, combustion research, arc jet
experiments and re-entry flights have generated data over wide temperature
ranges for forward and reverse reactions of many types. However, more work is
still needed in these areas and where experimental data is missing, rate
constants are often calculated through the equilibrium constant. 12 This should
be evaluated in light of the limitations on the principle of detailed balancing.
II
According to Troe and Wagner, the pre-quasistationary stage has been
observed only at high temperatures for a few d iatomic molecules. However, two
diatomic molecules that exhibit this behavior are oxygen and nitrogen molecules.
A useful measure of temperature given in reference 11 is D /RT where D is the
o o
dissociation energy of the molecule at 0 K. If this ratio is less than 10, then
vibrational relaxation is important during the reaction and the incubation time
of the rate constant must be considered. If this ratio is greater than 10,
vibrational relaxation is complete before appreciable dissociation occurs and
need not be considered. At a temperature of 15,000 K, this ratio is 3.9 for
oxygen and 7.5 for nitrogen and therefore the vibrational relaxation effect on
the dissociation rate should be considered for more accurate results.
Experimental work at higher temperatures indicates that this effect must be
taken into account to match theory with data. For the dissociation of oxygen up
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to 18,000 K, Wrsy fit experimental data with explanations of the effect of
translational, rotational, vibrational and dissociation relaxation times. 13 At
Hach numbers from 3-10, translational and rotational relaxation is important; at
Macb numbers from 10-16, vibrational relaxation must also be considered; above
Hach 16 translational, rotational, vibrational, and dissociation relaxation
times are all involved. In a similar fashion, Kosbi, et.al., studied the
dissociation of nitric oxide in shock waves up to 9,000 K and matched the data
fairly well with the CVDV model (coupling of vibration excitation witb
dissociation including the effects of dissociation on vibration).14 From their
work, the vibrational temperatures were significantly lower than translational
temperatures above 5,000 K. Also, some abnormal depopulation of vibrational
levels near the eighth level indicated that multi-quantum jumps of less than
five levels were possible at these temperatures. It is usually assumed that a
step-ladder type of mechanism excites the vibrational energy levels from
adjacent levels. The cbemical reactions encountered by the Shuttle or AOTV in
re-entry are complicated by the fact of interactions between nitrogen and oxygen
and also by the non-equilibrium of the shock wave produced. At altitudes of
less than 100 kJn, the predominant species in air are still molecular nitrogen
and oxygen. 15 The energy from the shock wave produces many other atomic,
molecular and ionized species. The Zeldovicb mechanism for nitric oxide
16
formation is certainly activated and proceeds as follows:
Shuffle fReactions
02+ H _ 0 + 0 + H
0 + B2 _ lqO +
N + 0 2 _ NO + 0
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However, at bigh temperatures, the higher energy reactions below would also take
place.
S2 + M_S + S ÷ M
HO + M _ S + 0 + M
Ionization reactions involving many of these species are also possible. The
ionization of NO is thought to be responsible for the communications blackout
with the vehicle upon re-entry. This rapid change of energy produces at least
three different temperatures in the gas: the translational temperature, the
vibrational temperature, and the electron temperature. These temperatures have
been calculated for nitrogen shock waves by Prud'homme and Rowe. 17 They
indicate that for a step function increase in the translational temperature, the
vibrational temperature slowly increases to approach the final equilibrium
temperature. The electron temperature exponentially increases and overs boots
the equilibrium value then drops back to the final equilibrium temperature.
12
Parks has attempted to apply a two temperature model to re-entry beating. In
this model rotational and translational temperatures were assumed to be the same
and vibrational and electronic temperatures were assumed to be the same and were
the second temperature used. This my be a good approach, but the agreemeht with
actual radiation measurement data is not good. It may be that tbe model needs
to be modified to the "bottleneck mechanism" presented earlier. Thus one step
in the vibrational transitions may be rate-limiting instead of the dissociation
step itself.
Another approach to these calculations would be to consider the "master-
equation" approach as defined by Troe and Wagner 11 and by Leviue and
25
Bernstein. This approach considers the net rate of transfer of molecules from
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the it_h.h level of vibrational energy states as given by the equation below. A
schematic of this process is shown in Figure 2. This equation gives the net
transfer of molecules out of the it_bb vibrational state by considering the sum of
all the rates of transfer in from various vibrational levels and subtracting
from that all the transfers from the it__b_blevel to other vibrational levels and
finally substracting the rate of actual dissociation from tbe it.b_h level. This
equation could be used if all rate constants were known for all dissociating
gases.
1
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Figure 2. - Diagram Illustrating the Master Kinetic Equation
Some values for oxygen and nitrogen have been published. 26 However, this
is further complicated when the gas is a mixture such as air and there is
interaction between the elemental gases. Possibly some assumptions could be
made that would reduce even this mixture to a few independent reacting species.
This could be worth further study.
The conditions in a shock wave change so rapidly that equilibrium is
certainly questionable. It may be that some species near tbe stagnation point
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pre-quasistationary state where the principle of detailed balancing cannot be
used and yet further down the vehicle, steady-state conditions may be reasonably
assumed.
CONCLUSIONS
The principle of detailed balancing has been used extensively in
theoretical calculations as well as calculations involving experimental data to
determine rate constants for reverse reactions by means of the forward rate
constants and the equilibrium constant. In the majority of cases this is
justified since the reactions are normally in a steady-state relationship or
quasistationary state with some predictable distribution of energy among
internal energy states. However, there is a small but finite time in wbcb a gas
system such as air with a low density is in a pre-quasistationary state when
subjected to a high temperature shock wave. Under these conditions the
equilibrium constant is not defined since the rate constants are changing with
time and the principle of detailed balancing does not hold. This may be present
near the forward part of a re-entry vehicle in the vicinity of a strong shock
wave. Steady state or relaxation to an equilibrium distribution of internal
energy states may be established further down the vehicle due to expansion of
the gas and lowering of the temperature again.
The assumptions of detailed balancing and the use of equilibrium constants
o.
have been used even in the two-temperature models to date. However, these
models should be re-evaluated since these assumptions may not be valid at least
for a part of the entry vehicle.
Two other approaches to solving this non-equilibrium beat transfer of
cbemically reacting species would be to consider (a) the "bottleneck mechanism"
on the basis of finding the limiting step in vibrational or dissociation steps
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for each dissociating species or (b) using the "master-equation" approach of
summing up rate constants over all possible reaction steps for vibration and
dissociation. This would take some selection of important reactions since it
would be too complicated to consider all species and all possible interactions.
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APPEHDIX
The appendix will describe briefly some other related areas to tbis study.
l. Information theory approach to molecular reaction d¥namics. 18 This
review by Levine seems to bring forth a new approach to molecular dynamics. He
notes that the distribution of available energy among the final products in
collision reactions was by no means chaotic. Ratber, it was surprisingly
specific. Among all distributions of quantum states the prior distribution is
of maximal entropy. The entropy deficiency is the difference between tbe
entropies of the prior and the observed distribution and can be calculated. The
entropy deficiency is an average of the local deviance of the observed frequency
of the final state from its prior probability. This local measure of deviance
is termed the surprise. Surprisal syntheses is the logical outcome of surprisal
analysis. It has now been shown that it is indeed possible to rewrite quanta1
or classical collision theory so as to determine the surprisal directly as the
primary output of the computation. This might be a useful technique in
analyzing chemical reactions at high temperatures since this technique deals
with translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic energy transfers.
2. Cas pbase recombination of atoms and surface recombination of atoms.
Scott 3 has shown that recombination coefficients for oxygen and nitrogen
increase with increasing temperature upon surfaces. Other workers such as
Benson 19 have shown that gas-phase recombination of atoms decreases in rate as
the temperature increases. The effect of these opposing changes in rates upon
heat transfer to vehicle surfaces is not known and these changes may even
produce compensating heating effects.
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3. Vibrational relaxation of gases. The vibrational relaxation constant
of a gas determines the rate at which energy transfers from vibrational to
translational energy. When this value is comparable to reaction time, it causes
the reaction to be in a pre-quasistationary state and kinetic laws are difficult
to apply. This was specifically mentioned for the principle of detailed
balancing. At high temperatures this problem is worse. However, experimental
studies have shown that relaxation time is lower in air for both oxygen and
nitric oxide than it is in the pure gases. This is felt to be due to formation
of NO 2 and 03 complexes that relax faster than the molecules in the pure gases.
In the specific case of the relaxation of NO by oxygen atoms, the rate of
relaxation was 10 times faster than with argon. This approached the rate of the
reaction of NO + O--->NO 2 and from this was inferred that NO 2 might be involved
in the rapid relaxation of NO by oxygen atoms. This could result in reaching
28
equilibrium in air faster than would be expected for the pure gases.
21
4. Laser applications to velocit_H measurements and to particle size
22
measurements in shock tubes.
might be useful for reference.
Tbese are articles of general interest that
5. T_cbniques for monitorin_ species in bi_b temperature processes. NO
was measured by infrared emission at 5.3 microns which is the fundamental
vibration-rotation band of NO. Also a CO tunable laser was used to measure by
absorption the 1935.482 cm -1 line that corresponded to the 7-6 vibration level
and the J transition of 12-13. 23 These two measurements correlated well.
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Wray used the 1270 Angstrom line to monitor NO. This line has absorption
that increases almost linearly with the vibrational excitation of NO. 24 Koshi
14
used two detectors, one at 4.87 microns and the other at 5.22 microns to
monitor NO. This discriminated between NO molecules in vibrational ground state
from those in higher levels of vibrational excitation.
16,p303
Greene reports that at 2465 Angstroms, the 0 to 2 vibrational
16p299transition of NO can be followed. Also, in Greene absorption at 1470
Angstroms in high temperature air is due almost entirely to oxygen in its ground
state.
13
Wray
Angstroms.
and oxygen.
indicates, however, that oxygen absorbs at both 1470 and 1270
Evidently, the 1270 line does not discriminate bewteen nitric oxide
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An Analysis of Ullage Heat Transfer
in the Orbital Refueling System
David Kauffman, Ph.D.
Chemical and Nuclear Engineering Department
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
ABSTRACT
The Orbital Refueling System was an experiment flown on Shuttle Mission STS
41-G in October, 1984. Liquid hydrazine fuel was transferred back and forth
from one spherical bladder tank to another using pressurized nitrogen as the
driving force. Compressive heating of the u11age gas in the receiving tank
could lead to a hazardous situation if any hydrazine leaked through to the
ullage side of the bladder and was heated above about 175°F, where it can
undergo spontaneous exothermic decomposition. Early analysis of the flight
data indicated that the ullage compression process was much closer to an
isothermal than an adiabatic one.
In this study, a thorough review of the pertinent literature was used to make
an a priori best-estimate for the u11age gas heat transfer coefficient
(deTining the Nusselt Number as a function of Reynolds and Rayleigh Numbers).
Experimental data from the flight were analyzed in detail. It is evident that
there is considerably more heat transfer than can be accounted for by
conduction alone, but the observed increases do not correlate well with
Reynolds Number, Rayleigh Number or vehicle acceleration.
There are large gaps in the present understanding of convective heat transfer
in closed containers with internal heat generation, especially in the presence
of vibrations or other random disturbances. A program of experiments to fill
in these gaps is suggested, covering both ground and orbital environments.
pRO.CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIL_-F-D
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FOREWORD
The ability to accurately predict fluid system performance and capability,
along with fluid conditions, is an important part of the design of on-orbit
fluid management systems. This aspect of system design will take on an even
greater role in the design and evaluation of the numerous fluid systems
required to manage the variety of earth storable and cryogenic fluids involved
in the operation of the Space Station and its interfacing elements, such as
OMV (Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle), OTV (Orbital Transfer Vehicle), and OSCRS
(Orbital Spacecraft Consumables Resupply System). One such operation, as
demonstrated with the ORS (Orbital Refueling System) experiment, is the
replenishment of propellant for Space Station and satellite propulsion systems.
The procedures and techniques for accomplishing on-orbit resupply are now
being formulated, as are methods for overcoming the many associated problems.
A particularly interesting one is the impact on refueling timelines due to the
requirement to limit the recompression temperature rise in the ullage gas
during resupply of hydrazine propellant tanks. Analyses of heat generation
and dissipation are necessary aspects of the work required in this area.
However, there are large gaps in the present understanding of convective
heat transfer in low gravity environments. Data from the ORS has provided
insight into this process.
The work of Dr. Kauffman, and the results of his work as described herein,
represent a significant first step in an attempt to analytica|ly describe the
mechanism of internal propellant tank heat transfer. In just ten weeks during
the Summer of 1985 at JSC, Dr. Kauffman was able to familiarize himself with
the ORS, the available analytical tools, and the flight data in sufficient
degree to produce a quite interesting study of this little-known area.
William C. Boyd J
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
October, 1985
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SUMMARY
During orbital refueling operations, ullage gas in the receiving tank is
compressed and therefore heated. In order to insure safe, efficient transfer
of fluids on orbit, it is necessary to understand the nature of heat transfer
from the ullage gas to the tank wails. In the Orbital Refueling System, an
experiment flown on Shuttle Mission 41-G in October, 1984, hydrazine was
transferred back and forth from one tank to another. Preliminary analysis of
the data indicated that there was considerably more heat transfer from the gas
than could be accounted for by conduction alone. This study analyses the
problem and the flight data in more detail.
Section 2 of the report contains a survey of applicable heat transfer theory.
Conduction, forced convection and natural convection heat transfer mechanisms
and correlations are reviewed. Only a very limited amount of information is
available on non-steady-state natural convection and on natural convection
inside closed containers. A method is suggested for con_bining various heat
transfer mechanisms to give an a priori estimate of the overall heat transfer
for the ORS ullage gas. --
Section 3 of the report contains a brief description of the ORS equipment and
instrumentation, with emphasis on the items directly involved in analyzing the
ullage gas heat transfer problem. It includes a summarized schedule of events
for the orbital experiment. Order-of-magnitude calculations show the energ_
flows associated with the ullage heat transfer problem. The ORSCOMP computer
program was used in the analysis. Heat transfer analysis methods and data are
presented for the two approaches used, constant and variable Nusselt Numbers.
Vehicle accelerations are calculated from thrustor firing data for a few
O,
selected portions of the experiment.
Section 4 presents an analysis of the ORS experiment heat transfer data. Low
Reynolds Number and High Reynolds Number events are grouped separately to
examine various correlations. In neither group are there significant
correlations between heat transfer coefficents calculated from the data and -
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either Rayleigh or Reynolds Numbers. Heat transfer does not correlate with
vehicle acceleration data either for the few events for which it was
calculated. An "uncertainty analysis" is used to illustrate the high
sensitivity of heat transfer coefficient values to small random or systematic
errors in the pressure vs. time data and in the initial calculation of the
amount of ullage gas present in a tank. Some of the basic limitations of the
ORS experiment are reviewed.
Section 5 summarizes the present knowledge applicable to on-orbit ullage gas
heat transfer. Two heat transfer modeling approaches are recommended, one
which gives a conservative lower bound on the heat transfer, thus an upper
bound on the maximum temperature, and one which is more realistic but less
certain. The former is based on pure conductive heat transfer, taking
advantage of various geometric features. The latter uses a constant Nusselt
Number for each type of operation; this is the best correlation that the
present data can justify. The major gaps in existing knowledge related to the
problem are outlined.
Two approaches for an experimental program to provide information for ullage
gas heat transfer are presented in Section 6. The first approach emphasizes
obtaining fundamental engineering correlations for the individual processes
involved. The second approach is based more on direct simulation and scale-up
procedures. Advantages and disadvantages of each are presented, along with
some guide|ines on the ranges of key variables for any comprehensive
experimental program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Orbital refueling of satellites and other space vehicles will be required
for many future space programs. Many different technologies are involved in
developing the capability to provide routine, safe, efficient on-orbit
resupply of fluids: flow measurement, tank gauging, coupling design and
standardization, etc. One key feature from a safety and operational
standpoint relates to the compressive heating of the ullage gas in a tank as
it is filled with liquid. That is the principal topic of this report.
1.1 Typical Refueling Operations
A typical satellite refueling operation is shown schematically in Figure
1-1. Liquid from the supply vehicle is moved to an empty b|adder tank using
compressed gas as the driving force. As the filling proceeds, the ullage gas
in the receiving tank is compressed and thereby heated. The maximum
Pressurization
Supply Tank Receiving Tank
on Shuttle on Shuttle
Figure 1-1. Typical Satellite Refueling System
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temperature that the ullage gas can reach is that associated with adiabatic
compression. For an ideal gas it is given by:
T2 TI \_TI/ (1-I)
In practice, there will be heat transfer from the gas to the vessel walls and
surroundings, so the observed temperature rise will be less than that for a
true adiabatic compression.
A major potential hazard arises when certain fuels are transferred in
this manner. Hydrazine, commonly used as a fuel on spacecraft, decomposes
spontaneously at temperatures around 200°F, with release of a great deal of
energy. If a small amount of hydrazine accidentally leaked to the ullage side
of the bladder, it could easily be heated above 200°F by too-rapid filling of
the tank. The ullage gas is heated by compression; it is cooled by heat
transfer to the tank walls and, in turn, to the surroundings. Higher heat
transfer rates, then, can lead to higher safe tank fill rates. Safety is of
prime concern in orbital operations, but time is also critical. Better
knowledge of the heat transfer phenomena involved in tank filling is needed in
order to operate at the maximum safe flow rates.
1.2 The Orbital Refueling System Experiment
The Orbital Refueling System (ORS) experiment was built in-house by
NASA-jSC and flown on Shuttle Mission 41-G in October 1984. The overall
objective of the project was to develop initial design concepts and criteria
to permit future use of the Space Shuttle as a carrier of a propellant or
consumables "tanker" for satellites and other space vehicles (NASA, 1983;
Griffin, 1985). From a technical standpoint, it had several specific
objectives:
(a) Demonstrate extravehicular activity (EVA) tool/valve interface for
typical existing satellite propellant and pressurant servicing valves
that were not designed for in-flight reservicing.
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(b) Demonstrate Orbiter-to-satellite interface for control of fluid
transfer from the Orbiter aft flight deck. Establish procedures for
transferring hydrazine in the payload bay.
(c) Establish procedures for crew EVA operations on a hydrazine system
with potential crew/Orbiter exposure to hydrazine.
(d) Fabricate a system which, with minor modifications, could be reflown
to permit orbital propellant refueling of a satellite such as LANDSAT.
As the program design and ground test work proceeded, it became evident
that low-gravity heat transfer would have a major impact on the experiment and
on any operational refueling system. The experiment was not designed, how-
ever, with a primary objective of obtaining heat transfer data.
The system was designed and built to be "two-failure tolerant." That is,
it would not pose any imminent hazard to crew or mission in the event of any
two simultaneous component failures. For each transfer, the maximum possible
adiabatic temperature increase was calculated. Flow was stopped at the point
where a purely adiabatic compression would have raised the ullage gas temper-
ature to 150°F. The operations were carried out by remote control from inside
the Orbiter cabin. For the fifth transfer, two crew members went outside the
cabin and installed the "mod-kit" piping using specially designed tools. All
transfers were carried out satisfactorily.
1.3 Eariy ORS Analysis
Pressures, tank-wall temperatures and flow rate data were recorded
continuously for the ORS experiment. Using a previously developed program,
plots of pressure vs. time and pressure vs. amount transferred were made
(Boyd, 1984). The data indicated conditions much closer to isothermal than
adiabatic. Figure 1-2 is typical of this early data analysis. Calculated
adiabatic and isothermal lines give upper and lower bounds to the expected
receiving tank pressure data. The dotted line is one calculated assuming
conductive heat transfer only. Clearly the data indicate more heat transfer_
than conduction alone could provide.
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Figure 1-2. Pressure vs. Quantity Transferred for Transfer #2a
The ORS test operations and data are discussed in Section 3.
of the data is presented in Section 4.
An analysis
1.4 Scope of This Study
This study includes a theoretical analysis and review of associated
literature for heat transfer mechanisms of the type found in the ullage gas.
It includes extensive review and analysis of the ORS test data.
This study does not address alternate means of solving the basic ullage
gas heating problem. Several approaches, however, might be examined in the
future. The ones listed below all offer some advantages in terms of
minimizing ullage gas heating, but they also have associated penalties of
weight and/or mechanical complexity.
(a) Use of ullage gases other than nitrogen. A gas with a higher molar
heat capacity would have a lower specific heat ratio and thus a lower
temperature increase for any given pressure increase.
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(b) Carbon-tetrafluoride, CF4, for instance, has a specific heat ratio
of 1.16, compared to 1.40 for nitrogen. Doubling the pressure for
nitrogen adiabatically, starting at 70°F, leads to a 116°F rise. For
CF 4, the rise is only 52°F.
(c) Use of a two-phase, single component ullage fluid. For instance, if
saturated propane vapor is compressed, a portion of it condenses.
There is some heating, but not as much as with most totally gas
systems. For instance, halving the total volume of saturated propane
vapor at 80°F and 147 psia in an adiabatic compression results in a
two-phase mixture at 132°F and 241 psia.
(d) Venting of the ullage gas during tank filling. This obviously
avoids pressurization and heating. The associated loss of
pressurant gas, however, may be too great a penalty to pay.
(e) Active cooling of the ullage chamber. Heat transfer could be
enhanced by active mixing of the ullage gas or by providing
more heat transfer area.
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2.0 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms
There are three heat transfer mechanisms that must be considered in
analysing any heat transfer problem: conduction, convection and radiation.
(a) Conduction heat transfer will always be present except in a vacuum,
though it is frequently not the predominant heat transfer mechanism.
For the ORS experiment, it provides a minimum lower bound to possible
heat transfer rates. It is discussed further in Section 2.2.
(c) There are two types of convective heat transfer that could be signifi-
cant, forced convection and natural, or free, convection. In forced
convection, heat is transferred due to the already-existing motion of
a fluid. In natural convection, heat is transferred by a fluid which
is set in motion due to a temperature, and thus density, gradient.
On orbit, forced convection is a major mode of heat transfer when
fluids are moved through pipes at reasonably high velocities.
Natural convection should not exist in a Perfect zero-g environment,
but it can nevertheless be significant on orbit, even though it is
much less significant than it is on the ground. Forced convection
heat transfer is discussed in Section 2.3. Natural convection is
discussed in Section 2.4.
(d) Radiation heat transfer is frequently significant in space activi-
ties, but it should not be significant inside the tanks of the ORS
system. Wall temperatures were fairly uniform, due to the high
thermal conductivity of the metal tanks as compared to that of the
nitrogen pressurization fluid. Nitrogen itself does not absorb
radiation in the energy region corresponding to black-body radiation
at the temperatures encountered in the experiment. Radiation was
therefore assumed to be negligible in analysing the ORS experiment.
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In manypractical situations, not one, but several, heat transfer
mechanismsare involved simultaneously. In somesimple cases, such as
combined radiation and conduction, there are straight-forward methods for
combining the mechanisms in an overa|l energy balance equation. In manyother
cases, especially those involving natural convection, the appropriate methods
for combining heat transfer mechanismsare subject to considerable
uncertainty. This problem is discussed further in Section 2.5. An overall
best estimate of the heat transfer situation for the ORSsystem, based on
theory and existing correlations, is presented in Section 2.6.
It is convenient to use five dimensionless groups when analysing heat
transfer problems:
(a) Nusselt Number, a ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer:
Nu = hL/k (2-1)
(b) Reynolds Number, a ratio of inertial to viscous forces in fluid flow:
Re = LvP/_ (2-2)
(c) Prandtl Number, a ratio of momentum transport to thermal energy
transport :
Pr = CpU/k (2-3)
(d) Grashof Number, a ratio of bouyant forces to viscous forces in fluid
flow:
Gr = L3p2gBATI_ 2 (2-4)
(e) Rayleigh Number, the product of the Grashof and Prandtl Numbers, a
ratio of natural convection heat transfer to conductive heat transfer:
Ra = L3p2gCpBAT/p k (2=5)
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2.2 Conductive Heat Transfer
Conductive heat transfer occurs when hotter, more energetic molecules
transfer some of their energy to neighboring, cooler ones by collision
processes. There is no net movement of the material involed. Except in a
vacuum, where there are no neighboring molecules, conductive heat transfer
will always occur whenever there is a temperature difference in a system.
rate of heat transfer is proportional to the temperature gradient and to the
thermal conductivity of the material through which heat is passing. The
equations describing the process are fairly simple, often leadng to analytic
solutions.
The
2.2.1 spherical Geometry
In spherical coordinates, the basic conductive heat transfer equation is:
_T
PCv 6t +qi
r2 arL
(2-6)
At steady state, of course, the left-hand side is equal to zero.
It is frequently reported in the literature that the limiting Nusselt
Number for a sphere, using the sphere diameter as the length parameter, is 2.0
(Churchill, 1977; Chow and Akins, 1975). This limit takes effect when there
is no convective heat transfer at al|; the heat transfer is due to conduction
only. This is true, however, only in a limited number of cases, depending
upon the particular boundary conditions for the problem. It is true for a
sphere held at constant temperature, TO, with heat to or from infinite
surroundings initially at constant temperature, Ts (See Figure 2-1.a.). It
also holds true for heat transfer between concentric spheres held at constant
temperatures, but only in the limit as the ratio of the two sphere diameters
approaches 1 (See Figure 2-1.b.). Note that for this latter case the length
term used in the Nusselt Number is the difference of the two radii, not the
diameter of either of the spheres.
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Figure 2-1. Spherical Geometry Heat Transfer
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For the case at hand, we are interested in heat transfer from an enclosed
body of gas to its container, with heat generation taking place uniformly
within the gas (See Figure 2-1.c.). For this situation, the appropriate
steady-state differential equation is:
r2qik
The simplest boundary conditions for a realistic problem are:
(2-7)
T = To at r = r
0
(ST
-- =0 atr=O
_r
The analytic solutions for T, T and T
max
are:
(2-8)
(2-9)
T : T + qi(r 2 _ r2)
o 6k o
T" = T + qir°2
o 15k
(2-1o)
(2-11)
qiro 2
Tmax = TO +_ (2-12)
6k
We can define two different heat transfer coefficients, depending on the
selection of the temperature difference:
Q
hI : -(T - T ) (2-13)
A o
Q
h2 : A(Tmax - TO) (2-14)
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Using a temperature difference of (T - To) and the sphere diameter as the
length parameter, the Nusse|t number is then given by:
Nuc = hDlk = 10.0 (2-15)
From this we conclude that the minimum possible heat transfer
coefficient, based on the difference between average fluid temperature and
wall temperature, is lOk/D. The maximum possible temperature difference
between any point in the fluid and the wall is 2.5 times the difference of the
average fluid temperature and the wall temperature.
2.2.2 Cylindrical Geometry
Conductive heat transfer in cylindrical geometry can be handled in an
analogous fashion to that for spherical geometry. The steady-state equation
for heat transfer with uniform internal heat generation and insulated (no heat
transfer) ends is:
(2-16)
The boundary conditions are the same as those for the spherical case:
T = TO at r = ro (2-17)
_T
-- = 0 at r = 0 (2-18)
_r
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The solutions for T, T and T are:
max
T = TO + qi(rn2 - r2)
4k v
= T + _qir°2
o 8k
2
qiro
T = T +------
max o 4k
(2-19)
(2-20)
(2-21)
If we again define hI as the heat transfer coefficient based on the
difference between the average fluid temperature and the wall temperature,
then the limiting value of the Nusselt Number due to conduction only is 8.0.
The maximum temperature difference is twice the average temperature
difference.
The above analyses for spherical and cylindrical heat transfer are, of
course, highly idealised. In the ORS experiment, the tanks were spherical,
but the gas space was not; it was constantly changing shape as the bladder
moved in or out due to liquid movement. This. analysis, however, can help by
determining some lower bounds on the heat transfer coefficients. Furthermore,
it establishes the values that would be calculated from flight data if the
only heat transfer mechanism in operation was conduction.
2.3 Forced Convection Heat Transfer
Forced convection heat transfer is the movement of heat from one point to
another by the action of a fluid put in motion by external forces. It is the
principal heat transfer mechanism for fluids flowing in pipes at moderate to
high Reynolds Numbers.
There are many available correlations fo_ heat transfer coefficients for
flow in pipes and ducts of various geometries. Likewise, there are numerous
correlations for flow past solid objects: plates, spheres, cylinders, etc.
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There are no available correlations for forced convection flow inside closed
boundaries, mainly because there are very few situations where there are
significant convection currents inside a closed container.
For the purposes of this study, Churchill's correlation for the Nusselt
Number for flow outside of a sphere was used for heat transfer estimation
inside a sphere-like container (Churchill,1977):
Nuf = 0.347 Re0"5 (2-22)
For flow past a sphere, the Reynolds Number is based on the sphere
diameter and the free-stream velocity far from the sphere. It is not
immediately evident just what length and velocity parameters should be used in
the study at hand. This point is discussed further in Section 3.5.
Another possible way of examining the forced convection heat transfer in
the ullage section of the ORS tanks would be to use an approach based on free
jet mixing. No such analysis was made in the course of this study. It could
apply only to the supply tank, with its high-velocity injection of nitrogen;
it would not apply to the receiving tank, where Reynolds Numbers are very low.
A number of different studies could be used as a starting point, but
considerable analysis would be required (e.g., Martin, 1977; Sparrow and
Lovell, IgSO).
2.4 Natural Convection Heat Transfer
Natural, or free, convection heat transfer is the movement of heat from
one point to another by a fluid set into motion by the density-difference
driving force induced by a temperature gradient. Under true zero-gravity
conditions there would be no natural convection since the driving force is
proportional to the fluid density difference, which would be present, and to
the local body force field, which would be zero. Even for a satellite in
orbit, however, the body force field does not reach zero. A small
gravitational force will exist at any point on the satellite which is at an
elevation above the earth's center of mass different from that of the center
of mass of the satellite. More importantly, various activities on the
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satellite (attitude thruster firings, movement of equipment or structural
members, crew motion on manned sate|lites, etc.) can cause accelerations on
the order of 10-6 g to 10-3 g (Olsen and Mockovciak,1981; and Kullas,1979).
Natural convection cannot, then, be ignored a priori for heat flow in orbiting
spacecraft systems.
2.4.1 Theory
The theory for natural convection heat transfer to or from a vertical
flat plate at steady state with the moving fluid film in laminar flow has been
extensively studied (e.g., Burmeister, 1983). Dimensional analysis shows that
the Nusselt Number for such a case should be a function of only the Rayleigh
and Prandtl Numbers. For any given fluid, the Prandtl Number depends only on
properties of the fluid at rest; so the Nusselt Number becomes a function of
the Rayleigh Number alone. Numerical solutions of this function have been
made. The general form of the solution is:
Nun : A(Pr)Ra 0"25 (2-23)
For air at ambient conditions, A has the value of 0.517. Purely
theoretical solutions are vi'rtua_ynon-exis_t_'t _for other geometries.
q.
2.4.2 Nusselt Number Correlations
Experimental data for Nusselt Number/Rayleigh Number correlations have
been obtained for many different fluids and many different geometries. Most
frequently, the functinal form
Nu = C Ran
n
(2-24)
is used. It reduces to the theoretical form for laminar natural convection
past vertical plates. It fits many other situations very well: vertical
cylinders, both inside and outside; horizontal cylinders, both inside and
outside, sometimes with a correction factor to account for variations with
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angular position; and outside of spheres, again with an appropriate
angular-dependent function for point heat-transfer values. In nearly al]
cases the exponent of 0.25 is satisfactory for correlating data in the laminar
flow range. In this range the calue of C depends on geometry and, to a lesser
extent, on Prandtl Number. A large number of cases give values ranging from
0.50 to 0.64. In this study, a value of 0.59 is used except when there are
data indicating otherwise, as suggested by Eckert (1954). The flow generally
starts to becometurbulent at Rayleigh Numbersof about 109. In the turbulent
range, the exponent tends to be larger than 0.25, typically 0.3 to 0.5.
Very few experimental data are available for natural convection
correlations inside closed spheres. The only laboratory data found in an
extensive literature search are those of Chowand Akins (1975). Their data
are plotted in Figure 2-2. They reported a least-squares fit to the data of:
Nun = 0.8 Ra0"3 (2-25)
A recalculation of the least-squares fit by the present author gave different
values to the constants:
Nu = 1.9 Ra 0:236 ........... (2-26)
n
°.
A least-squares fit with the exponent fixed at 0.25 gives:
Nu = 1.59 Ra 0"25 (2-27)
n
As can be seen in Figure 2-2, there is considerable scatter in the data, and
any of these lines could be considered reasonable. Note, too, that the data
tend to be considerably higher than the expected correlation based on Equation
2-24 with a constant of 0.59 and exponent of 0.25.
A further complication arises at low Rayleigh Numbers with regard to the
thickness of the boundary layer set in motion by the thermal gradient.
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Figure 2-2. Chow-Akins Data for Natural Convection Inside Spheres
Combined solutions of boundary layer flow equations and heat transfer
equations for vertical flow past a flat plate leads to the following estimate
of the boundary layer thickness (Siegel, 1967):
6 3.93(0.952 + Pr) 0"25
x (RaPr) 0"25 (2-28)
Bergholz (1980) concluded that the lower bound for stability for natural
convection inside a closed container corresponded to a Rayleigh Number of
about 100,000. At lower values, the boundary layers interfere with each
other. For the low Rayleigh Numbers expected on orbit, the boundary layer
thickness calculated from this correlation can be a significant part of the
total system size. For instance, for nitrogen at 70°F and a Rayleigh Number
of 20,000, the boundary layer thickness is 40% of the height of the plate.
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Jahn and Reineke (1974) reported experiments involving natural convection
inside closed containers with internal heat generation. This is somewhat
closer to the situation of interest in this report. Data were quite limited
and were restricted to two very simple geometries. They correlated their data
in terms of the product of the Ray]eigh Number and the Dammkohler Number.
Da = qiL2/kAT (2-29)
Nun = C(DaRa) n (2-30)
2.4.3 Time Needed to Approach Steady-State
All of the theory and correlations given above are based on steady-state
solutions and measurements. Natural convection, however, goes through two
"start-up" phases before reaching steady-state conditions (Ede, 1967). In the
first of these phases, there is no fluid motion. Heat transfer is starting,
but it occurs by conduction only. This phase, known as the conduction phase,
continues until such time as a large enough density gradient has been
established to set the fluid in motion. In the second phase, known as the
transition phase, fluid flow at the boundary has started, but it has not
reached a steady-state flow pattec_. The moving film thickness is thinner
than that which exists at steady-state. Correlations have been determined
experimentally for the length of time these two phases exist for natural
convection heat transfer from vertical walls. The conduction/transition time
is given by:
t I 1.80(1.5 + pr)O'5_---_T_"i)O'5/_\gpa
= (2-31)
The transition/steady-state time is given by:
t2 5.24(0.952 + Pr) 0"5 x 0.5= (2-32)
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During the initial conduction period for a step change in wall temperature,
the heat transfer coefficient is given by:
= _._I 0"5
h \_t / (2-33)
Even though these correlations are for vertical plates, they can be used
to give an approximate estimate of the time needed to establish steady natural
convective heat transfer conditions for other geometries. Equation 2-33 can
be used qualitatively to estimate trends in the initial heat transfer rate.
Note that the initial rate predicted by this correlation is much higher than
the steady-state rate.
Whitl ey and Vachon (1972) did a comprehensive computational analysis of
transient laminar natural convection inside spheres. By simultaneously
solving the coupled momentum and energy equations, they calculated stream
lines and temperatures profiles resulting from a step change in wall
temperature. Their calculated stream lines agree qualitatively with the
patterns observed by Jahn and Reineke (1974). They calculated local Nusselt
Numbers as functions of time and angular position on the sphere. Their
"Tverage Nusselt Numbers started at 10, rising to about 18 at 38 seconds and 40
at 125 seconds for air inside a one-foot diameter sphere, with a Rayleigh
Number of about 2x107. Note that the tI and t2 values for this case, based on
the approach outlined by Ede (1967), are 3.3 and 8.4 seconds, respectively.
The transient times for natural convection inside spheres, then, may be
considerably greater than those for flat plates.
2.4.4 Effects of Vibration
Vibration of the solid boundary can have a substantial effect on natural
convection heat transfer. Ede (1967) reported work that indicated first a
small drop in heat transfer, then an increase of up to 50%, with increasing
vibrational frequency. Increases of up to 220% were found when the fluid
(air) was set in motion by sound waves at about 200 Hz.
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Baxi and Ramachandran (1969) reported natural convection heat transfer
increases of up to a factor of 7 for frequencies of 2.5 to 15.5 Hz for copper
spheres vibrating in air. They correlated their data in the following form:
NUv | evO'5(a/D)O'11"28GrO.25
__ : 0.83 L
Nuo
(2-34)
with the "vibrational Reynolds Number," Re , defined as:
Re = D__p(_C_,_af) (2-35)
v
Gebhart (1963) presents a somewhat different analysis for natural
convection under low gravity conditions. He assumes that there are random
vibrations of amplitude, a, occurring at time intervals, t. His analysis then
predicts a Nusselt Number, for the flat-plate situation, of:
Nun: 1+. kt / (2-36)
The observed increases in heat transfer with vibrations can be explained
qualitatively. Initially, the heat transfer rate is high because the system
is in the conduction phase where the heat transfer is substantially greater
than under steady-state conditions, as described in Section 2.4.3. A
vibration brings new fluid to the solid-fluid interface. This starts a ne_
conduction phase all over again. The process is repeated over and over. The
system never reaches the steady-state phase of smooth laminar convective heat
transfer.
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2.5 Combinations of Heat Transfer Processes
Several combining rules have been suggested for situations where
conduction, natural and forced convection are all significant (Churchill,
1977). Most of them take the following form:
Nu n
m
= _- Nuin
i=1
(2-37)
When the exponent is equal to 1.0, of course, this is a simple linear
combination of effects. Churchill's recommendation, based on plots of data
from over fifty sources, is a slightly modified form of Equation 2-37, with
the exponent equal to 3.0:
(Nu - NUc)3 = Nuf 3 + NUn3 (2-38)
2.6 A Priori Estimate of Heat Transfer Coefficient
An a priori estimate of the Nusselt Number for calculating steady-state
--'_at't_n_fercoefficients for the orbiting ORS experiment was made prior to
taking experimental data jato account. Equation 2-38 was used to combine
mechanisms. Conduction is based on Equation 2-15, forced convection on
Equation 2-22, and natural convection on Equation 2-24 with a constant of
0.59. The entire correlation is given as:
Nu = 10 + (0.0417 Re 1"5 + 0.205 RaO'75) I/3 (2-39)
Figure 2-3 shows curves of Nu as a function of Ra for various values of Re for
this correlation.
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Figure 2-3. A-Priori Estimate of Nusselt Number
3.0 ORS DATA
........ 3.1 System Description ................
The Orbital Refueling System (ORS) was an experiment flown on the Space
Shuttle STS 41-G mission in October, 1984. The ORS was designed to transfer
liquid hydrazine back and forth from one tank to another using pressurized
nitrogen as the driving force. Figure 3-1 is a photograph of the ORS
experiment package in the payload bay of the Orbiter Challenger prior to
launch. It was mounted on the MPESS (Mission Peculiar Equipment Support
Structure) along with the Large Format Camera near the aft end of the bay.
The propel lant distribution system was contained in the primary housing
(approximately 3 ft x 3 ftx 5 it). The GN2 pressurization system was
contained in the circular-faced protrusion seen in the photograph, adjacent to
the astronaut work station on the front of the main housing. The avionic
system was contained in the smaller box on the side of the main housing.
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Figure 3-1. ORS Experiment Package i n  O r b i t e r  Payload Bay 
F igure 3-2 i s  a schematic diagram o f  t h e  system. The two p r o p e l l a n t  
tanks were 28-inch diameter t i t a n i u m  b ladder  tanks. 
tanks, p i p i n g  valves, etc., - was contained i n  an i n s u l a t e d  box w i t h  an 
i n t e r n a l  thermal c o n t r o l  system designed t o  ma in ta in  an ambient temperature Of 
70°F. 
The "mod-kit" l i n e  was i n s t a l l e d  by t h e  astronauts as p a r t  of t h e  experiment, 
and one hydrazine t r a n s f e r  was made through t h i s  l i n e .  D e t a i l e d  desc r ip t i ons  
o f  t h e  equipment design and c a l i b r a t i o n  and t h e  experiment procedures a r e  
a v a i l a b l e  from other  sources (e.g., Boyd, 1984, and other  NASA reports.) 
The e n t i r e  system - 
For most hydrazine t r a n s f e r  operations, t h e  "by-pass" l i n e  was used. 
A t ime  t a b l e  o f  t he  ORS experiment conducted du r ing  STS 41-6 i s  g iven i n  
Table 3-1. 
coast periods, fuel t r ans fe rs ,  tank vent ings and tank pressur iza t ions .  
T h i r t y  d i s c r e t e  ''events" were se lec ted  f o r  p o s s i b l e  analys is :  
Data 
PIIESSURANT S_PL¥
ETOt-I OTK-2
F-3 V-7 T-6 q V-TO F-7
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V-I) F-4
Figure 3-2. Schematic - ORS Fluid System
from 23 of these events were transcribed from the flight data records and put
in a computer file for convenient use. For some events, especially coast
periods, the data in the computer file cover only a portion of the total event
time. Thus the "total duration" may exceed the "data duration." The "dead
time" column represents time from the end of the event listed until the start
of the next event. There often were additional actions taking place during
this dead time, such as tank venting and pressurization. The "No data" entry
means simply that the flight data were not transcribed and placed in the
computer file; original flight data are available for the duration of the
entire flight.
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Table 3-1
Schedule of ORSEvents
Event
No.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
Event
Transfer #1, Tk #1 to Tk #2
Vent Tk #1
Coast
Pressurize Tk #2
Transfer #2a, Tk #2 to Tk #1
Coast
Pressurize Tk #2
Transfer #2b, Tk #2 to Tk #1
Vent Tk #2
Coast
Pressurize Tk #1
Transfer #3a, Tk #1 to Tk #2
Coast
Pressurize Tk #1
Transfer #3b, Tk #1 to Tk #2
Vent Tk #1
Coast
Pressurize Tk #2
Transfer #4a, Tk #2 to Tk #1
Coast
Pressurize Tk #2
Transfer #4b, Tk #2 to Tk #1
Vent Tk #2
Coast
Pressurize Tk #1
Transfer #5, Tk #1 to Tk #2
Vent Tk #1
Coast
Transfer #6, Tk #2 to Tk #1
Vent Tk #2
Transfer
Quantity
(Ibm)
68.2
133.4
55.9
135.0
54.4
132.7
56.2
140.0
141.2
Total
Duration
(min)
Data
Duration
(min)
Dead Time
(min)
25
26
1180
5
33
25
26
120
5
32
9
0
0
60
0
170
5
16
21
125
170
No data
15
2O
120
0
7
6
0
0
2
37
201
5
20
2
37
170
No data
20
1038
0
0
7
0
20
985
5
33
255
No data
No data
No data
2
120
5
16
22
3957
5
No data
16
20
130
No data
7
16
0
0
7"
52
12
63
53
16
52
12
6O
52
16
5
0
0
6
t
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The data recorded on the flight and transcribed for the computer file
include the following parameters:
telp
P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6
P-7
T-1
T-2
M-1
M-2
elapsed time from start of event (sec)
pressure in tank #1 (psia)
pressure in tank #2 (psia)
line pressure downstream of tank #1 isolation valves (psia)
line pressure downstream of tank #2 isolation valves (psia)
pressurization system check valve outlet pressure (psia)
nitrogen supply tank pressure (psia)
"mod kit" line pressure (psia)
tank #1 upper skin temperature (°F)
tank #2 upper skin temperature (°F)
quantity of liquid hydrazine in tank #1 (Ibm)
quantity of liquid hydrazine in tank #2 (Ibm)
Note that the system design had no means for direct measurement of gas
temperatures. They had to be calculated from pressure, volume and mass data.
Note, too, that the placement of P-1 and P-2 provided direct readings of
ullage gas pressure only when there was no significant nitrogen flow in the
supply lines. When nitrogen was flowing, ullage pressure had to be determined
from the P-1 or P-2 data and a calculated pressure drop through the heat
exchanger.
3.2 Approximate Energy Flows
The analysis on ullage gas temperature and pressure represents, to some
degree, a search for small, significant differences among large quantities.
To get a feel for the amount of energy involved in the various processes,
consider Transfer #2a, in which 133 Ibm (2.1 cubic feet) of hydrazine were
transferred from Tank 2 to Tank 1. Tank 1 was originally at 70"F and 80 psia
and contained 2.60 Ibm of nitrogen. If the compression process were perfectly
adiabatic, the nitrogen would end up at about 158°F and 137 psia. The total
thermal energy increase of the nitrogen would be 41Btu. The tank itself has
a _,_¢l,,,ua _4_o eT _h_,,f _ Rf-I°_ _nA fha 1_ lhm mf h_sA_TJna h_e
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thermal capacity of 98 Btu/°F. The total heat energy added to the nitrogen is
sufficient to heat up the tank and its contents only about O.3°F.
Return for a momentto one of the basic reasons for this study: the
possibility of hydrazine on the ullage side of the bladder. If some liquid
hydrazine has leaked into the ullage chamber, a small amount of it will
vaporize. Will this vaporization process absorb a significant amount of the
compressive thermal energy? Consider an ullage compartment originally at 70°F
and 100 psia. At 70°F the vapor pressure of hydrazine is only 0.22 psia, so
its mole-fraction in the gas is only 0.0022. Suppose that the gas is
compressed to 200 psia adiabatically. Its temperature reaches 186°F, where
the vapor pressure of hydrazine is 5.2 psia, permitting a hydrazine mole
fraction of 0.026. If the u|lage tank were the samesize as those used in the
ORSexperiment, 0.010 Ibm of hydrazine would vaporize, absorbing 6.2 Btu. The
total thermal energy added to the gas by the compression would be 50 Btu. So,
at most, the vaporization of the hydrazine would absorb only 12%of the
energy.
3.3 ORSCOMP Program
The ORSCOMP computer program was developed by Mr. William C. Boyd, NASA
JSC, to simulate the operation of the ORS equipment both on the ground and in
orbit. It is a very detailed model, incorporating unsteady-state fluid flow
and heat transfer calculations for every component of the system. Actual
ground test data were used to determine many of the flow resistance terms.
Ground-based experimental heat transfer data could not be directly applied to
on-orbit conditions.
The ORSCOMP prQgram has been used in many different ways. First, it was
used in conjunction with ground tests to verify system performance and to
obtain a great deal of callibration data. A version of ORSCOMP was used
on-board the spacecraft to predict the behavior of the ORS system prior to the
start of each fuel transfer. It has been used extensively in the analysis of
the flight data, both for this present study and for other analyses.
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3.4 Fixed Nusselt Number Correlations
The first approach used to analyze the ORS flight data was a fairly
simple one: assume the ullage gas is perfectly mixed, and find a single
Nusselt Number for each event which will fit the data. This method provided a
simple means for comparing heat transfer rates for various events throughout
the test series without introducing too many variables.
Preliminary analysis had shown that the amount of heat transfer observed
was considerably greater than that which could be accounted for by conduction
alone. There was clearly some mixing in the ullage gas. The ORSCOMP program
includes options for both perfectly mixed (uniform temperature) and perfectly
stratified (conduction heat transfer only) u11age gas. The "uniform
temperature" option was used. Instead of calculating a heat transfer
coefficient from flow rates and gas property data, single values for the
Nusselt Number for heat transfer from the gas to the tank wall and bladder
were entered. The program was then run, and the calculated pressures were
compared with the pressure measurements from the flight data. The error
criterion was defined as the sum of the squares of the differences between the
calculate_and measured pressure values. The Nusselt Number was varied until
the error criteria was minimized. This was done for both tanks for each of the
23 events for which there were data in the computer file. Plots of pressure,
mass of hydrazine transferred and temperature for Transfer #4a are given in
Figures 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5. The data are matched quite closely.
Reynolds Numbers, Rayleigh Numbers and heat transfer coefficents were
calculated for the best-fit Nusselt Numbers. The choices of the length and
velocity terms for the Reynolds numbers are somewhat arbitrary. For cases
where there was nitrogen flowing from the supply tank to the ullage space, the
velocity used was the velocity in the feed line, and the length term was the
feed line diameter. Similarly for tank venting, the velocity and length were
based on the outlet tube conditions. For cases in which the ullage gas was
simply comressed or expanded, the velocity used was that of the tank bladder
(obviously a very low velocity), and the length term was the tank diameter.
Resulting Reynolds Numbers were in the range of 6000 to 51000 for the cases in
which nitrogen gas was flowing into or out of the tank, and 6 to 20 for the
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Figure 3-5. Temperature Profiles for Transfer #4a
gas compression or expansion cases. Rayleigh Numbers were calculated using
the tank diameter as the length term and 10-5 g as the acceleration term. The
acceleration choice is obviously somewhat arbitrary. The calculated Rayleigh
Numbers ranged from 25,000 to 1,680,000.
Results of these contant Nusselt Number correlations are given in Table
3-2. Only those events for which there was a calculated temperature change of
5°F or more are included; smaller temperature changes lead to extremely wide
ranges of Nusselt Numbers which fit the flight data equally we11. The
"estimated precision" column is based on the range of Nusselt Numbers for
which the error criterion is essentially constant. The same data are plotted
in Figures 3-6 and 3-7, along with curves based on Equation 2-39.
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Table 3-2
Fixed Nusselt Number Correlations
Event
No.
Event Tank No., Calculated Average **
& Action Re Ra Nu h
Est. %
Precision
(Low Reynolds Number Events)
1
1
2
3
5
Trans #1 1 B 20 378,000 78 0.48
Trans #1 2 F 17 209,000 50 0.31
Vent Tk #1 2 C 0 70,000 64 0.39
Coast 1 C 0 76,000 24 0.15
Trans #2a 1 F 13 55,000 74 0.46
10
9
22
21
9
6
8
9
10
12
Coast 1 C 0 25,000 40 0.25
Trans #2b 1 F 20 106,000 86 0.53
Vent Tk #2 1 C 0 47,000 41 0.25
Coast 2 C 0 142,000 29 0.18
Trans #3a 2 F 15 201,000 38 0.23
44
9
16
9
5
13
15
19
2O
22
Coast 2 C 0 195,000 8 0.05
Trans #3b 2 F 19 382,000 34 0.21
Trans #4a 1 F 13 74,000 64 0.39
Coast 1 C 0 25,000 55 0.34
Trans #4b 1 F 20 184,000 52 0.32
9
6
8
90
8
24
26
28
28
29
Coast 2 C 0 118,000 40 0.25
Trans #5 2 F 12 118,000 53 0.33
Coast 1 C 0 332,000 33 0.20
Coast 2 C 0 121,000 8 0.05
Trans #6 1 F 6 142,000 32 0.19
14
11
12
35
13
29 Trans #6 2 B 12 81,000 79 0.49 19
(High Reynolds Number Events)
2
4
5
9
11
Vent Tk #1 1 V 19,100 786,000 44 0.27
Pres Tk #2 2 P 18,100 867,000 100 0.62
Trans #2a 2 E 9,700 158,000 90 0.56
Vent Tk #2 2 V 22,800 1,677,000 3 0.02
Pres Tk #1 1 P 51,000 401,000 345 2.13
11
10"
44
200
12
12
19
23
26
27
Trans #3a 1 E 8,200 152,000 130 0.80
Trans #4a 2 E 9,500 85,000 360 2.22
Vent Tk #2 2 V 23,100 1,600,000 5 0.03
Trans #5 1 E 6,300 125,000 105 0.65
Vent Tk #1 1 V 28,000 1,030,000 6 0.04
5O
56
40
2OO
40
30 Vent Tk #2 2 V 10,800 106,000 66 0.41 9
* B - Tank Blowdown, C - Coasting, E - Tank Emptying, F - Tank Filling,
P - Tank Pressurization, V - Tank Venting
** Units for the heat transfer coefficient are BTU/ft2hr°F
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3.5 Variable Nusselt Number Correlations
The next analysis of the ORS flight data was somewhat more sophisticated.
It attempted to account for all the expected variations in Nusselt Number due
to fluid properties and flow conditions. Nusselt Numbers were calculated
using Equation 2-39. These Nusselt Numbers were then multiplied by an
arbitray factor, F, in order to match the data. As before, the sum of the
squares of the differences in the calculated and measured pressures was used
as the error criterion. F was varied until this criterion was minimized.
For this analysis, the Reynolds Numbers were defined just as before. The
length term in the Rayleigh Number, however, was changed from the tank
diameter to one-fourth of the tank circumference. It was felt that this
latter value was more representative of the path length of any natural
convection flow field that could develop. The values of the Rayleigh Numbers,
therefore, are somewhat lower than in the previous analysis.
Results of this analysis are given in Table 3-3 and in Figures 3-8 and
3-9. In Table 3-3, the "calculated" Nusselt Number is the one found directly
from Equation 2-39. The "data" Nusselt Number is the calculated value
multiplied by F, the fixed correction factor for each case.
3.6 Thruster Acceleration Data
The Rayleigh Number is directly proportional to the local acceleratiqn.
For the variable-Nusselt-Number analysis, a constant acceleration of 10_5 g
was assumed. To see whether this assumption was reasonable, and to see
whether accelerations might account for the apparent increased heat transfer
by changing the Rayleigh Number, an estimate was made of the acceleration at
the ORS experiment location during several key events. Vernier thruster data
from the flight records were used to calculate accelerations for seven
five-minute time periods during six transfer events, taking into account
vehicle mass, attitude, ORS location, etc.
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Tab|e 3-3
Variable Nusselt Number Correlations
Event Event Tank No., Calculated Average
No. & Action Re Ra Nu
Data ** Est. %
Nu h Prec ision
(Low Reynolds Number Events)
1 Trans #I 1 B 19 191,000
1 Trans #1 2 F 16 104,000
2 Vent Tk #1 2 C 0 38,000
3 Coast 1 C 0 37,000
5 Trans #2a 1 F 13 28,000
22 74 0.46 6
20 47 0.30 9
18 51 0.33 24
18 21 0.13 9
18 68 0.44 10
6 Coast 1 C 0 9,000
8 Trans #2b 1 F 19 52,000
9 Vent Tk #2 1 C 0 23,000
10 Coast 2 C 0 69,000
12 Trans #3a 2 F 15 94,000
16 33 0.21 27
19 83 0.53 8
17 39 0.25 17
19 25 0.16 11
20 38 0.24 4
13 Coast 2 C 0 97,000
15 Trans #3b 2 F 19 181,000
19 Trans #4a 1 F 13 33,000
20 Coast 1 C 0 10,000
22 Trans #4b 1 F 19 87,000
20 5 0.03 18
22 57 0.22 4
18 61 0.41 11
16 72 0.46 66
20 52 0.33 10
24 Coast 2 C 0 50,000
26 T_ans #5 2 F 11 48,000
28 Coast 1 C 0 165,000
28 Coast 2 C 0 57,000
29 Trans #6 1 F 6 56,000
18 34 0.21 19
18 59 0.38 11
21 29 0.18 6
19 8 0.06 30
18 37 0.23 14
29 Trans #6 2 B 11 13,000 16 240 1.52 67
(High Reynolds Number Events)
2 Vent Tk #1 1 V 18,000 317,000 56 57 0.35 7
4 Press Tk #2 2 P 15,700 308,000 50 135 0.86 .15
5 Trans #2a 2 E 9,400 30,000 44 287 1.82 25
9 Vent Tk #2 2 V 21,000 764,000 59 8 0.05 35
11 Press Tk #I 1 P 42,800 654,000 88 48 0.31 20
12 Trans #3a 1 E 8,100 87,000 42 104 0.67 60
19 Trans #4a 2 E 9,100 84,000 44 118 0.76 20
23 Vent Tk #2 2 V 21,000 726,000 59 9 0.06 25
26 Trans #5 1 E 6,200 57,000 37 112 0.72 100
27 Vent Tk #1 1 V 25,800 472,000 67 59 0.36 5
30 Vent Tk #2 2 V 9,800 23,000 13 177 1.10 40
* B - Tank Blowdown, C - Coasting, E - Tank Emptying, F - Tank Filling
P - Tank Pressurization, V - Tank Venting
** Units for the heat transfer coefficient are BTU/ft2hr:F
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Results of the acceleration calculations are given in Table 3-4. The
"Applied Acceleration" term gives the vehicle acceleration while the thrusters
are firing. The "MeanAcceleration" term is the time-weighted-average of the
"Applied Acceleration," taking into account the periods of time in which the
thrusters were not firing. During the periods selected, only the vernier
thrusters were in use. (These calculations were performed by Mr. Eric
Hurlbert, NASA JSC.)
Table 3-4
Accelerations on ORS from Vernier Thrusters
Event Event Impulses
No. per Minute
5 Trans #2a 6.2
8 Trans #2b 3.6
12 Trans #3a 36.7
12 Trans #3a 23.2
15 Trans #3b 1.7
19 Trans #4a 5.0
29 Trans #6 4.5
Average Firing Applied Mean
Duration Acceleration Acceleration
(sec.) (9's) (g's)
0.31 1.5xi0 -4 5.5x10 -6
0.56 1.2x10 -4 5.7x10 -6
1.63 2.1x10 -4 130x10 -6
0.11 1.2xi0 -4 6.6x10 -6
0.07 1.0x10 -4 0.23x10 "6
0.13 1.2x10 -4 1.7x10 -6
0.12 1.2x10 "4 1.5x10 -6
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4.0 ORS ANALYSIS
4.1 Analysis of Low-Re Events
Three types of events had very low, or even zero, Reynolds Numbers: tank
fillings, coasts, and blowdown tank emptyings. Data from the 21 events in
this group are summarized in Tables 3-2 and 3-3 and in Figures 3-6 and 3-8.
For all of these cases, the Reynolds Number is so small that its contribution
to the overall Nusselt Number, based on Equation 2-39, is essentially zero.
The Nusselt Number is therefore expected to be of the form:
Nu = Nuc + C Ran (4-I)
Several analyses of the data were carried out. First, the two sets of
correlations were compared. There was no significant improvement in fitting
the experimenta| data with the variable Nusselt Number analysis, as compared
to the fixed Nusselt Number analysis. In fact, the calculated values were
significantly different only for the blowdown tank emptying in event 29. Both
approaches gave unrealistically low heat transfer coefficients for two coast
events, numbers 13 and 28, both for Tank 2. The apparent heat transfer
coefficient due to conduction alone is about 0.06 Btu/ft2hr°F.
A statistical analysis of the Nusselt Numbers and Rayleigh Numbers for
the tank filling events, using the values from the variable Nusselt Number
analysis, gave the following results. Allowing both constants in Equation 4-1
to vary, but maintaining the conduction Nusselt Number at 10 yields:
Nu = 10 + 145 Ra -0"082
Fixing the exponent at 0.25 yields:
(4-2)
Nu = 60 + 0.0096 Ra 0"25 (4-3)
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An additional analysis was made to determine a linear regression line for the
experimental Nusselt Number as a function of the one calculated from Equation
2-39. This yielded:
Nu = 65.0 - 0.246 Nu (4-4)
o
In none of these correlations, however, was the degree of correlation
significant. From a statistical viewpoint, it is more justifiable to state
simply that, within the scatter of the data, the heat transfer coefficient for
fill events was 0.34 Btu/ft2hr°F, with an uncertainty of + 30%; or that the
Nusselt Number was 60 + 14 (or + 24%).
For coast events, the results were similar. The three correlations
corresponding to Equations 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4, are:
Nu = 10 + 3840 Ra -0"47
Nu = 30 + 0.14 Ra 0"25
(4-5)
(4-6)
Nu = 159 - 7.0 Nu (4-7)
0 ._
Again, however, none of these are significant correlations. The scatter in
the data is somewhat greater than that for tank fills. The best that can be
justified statistically is an average heat transfer coefficient of 0.22
Btu/ft2hr°F, with an uncertainty of _ 68%, or a Nusselt Number of 32 _ 20.
The coast operation, however, is a less critical one in terms of safety than
the tank filling operation; so obtaining a better correlation here is of
secondary importance.
In order to assess whether vehicle acceleration changes could account for
the increases and variations in heat transfer coefficients, the thruster data
summarized in Table 3-4 were examined. There was no significant correlation
between acceleration and heat transfer. One would expect the heat transfer
coefficients to increase as the one-fourth power of the acceleration, in line
with Equation 4-1. The observed heat transfer, however, was fairly low for
b high ......... =--" _ .... _--. =_. _._ =_koth the est and ]owes_ dc_l_r=t,u,,=, ,a,,=,_,= _° o,,_ _u.
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The correlation used by Jahn and Reineke (1974) included the Dammkohler
Number. In the ORS experiments it had a value of about 1000 for tank filling
events and a value of zero for coast events. The mean Nusselt Numbers for the
coast events are indeed lower than those for the tank filling events, but not
enough lower to fit Equation 2-30 using exponents in the range they reported.
The time needed to reach steady-state was examined using the approach
outlined by Ede (1967). Evaluating Equations 2-31 and 2-32 using a 5°F
temperature difference and 10-5 g acceleration, tI has a value of 2100 seconds
and t2 has a value of 5300 seconds. These times are indeed long compared to
the total event times. It would appear likely that this unsteady-state factor
is playing an important role, but it is a very difficult one to quantify for
any geometry except vertical flat plates. Equation 2-33, integrated over a
finite period of time, would lead one to conclude that the time-average heat
transfer coefficient should vary inversely with the square root of the time.
A correlation of the form:
was tried.
Nu : Nu + ClV_- (4-8)
C
For tank fills, it gave:
Nu = 43 + 690/V_- (4-9)
and for coast events:
Nu = 19 + 770/VT (4-10)
The correlation was positive, but not statistically significant.
The vibration effect on Nusselt Number proposed by Gebhart (1963) was
examined, applying the vernier thruster firing frequency Equation 2-36. There
was no significant correlation.
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4.2 Analysis of High-Re Events
Three types of events were characterized by having large Reynolds
Numbers: pressurized tank emptying, tank venting and tank pressurization.
Data for 11 events of this sort having temperature changes of 5°F or more are
given in Tables 3-2 and 3-3 and in Figures 3-7 and 3-9. In all of these
cases, the Reynolds Number contribution to the overall Nusselt Number was much
larger than that of the Rayleigh Number contribution, based on Equation 2-39.
The expected form of the Nusselt Number correlation is then:
Nu = Nuc + C Ren
(4-11)
Again there was no significant improvement in fit to the data from using
the variable Nusselt Number approach rather than the fixed Nusselt Number
approach. For the high Reynolds Number events, there were many more cases of
significant differences between the two approaches, but the differences seemed
to be random. For Transfer #2a, the tank-emptying Nusselt Number was much
higher for the variable approach. For Transfer #4a, the reverse held true.
Tank vents gave highly variable results. Some of the variability in these
events can be attributed to uncertainty in the initial conditions for the
event. Small uncertainties in the calculated amount of nitrogen originally
present in the tank can lead to large uncertainties in the heat transfer rates.
A least-squares fit of the data for the high Reynolds Number events gave
the following correlation, keeping the exponent fixed at one-half:
Nu = 104 - 0.098 Re0"5 (4-12)
The correlation coefficient is almost zero, however, so it is of no real
significance.
°
The four tank-emptying events give an average heat transfer coefficient
of 0.99 + 0.55 Btu/ft2hr°F, or an average Nusselt Number of 155 _ 87.
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4.3 System Uncertainty Analysis
The expected uncertainty in the experimental determination of some
quantity can be estimated from the uncertainties of each of the known or
measured parameters which are involved, by the equation:
2
E(y) is the expected uncertainty, similar to the standard deviation, in the
dependent variable, y, for a single experiment. This approach assumes that
the uncertainties in the independent variables, xi, are all normally
distributed. This is rarely the case, but the approach is still useful in
analyzing an experiment to see which variables are most important.
(4-13)
Consider a tank-filling event with conditons similar to those of Transfer
#2a. The dependent variable is the heat transfer coefficient. The
time,dependent energy balance is written as:
6(CvNT) 6V
- P -- - h A(T - Tw)
(St _t
(4-14)
This can be combined with the ideal gas law and rearranged to solve for the
heat transfer coefficient explicitly in terms of known or measured quantities:
NRPV + NC PV + NC VP
h = v v (4-15)
NRAT w - APV
E(h) is now calculated from Equation 4-13. For all practical purposes, A, Cv,
and R are known exactly. The other six parameters on the right-hand-side of
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Equation 4-15 form the set of independent variables. Their values and an
estimate of the uncertainties in their values are as follows:
Parameter Value Estmated Uncertainty
P 90 psia 0.75 psia
V 6.0 ft3 of N2 0.01 ft 3 of N2
-3.88 ft3/hr 0.02 ft3/hr
60 psi/hr 6 psi/hr
N 0.0928 moles 0.0009 moles
T 71°F 0.75°F
W
The uncertainty estimates are based on examination of the scatter in the
orbital test data.
After evaluating all the derivatives and plugging in the appropriate
numerical values, the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient is
estimated to be 0.206 Btu/ft2hr°F. The actual value of the coefficient
calculated from these parameters is 0.309 Btu/ft2hr°F. The uncertainty, then,
is 67% of the actual value. In other words, from the data used in the
example, one would have about 95% confidence from one experiment that the
coefficient was in the range of 0.103 to 0.515 Btu/ft2hr°F.
Of the 67% uncertainty in the value of the heat transfer coefficient, 46%
is attributable to uncertainties in pressure and the pressure/time derivative,
and 47% is attributable to uncertainties in the amount of gas originally
present, N. (N was, of course, calculated from initial pressure and
temperature data. The uncertainty estimate for N was made in the same way as
the overall uncertainty estimate.) About 9% of the uncertainty is
attributable to volume and volume rate uncertainties, and 7% is attributable
to wall temperature uncertainty. The high influence of N and pressure
uncertainties is partly due to the fact that they are used to calculate gas
temperature, for which there are no measured values.
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The analsy_s so far is for a single experiment. Whenmultiple
experiments are done, the expected uncertainty can be reduced:
E(y)
En(Y) =
_n -m
(4-16)
Here, n is the number of experiments and m is the number of unknown parameters
to be fixed by the experiment for any appropriate correlation. If there are
nine experiments, the nine tank filling events, the expected uncertainty is
reduced from 67% to 22% for determining a single, average heat transfer
coefficient. This is not out of line with the observed results from the nine
ORS tank filling events, which had a standard deviation of 24%. If the nine
events were used to f_t a two-parameter model, the expected uncertainty would
be about 25%.
Overall, the observed scatter in data is not unexpected considering the
design of the experiment, the number of tests carried out and the
uncertainties in the various measured parameters. The observed data are not
inconsistent with the assumption of a single Nusselt Number for tank filling
events• The data scatter, and the fact that it is reasonably consistent with
the expected uncertainty, precludes making any other statistically significant
correlation. This does not mean that such a correlation does not exist, it
simply means that it can't be proved with the available data.
In order to obtain + 10 % uncertainty in results using the present ORS
experimental system, the value of (n - m) would have to be about 45.
I
Alternatively, the individual experiment uncertainty might be reduced by using
more precise instrumentation and by careful filtering of data. In particular,
better means of determining the amount of nitrogen initially present and in
determining pressure/time derivatives would be useful.
4.4 ORS Limitations
There were several inherent limitations in using ORS data to develop heat
transfer correlations for ullage gas in space operation. Some are inherent
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limitations due to safety and operational factors. Others are limitations
that might be removed in any similar tests in the future. Citing them here is
not meant to imply criticism; it is more the result of hindsight.
The most significant limitations appear to be in the basic understanding
of convective heat transfer in closed containers with internal heat generation
at low Rayleigh Numbersunder transient conditions subject to outside
disturbances. There is no suitable, proven model to use for such a problem,
even for ground-based experiments. These limitations are addressed further in
Sections 5 and 6 of this report.
The most significant drawback in the equipment itself was the lack of any
means to obtain gas temperatures directly. Such data would have been
extremely valuable. Alternatively, data on the density of the nitrogen inside
the tanks could have provided an indirect measurementof temperature. There
was also a lack of good, precise vehicle acceleration data. From the limited
amount of thrustor data analyzed, acceleration does not appear to be very
significant, but it would have been useful to search for correlations during
coasts and other events as well as during short periods of several tank
fillings. Of somewhatless importance, the pressure data provided were
measured on the opposite side of the nitrogen heatexchangers from the tanks.
In somecases there was a significant pressure difference between the tank and
the measuring point due to the flow of nitrogen. The reliability of the data
would have been enhancedhad the pressure transducers been closer to the tanks
themselves.
There were two basic limitations imposed from an operational standpoint.
First, muchof the uncertainty on the amount of nitrogen originally present in
each tank was due to pressurizing the tank to be emptied just prior to the
fuel flow events. The entire system was not at a steady-state when the
transfers began. Second, the transfers were essentially all duplications of
the sameexperimental conditions, with the exceptions of using the "mod-kit"
for one transfer and using blowdownprocedures for two. Temperatures, flow
rates, pressures, etc. were all very similar. As a proof-of-feasibilty
concept, this was fine. As an engineering experiment, it left large regions
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5.0 SUMMARY OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE
5.1 Conductive Heat Transfer - The Conservative Approach
Pure conduction represents a very conservative lower bound on the heat
transfer which takes place between ullage gas and tank walls. So long as
there is any gas at all present, conduction will take place. Any convective
heat transfer will simply increase the overall heat transfer rate. It would
be appropriate to use conductive heat transfer alone for calculations related
to safety and worst-case conditions.
5.1.1 Modelling considerations
For a sphere with internal heat generation qi' an energy balance at the
wall gives:
hA(_" To)=-kA 6_r Ir ° (5-i)
It can be easily shown that the apparent Nusselt Number wil| have a value of
I0, or:
h : 10 k/D (5-2)
For a long cylinder, in which end effects are neglected, the comparable value
is 8:
h = 8 k/D (5-3)
For the space between infinite parallel plates, the comparable value is 4:
h = 4 k/H (5-4)
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For a spherical bladder tank, it would be appropriate to use:
h = max __ • (5-5)
where H is the maximumdistance from the center of the bladder to the opposite
tank center, through the ullage gas (See Figure 5-1). In this way, the
spherical tank result is used until the tank is about 60%full, then the flat
plate result is used as the gas space flattens and decreases in volume.
The above results are based on average gas temperatures. It is also
necessary to determine the maximumgas temperature. For a sphere, it is given
by:
qi D2
Tma x - Tw = _
24k
(5-6)
For a flat plate it is:
T -T
max w
- qiH2 (5-7)
8k
The appropriate conduction-only calculation for the maximum temperature, then,
is:
T - T = min
max w
o H1
24k 8k J
(5-8)
This correlation shifts from the spherical result to the flat plate result at
H = 0.577 D.
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a. Spherical
I
L f
b. Cylindrical
Figure 5-I. Sperical and Cylindrical Tank Geometries
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Similar equations can be developed for cylindrical tanks, neglecting heat
transfer through the ends:
41}h : max -- ,
lqiO2 qiH21
Tmax - Tw :min t-_,-T_
(5-9)
The crossovers from cylindrical to flat-plate geometry occur at H : 0.5 D for
the heat transfer coefficient, and at H = 0.707 D for the maximum temperature.
5.1.2 Scale-Up Considerations
Some interesting implications arise regarding scale-up to larger tanks
sizes. The heat generation term, qi, is proportional to the fuel fill rate.
For both spherical and cylindrical tanks, the maximum temperature rise is
proportional to the fill rate and the asbsolute ullage gas pressure. For
spheres, it is inversely proportional to the diameter for a fixed fuel flow
rate; for cylinders, inversely proportional to the length.
It is most likely, however, that with larger tanks, faster flow rates
would be desired. If the percentage filled per unit time remains constant,
the maximum temperature rise is proportional to the square of the diameter for
both geometries. Higher fill rates and higher fill volumes, which result in
high ullage pressures, both lead to increases in the temperature rise. "
If spherical and cylindrical tanks of equal volumes are compared,
cylindrical tanks will have lower temperature rises. For a cylindrical tank
with a length diameter ratio of 5, for instance, the maximum temperature rise,
assuming only conductive heat transfer, is only 39% as great as it would be
for a spherical tank of equal volume.
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5.2 Combined Heat Transfer - The Realistic Approach
Conduction-only heat transfer calculations will give conservatively low
heat transfer rates. In order to estimate realistic rates, both convection
and conduction must be considered.
Estimates of the on-orbit heat transfer for the ORS experiments, based on
Equation 2-39, lead to Nusselt Numbers ranging from 16 to 67, of which
conduction accounts for 10. Analysis of the test data, however, leads to
values ranging from 5.1 to 287, with 80% of the values falling between 21 and
135. For the majority of the cases, including all nine tank fill events, the
observed Nusselt Number was about 2 to 3 times larger than the estimated one.
5.2.1 Modelling Considerations
From the information available at this time, the following Nusselt
Numbers are suggested for use in modelling ullage gas heat transfer:
Tank fills: Nu = 60
Coasts: _ Nu = 32
High Re-events: Nu = 90
Note that this value for the high-Reynolds Number events is somewhat below the
observed mean value of 155. This lower recommendation is based primarily on
the very wide spread in the observed data.
For tank fill events, the maximum gas temperature is estimated to be:
Tmax - Tw = 1.2 (T - Tw) (5-11)
These correlations have a large amount of uncertainty in them, but they
should be reasonable accurate for making estimates of what will actually
occur.
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An alternate modelling approach which would be valid is the multi-layer
conduction model, but with an effective thermal conductivity used to account
for mixing amongthe gas layers. For tank fills, kef f should be 6 times the
intrinsic molecular thermal conductivity. For coast periods and high-Reynolds
Numberevents, factors of 3 and 9 are recommended,respectively. This method,
of course, calculates the maximumtemperature directly.
5.2.2 Scale-Up Considerations
When convective heat transfer is significant, the scale-up impact is
somewhat different. At constant fill rates, the maximum temperature rise is
now proportional to the absolute pressure and the fill rate, as before; but it
is inversely proportional to the square of the diameter for spheres and to the
diameter-length product for cylinders. For constant percentage fill rates,
the temperature increase is proportional to the diameter to the first power
for both spheres and cylinders. The convective effect, then, whether it
occurs natura|ly or is induced by direct action, can have a substantial impact
on the maximum temperature.
5.3 Gaps in Current Knowledge
5.3.1 Natural Convection Inside Spheres
The only experimental data found for natural convection inside spheres
was that of Chow and Akins (1975). As shown in Section 2.4.2, there is a
great deal of scatter in their data, and it covers only a limited range of
Rayleigh Numbers.
5.3.2 Natural Convection with Internal Heat Generation
Very little data is available on natural convection inside closed
containers with internal heat generation. Jahn and Reineke (1974) give data
for two geometries which are not directly applicable to the ullage gas heat
transfer problem.
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5.3.3 Transient Natural Convection
Transient effects in natural convection have been studied theoretically
and experimentally for vertical fiat plates (Ede, 1967), but not for many
other geometries. In light of the very large values of tI and t2 estimated
for the ORS experiments, this effect should be considered in more detail.
5.3.4 Natural Convection with Vibrations
Vibration influences on natural convection are known for only a limited
range of conditions (Baxi and Ramachandran, 1969; Gebhart, 1963). It is not
now possible to predict the effects of the low-energy, somewhat random
vibrations exprienced on spacecraft.
5.3.5 Combined Effects on NatUral convection
The ullage gas heat transfer problem involves, to some extent at least,
natural convection or mixing with internal heat generation, at conditions far
from steady-state, and subject to low level external vibrations. At this
time, there is no satisfactory way to take all these effects into account, or
even to determine conclusively which ones are important.
5.3.6 Mixed Forced and Natural Convection under Low Gravity Conditions
When pressurization gas is flowing into or out of the u11age space, both
natural and forced convection effects may be important. The correlation by
Churchill (1977), Equation 2-38, fits a large amount of data reasonably wet1,
meaning most experimental Nusselt Nu_ers fit within a factor of 2 or 3.
Whether it is appropriate for the case at hand is not known. Furthermore, as
mentioned in Section 3.4, it is not totally clear what terms are most
appropriate for use in the Reynolds and Rayleigh Numbers.
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5.3.7 On-Orbit Acceleration Environment
Data are apparently not readily available for determining specific and
typical acceleration profiles for Shuttle missions. Such data would appear to
be useful for a variety of purposes, not just for analyzing ullage gas heat
transfer. Ideally, one would like to have data to permit easy calculation of
accelerations at any specified location on any specified mission. In
addition, one would like to have a set of "typical" data, perhaps in the form
of averages and frequency profiles.
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6.0 SUGGESTED EXPERIMENTS
This Section outlines two possible experimental approaches to provide
design and operations data for on-orbit ullage heat transfer analysis. The
experiments and equipment discussed are limited to spherical geometry for
simp|icity and ease of understanding. Other geometries could be included in
the experimental program very easily. The equipment and procedures presented
here are typical of what would be needed; they do not represent definitive
designs. Any experimental program should start with a thorough definition of
the problem and an examinination of alternate ways for obtaining the data.
6.1 Fundamental Approach
In this approach, experiments are carried out to obtain basic engineering
data and correlations for the various phenomena involved. Initially, these
phenomena must be carefully defined. Then data are obtained using small,
laboratory-scale equipment covering as wide a range as feasible, being sure to
include the full range of expected on-orbit conditions. Very wide ranges can
be obtained in this situation by varying gas pressures, mole weights, temper-
ature differences, etc. Simple experiments are carried out first, then
various combinations of effects are tested until the entire problem is
simulated. Then larger scale ground and orbital tests are carried out to
validate the work and/or fill in regions of data that can not be reached in
small laboratory-scale equipment on the ground.
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All laboratory experiments would involve convective heat transfer inside
spheres. Additional effects would be added based on the following schedule:
Test Series Internal Heat Start-up Vibration
Generation Transients
1 No No No
2 Yes No No
3 No Yes No
4 No No Yes
5 Yes Yes No
6 Yes No Yes
7 No Yes Yes
8 Yes Yes Yes
6.1.1 Natural Convection Inside Spheres
The first essential step is to obtain natural convection heat transfer
data inside spherical containers. An apparatus which could be used for this
purpose is sketched in Figure 6-1.
The test vessel is a metal sphere about 6 inches in diameter fitted with
a fill port. It is instrumented with a pressure transducer (a simple
solid-state strain-gauge type which screws in flush with the vessel wall would
be satisfactory). A radiation source on one side and a detector on the
opposite side would serve to give a measure of average gas density independent
of the pressure and temperature measurements. Thermocouples would be mounted
on the inside and outside of the vessel wall and on fine support wires within
the vessel. (Such internal support wires and thermocouples might possibly
interfere significantly with the natural convection flow pattern. The easiest
way to tell whether this is the case is to run tests with several different
mounting geometries and compare the results). The vessel is mounted in an
insulated, stirred tank equipped with heating and cooling coils.
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"_olenoid Valve
Control Valve
• Thermocouple Location
FIGURE 6-1. Typical LaboratoryApparatus Design
The system is operated by bringing everything to thermal equilibrium at
the start. Then the water is heated at a controlled rate. After an initial
start-up period, the temperature difference should remain fairly constan_ even
though the absolute temperature of the system is rising. Temperatures inside
and outside the vessel are recorded as functions of time. The heating rate
can be calculated and then correlated with the bath temperature to obtain heat
transfer coefficients. Careful analysis of the equipment and procedures would
be necessary to insure obtaining meaningful data since, as in the ORS experi-
ment, the total heat flows will not be large. Proper choice of gas composi-
tion, heating rates, and initial temperatures and pressures should allow data
to be taken over a very wide range of Rayleigh Numbers.
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6.1.2 Natural Convection Inside Spheres with Internal Heat Generation
Internal heat generation, with a constant external temperature, can be
studied in the same apparatus with the addition of a pressurization system.
In order to make energy balance calculations easier, it would be best to
include the pressurization supply within the insulated tank, although this is
not entirely necessary. A simple solenoid valve would open to start the
sequence. Gas inlet flow rate would be controlled. Temperature, pressure and
density data would again be recorded as functions of time to obtain the heat
transfer coefficients. The internal temperature profiles would be extremely
useful in this situation to assess the degree of mixing which takes place.
Other heat generation methods should be considered in addition to
pressurization. Possibilities include heat generation by chemical reaction,
by radioactive isotope decay, and by microwave or diathermic heating. These
methods all present additona] experimental problems, but they offer the
potential of better control of the heat generation rate.
6.1.3 Transient Effects in Natural Convection Inside Spheres
The start-up transient problem can be addressed using the same apparatus.
Operating conditions must be adjusted to obtain reasonably large values of t
in order to obtain meaningful data. This is discussed further in Section
6.4.5.
6.1.4 Vibration Effects in Natural Convection Inside Spheres
For this series of tests, some sort of external vibration system is
required. The whole apparatus might possibly be mounted on a shake table, or
mechanical vibrations might be imparted to the test vessel alone using rigid
supports through the lid of the insulated tank. The product of the frequency
and amplitude should be on the order of 0.1 ft/sec. For a 0.01 foot
amplitude, a frequency of about 10 Hz would be needed.
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6.1.5 Combined Effects
Following the test of individual effects, various combinations would be
tested together, as outlined above for test series 5, 6, 7 and 8. In
addition, tests would be run which combine flow and natural convection, both
filling and emptying the vessel.
6.1.6 Ground Proof Tests
Following all the lab-scale tests, the next step would be to build a
total system suitable for both ground and orbital testing. It would be
intermediate in size between the laboratory scale and a full-size operational
system. Tank diameters of 2.5 feet seem about right. It would have some
features very similar to the ORS design, but it would be designed and
instrumented more as an experiment than as a demonstration. The system would
serve two purposes. First, it would be used to validate scale-up procedures
based on the earlier data. Second, it would be used to fill in gaps in the
lab data. Section 6.4 Qutlines regions which might not be accessible using
small equipment. Obtaining similar Reynolds Numbers may be one of the most
important of these effects.
6.1.7 Orbital Proof Tests
The last series of validation tests would be carried out on orbit using
equipment essentially the same as in the ground tests. It would serve th_
same purposes as the ground tests: verification of design and scale-up and
fill-in of gaps in the data.
6.2 Engineering Simulation Approach
0.
The engineering simulation approach follows a somewhat different
experimental philosophy. A preliminary design is made for the final system: a
full-size orbital refueling system. Then that design is scaled down to a
convenient size, or sizes, for smaller scale laboratory test work. Tests are
run at conditions matching those expected for the full-scale system. The data
range is extended when feasible, so long as doing so does not compromise the
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basic test program or the equipment. This approach essentially assumes that
the process is too complex to understand from simple principles; it is better
to study the total process from the start and simply scale-up the results.
The size of equipment needed for this approach would most likely be at the
intermediate size used for the ground and orbital proof testing in the
previous approach. Smaller equipment might be cheaper, permitting several
units to be run in parallel; but the scale-up would be less certain.
6.2.1 Pressurization Heat Transfer
Actual tests would start with the combination of heat generation by
pressurization and natural convection heat transfer inside the vessel. The
tests should be run with a spherical vessel first, then in the same or similar
vessel with an internal bladder. Instrumentation needed would be similar to
that shown in Figure 6-1. The start-up transient tests could be run in the
same equipment.
6.2.2 Pressurization Heat Transfer with Vibration
Tests with vibration would be run in a separate series since they tend to
make the equipment and instrumentation more complex.
6.2.3 Ground Test Simulation
This series of tests would simulate on-orbit operations to the extent
possible. As with the previous approach, it would be largely to verify
earlier test results and to fill in gaps in the data.
6.2.4 Orbital Test Simulation
The orbital test would be similar to that mentioned in Section 6.1.7.
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6.3 Comparison of Approaches
Each of the approaches outlined above has some advantages and some
disadvatages. The fundamental approach would provide a better understanding
of the basic processes involved. It would cover a wider range of the
pertinent variables. It would be easier to apply its results to other system
designs and different applications. It would be more likely to discover any
unsuspected phenomena that might have an influence on the problem.
The engineering simulation approach would be faster in terms of providing
data for a particular class of designs. Its biggest drawback is that the
initial preliminary design on which it is based may be a poor one. It could
provide a great deal of information, but for the wrong problem.
In the chemical process industries, with which I am more familiar, a
great deal of design work for full-scale plants is done from fundamental data
and correlations. This is the case for heat exchangers, distillation columns,
etc. Pilot-plant testing -- the engineering simulation approach -- is used in
situations where there are a great many interacting variables and where the
fundamentals are not as well understood. This is done, for instance, in the
design of catalytic chemical reactors.
The situation for ullage gas heat transfer is somewhat analogous to the
latter case; there are many interacting variables, several of which are not
well understood. If there is any time constraint to obtaining answers, the
engineering simulation approach would be preferable. It could lead to
equipment ready for the orbital tests in two to three years. Working strictly
through the fundamental approach would probably add another one to two years
to the total program. If there are time constraints, it would still be
worthwhile to do some of the fundamental work in parallel with simulation, but
the program schedule should not be constrained to it.
6.4 Ranges of 16terest for Variables
The variables of interest in the ullage gas heat transfer problem can be
expressed in terms of four common dimensionless groups and the time to reach
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steady-state. The sections below make estimates of the extreme ranges in
these terms likely to be encountered in both operational systems and test
systems. Four basic systems are considered: a large operational orbital
system (designated LO) with a tank diameter of about ten feet; an orbital test
system (designated OT) with a tank diameter of about 2.5 feet; a ground test
system (designated GT) of similar size; and a laboratory test system
(designated Lab) with a tank diameter of about 0.5 feet. Note that values
given below are estimates of extreme ranges of operating conditions; they are
not intended to be normal design or operating conditions.
6.4.1 Rayleigh Number
As seen in Section 2.1, the Rayleigh number can be expressed as:
Ra = L3p2gCpSAT/_ k (2-5)
Both minimum and maximum values for the Rayleigh Number are of interest.
Table 6-1 gives the maximum and minimum values achievable with the four
systems. As is evident from the values in the table, it may be necessary to
use fairly smal] lab equipment to match the Rayleigh Numbers expected on orbit
with the test or operational equipment.
Table 6-1
Ranges for the Rayleigh Number
System Diam. Pres. Temp. g/go AT Ra
(ft) (psia) (°F) (°F)
LO (min) 10 10 70 10-_ 5 1 5x10_
" 0LO (max) 10 500 70 10-4 100 8 x10
OT (min) 2.5 10 70 10-_ 5 230
OT (max) 2.5 500 70 10-4 50 1.5x108
GT (min) 2.5 10 70 I 2 I xlO_^
GT (max) 2.5 500 70 1 50 8 xlO Iz
Lab (min) 0.5 5 200 i 1 5 xlO_
Lab (max) 0.5 1000 32 I 20 1 xlO 1
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6.4.2 Reynolds Number
Re = Dvp/iJ (2-2)
The Reynolds Number based on fill-pipe diameter and velocity very likely
plays an important part in high-Reynolds Number heat transfer correlations.
Table 6-2 gives the maximum feasible Reynolds Numbers for the four systems.
In this case, they scale approximately with the size of the system. Exact
similarity may be very difficult to obtain. It may be feasible to extend the
range of the Reynolds Number for the lab and ground-test cases by using gases
other than nitrogen, thus increasing the gas density without changing the
pressure and temperature.
Table 6-2
Ranges for the Reynolds Number
System Time to Fill Diam. Velocity Press. Density Re
(minutes) (in) (ft/sec) (psia) (lb/cu.ft)
LO 10 2 40 500 2.5 1.4x106
OT 5 0.5 20 500 2.5 1.7x105
GT 5 0.5 20 500 2.5 1.7x105
Lab 1.0 0.1 20 1000 5.0 7.0x104
6.4.3 Vibrational Reynolds Number
Re v = Dp ('_af) (2-35)
Again, the maximum values are of primary importance. It is simple to
match conditions for low values of the Vibrational Reynolds Number, as shown
in Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3
Ranges for the Vibrational Reynolds Number
System Diam. Density ampl. freq. Re
(ft) (Ib/cu.ft) (ft) (I/sec) v
LO 10 2.5 0.02 1 2x105
OT 2.5 2.5 0.01 1 2x105
GT 2.5 2.5 0.05 1 lx105
Lab 0.5 5 0.01 10 9X104
6.4.4 Dammkohler Number
Da = qiD2/kAT (2-29)
With the Dammkohler Number we are interested only in maximum values; it
is always possible to get |ower values by decreasing the heating rate. The
maximum Dammkohler Number is given in Table 6-4 for the four systems. Ground
systems appear able to match orbital systems very easily for this parameter.
Table 6-4
Ranges for the Dammkohler Number
System Diam. Time to Fill Press. AT Da
(ft) (minutes) (psia) (°F)
LO 10 10 500 10 4.0x104
OT 2.5 5 500 20 1.2x104
GT 2.5 5 500 20 1.2x104
Lab 0.5 1 1000 20 5.0x104
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6.4.5 Time to Reach Steady-State
Ig ._0.5
X
t2 5.24 (0.952 Pr) 0"5
= + BAT/ (2-32)
The t.ime estimated to reach steady-state varies considerably from ground
to orbital conditions. It will be necessary to run experiments for about
twice the value of t2 to be assured of reaching steady-state. The time values
shown in Table 6-5 indicate that it may not be feasible to do so with large
systems on orbit.
Tabl e 6-5
Ranges for the Time to Reach Steady-State
System Diam. AT g/go 2 x t 2
(ft) (°F) (sec) (min)
LO (max) 10 10-6 10 55000 9200
LO (min) 10 10 -4 10 5500 920
OT (max) 2.5 5 10-6 39000 6500
OT (min) 2.5 5 10 -4 3900 650
GT 2.5 2 1 62 1
Lab 0.5 1 1 39 0.7
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
The following principal conclusions have been reached as a result of this
study:
(a) Existing published correlations are insufficient for estimating the
natural convection or combined natural and forced convection heat
transfer coefficients inside spherical containers with internal heat
generation, with or without external vibrations, at steady-state or
during transient start-up periods.
(b) The best model that can be postulated for on'orbit ullage gas heat
transfer strictly from theory and literature sources is a variation
of the correlation proposed by Churchill (1977):
Nu = 10 + (0.0417 Re1"5 + 0.205 RaO'75) 1/3 (2-39)
(c) The ORS experiment data for each individual event can be fit using a
we_l-mixed ullage gas model with a fixed Nusselt Number or with a
Nusselt Number varying in accord with Equation 2-39. There is no
significant difference between the two.
(d) There is no significant correlation between the observed Nusselt .
Numbers (heat transfer coefficients) from the ORS experiment with
Rayleigh Numbers, Reynolds Numbers or known vehicle accelerations.
(e) For all tank-fill events, the mean Nusselt Number for the ORS
experiment is 60 + 14. For coast periods, it is 32 + 20. For
high-Reynolds Number events, such as tank ventings and
pressurizations, the mean Nusselt Number is 155 + 95.
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(f) Based on an analysis of the equipment and the data, the uncertainty,
or expected standard deviation, in calculating a heat transfer
coefficient or Nusselt Number from a single ORS experiment is + 67%.
For the nine separate events, the expected uncertainty is + 22%,
assuming that there indeed is just one single "correct" Nusselt
Number. The standard deviation actually observed was + 24%.
(g) Proper scale-up of pressurized fluid transfer processes to larger
tanks and higher flow rates can be highly dependent on ullage heat
transfer characteristics. Pure conduction heat transfer leads to
temperature rises proportional to the square of the tank diameter,
while convective heat transfer temperature increases are proportional
to the tank diameter to the first power for equivalent fill times.
7.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made based on the conclusions reached
in this study:
(a) Until additional data are available, calculations based on conductive
heat transfer only should be used to determine conservative lower
bounds on gas-phase heat transfer in orbit.
For spheres:
10k 4k }
-- (5-5)
h = max T ' H
T - = min I qiD2 qiH21
max tw 'TI (5-8)
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For cylinders:
h = max _ ,
H
(5-9)
l qi D2 qiH21T - Tw = min (5-10)
[-
(b) Until additional data are available, calculations based on fixed
Nusselt Numbers should be used for estimates of actual heat transfer
from ullage gas on orbit. For tank fills, use a Nusselt Number of
60; for coast periods, use 32; for vents and pressurizations, use 90.
(c) Additional experiments, primarily ground-based with orbital
verification, should be carried out, using one of the approaches
outlined in Section 6.
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NOMENCLATURE
Roman Letters
A
a
C
Cp
C
V
D
dp
Da
E
F
f
g
go
Gr
H
h
h I
h 2
k
k
eff
L
m
N
n
Nu
Nuc
Nu
f
Nun
Area, ft2
Amplitude of vibration, ft
Constant in Nusselt Number correlation, dimensionless
Constant-pressure heat capacity, Btu/lb°F
Constant-volume heat capacity, Btu/lb°F
Diameter of sphere or cylinder, ft
Pipe diameter, ft
Number, qiL2/kAT, dimensionlessDammkohl er
Expected uncertainty operator
Multiplying factor for Nusselt Number, dimensionless
Frequency, 1/sec
Gravitional acceleration, ft/sec 2
Gravitational acceleration at earth's surface, ft/sec 2
Grashof Number, L3 2gBAT/_2, dimensionless
Distance from bladder to tank wall, ft
Local heat transfer coefficient, Bt_u/ft2hr°F or
Btu/ft2sec°F
Local heat transfer coeffcient, based on average
fluid temperature, Btu/ft2hr°F or Btu/ft2sec°F
Local heat transfer coefficient, based on maximum
fluid temperature, Btu/ft2hr°F or Btu/ft2sec°F
Thermal conductivity, Btu/ft-sec°F
Effective thermal conductivity, Btu/ft-sec°F
Length, ft
Number of constants in correlation
Amount of ullage gas, lb-moles
Constant in Nusselt Number correlation, or number of
data points, dimensionless
Nusselt Number, hL/k, dimensionless
Nusselt Number based on conduction only, dimensionless
Nusselt Number for forced convection, dimensionless
Nusselt Number for natural convection, dimensionless
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NOMENCLATURE (cont)
Roman Letters (cont)
Nu
o
Nu
v
P
Pr
Q
qi
R
r
r
o
Ra
Re
Re v
T
T
T
max
T
0
T
S
AT
t
t 1
t 2
V
V
X
Y
Nusselt Number in the absence of vibration, or estimated
Nusselt Number, as compared to experimental one,
dimensionless
Nusselt Number in the presence of vibration, dimensionless
Pressure, psia
Rate of change of pressure, psia/hr
Prandtl Number, CpIJ/k, dimensionless
Heat transfer rate, Btu/ft2hr, or Btu/ft2sec
Internal heat generation rate, Btu/ft2sec
Gas constant, psi-ft 3 /Ib-mole°R, or Btu/Ib-mole R
Radial position in sphere or cylinder, ft
Radius of sphere or cylinder, ft
Rayleigh Number, L3p2gCpBAT/_k, dimensionless
Reynolds Number, Lvp/1_, dimensionless
Reynolds Number for vibration, dimensionless
Temperature, °F
Average temperature, °F
Maximum temperature, °F
Wall or external temperature, °F
Surroundings temperature, °F
Temperature difference, °F
Time, sec
Time for conduction/transition change, sec
Time for transition/steady-state change, sec
Volume of ullage gas, ft 3
Rate of change of volume of ullage gas, ft3 /hr
Velocity, ft/sec
Distance along flat plate, ft, or arbitrary
independent variable
Arbitrary dependent variable
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NOMENCLATURE (cont)
Greek Letters
B
Y
6
U
P
Thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°F
Ratio of specific heats, dimensionless
Boundary layer thickness, ft
Viscosity, lb/ft-sec
Density, |b/ft
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Abstract
Issues related to the entry of graphical engineering data into the Space Station
Data Base were examined. These issues were: representation of graphics objects;
representation of connectivity data; graphics capture hardware; graphics display
hardware; site-wide distribution of graphics; and consolidation of tools and
hardware. A fundamental assumption was that exisLing equipment such as 18M based
graphics capture software and VAX networked facilities would be exploited.
Defensible conclusions reached after study and simulations of use of these
systems at the engineering level are:
o Existing IBM based graphics capture software is an adequate and
economical means of entry of schematic and block diagram data for
present and anticipated electronic systems for Space Station.
2. Connectivity data from the aforementioned system may be incorporated
into the envisioned Space Station Data Base with modest effort.
3. Graphics and connectivity data captured on the IBM based system
may be exported to the VAX network in a simple and direct fashion.
4. Graphics data may be displayed site-wide on VT-125 terminals and "
lookalikes.
5. Graphics hard-copy may be produced site-wide on various dot-matrix
printers.
6. The system may provide integrated engineering services at both
the engineering and engineering management level.
NASA Colleague: O. L. Schmidt/EE7/X6301
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Introduction
The engineering of the Space Station is a task comparable to the
largest engineering works ever undertaken. Engineering tools which facilitate
tasks of this magnitude are desirable. This report is the result of an
investigation of one such tool.
Engineering tools applicable to large works are usually systems of
smaller utilities grouped together. In particular, this system of utilities
is a group of programs on the DEC VAX(1) and on the IBM PC(2) which together
perform the following functions:
I)
2)
3)
4)
Engineering graphics data (schematics, block diagrams, and
component attributes) may be entered at IBM PC work stations.
Connectivity data may be extracted from the engineering
graphics by programs on the IBM PC.
The graphics and connectivity data may be sent to the VAX
for archival storage; distributed to interested parties on
the site-wide network; and incorporated into the Space
Station Data Base (SSDB(3)).
Hardcopy output of the graphics and database information
may be obtained on the IBM and DEC systems. Softcopy (video
terminal) output may be obtained as well.
Some of these programs are commercial products and others have been
developed in proof of concept here at JSC.
This system is of further interest since it is of use to a large
vertical section of engineering staff: design engineers, systems engineers,
and engineering managers.
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Design engineers use the IBMPCwork stations to enter schematic
information into the system. Besides machine generated schematic diagrams,
the design engineer receives machine generated wire lists, lists of materials,
and may with optional software perform electronic modeling and simulations.
Systems engineers may access the connectivity information transferred
to the database resident on the VAXfor interface analysis and similar tasks.
Simulation and modeling may be performed against componentparameter data stored
with the connectivity data.
Engineering managers may create and review block diagrams of the actual
electronic systems and obtain connectivity data, and pertinent statistical
information (weight, volume, power) at the same time. The block diagrams so
obtained exist in a well defined relationship to the schematic diagrams created
by design engineers.
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Theory
The system is divided somewhat arbitrarily into two parts at the interface
between the programs and data resident on the IBM PC's and the second set of
programs and data resident on the DEC VAX. Simply stated, the IBM half of the
system performs data entry and processing functions. The DEC half of the system
stores the data in a regular structure (a database), provides for site-wide
distribution, and "read-only" services such as softcopy display and hardcopy
output.
IBM PC Services
A set of programs and hardware purchased commercially from FutureNet
Corporation (4) are added to an IBM PC, XT or AT. The FutureNet programs are
designed specifically for schematic capture. Specifically, the designer uses a
mouse or trackball in conjunction with symbol libraries to create electrical
schematic diagrams. Graphics capability is secondary to the processing which is
then available for the schematics: connectivity data is extracted automatically
from the graphics. The connectivity data is essentially a data file listing all
of the symbols found in the schematic, all of the connections between symbols,
and other information related to the textual fields found in the schematic. .
Typically, the only further use of the graphics file after the extraction
of connectivity is hardcopy documentation. The connectivity file is used to
create wire lists and enter materials data into a database. The FutureNet
hardware/software package uses the IBM PC in a non-exclusive manner, so that the
computer is available for other uses when not in use for schematic capture.
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DEC VAX Services
Two problems associated with the use of IBM PC's are the relatively small
amount of online storage available compared to the need to access possibly
thousands of detailed drawings, and the distributed nature of backup and main-
tenance of small computers• These disadvantages are offset by the nature of the
programs usually run on an IBM PC in so far that the programs are relatively
small. Also, the machines are inexpensive enough that it is feasible to run them
as single user units. Indeed, one of the reasons that the IBM PC is useful for
graphics capture (a computationally heavy task) is that it is a single user
system.
The task at hand, however, will involve thousands of drawings at diverse
sites• No reasonable number of small winchester drives as found on IBM PC's will
suffice to store even a small subsystem of a major system such as Communications
and Tracking• Further, individual users are not all reliable when backups of
data are required• (IBM PC's are small enough to be occasionally dropped to the
floor. Such an event usually has an "impact" on data integrity.)
A reasonable solution is to use equipment at hand, the network of DEC
VAX's on site, to provide several solutions. The data generated on the various
IBM PC's may be collected on the VAX online storage devices. Not only will
enough space be found there, but the routine nature of backups performed on the
VAX systems will provide for archival storage of the engineering data.
A further advantage of the VAX storage is that distribution of the
information to interested parties site-wide is trivial: VAX terminals are found
throughout the engineering offices at JSC.
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Results
Graphics Considerations
A bridge is necessary between the structures on the IBM systems and the
VAX systems. The programs which provide the bridge and the mechanisms which they
supply are described here.
There are only two types of files on the IBM PC which need to be
transferred. One of these is a binary file of graphics information, called a DWG
file, which contains all of the information entered into the system when a
drawing is created. The second is an ascii File, called a PIN file, which is a
list of all the objects such as text and symbols found in the DWG file. The PIN
file is generated from the DWG file by a program supplied by FutureNet. The PIN
file may be thought of as a drawing or schematic less graphics information.
Sets of DWG files represent complete schematics of equipment, or block
diagrams of complete systems. The corresponding PiN files, generated one for one
from DWG files, may be combined to form a single file, called a NET file. The
NET file contains all of the connectivity and material information found in an
entire set of drawings. DWG files are used to reproduce hardcopy and softcopy of
the graphics. NET files are used to prepare wire lists, lists of material, and
enter data into databases.
The NET file is generated by a FutureNet program. However, there is no
reason that this task might not be better performed on the VAX. The advantage of
combining PIN files into a single NET file on the VAX is operational: paired DWG
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and PIN files are moved IBM to VAX; PIN files are then combined into a global NET
file. If files were spread across tens or hundreds of IBM PC's there would be no
simple method of combining the many PIN files. Networks of IBM PC's have not
been considered in this study, as they are not commonly available. Networks of
DEC VAX's exist on-site.
Transmission of the files between the IBM PC's and DEC VAX is trivial.
As long as an RS-232 link to the VAX is available from the IBM PC, a commercially
available terminal emulator such as VTERM (7) may be used to transfer files.
VTERM, as an example of such software, provides a sliding window error checked
protocol for transfer of ascii and binary files. This ensures error free
transfer of files between systems.
Once sets of DWG and PIN files are resident on the VAX, they may be
considered archivally stored. Further, they are available to authorized users on
the VAX network. Two programs were developed during this study to demonstrate
the utility of VAX central storage.
One Pascal program set displays drawings on VT125 or VT240/1 terminals
using REGIS. Various portions of drawings may be viewed on the terminal screen.
The largest section of a drawing which may be viewed at the full resolutio_ of
the original file is about 9.6 by 6.0 inches. The normal resolution referenced
to a pixel at that scale is 0.0125 inches. If an overview of a drawing is
desired, an entire size A, B or larger drawing may be displayed on the screen.
At those resolutions, however, text is not visible, but blocks and larger
features may be seen. It might be noted that the original drawing is created on
the IBM PC under similar softcopy constraints. Currently, the Pascal program
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and PIN files are moved IBM to VAX; PIN files are then combined into a global NET
file. If files were spread across tens or hundreds of IBM PC's there would be no
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considered archivally stored. Further, they are available to authorized users on
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the utility of VAX central storage.
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to a pixel at that scale is 0.0125 inches. If an overview of a drawing is
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features may be seen. It might be noted that the original drawing is created on
the IBM PC under similar softcopy constraints. Currently, the Pascal program
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does not implement all of the FutureNet drawing commands, such as curves and
arcs. This is not due to any limitations of the IBM or DEC equipment, but time
constraints during the study. The existing program demonstrates acceptable
transfer of the drawings From the originating system to the VAX.
Hardcopy at full resolution may be obtained from the IBM PC using a dot
matrix printer, or one of several plotters• Another Pascal program was written
during the study to demonstrate the transfer of the DWG file to a dot matrix
printer connected to the VT240. The particular printer was an LA210, but any 132
column dot matrix printer using sixel format graphics will be suitable with minor
changes to the program. Again, the full graphics capabilities of the FutureNet
format are not implemented by reason of time constraints during the study.
Transfer of the DWG file to plotter format on the VAX was investigated.
Although a program was not written for demonstration purposes, no problems in
principle were found• It is expected that transfer programs for individual
plotters can be written in 80 to 100 man-hours, including documentation.
A great virture of DWG and PIN file storage on the VAX is the
demonstrated ability to produce softcopy and hardcopy anywhere on site that has a
REGIS compatible terminal device and a VAX network connection•
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Database Considerations
The ability to generate schematics and build libraries of symbols for
schematics is shared by several commercial systems. The ability of the
FutureNet system to extract connectivity and component parameters from the
graphics files separates it from most graphics systems in common use. It is this
separated information which is desired in the Space Station Database. Since the
connectivity and parametric information is obtained "for free" from the input
schematics, considerable amounts of error-prone data entry are entered with no
further operator effort.
A set of drawings for a device gives rise to a matching set of PIN files
for the device. The combination of the PIN files into a single NET file is
performed by a FutureNet program. As indicated above, if the number of PIN files
is very large, the PIN files might be combined on the VAX by a program as yet
unwritten. As only simple sorting is involved in the PIN to NET conversion,
there is a no priori difficulty associated with the creation of a suitable
program on the VAX.
The NET file is composed of three types of information. The first set of
records describes the files which were combined to form the NET file. The second
set type describes the individual symbols found in the drawing set. These
records contain descriptive text, parametric information, and information related
to simulation models. The third set of records contain the connectivity
information; that is, the list of all nodes in the drawing which are connected
in common.
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This file is an ascii file. Investigation of the import requirements
for database programs RIM(4) and DATATRIEVE(5)indicate that only modest amounts
of processing of the NETfile is required to add the data found in the NET
file to a database.
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Conclusions
Almost all of the required hardware and most of the required software
is available at JSC to implement an engineering tool of considerable scope
and power. The graphics/database system offers services to design engineers,
systems engineers, and engineering management. The system will capture
electrical graphics and parametric data. The data will be available wherever
terminals on the VAX network exist on the JSC site.
This study has produced two programs to demonstrate proof of concept
transfer of data from IBM PC work stations to DEC VAX networked host computers.
The data has been transferred in a useful format for both graphics display and
automatic database entry.
Further work is required to fully implement the FutureNet drawing
standards, and systematize the operations involved in the transfer. Work is
required to port the data to a data base, but Work on Space Station Database
is proceeding in parallel. Some unresolved operational questions remain which
are related to the database schema.
Further information pertaining to the programs and test drawings used
in proof of concept may be found by consulting the author's on-site JSC
colleague (6).
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ABSTRACT
Space motion sickness was not reported during the first Apollo missions; however,
since Apollo 8 through the current Shuttle and Skylab missions, approximately 50% of
the crewmembers have experienced instances of space motion sickness. Space motion
sickness, renamed space adaptation syndrome, occurs primarily during the initial
period of a mission until habilation takes place. One of NASA's efforts to resolve
the space adaptation syndrome is to model the individual's vestibular response for
basis knowledge and as a possible predictor of an individual's susceptibility to the
disorder.
This report describes a method to analyse the vestibular system when subjected to a
pseudorandom angular velocity input. A sum of sinusoids (pseudorandom) input lends
itself to analysis by linear frequency methods. Resultant horizontal ocular
movements were digitized, filtered and transformed into the frequency domain.
Programs were developed and evaluated to obtain the (1) auto spectra of input
stimulus and resultant ocular response, (2) cross spectra, (3) the estimated
vestibular-ocular system transfer function gain and phase, and (4) coherence
function between stimulus and response functions.
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INTRODUCTION
An important part in NASA's biomedical research program is the problem
of space motion sickness, a disorder whose adverse effects on the well-
being and safety of space crewmembers justifies high priority efforts to
resolve (J. M. Talbot, 1983). According to Dr. J. L. Homick, the challenge
includes "research on the causes, prediction, prevention, and treatment of
space motion sickness (Homick, 1979). One of NASA's in-house efforts to
examine the etiological factors in space motion sickness is "The Middeck
Rotator Vestibular Function Tests" (Reschke, 1984). Functional objectives
four (FO-4) and seven (FO-7) support the overall aim for a better under-
standing of the vestibular system dynamics, its role in space motion sick-
ness, and its possible use in prediction of an individual's susceptibility
to space motion sickness.
Functional objective four (FO-4) specifies the input stimulus as a
pseudorandom signal that will contain the sumof Six sinusoids of frequen-
cies between 0.1 and 1.0 hertz (Hz) as given in Table 1. The vestibular-
ocular system response is obtained by electro-ocular gram (EOG) measure-
ments.
The specific objective of this study is to develop those software pro-
grams necessary to evaluate the vestibularocular response to pseudorandom
angular velocity input stimulus. The analytical programs for this study
are limited to linear frequency analysis. The program development is con-
strained to harmonic analysis via Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) for
spectral, transfer, and coherence functions.
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METHOD
An engineer's approach to the analysis of a system is to observe the
system response to a predetermined deterministic excitation in order to
determine the system's transfer function. Knowledge of the system's trans-
fer function permits prediction of the system response to other determin-
istic excitations. Although, linear systems analysis is the most popular
and useful analytical method to evaluate explicit mathematical models,
i.e., transfer function of a biological system, the method applies only to
systems that are linear.
The most commonlyused excitation signals in system analysis are
single frequency sinusoid, step, and impulse functions. The use of other
than deterministic inout signals did not fully develop until computers with
large number handling capacity becameavailable (Lee and Schetzen, 1965).
The Wiener method of nonlinear system identification by observation of a
system's response to zero-mean, Gaussian white noise enables one to predict
the response (linear and nonlinear) of the system to any input, but not
without major problems (Victor and Shapley 1980).
A pseudorandominput stimulus lies between the simple single frequency
sinusoid and the complex random Gaussian white noise, but according to .
Victor and Shapley can produce results similar to the Wiener method. An
excellent description of the sumof sinusoids method capability for both
linear and nonlinear analysis in the frequency domain is presented by
Victor and Shapley, 1980. The crux of the method is the use of a modula-
tion signal that is a sum-of-sine waves and the measurementof nonlinear
response of the system as cross-talk between the input frequencies
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(Victor and Shapley, 1980). Thus the sum-of-sinusoids method uses a deter-
ministic rather than random Gaussian noise input stimulus, is not restric-
ted to a small signal regime like the harmonic input method (Bedrosian and
Rice, 1971), and is different from the use of a single sinusoid method
because the response to a sum-of-sinusoids stimulus contains the nonlinear
interaction terms, i.e., sum and difference frequency terms (f_F_) which
are intermodulation of cross-talk frequencies (Victor and Shapley, 1980).
The sum-of-sine waves can be made periodic if the time varying func-
tion is of the form
[1]
where the ratio (_/fm) is a rational number. If the ratio of two fre-
quencies in the sum is not equal to a rational number the resulting wave
form will have an almost-periodic character (Bendat and Piersol, 1971).
Then the sum-of-sinusoids (also referred to as complex periodic data) can
be defined mathematically by a time varying function that repeats itself at
some finite period (T). Most complex periodic signals can be transformed
into the frequency domain by a Fourier series or transform (Bendat and
Piersol, 1971). Complex periodic waveforms can be characterized by dis- .
crete frequency spectra. In contrast, nonperiodic transient data can not
be represented by a discrete frequency spectra.
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ANALYTICALPROGRAM
The analytical program developed for determining the transfer function
(magnitude and phase) of the vestibularocular system follow the methods
well described in most signal processing books (8endat and Piersol 1966,
1971, 1980; McGillem and Cooper, 1974; Oppenheimand Schafer, 1975).
Figure 1 shows the signal flow process from input signal to output results.
In general, the data is obtained from digital files and filtered. The
response signal is differentiated to obtain ocular velocity since the input
stimulus is angular velocity. The time sequences of input and output sig-
nals are transformed to coefficients of complex frequencies and the various
spectra are obtained in order to calculate the magnitude, phase and coher-
ence functions.
Program Structure
The structure of the program was dictated by three factors; the fre-
quency of the vestibular response, the amount of computer memoryavailable,
and the desire for operator interaction. Thevestibular system frequency
response is between 0.01 and 5.0 Hz. In order to obtain good spectral res-
olution to 0.01Hz, the amount of data to be analyzed must exceed 100
seconds. By the Nyquist sampling criteria, the sampling frequency (SF)
g
must be twice the highest frequency of interest or SF must equal 10 samples
per second. Hence, the smallest array must contain 1000 sample values.
Since the standard Cooley-Tukey fast fourier transform (FFT) requires the
number of elements in the array to be a power of two (N = 2m), the smallest
array size is 1024. The arrays for both input stimulus and output response
signals are complexed for transformation thereby increasing each array size
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by two. Also real numbers require 2-byte words whereas complex numbers
require 4-bytes.
The first factor sets program requirements but the second factor
determines programming method. The computer memory available to a user on
the LSI-11 system is 32K. This may be extended to 64K on some machines.
The program and the system lab library occupied so much memory the program
could not be linked or run. Programming techniques to overcome this
problem include the use of virtual arrays, the use of overlays, or the
combination of both virtual arrays and overlays. The use of overlays
forces the program into a sequential mode of calling subroutines and
returning to main program. Minimizing the number of arrays by common or
equivalence can not be used with virtual. Hence, these restraints dictated
serial processing of subroutines and the use of a temporary array. The
limitation is that data written over in the temporary array cannot be
retrieved. The program is unsympathetic to "Oophs! I forgot I wanted to
view or save that data."
The last factor stems from the research nature and the desire to view
and validate the process at each step. The program was structured to view
graphs, reset scale ranges, redraw a new graph, make a hard copy and save.
(store) the intermediate results on a diskette. This highly interactive
program required the lab library which takes up a large space in the
memory. User decisions slows the process and forces a serial sequence.
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MAIN PROGRAM
As seen in figure 1, the main elements of the program are the main
program, XYPSE, which initializes the parameters, calls the subroutines and
interacts with the operator. The major subroutines are GETDAT, WIN, FFT,
CRSPEC, PLT, AND SAVDAT. Flow diagram and listing are given in Appendix A.
GETDAT is a subroutine to obtain the digitized data from any analog
signal channel to the buffer and into the proper array. The digitized data
stream is converted from A/D bit counts to physical units of degrees.
The subroutine is called twice by the main program after the operator
has designated the channels that carry the stimulus input signal and the
output response signal respectively. After each call, the program will ask
if the operator would like to see a plot of the raw data.
The subroutine WIN consists of four successive subprograms. The first
subprogram removes any D.C. or offset by computing the mean of the array
and subtracting the mean value from each element in the array. Both sig-
nals are processed at the same time. The second subprogram is a 15 point
finite impulse response linear phase digital filter (FIR) that was designed
with a separate program called EQFIR (IEEE 1975, 1979). This FIR design
package uses the REMEZ exchange algorithm. The FIR coefficients obtaineC
from the EQFIR program are convolved wfth the input and response signals.
The filter characteristics are; a flat band-pass from 0.0 to 1.5 Hz with a
maximum deviation of 0.019 or 0.17 db and a stop-band from 3.0 to 5.0 Hz
with a 0.0039 deviation or -47.99 db. The filtering is applied to both
signals in order to reduce the effects of aliasing. Filter coefficients
and results of filtering are given in Appendix C.
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The next subprogram is a differentiator. The difference expression
for the first derivative was obtained by the Taylor series expansion method
to obtain the sixth order central difference formula Which is given by the
following expression.
where h is the interval between samples (Ketter and Prawel, 1969). The
error in computing the derivative is given as:
9;<<+,+ + '
= - I XoV" [3]
where h in the program is ISTEP/120.
(For the particular runs in the results, ISTEP = 12; h = 0.10 seconds.) Ex-
panded results of the differentiation subprogram are given in Appnendix D.
The response signal is filtered again with the same 15-term FIR filter
after differentiation. In order to align the two signals after the
response has undergone its preprocessing, the input stimulus is delayed.
The final subprogram in this subroutine performs a modified cosine taper
from 0-10% and 90-100% of the window interval (Bendat and Piersol, 1971) on
both input and response signals. The main program will ask the operator if
he desires to view either signal after processing through the WIN sub -_- "
routine.
The next subroutine called is a fast fourier transform program called
"FFT". This subroutine is based on Cooley's FFT program which uses decima-
m
tion in the time algorithm. In the subroutine, X is an N = 2 point com-
plex array that initially contains the input stimulus array, and on output
from the transformation contains the complex fourier coefficients. The
subroutine can be used to compute the forward and inverse fourier
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transform (IEEE, 1979). Both signals are transformed and stored in the
complex virtual arrays, XRAYand YRAY. At this point, the input and output
signals are in frequency domain representation, X(f) and Y(f),
respectively.
The next subroutine called by the main program is CRSPEC.This sub-
routine calculates the raw estimate of the cross spectral density function.
where
_x_ (D : z 6 ( CoNJ'_TE X cn)(/c;_)[4]
The cross spectrum, Gxy(f), is a complex array which may be represented
with real and imaginary components.
C;.(_ - c%7_)- I 0_, (o
or in polar form as
G,cy(;)= G_(()] e -J°"y#)
where
and
: c..v) _ _.;(¢))_
[5]
[6]
[7]
(9,,(F): TA ,_ -C_y ((J
The real component, Cxy(f), is called the coincident spectral density func-
tion (or cospectrum) and the imaginary component, Qxy(f) is called the
quadrature spectral density function (or quadspectrum) (Bendat and Piersol
1971, 1980).
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ASmoothed estimates of the cospectrum, C k , and quadspectrum, Q k'
components are calculated by using the Hanning method.
A _ _v
Co = 0.5- Co ÷ 0.5-c, [9]
,:  o.sc,,o.zrc , [lO]
and
.... IZ_-I
.,co,... ,_ : I_ 2, • ,
##%. _
C_ : 0,5"Cl,m.l -i- 0.5 Cmn [11]
The notation "N" denotes raw spectrum and "A" means the smoothed
spectrum. The subscript k is the harmonic number. The Hanning frequency
smoothing serves to reduce leakage by broadening the main lobe of the power
spectral density function while decreasing the negative effects of the side
lobes.
This subroutine also calculates the raw power spectral density
functions (may also be called the autospectral density function or
autospectrum) of the stimulus input Gxx(f), and of the output response,
Gyy(f),(Bendat and Piersol, 1971) by the following equations. . "
or
where
('o,,. /,<- o i z_ ..., N-I [14]
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The smoothed estimates of the input and output power spectra are obtained
by using the Harming method.
The output arrays from the subroutine are the smoothed estimates of
A
the cross spectrum (_xy), the input autospectrum (Gxx), the input
A
autospectrum (_yy), the cospectrum (Cxy), and the quadspectrum (_xy). All
estimates are adjusted by the scale factor Gk/0.875 due to the modified
cosine tapering in subroutine WIN (Bendat and Piersol, 1971).
Upon return to the main program from the subroutine CRSPEC, the
operator is asked sequentially if he would like to graph, copy, and save
the cross spectrum, the autospectrum of the input, and the autospectrum of
the output, respectively.
The main program then calculates the system transfer function
A
magnitude /Hxy(_)l, stores results in the temporary real array TPYRAY.
The system transfer magnitude function or the optimum frequency response
etimate is given by the expression.
H.×(g) = Its]
(Bendat and Piersol 1971, 1980). The frequency response function, Hxy(f)',
is a complex variable which may be denoted in complex polar rotation as
where
is the phase function.
Ox×/ rJ
Again, the operator is queried, "Graph? Copy?
Save?"
[17]
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The next process is to convert the transfer function magnitude into
decibels, DB's, by taking 10 log Hxy(f) The factor of 10 is used
instead of 20 because the spectra is already in units of power, i.e.,
{XI " Results of the calculation are stored in the temporary array,G =
TPYRAY. At this point it is not possible for the operator to go back and
ask for the transfer function magnitude not in decibels. The operator is
asked if he wishes to graph, copy, and save the frequency response magni-
tude in decibels.
The next step is calculation of the smoothed frequency response phase
function in degree. The smoothed phase function, _xy(f) is calculated by
taking the arc tangent of the ratio of the quadspectrum and the cospectrum
C .x (g)
The operator is then asked, "Graph? Copy? Save?", respectively.
The final calculation is very important" since it provides a measure of
whether or not two variables are interrelated. In an engineering context,
the correlation coefficient is a measure of interrelationships between some
controlled excitation and the observed response of a physical system..In"
analysis of random data, the coherence function is analogous to} Y )
the squared correlation coefficient function. The coherence function is
calculated by the expression
for
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For linear systems, the fractional portion of the output response mean
square value which may be related to the input at a particular frequency is
the coherence function value _ at the particular frequency, _. The
portion not accounted for by the input at the particular frequency is one
the frequency, i.e.,[l -- _(_] for co-minus the coherence function at
herence values less than one but greater than zero, the unrelated portion
may be due to noise in the measurement, interrelationships with other in-
puts, or the system is not linear (Bendat and Piersol, 1971, 1980). The
coherence function is stored in the temporary array, TPYRAY, and the opera-
tor is asked if he would like to graph, copy and save the resulting func-
tion before the program terminates.
The two most called upon subroutines are PLT and SAVDAT. The PLT sub-
routine plots a variable versus time or frequency on to a Tektronix 4014
graphics terminal. The program is interactive with a menu for labeling the
graph. This subroutine requires the support of a system library called,
"LAB.LIB" which was developed by Technology Incorporated for the NASA
Johnson Space Center Neuroscience Research Laboratory (Cosier and Bueker,
1983). The LAB.LIB contains subroutines CHRSIZ - character size, ERASE,
GRID - for drawing grid lines, ANOTAT - for calculating and annotating. "
axises, and XYPLOT - to graph two scaled variables. These LAB.LI8 subrou-
tines are called by PLT.
The subroutine SAVDAT is called when the programmer wishes to store
0.
intermediate results onto a diskette during the analyses process. The sub-
routine will prompt the operator for the file name under which the data is
to be stored. The operator must enter disk drive number, abbreviated sub-
ject identification (e.g., initials), data identification, and run number;
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for example, DYO:MDJXCS.O01. The colon and the period in the filename are
necessary. Once data is stored on the disk without error, the program will
type on screen that the action is completed and will continue to the next
instruction.
AVERAGING PROGRAM
A second program was written to average results stored from the analy-
sis program XYPSE. The averaging program called RDAT uses two subroutines,
SAVDAT and PLT, and the LAB.LIB. The main program can compute the averaged
function of any of the functions saved on diskette. The program is
designed to average whether the first file read is in a single record or
the results from previous averaging of several records.
The program will ask the operator to enter the number of records pre-
viously averaged and name of the file to be read from the diskette which
contains the processed data. The file name indicates which disk drive to
read, type of data-summed average or subject, which variable, and the run
number or number of runs averaged. As an example, "DYO:MDJXCS.O01" is
interpreted as disk drive O, subject initials MDC, variable cross spectral
density function from run number one. The file "DYI:SUMCOH.SXI" is read as
disk drive one, the averaged summary of five coherence function data files-
obtained from responses to one times sixteen (X1). Sixteen degrees per
second is the peak value of the sine terms in the stimulus input signal.
The operator may view and save (store onto diskette) the results of
averaging as each file is entered. In other words, if the operator wanted
to average ten files but wishes to view the averaging as each file is added
he may do so. This results in a very flexible program where the operator
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may stop at any time view and save the average of several files and begin
averaging with the results a week later. The program prompts the operator
by meansof questions.
Flow diagram and listing of the averaging program are given in
appendix B.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
This section is divided into two parts. The first part will present
results from the analysis program, XYPSEand the second will present
results from the averaging program RDAT.
Figures 1 and 2 show the raw and filtered input stimulus signals.
Figure 3 is the raw horizontal EOGresponse measurementviewed after return
from the subroutine GETDAT. Figure 4 is the filtered and differentiated
EOGresponse after the subroutine WIN. Figure 5 is the smoothed cross
spectral density function, G_yv3. Note that the peaks of the cross spec-
trum correspond to the frequency peaks of the autospectrum of the input
stimulus which consists of six sum-of-sinusoids (Figure 6). Figure 7 pre-
sents the autosp_ctral density function of the differentiated EOGresponse
shown in figure 4. Figure 8 is the magnitude or transfer function gain.
Figure 9 is the most important since it presents the magnitude function in
dbs. It is readily noticable that the minimas of the function beween0.1
and 1.0 Hz correspond to the frequencies of the input stimulus frequencies.
These points trace an ascending line approximately 10 db per decade.
Figure 10 presents the phase function and Figure 11 is the coherence
function. These two functions are difficult to interpret since for the
linear response we are only interested in the values at those points
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which correspond to the input stimulus frequencies. In Figure 11, the cor-
responding coherence values at the frequencies of interest lie above 0.8.
The only results from the averaging program which are of interest in
the analysis of the vestibular ocular system are the transfer function mag-
nitude in dbs, the phase function and the coherence function at the fre-
quencies of interest. Figure 12 is the resultant transfer function in
dbs. As in figure 9, the minimas between 0.0 and 1.0 Hz correspond to the
frequencies of interest. Figure 13 and 14 present the results after aver-
aging the phase function and the coherence function respectively. The RDAT
program printed these values to facilitate ease of reading the value at the
frequencies of interest. Table i summarizes the results of averaging seven
runs.
In all cases the coherence function was above 0.78 but below 1.0 indi-
cating noise in the response measurement or nonlinearities in the system.
To analyze the nonlinear characteristics of the system, programs must be
written to follow the method developed by Victor and Shapley.
As stated earlier the coherence function is an important calculation
not only because it provides a measure of interrelationships between input
to output, but because coherence is used to determine the random error of"
the estimate for a single input/output model as given by the following cal-
culations (Bendat and Piersol 1980).
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[2o]
= I
[21]
A2 y
__[ _. (;)1 : _/m[,-_ "(n]
A
F __ o -I I/_
[22]
[23]
[24]
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Calculation of the random error serves two purposes. First, it may be
used after _number of runs to determine the error knowing the average co-
herence value. Secondly, if the assumption is made that the coherence will
remain constant, the number of runs necessary to obtain a predetermined
value for the random error can be calculated. For example, if the averaged
coherence value after 8 runs (na= 8) is 0.8, the transfer function gain and
phase errors are 0.125. If the random error is to be reduced by half
(0.0625), then a total of 64 runs are required.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
An analytical program and an averaging proQram were developed to ana-
lyze the vestibular ocular system response to pseudorandom velocity input.
The linear transform function gain, phase, and coherence were obtained from
seven subjects. Coherence results at the frequencies of interest were
greater than 0.8 but less than 1.0. The values of coherence less than one
could be attributed to noise in the output signal, another source of stimu-
lation, or nonlinear characteristics of the system.
I recommend that the Space Biomedical Research Institute of the Space
and Life Sciences Directorate, NASA, study the nonlinear response charac-
e
teristics of the vestibular ocular system by extension of the sum-of-
sinusoids method to the intermodulation of cross-talk frequencies. I would
also recommend runs at frequencies a decade higher and a decade lower, if
it is physically possible.
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TABLE I
PSEUDORANDOM STIMULUS
FUNDAMENTAL FREOUENCY
PROFILE
0.05 Hz
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Harmonics
Harmonic Frequency Phase
2 o.1 - Ft"
3 o.15 TT/2
5 0.25 -- "FI'/Z
7 0.35 -" "F]'/Z
II 0.55 "17"
19 0.95 IT//z
Magnitude = 16 Deg/Sec
I I=In+l
11 11.24
16 16.36
27 26.6
37 36.84
57 57.32
98 98.28
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TABLE2
RESULTSOFAVERAGINGPROGRAM
TRANSFERFUNCTION
FREQ. MAG PHASE0 COHERENCE
Hz Dbs Degrees
-0.1 -12.1 -60 .80
0.15 -10.2 - 3 .80
0.25 - 8.7 -90 .84
0.35 - 8.5 -35 .83
0.55 - 8.4 31 .78
0.95 - 4.7 -40 .94
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0001
C
C
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
C
0009
C
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
(3017
(7018
0019
0020 5
C
0021
0022
0023 10
0024 20
0025
0026 30
0027
O028 40
C
0029
O030
C
0032
0033
0034
0O35
0036
C
0037 45
003_
0039
0040
0041
O042
C
0O43
0044
PROGRAM XYPSE
LENGTH IS THE WINDOW LENGTH
INTEGER Z(512),DSKINC,NBLK,IPOSN(16),MAX(16),ICHNUM(16),LENGT
REAL AMPL, PERIOD, INTRAT, HEOG(1024), XT(I024), STIMIN(I024)
VIRTUAL XRAY(1024), YRAY(1024), GXYRAY(512), YHEOG(I024)
VIRTUAL YSTIM(1024)
COMPLEX XRAY, YRAY, GXYRAY
REAL TPYRAY(512), SGXY(512), COEF(17), YHEOG, YSTIM
LOGICAL*I IFILE(15)
EQUIVALENCE (AMF'L,Z(150)),(PERIOD,Z(152)),(INTRAT,Z(159)),
1 (DSKINC,Z(167)),(NBLK,Z(172)),(ICHNUM,Z(177)),
2 (IF'OSN,Z(225)),(MAX,Z(241))
COEF(1) = .0037165603
COEF(2) = .020235427
COEF<3) = .013399956
COEF(4) = -.040643737
COEF(5) = -.066073574
COEF(6) = .061152663
COEF(7) = .30294424
COEF(8) = .43047285
DO 5 N = i, 7
COEF(16-N) = COEF(N)
CONTINUE
INTEGER BUFR2(800), IERR
BYTE FILNAM(12)
DO 20 K=I,12
FILNAM(K)=O
TYPE 30
FORMAT (" ENTER COMPLETE FILENAME'/" FILENAME ?',$)
ACCEF'T 40,FILNAM
FORMAT (12A1)
t
CALL _ISKIO(FILNAM,-3,Z,256,0,NDUMMY,IERR_
IF (IERR .NE° O) TYPE _," ERROR CODE',IERR, " DURING READING"
TYPE *," ENTER CHANNEL. NUMBERS IN ORDER:"
TYPE *," ENTER INPUT STIMULUS CHANNEL: '
ACCEPT *,K1
TYPE *," ENTER OUTPUT RESPONSE CHANNEL: '
ACCEPT *,K2
TYPE *," ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR EOG FFT LENGTH"
ACCEPT *,LENGTH
TYPE *," DO YOU WANT TO PLOT EVERY POINT? ENTER STEP SIZE! _
ACCEPT *,ISTEP
TYPE *," DO YOU WANT FILES LEFT OPEN? _I=¥ES) _
ACCEPT *,LOPEN
H = FLOAT(ISTEF')/120.
SF = 120./FLOAT(ISTEP)
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0045
O046
0047
0048
O049
C
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056 50
0057
0058 51
C
0059 60
C
0060
0061
0062
0064
0065 65
C
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072 66
0073
0074 68
C
0075 70
C
0076
0077
0078
0080
C
0081 80
C
0082
0083
0084
0086
C
0087 83
0088
(7089
0091
LH = LENGTH/2
CFAC = (2o*H)/(Oo875*FLOAT(LENGTH))
RTF = lo/SF
RF = SF/FLOAT(LENGTH)
K = K1
NWRDS = DSKINC* 256
IBLK = 2
IX = 1
ITEMP = 0
NPTS = (MAX(K)-IF'OSN(K)÷I)/ISTEP
TYPE 50, NBLK, NWRDS, IBLK,DSKINC
FORMAT (" NBLK=',I5," NWRDS=',I5,' IBLK=',IS,'DSKINC=',IS)
TYPE 51,MAX(K),IPOSN(K)
FORMAT (" MAX(K) = ",I5," IPOSN(K) = ',I5)
CALL GETDAT(FILNAM,LOPEN,NWRDS,IBLK,K,ISTEP,DSKINC,LENGTH,
J ITEMP,NPTS,STIMIN,IPOSN,Z)
TYPE *,' DO YOU WANT TO PLOT RAW INPUT STIMULUS [IArA? (YES=l)'
ACCEF'T *, IYES
IF (IYES .NE. 1) GO TO 65
CALL F'LT(STIMIN,XT,LENGTH,RTF,FILNAM)
K = K2
NWRDS = DSKINC* 256
IBLK = 2
IX = I
ITEMP = 0
NF'TS = (MAX(K)-IPOSN(K)+I)/ISTEF'
TYF'E 66, NBLK, NWRDS, IBLK,DSKINC
FORMAT (' NBLK=',IS," NWRDS=',I5," IBLK=',IS,'DSKINC=',IS)
TYPE 68,MAX(K),IF'OSN(K)
FORMAT (" MAX(K) = ",I5," IF'OSN(K) = ",15)
CALL GETDAT(FILNAM,LOF'EN,NWRDS,IBLK,K,ISTEP'DSKINC'LENGTH"
I ITEMP, NPTS, HEOG, IF'OSN, Z)
TYPE *,' DO YOU WANT TO F'LOT RAW OUTPUT RESPONSE DATA? (YES=l) '
ACCEPT *, IYES
IF (IYES .ME° I) GO TO 80
CALL PLT(HEOG,XT,LENGTH,RTF,FILNAM)
CALL WIN( STIMIN, YSTIM, HEOG, YHEOG, COEF, LENGTH, H)
TYPE *,' DO YOU WANT TO F'L.OT FILTEREO STIMULUS INPUT? (YES=l)"
ACCEF'T ,, IYES
IF (IYES .ME. i) GO TO 83
CALL PLT(STIMIN,XT,LENGTH,RTF,FILNAM)
TYF'E *,' DO YOU WANT EO F'LOT FILIERED OUTF'UT RESF'ONSE? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT *, IYES
IF (IYES ._E. 1) GO TO 85
CALL PLT(HEOG,XT,LENGTH,RTF,FILNAM)
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C
0092 85
0093
0094
O095 90
C
0096 100
C
0097
C
0098
C
0099
0100
0101
0103
C
0104
C
C
0105 110
0106
OJ07
0109
0110
C
0111
C
0112 120
0113
0114
0116
0117
C
0118
C
0119 130
0120
0121
0123
O] 24
01 __5
0126 132
0127
C
0128
C
0129 135
0130
()J31
_1 _
0134
0135
DO 90 I = i, LENGTH
XRAY(I) = CMPLX(STIHIN(IT, 0.07
YRAY(I7 = CMPLX(HEOG(I), 0.0)
CONTINUE
CALL FFT (XRAY, LENGTH, 07
CALL FFT (YRAY, LENGTH, 07
CALL CRSPEC(XRAY,YRAY,TF'YRAY,STIMIN,HEOG,GXYRAY,SGXY,YSTIM,YHE
1 LH,CFAC)
TYPE *," DO YOU WANT THE CROSS-SF'ECTRA PLOT? (YES=IT'
ACCEPT *, IES
IF (IES .NE. 1) GO TO 110
CALL PLT(TF'YRAY, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM)
CALL SAVDAT(TF'YRAY, LH, IFILE)
TYPE *," PLOT AUTO-SPECTRA OF INPUT STIMULUS? (YES=IT"
ACCEPT *, IES
IF ( IES .NE. I) GO TO 120
LH = LENGTH/2
CALL PLT(STIHIN, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM)
CALL SAVDAT(STIMIN, LH, IFILE)
TYPE *," PLOT AUTO-SPECTRA OF OUTPUT RESPONSE? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT *, IES
IF (IES .NE. 17 GO TO 130
LH = LENGTH/2
CALL PLT(HEOG, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM)
CALL SAVDAT(HEOG, LH, IFILE)
TYPE ,," F'LOT TRANSFER FUNTION GAIN ? (YES=I) "
ACCEPT ,, IES
IF ( IES .NE. i) GO TO 150
LH = LENGTH/2
DO 132 I = 1, LH
TPYRAY(I) = TF'YRAY(I)/STIMIN(I)
CONTINUE
CALL PLT(TPYRAY, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM)
CALL SAVDAT(TF'YRAY, LH, IFILE)
TYPE ,," PLOT TRANSFER FUNCTION IN DBs ? (YES=l) '
ACCEF'T ,, IES
IF (IES .NE. 17 GO TO 142
LH = LENGTH/2
DO 138 I = I, LH
T = ALOGIO(TF'YRAY(I))
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0136
0137 138
0]38
C
0139
C
0140
0141
0]42
0143 140
C
0144 142
O] 45
0]46
0].48
0149
0150
0151
0152 144
0153
C
0154
C
0155
0156
0157
0158 145
C
0159 150
0]60
0161
0]63
0164
0]65 155
0]66
C
0167
C
0168 200
0169
TF'YRAY(1) = IOo*T
CONTINUE
CALL F'LT(TPYRAY, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM>
CALL SAVDAT(TPYRAY, LH, IFILE)
LH = LENGTH/2
DO 140 I = i, LH
TF'YRAY(1) = 0.0
CONTINUE
TYPE *, "PLOT THE PHASE FACTOR ? (YES=I_"
ACCEPT *, IYES
IF (IYES .NE. i) GO TO 150
RTD = 180o/3o14159265
DO 144 I = I, LH
TF'YRAY(I) = ATAN2(AIMAG(GXYRAY(I)), REAL(GXYRAY(I)))
TF'YRAY(I) = RTD*TF'YRAY(I)
CONTINUE
CALL F'LT(TF'YRAY, XT, LH, RF, FILNAH)
CALL SAVDAT(TF'YRAY, LH, IFILE)
LH = LENGTH/2
DO 145 I = 1, LH
TPYRAY(I) = 0.0
CONTINUE
TYPE *," PLOT THE COHERENCE FUNCTION ? <YES=I)"
ACCEPT *, IES
IF ( IES .NE. 1) GO TO 200
DO 155 I = I, LH
TPYRAY(1) = (SGXY(I) * SGXY(I))/(STIMIN(1) * HEOG(1))
CONTINUE
CALL PLT(TPYRAY, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM)
CALL S_VDAT(TF'YRAY, LH, IFILE)
STOP
END
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Local Variables, .PSECT SDATA, Size = 045442 ( 9617. words)
Name T_e
AMPL R_4
H R*4
IERR 1.2
ISTEP 1.2
IYES 1.2
K2 1,2
[.OF'EN I_2
NDUMMY I_2
PERIOD R*4
RTF R*4
Offset
000454 E_v CFAC R*4
04532O I 1.2
045300 IES 1.2
045314 ITEMP 1.2
04536O K 1.2
045312 LENGTH 1.2
045316 N I_2
045306 NPTS 1,2
000460 E_v RF R*4
045336 SF R*4
Name T_Pe Offset Name r_Pe
045332 DSKINC 1.2
045362 IBLK 1.2
045364 INTRAT R.4
045354 IX 1.2
045304 K1 1.2
045276 LH 1.2
045302 NBLK 1.2
045356 NWRDS 1.2
045342 RTD R.4
045324 T R_4
Offset
000516 Eev
045350
000476 Eev
045352
045310
O4533O
000530 E_v
045346
O45372
045366
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name T_Pe Section Offset ...... Size Dimensions
_LIFR2 1,2 SDATA 042126 003100 ( 800.) (800)
COEF R*4 SDATA 042002 000104 ( 34.) (17)
F'II_NAM L*I $DATA 045226 000014 ( 6.) (12)
HEOG R*4 SDATA 002002 010000 ( 2048.) (1024>
ICHNUM 1,2 SDATA 000542 000040 ( 16.) (16)
IFILE L*I $DATA 042106 000017 ( 8.) (15)
IPOSN 1,2 SDATA 000702 000040 ( 16.) (16)
MAX 1.2 SDATA 000742 000040 ( 16.) (16)
S_XY R_4 $DATA 036002 004000 ( I024.) (512)
STIMIN R_4 SDATA 022002 010000 ( 2048.) (1024)
I'F'YRAY R_4 SDATA 032002 004000 (1024.) (512>
XT R_4 SBATA 012002 '010000 ( 2048.) (1024)
Z 1,2 $DATA 000002 002000 ( 512.> (512)
VIRTUAL Arrays, Total Size = 00070000 ( 14336. words)
Name T_pe Offset ....... Size
(_XYRAY C.8 00040000 00010000 (
XRAY C,8 00000000 00020000 (
YHEOG R*4 00050000 00010000 (
YRAY C.8 00020000 00020000 (
YSTIM R_4 00060000 00010000 (
Dimensions
2048.) (512)
4096.) (1024)
2048.) (I024)
4096.> (1024)
2048.) (1024)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functionsl
Name TyPe Name T_pe Name T_e Name T_e Name T_Pe
A_MAG R*4 ALOGIO R_4 ATAN2 R*4 CMF'LX C_8 CRSPEC R*4
DISKIO R_4 FFT R_4 FLOAT R_4 GETDAT R_4 F'LT R*4
REAL R_4 SAVDAT R_4 WIN R*4
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0001
C
0002
0003
0004
C
0005
0007
0008
C
0009 5
O010
C
0011 10
0012
0014
0015 20
0016
C
0018
0019
C
0020 40
C
0021
0022
0023
C
0025
0026
0027 45
C
0028 50
0029
V02.6 Wed 24-Jui-85 :[3:15:11 PAGE 001
SUBROUTINE GETDAT(FILNAM,LOPEN,NWRDS,IBLK,K,ISTEP,DSKINC,
1 LENGTH,ITEMP,NPTS,HEOG,IPOSN,Z)
DIMENSION HEOG<I)
BYTE FILNAM(12>
INTEGER BUFR2(800), Z(512), IF'OSN(16),DSKINC
IF (K .NE. 47 GO TO 5
SCL = 1000./4096.
GO TO 10
TYPE _," ENTER SCALE FACTOR FOR OUTPUT!"
ACCEPT _,SCL
IRMODE=3
IF (LOPEN .EO. 17 IRMODE = -3
TYPE _," NOW READING FROM DISK"
CALL DISKIO(FILNAM,IRMODE,BUFR2,NWRDS,IBLK,NDUMMY,IERR)
IF (IERR .NE. 07 TYF'E _," ERROR CODE',IERR," DURING READ'-
DO 40 L = 1,NPTS
HEOG(L+ITEMP) = BUFR2(IPOSN(K)+L_ISTEF')
CONTINUE
IBLK = IBLK + DSKINC
ITEMF' = ITEMP + NPTS
IF (ITEMF" .LT. LENGTH) GO TO 20
DO 45 I = i, LENGTH
HEOG(I) = SCL_HEOG(1)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Local Variables, .PSECT SDATA, Size = 003152 ( 821. words)
Name T_Pe Offset
DSKINC I_2 @ 000014
IERR I_2 003144
ITEMP I_2 @ 000020
LENGTH I_2 @ 000016
NPTS I_2 @ 000022
Name T_Pe Offset
I I_2 003150
IRMODE I_2 003140
K I_2 @ 000010
LOF'EN I_2 @ 000002
NWRDS I_2 @ 000004
Name TsPe Offset
IBLK I_2 @ 000006
ISTEF' I_2 @ 000012
L I_2 003146
NDUMMY I_2 003142
SCL R_4 003134
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name TsPe
_UFR2 IK2
FILNAM L_I
HEOG R_4
IF'OSN I_2
Z I_2
Section Offset ...... Size ..... Dimensions
SDATA 000032 003100 ( 800.) (800)
@ $DATA 000000 000014 < 6.) (12)
@ SDATA 000024 000004 ( 2.) <1)
@ SDATA 000026 000040 ( 16.) <16)
@ SDATA 000030 002000 ( 512.) <512)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:
Name T_pe Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name T_e
JJISKIO R_4
e
.o
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0001
C
0002
0003
0004
C
C
0005
0006
0008
0009 20
0010
C
0012
0013
C
0014 40
C
0015
0016
0017
C
0019 50
0020
SUBROUTINE GETDAT(FILNAM,LOPEN,NWRDS,IBLK,K,ISTEP,DSKINC,
1 LENGTH,ITEMP,NPTS,HEOG,IPOSN,Z)
DIMENSION HEOG(1)
BYTE FILNAM(12)
INTEGER BUFR2<800), Z(512), IF'OSN(16),DSKINC
IRMODE=3
IF (LOPEN .EO. 1) IRMODE = -3
TYPE _," NOW READING FROM DISK"
CALL DISKIO(FILNAM,IRMODE,BUFR2,NWRDS,IBLE,NDUMMY,IERR)
IF (IERR .NE. O) TYPE _," ERROR CODE',IERR," DURING READ"
DO 40 L = 1,NPTS
HEOG(L+ITEMP) = BUFR2<IPOSN(K)+L_ISTEF')
CONTINUE
IBLK = IBLK + DSKINC
ITEMP = ITEMP + NPTS
IF (ITEMP .LT. LENGTH) GO TO 20
RETURN
END
m
.-°
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Local Variables, °PSECT $DATA, Size = 003142 ( 817° words)
Name T_Pe Offset
DSKINC 1.2 @ 000014
IRMODE 1.2 003132
K I_2 @ 000010
LOPEN I_2 @ 000002
NWRDS I_2 @ 000004
Name T_Pe Offset
IBLK I_2 @ 000006
ISTEP I=2 @ 000012
L I_2 003140
NDUMMY I_2 003134
Name T_Pe Offset
IERR I_2 003136
ITEMP I_2 @ 000020
LENGTH I=2 @ 000016
NPTS I_2 @ 000022
Local and COMMON Arrays;
Name T_Pe
BUFR2 I_2
FII_NAM L_I
HEOG R_4
1F'OSN I_2
Z I_2
Section Offset ...... Size ..... Dimensions
SDATA 000032 003100 ( 800°) (800)
@ SDATA 000000 000014 ( 6.) (12>
@ SDATA 000024 000004 ( 2.) (1>
@ SDATA 000026 000040 ( 16.) (16)
@ SDATA 000030 002000 ( 512.) (512)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor.Defined Functions:
Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name T_e Name T_Pe
DISKIO R_4
.=
m
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0001
C
0002
0003
0004
C
0005
C
C
C
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012 10
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018 20
C
0019
C
0020
002;1
0022
0023
0024
0025
0027
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033 22
0034
0035
0036 24
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041 26
C
C
C
0042
OO43
0044 30
0045
SUBROUTINE WIN( STIMIN, YSTIM, HEOG, YHEOG, COEF, LENGTH, H)
DIMENSION HEOG(1), STIMIN(1), COEF(1)
VIRTUAL YHEOG(1024), YSTIM(1024)
REAL YHEOG, YSTI_
L = LENGTH
CONPUTE THE MEAN OF THE DATA
XSUM = 0.0
YSUM = 0.0
FTL = FLOAT(LENGTH)
DO 10 I = 1, LENGTH
XSUM = XSUM + STIMIN(I)
YSUN = YSUM + HEOG(I)
CONTINUE
XNEAN = XSUM/FTL
YMEAN = YSUM/FTL
DO 20 I = 1, LENGTH
STIMIN(I) = STIHIN(_) - XMEAN
HEOG(I) = HEOG(I) - YMEAN
CONTINUE
TYPE _," FILTER DATA : 15 POINT FIR FILTER"
NCO = 15
DO 24 I = 2, L+NCO
×SM = 0.0
YSM = 0.0
DO 22 J = 1,NCO
IF (J .GE. I) GO TO 22
IF (I-J .GT. L) GO TO 22
HX = COEF(J> _ STIMIN(I-J)
XSM = XSM + HX
HY = COEF(J) _ HEOG(I-J)
YSM = YSM + HY
CONTINUE
YSTIM(I-1) = XSM
YHEOG(I-1) = YSM
CONTINUE
J2 = 14
DO 26 J = 15, L+J2
YSTIM(J-J2) = YSTIM(J)
YHEOG(J-J2) = YHEOG(J)
CONTINUE
m
TYPE DIFFERENTIATOR : 6TH ORDER CENTRAL DIFFERENCE "
DO 30 I = 4, L-3
HEOG(I) = ((YHEOG(I+3)-YHEOG(I-3))+(9._(YHEOG(I-2)-YHEOG(I+2)))
1 +(45,_(YHEOG(I+l)-YHEOG(I-1))))/(HI60.)
CONTINUE
HEOG(1) = HEOG(4)
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0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
C
C
C
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0057
0059
0060
0061 42
O062
0063 44
0064
0065
0066 46
C
0067
0068
0069 48
0070
0071
0072 49
C
C
C
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079 50
C
0080
0081
0082
0083 60
C
0084 70
0085
HEOG<2) = HEOG<4)
HEOG(3) = HEO6(4)
HEOG(L) = HEOG(L-3)
HEOG(L-1) = HEOG(L-3)
HEOG(L-2) = HEOG(L-3)
FILTER DATA : 15 POINT FIR FILTER
NCO = 15
DO 44 I = 2, LENGTH+NCO
BYSUM = 0.0
DO 42 J = 1, NCO
IF (J .GE. I) 60 TO 42
IF (I-J .6T° LENGTH) 60 TO 42
HYF = COEF(J) _ HEOG(I-J)
BYSUM = BYSUM + HYF
CONTINUE
YHEOG(I-1) = BYSUM
CONTINUE
DO 46 M = 15, L+J2
YHEOG(M-J2) = YHEOG(M)
CONTINUE
DO 48 1 = 18, LENGTH
STIMIN(I-17) = STIMIN(I)
CONTINUE
DO 49 I = I, 17
STIMIN(L+I) = STIMIN(L)/FLOAT(I)
CONTINUE
HANNING WINDOW (COSINE TAPER)
TPI = 31.4159265
IIPCL = LENGTH/IO
NPCL = (LENGTH_9)/IO
DO 50 I = I, ITPCL '"
STIMIN(I) = STIMIN(I)_(,5 - °5_COS((TPI_(I-I))/(LENGTH-1)))
HEOG(T) = YHEOG(I)_(.5 - .5_COS((TPI_(I-1))/(LENGTH-I>))
CONTINUE
DO 60 I = NPCL, LENGTH
STIMIN(1) = STIMIN(I)_(,5-.5_COS((TPI_I)/LENGTH))
HEOG(I) = YHEOG(I)_(.5-°5_COS((TPI_I)/LENGTH))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Local Variables, oPSECT SDATA, Size = 000220 ( 72. words)
Name T_e Offset
BYSUM R_4 000126
HX R_4 000114
I I_2 000066
J2 I_2 000124
M I_2 000136
TPI R_4 000140
XSUM R*4 000052
YSUM R_4 000056
Name T_e Offset
FTL R*4 000062
HY R*4 000120
ITPCL 1.2 000144
L I_2 00005O
NCO I_2 000100
XMEAN R_4 000070
YMEAN R_4 000074
Name T_Pe Offset
H R_4 @ 000014
HYF R_4 000132
J I_2 000112
LENGTH I_2 @ 000012
NPCL 1.2 000146
XSM R_4 000102
YSM R_4 000106
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name T_e Section Offset ....... Size
COEF R_4 @ SDATA '000010 000004 (
HEOG R_4 @ SDATA 000004 000004 <
STIMIN R_4 @ SDATA 000000 000004 (
Dimensions
2.) (1)
) (i)
2.) (I)
VIRTUAL Arrays, Total Size = 00000000 ( O, words)
Name T_e Offset ....... Size
YHEOG R_4 @ 000006 00010000 (
YSTIM R_4 @ 000002 00010000 <
Dimensions
2048.) (1024)
2048.) (1024)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:
Name T_pe Name T_pe Name T_Pe Name Tw_e Name T_pe
COS R_4 FLOAT R_4
Q
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0001
0002
0003
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0011
0012
0013
0014 10
0015 20
0017
0018
0019
0020 30
0021 40
(*022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036 50
0037
"' 0038 60
0039 70
0040
0042
OO43
0044 80
0045
0046
SUBROUTINE FFT(X, N, INV)
VIRTUAL X(I024)
COMPLEX X, U, W, T, CMPLX
X = COMPLEX ARRAY OF SIZE N--ON INPUT X CONTAINS
THE SEQUENCE TO BE TRANSFORMED
ON OUTPUT X CONTAINS THE DFT OF THE INPUT
N = SIZE OF FFT TO BE COMPUTED--N=2**M FOR loLE.M.LE.15
INV = PARAMETER TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO DO A DIRECT TRANSFORM (IN
OR AN INVERSE TRANSFORM (INV=I)
M = ALOG(FLOAT(N))/ALOG(2.) + ol
NV2 = N/2
NM1 = N- 1
J = 1
DO 40 I=I,NM1
IF (IoGE°J) GO TO 10
T = X(J)
X(J) - X(I)
X(I) = T
K = NV2
IF (KoGE.J) GO TO 30
J = J - K
K = K/2
-GO TO 20
J = J + K
CONTINUE
F'I = 4.*ATAN(loO)
DO 70 L=I, M
LE = 2**L
LE1 = LE/2
U = (I°0,0.0)
W = CMPLX(COS(PI/FLOAT(LE1)),-SIN(PI/FLOAT(LE1)))
IF (INV.NE.O) W = CONJG(W)
DO 60 J=I,LE1
DO 50 I=J,N,LE
IP = I + LE1
T = X(IP)*U
X(IP) = X(I) - T
X(I) = X(I) + T
CONTINUE
U = U*W
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
IF (INV°EQ.O) RETURN
DO 80 I=1 ,N
X(I) = X(I)/CMPLX(FLOAT(N),O°)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Local Variables, .F'SECT SDATA, Size = 000130 ( 44. words)
Name
I
J
I_E
N
F'I
W
T_Pe Offset Name T_Pe Offset Name
I_2 000046 INV 1.2 @ 000004 IF'
I_2 000044 K 1.2 000050 L
I_2 000060 LE1 1.2 000062 M
I_2 @ 000002 NM1 I_2 000042 NV2
R_4 000052 T C.8 000026 U
C_8 000016
T_Pe Offset
1.2 000064
1.2 000056
1.2 000036
I_2 000040
C_8 000006
V_RTUAL Arrays, Total Size = 00000000 ( O. words)
Name
XRAY
T_Pe Offset ....... Size Dimensions
C.8 @ 000000 00020000 ( 4096.) <1024)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:
Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name TwPe Name T_Pe Name T_Pe
ALOG R_4 ATAN Ri4 CMPLX C.8 CONJG C.8 COS R*4
FLOAT R*4 SIN R*4
e
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0001
C
O002
C
0003
0004
0005
C
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011 10
C
C
C
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
O017 20
0018
0019
C
0020
0021
00_ 30
C
0023
0024
oo25
0026 40
C
C
0027
0028
C
0029
0030
C
0031
O032
C
O033
0034
0035
0036
0037 50
o..,
0038
0039
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SUBROUTINE CRSPEC(XRAY,YRAY,TPYRAY,STIMIN,HEOG,GXYRAY,
1 SGXY,YSTIN,YHEOG,LH,CFAC)
DIMENSION HEOG(1), STIMIN(1), TF'YRAY(I>, SGXY(I>
VIRTUAL XRA¥(I024), YRAY(I024_, GXYRAY(512)
VIRTUAL ¥STIM(I024>, ¥HEOG(1024)
COMF'LEX XRAY, YRAY, GXYRAY
DO 10 I = i, LH
GXYRAY(I) = (CONJG(XRAY(I)))*(YRAY(I))
STIMIN(I) = REAL(GXYRAY<I>)
HEOG(I) = AIMAG(GXYRAY(I))
TPYRAY<I) = CFAC*(CABS(GXYRAY(I)))
CONTINUE
HANNING SMOOTHING
YSTIM(I> = 0.5*<STIMIN(1) ÷ STIHIN(2>)
YHEOG(I> = 0.5*(HEOG<I> + HEOG(2))
DO 20 I = 2, LH-I
YSTIM<I) = 0.25@(STIMIN(I-I) ÷ STIMIN(I÷I)) ÷ 0.5*STIMIN(1)
YHEOG(1) = 0o25*(HEOG(I-1) ÷ HEOG<I÷I)> ÷ 0.5*HEOG(1)
CONTINUE
YSTIN(LH) = O°5@(STIHIN(LH-1) + STIMIN(LH))
YHEOG<LH) = Oo5_(HEOG(LH-_) + HEOG(LH))
DO 30 I = 1, LH ._
GXYRAY(1) = CMPLX( YSTIM(I>, _HEOG(1)),
CONTINUE
DO 40 I = 1, LH
STIMIN<I) = CFAC*((CABS(XRAY(1)))_*2o)
HEOG(I) = CFAC*<(CABS<YRAY(I)))**2o)
CONTINUE
HANN_NG SNOOTHING OF AUTO SPECTRA
SGXY(1) = 0.5*(TF'YRAY(1) + TF'YRA¥(2))
SGXY(LH) = 0.5_(TF'YRAY(LH-1) + TF'YRAY(LH)>
YSTIM(1) = 0.5*(STIMIN(1) + STIMIN(2>)
YSTIM(LH) = 0.5*(STIHIN<LH-I) + STIMIN(LH>)
YHEOG(1) = 0.5_(HEOG(1) ÷ HEOG(2>)
YHEOG<LH) = 0.5_<HEOG(HL-1) + HEOG(LH)>
DO 50 I = 2, LH-I
SGXY(I) = 0.25*(TF'YRAY(I-I> + TF'YRAY<I+I)) + 0.5*TF'YRAY(1)
YSTIH(I) = O.25*<STIMIN(I-1) + STIHIN(I÷I)) + O.51STIMIN(I>
YHEOG<I) = O.251(HEOG(I-I> + HEOG(I+I)) + O.5*HEOG(I)
CONTINUE
DO 60 I = I, LH
TF'YRAY(1) = SGXY<I)
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0040
0041
0042 60
C
0043;
0044
STIMIN(I) = YSTIM(I)
HEOG(I) = YHEOG(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
ENIa
g
.°
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Local Variables, .F'SECT $DATA, Size = 000226 ( 75° words)
Name T_e Offset Name T_e Offset Name
CFAC R_4 @ 000024 HL R_4 000112 I
LH I_2 @ 000022
T_e Offset
I_2 000110
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name T_ee Section Offset ...... Size ..... Dimer, sions
HEOG R_4 @ SBATA 000010 000004 ( 2.) (I)
SGXY R_4 @ $DATA 000014 000004 ( 2.) (I)
STIMIN R_4 @ SDATA 000006 000004 ( 2°) (i)
TF'YRAY R_4 @ SDATA 000004 000004 ( 2°) (I)
VIRTUAL Arrays, Total Size = 00000000 ( O° words)
Name T_e
GXYRAY C_8
XRAY C_8
YHEOG R_4
YRAY C_8
YSTIM R_4
Offset Size
@ 000012 00010000 (
@ 000000 00020000 (
@ 000020 00010000 (
@ 000002 00020000 (
@ O0001& 00010000 (
[I imens ior,s
2048.) (512)
4096.) (1024)
2048.) (1024)
4096.) (1024)
2048°_ (1024)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined F,Jr,ctlor,s:
Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name TyPe Name Tv_e Nsme Type
AIMAG R_4 CABS R_4 CHF'LX C_8 CONJG C_8 REAL R_4
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0001
0002
0003
0004
C
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
C
C
0019 3
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0028
0029
0030
C
0031 6
0032
0033 10
C
0034
C
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
C
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
C
0046
C
SUBROUTINE F'LT(Y,XT,LGTH,XSF,FILNAM)
DIMENSION Y(1), XT(1)
BYTE FILNAM(12)
LTEMP = LGTH
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
SELECT THE TYPE OF GRAPH!"
TYPE _," :
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
1 ..TIME FUNCTION OF INF'UT _ "
2 ..TIME FUNCTION OF RESPONSE : "
3 ..CROSS SPECTRA _ "
4 ..AUTO SPECTRA OF INPUT : "
5 ..AUTO SF'ECTRA OF RESPONSE : '
6 ..TRANSFER FUNTION _ GAIN _ "
7 ..TRANSFER FUNCTION IN DBs ; "
8 ..PHASE FUNTION IN DEGREES I "
9 ..COHERENCE FLINTION : "
TYPE _," ENTER THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER:'
ACCEPT _,NUM
TYPE _," SET YMIN = ?"
ACCEPT _,YMIN
TYPE _," YMIN= ",YMIN
TYF'E _," SET YMAX = ?"
ACCEPT _,YMAX
TYPE _," DO YOU WANT TO EXPAND THE FREQUENCY SCALE? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT _,ISCAL
IF (ISCAL .NE. 1) GO TO 6
TYPE _," TYPE IN DESIRED SCALE FACTOR.
ACCEF'T _, IXSCF
LGTH = LGTH/IXSCF
DO i0 J = i, LGTH
XT(J) = XSF_FLOAT(J)
CONTINUE /-
XLGT = XSF_FLOAT(LGTH)
ILFT = 600
IRIT = 3500
IBOT = I000
ITOP = 2500
XMIN = O.
XMAX = XLGT
CALL TSXCHK
CALL GRINIT(4014,4631,1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL ERASE
CALL GRID(lO,10,ILFl',IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',97)
CALL ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
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0047
C
0048
C
0049
0050
0051 14
C
0052
C
0053 20
0054
0055 22
0056
0057
0058 24
0059
0060
0061 26
0062
0063
C
0064 30
0065
0066 32
0067
0068
0069 34
0070
0071
0072 36
0073
0074
C
0075 40
0076
0077 42
0078
0079
0080 44
0081
0082
0083 46
0084
0085
C
0086 50
0087
0088 52
0089
0090
0091 54
0092
V02.6 Thu ll-Jul-85 01:56:34
CALL XYPLOT(XT,Y,LGTH,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,XMIN,XMAX,
i YMIN,YMAX,I,0)
CALL CHRSIZ(2)
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, ITOP+500, -i)
TYPE 14, FILNAN
FORMAT ('+FILENAHE:',14A1)
GO TO (20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100),NUM
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -1)
TYPE 22
FORMAT ('+INPUT STIMULUS VS TIME ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 24
FORMAT ('+VOLTS')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 26
FORMAT ('+TIME IN SECONDS ")
CALL MPLOT< O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -1)
TYPE 32
FORMAT ('+HORIZONTAL EYE MOVEMENTS VS TIME ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 34
FORMAT ('+VOLTS')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 36
FORMAT ('+TIME IN SECONDS ")
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
CALL HPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -])
TYPE 42
FORMAT ('+CROSS-SPECTRA ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 44
FORMAT ('+VSQ/HZ')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 46
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ ")
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
t
.o
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -i)
TYPE 52
FORMAT ('+POWER SPECTRUM OF INPUT STIMULUS ')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -I)
TYPE 54
FORMAT ('+VSQ/HZ')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -I)
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0093
0094 56
C
0095
0096
C
0097 60
0098
0099 62
0] O0
0101
0102 64
0103
0104
0105 66
0106
0107
C
0108 70
0109
0110 72
0i] 1
0112
0113 74
0114
0115
0] 16 76
0117
0118
C
0119 80
0120
0121 82
0122
0123
0124 84
0125
0126
0] 27 86
0128
0129
C
0130 90
0131
0132 92
0133
0] 34
0135 94
0136
0137
0138 96
0139
0140
C
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TYPE 56
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -17
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFr+500, ITOP+200, -1;
TYPE 62
FORMAT ('+POWER SPECTRUM OF OCULAR RESPONSE')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -I)
TYF'E 64
FORMAT ('+VSO/HZ')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -17
TYF'E 66
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -I)
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -i)
TYPE 72
FORMAT ('+TRANSFER FUNCTION GAIN')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 74
FORMAT ('+GAIN')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1>
TYPE 76
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MF'LOT( O, IBOT-600, -I)
GO TO 150
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -I)
TYPE 82
FORMAT ('+TRANSFER FUNCTION IN DBs')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -i)
TYPE 84
FORMAT ('+DBs')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -17
TYPE 86
FORMAT('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -17
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -I)
TYPE 92
FORMAT ('+PHASE FACTOR IN DEGREES ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -I)
TYPE 94
FORMAT ('+DEGs')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 96
FORMAT('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
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0141 100
0142
0143 102
0144
0145
0146 106
0]47
(-
0148 150
0149
0150
0151
C
0153
C
0154 160
0155
0156
0158
0159 165
0160
0161 170
C
0162 200
0163
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -1)
TYPE 102
FORMAT ('+COHERENCE FUNCTION ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 106
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
TYPE _," DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT _, HCPY
IF (HCPY .NE. 1) GO TO 160
CALL COPY(O)
TYPE _," DO YOU WANT ANOTHER PLOT? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT _, IYS
IF (IYS .NE° 1) GO TO 200
TYPE 165,LTEMP
FORMAT (" LTEMP " ",I4)
LGTH = LTEMP
GO TO 3
RETURN
END
t
-
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Local Variables, °F'SECT $[IATA, Size = 000266 < 91. words)
Name TyPe Offset Name Type Offset Name Type
HCPY R*4 000062 IBOT 1.2 000046 ILFT 1.2
IRIT 1.2 000044 ISCAL 1.2 000030 ITOF' 1,2
IXSCF 1.2 000032 IYS 1.2 000066 J 1.2
LGTH 1.2 @ 000004 LTEMP 1,2 000014 NUN 1.2
XLGT R*4 000036 XMAX R*4 000056 XMIN R*4
XSF R*4 @ 000006 YMAX RI4 000024 YMIN R*4
Offset
000042
000050
000034
000016
000052
000020
Local and COMMON Arra_s_
Name Type Section Offset ...... Size ..... Dimensions
FILNAM L*I @ SDATA 000010 000014 ( 6_) (12)
XT R*4 @ SDATA 000002 000004 ( 2.) (1)
Y R*4 @ SDATA 000000 000004 ( 2.) (1)
Subroutines, F.ar.ctions, Statement and F'rocessor-Defir.ed Functions :
Name Type Name TyPe Name Type Name TyPe Name Type
ANOTAT R*4 CHRSIZ R*4 COF'Y R*4 ERASE R*4 FLOAT R*4
(_RID R*4 GRINIT R*4 MPLOT 1.2 TSXCHK R_4 XYPLOT R*4
u
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0001
0002
0003
C
0004 5
0005
0006
C
0008 lO
0009 20
O0 .1.0
0011 30
O012
C
0013
0 014
0015
00 ]6
O0 ] 7
C
0018 40
O019 50
0020
0021
0023
0024 100
0025
SUBROUTINE SAVDAT(X, LT, IFILE)
DIMENSION X(I >
LOGI CALX(I _FILE(15)
TYPE _(,' SAVE DATA ON DISK? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT _,ISK
IF (ISK .NE. I) GO TO I00
TYPE 20
FORMAT ('+ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE: ",$)
ACCEPT 30,IFILE
FORMAT (15A1)
IFILE(11.5) = 0
OPEN (UNIT=2, NAME=IFILE, ERR=40)
WRITE (2,_) LT,(X(1),I=I,LT>
TYPE _,'$DATA SAVED ON DISKETTE "
CLOSE (UNIT=2)
i30 TO 100
TYF'E 50
FORMAT ('+ERROR; DATA WAS NOT SAVED! TRY AGAIN? (YES=l)')
ACCEPT _,IS
IF (IS .NE. i) 60 TO i00
GO TO I0
RETURN
END
t
/-
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l.ocal Variables, .F'SECT $DATA, Size = 000016 (
Name TYPe Offset
I 1.2 000012
LT 1.2 @ 000002
Storage MaP for F'rosram Unit SAVBAT
7. words)
Name T_Pe Offset Name TyPe Offset
IS 1.2 000014 ISK I_2 000010
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name TsPe
IFILE L*I
X R*4
Section Offset
@ SDATA 000004
@ $[IATA
Size .....
000017 (
000000 000004
[lintens ions
8,) (15)
2.) (I)
e
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R LINK
XYF'SE,XYPSE = XYF'SE,SYILABLIB,SY:FF'U/F':300,//
GETDAT/O: i
WIN/O: 1
FFT/O : i
CRSF'EC/O: i
F'LT/O : 1
SAVDAT/O: i
//
e
v.
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FLOW DIAGRAM AND PROGRAM LISTING
RDAT
AVERAGING PROGRAM
t
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0001
0002
0003
0004
C
0005
0006
C
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
C
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
C
0027
0028
0029 2
C
0030 5
0031 I0
0032
0033 20
0034
0035 30
0036
C
0037
0038
0039
O040
C
0041
0042
0043 40
0044
0045
0046
0048
PROGRAM RDAT
DIMENSION RST(512), SUM(512), FREQ(&), TR(6), XT(512)
LOGICAL_I IFILE(15)
BYTE FILNAM(12)
TYPE _," ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS PREVIOUSLY AVERAGED!"
ACCEPT _,RNOF
FREQ(1) = 0.1
FREO(2) = 0.15
FREQ(3) = 0.25
FREQ(4) = 0.35
FREQ(5) = 0.55
FREQ(6) = 0.95
LTR = 6
RF = 10./1024.
FILNAM(1) = "A"
FILNAM(2) = 'V"
FILNAM(3) = "G"
FILNAM(4) = 'E"
FILNAM(5) = "D"
FILNA_(6) = "R"
FILNAM(7) = "E"
FILNAM(8) = "S"
FILNAM(9) = "U"
FILNAM(IO) = 'L"
FILNAM(I1) = "T"
FILNAM(12) = "S"
DO 2 I = i, 512
SUM(I) = 0.0
CONTINUE
DO i0 I = I, 7
IFILE(K) = 0
TYF'E 2b
FORMAT (" ENTER FILENAME'/" IFILE? ',$)
ACCEPT 30, IFILE
FORMAT (15AI)
IFILE(15) = 0
i
OPEN (UNIT=2, NAME:IFILE, TYF'E='OLD', ERR=50)
READ (2,*) LH,(RST(I),I=I,LH)
TYPE _," DATA WAS READ FROM DISK FILE "
CLOSE (UNIT=2)
O0 40 1 = i, LH
SUM(I) = RNOF_SUM(I)
CONTINUE
TYF'E _," WAS IST FILE PREVIOUSLY AVGD & STORED7 (YES=l)"
ACCEPT *,JES
IF (JES .NE. 17 GO TO 47
DO 45 I = I, LH
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0049
0050 45
0051
C
0052 47
0053
C
0054 50
0055 55
0056
0057
0059
C
0060 60
0061
0062 65
C
0063
C
0064
0065
0066
0068
C
0069 67
0070
0071
C
0073 68
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
C
0079
0080 61
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087 70
C
0088 100
0089
SUM(I) = RST(I)
CONTINUE
GO TO 5
RNOF = RNOF + I.
GO TO 60
TYPE 55
FORMAT (' ERROR IN LOCATING FILE; TRY AGAIN? (YES=l)')
ACCEPT *,IES
IF (IES .ME.l) GO TO 100
GO TO 5
DO 65 I = I, LH
SUM(I) = (SUM(I) + RST(I))/RNOF
CONTINUE
CALL SAVDAr(SUM, LH, IFILE)
TYPE .," DO YOU WANT A F'LOT OF THE AVERAGED RESULTS? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT .,IYES
IF (IYES .NE. 1) GO TO 67
CALL PLT(SUM, XT, LH, RF, FILNAM)
TYPE ,," READ IN ANOTHER DATA FILE? (YES=I)"
ACCEPT _, ISH
IF (ISH .EQ. I) GO TO 5
TR(1) = SUM(If)
TR(2) = SUM(16)
TR(3) = SUM(27)
TR(4) = SUM(37)
TR(5) = SUM(57)
TR(6) = SUM(98)
PRINT 61,LH,RNOF
FORMAT (" LH= ",14,5X," NO. FILES AVGD =',F5.1)
PRINT 70, FREQ(1), SUM(11)
PRINT 70, FREQ(2), SUM(16)
PRINT 70, FREO(3), SUM(27)
F'RINT 70, FREQ(4), SUM(37)
PRINT 70, FREQ(5); SUM(57)
PRINT 70, FREQ(6), SUM(98)
FORMAT (" FREQ = ",FGo4,5X," AVG RESULTS = ",F10.5)
STOP
END
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l..ocal Variables, .PSECT $DATA, Size = 014162 ( 3129. words)
Name T_Pe Offset N_me TyPe Offset Name T_Pe
I I12 014144 IES I12 014154 ISH I_2
IYES I_2 014156 dES Ii2 014152 K I_2
LH I_2 014150 LTR I_2 014136 RF R_4
RNOF R_4 014132
Offset
014160
014146
014140
Local and COMMON Arra_s_
Name T_Pe Section Offset ...... Size ..... Dimensions
FILNAM L_I SBATA 014077 000014 ( 6.) (12)
F REQ R_4 SDATA 010000 000030 ( 12.) (6)
IFILE L*I $DATA 014060 000017 ( 8.) (15)
RST R_4 $DATA 000000 004000 ( 1024.) (5127
SUM R_4 $DATA 004000 004000 ( 1024.7 (512)
TR R_4 $DATA 010030 000030 ( 12.) (67
XT R*4 $DATA 010060 004000 ( 1024o7 (512)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Functions:
Name T_ee Name T_Pe Name T_ee Name T_Pe Name T_Pe
F'LT R_4 SAVDAT R_4
m
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0001
0002
0003
C
0004 5
0005
0006
C
0008 10
0009 20
0010
0011 30
0012
C
0013
0014
0015
O016
0017
C
0018 40
O019 50
0020
0021
0023
0024 100
0025
SUBROUTINE SAVDAT(X, LT, IFILE)
DIMENSION X(1)
LOGICAL_I IFILE(15)
TYPE _," SAVE DATA ON DISK? (YES=I)"
ACCEPT _,ISK
IF (ISK .NE. i) GO TO 100
TYPE 20
FORMAT ('+ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE: ",$)
ACCEF'T 30,IFILE
FORMAI'(15A1)
IFILE(15) = 0
OPEN (UNIT=2, NAME=IFILE, ERR=40)
WRITE (2,_) LT,(X(I),I=I,LT)
TYPE _,'+DATA SAVED ON DISKETTE "
CLOSE (UNIT=2)
GO TO I00
TYPE 50
FORMAT ('+ERROR; DATA WAS NOT SAVED! TRY AGAIN? (YES=I)')
ACCEF'T _,IS
IF (IS .NE. 1) GO TO 100
GO TO I0
RETURN
END
t
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Local Variables, .PSECT $DATA, Size : 000016 <
Name T_Pe Offset Name T_Pe Offset
I 1.2 000012 IS 1.2 000014
LT 1.2 @ 000002
Storage MaP for F'ro_ram Unit SAVDAT
7. words)
Name TyPe
ISK 1.2
Local and COMMON ArraYs:
Name Type Section Offset Size .....
IFILE L*I @ SDATA 000004 000017 (
X R*4 @ $DATA 000000 000004 (
Dimensions
8.) (15)
2.) (i)
Offset
000010
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0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
C
C
C
3
C
6
I0
C
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE PI.T(Y,XT,LGTH,XSF,FILNAM)
DIMENSION Y(1), XT(1)
BYTE FILNAM(12)
LTEMP = LGTH
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
TYPE _," |
TYPE _,"
TYPE _," :
TYPE _," |
TYPE _," :
TYPE _," ;
TYPE _,"
TYPE _,"
SELECT THE TYPE OF GRAPH!'
1 ..TIME FUNCTION OF INF'UT : "
2 ..TIME FUNCTION OF RESPONSE : "
3 ,,CROSS SPECTRA : "
4 ..AUTO SPECTRA OF INPUT : "
5 ..AUTO SPECTRA OF RESPONSE _ "
6 ,,TRANSFER FUNTION : GAIN : '
7 ..TRANSFER FUNCTION IN DBs : "
8 **PHASE FIlNTION IN DEGREES ; "
9 .,COHERENCE FUNTION _ '
TYPE _," .ENTER THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER:"
ACCEPT _c,NUM
TYF'E _:," SET YMIN = 9,
ACCEPT _,YMIN
TYPE _," YMIN= ",YMIN
TYPE _," SET YMAX = _'
ACCEF'T _,YMAX
TYPE _,' DO YOU WANT TO EXPAND THE FREQUENCY SCALE. ? (YES=l)'
ACCEPT _,ISCAL __
IF (ISCAL oNE. I) GO TO 6
TYPE _," TYPE IN DESIRED SCALE FACTOR. "
ACCEPT _, IXSCF
LGTH = LGTH/IXSCF
DO I0 J = i, LGTH
XT(J) = XSF_FLOAT(J)
CONTINUE
XLGT = XSF_FLOAT(LGTH)
ILFT =-600
IRIT = 3500
IBOT = I000
ITOF' = 2500
XMIN = O.
XMAX = XLGT
CALL TSXCHK
CALL GRINIT(4014,4631,1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL ERASE
CALL GRID(lO,lO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',97)
CALL ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF°,XMIN,XMAX'YMIN' YMAX)
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0047
C
0048
C
0049
0050
0051 14
C
0052
C
0053 20
0054
0055 22
0056
0057
0058 24
47059
0060
0061 26
0062
O063
C
0064 30
4)(365
0066 32
0067
0068
0069 34
0070
0071
0072 36
0073
0074
C
O075 4O
0076
0077 42
0078
0079
4)080 44
0081
0082
0083 46
0084
0085
C
0086 50
0087
0088 52
(3089
0090
0091 54
0092
CALL XYPLOT(XT_Y,LGTH, ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,XMIN,XMAX,
1 YMIN,YMAX,I,O)
CALL CHRSIZ(_)
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT-500, ITOF'+500, -I)
TYPE 14, FILNAM
FORMAT ('+FILENAME:',14A1)
GO TO (20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100),NUM
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+500, ITOF'+200, -I)
TYPE 22
FORMAT 4'+INF'UT STIMULUS VS TIME ")
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 24
FORMAT ('+VOLTS')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYF'E 26
FORMAT 4"+TIME IN SECONDS ")
CALL MF'LOT( O, IBOT-600, -i)
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -I)
TYPE 32
FORMAT ('+HORIZONTAL EYE MOVEMENTS VS TIME ">
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 34
FORMAT 4"+VOLTS')
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -I)
TYF'E 36
FORMAT ('+TIME IN SECONDS ")
CALL MF'LOT( O, IBOT-600, -i)
GO TO 150
CALL MF'LOT4ILFT+500, ITOF'+200, -i)
TYPE 62
FORMAT ('+CROSS-SPECTRA ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 44
FORMAT ('+VSQ/HZ')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 46
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -])
TYPE 52
FORMAT ('+POWER SPECTRUM OF INF'UT STIMULUS ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -I)
TYF'E 54
FORMAT ('+VSO/HZ')
CALL HPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1>
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0093
0094 56
C
0095
0096
C
0097 60
0098
0099 62
0 I00
0]01
0102 64
0103
0104
O] 05 66
0106
O] 07
C
0108 70
0109
0110 72
0111
0112
0113 74
0114
0115
0116 76
0117
0118
C
O119 80
0120
0121 82
0122
0123
0124 84
0125
0126
0127 86
0128
0129
C
0130 90
0131
0132 92
0133
0134
0135 94
0136
0137
0] 38 96
0139
0140
C
TYPE 56
FORMAT ('+FREOUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -I)
TYPE 62
FORMAT ('+POWER SPECTRUM OF OCULAR RESPONSE')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 64
FORMAT ('+VSQ/HZ')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -i)
TYPE 66
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -i)
GO TO 150
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+500, ITOF'+200, -i)
TYPE 72
FORMAT ('+TRANSFER FUNCTION GAIN')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 74
FORMAT ('+GAIN')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -])
TYPE 76
FORMAT ('+FREOUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -I)
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOF'+200, -i)
TYPE 82
FORMAT ('+TRANSFER FUNCTION IN DBs')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYF'E 84
FORMAT ('+DBs')
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -])
TYPE 86
FORMAT('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MF'LOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
GO TO 150
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -I)
TYPE 92
FORMAT ('+PHASE FACTOR IN DEGREES ")
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT-500, IBOT+750, -1)
TYPE 94
FORMAT ('+BEGs')
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -i)
TYPE 96
FORMAT('+FREOUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -I)
GO TO 150
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0141 100
0142
0143 102
0144
0145
0146 106
0147
C
0148 150
0149
0150
0151
C
0153
C
0154 160
0155
0156
0158
015(7 165
0160
0161 170
C
0162 200
0163
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+500, ITOP+200, -I)
TYPE 102
FORMAT ('+COHERENCE FUNCTION ")
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+800, IBOT-300, -1)
TYPE 106
FORMAT ('+FREQUENCY IN HERTZ')
CALL MPLOT( O, IBOT-600, -1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
TYPE *," DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT *, HCPY
IF (HCPY oNEo 1) GO TO 160
CALL COPY(O)
TYPE *," DO YOU WANT ANOTHER F'LOT? (YES=l)'
ACCEF'T ., IYS
IF (IYS .NE. 1) GO TO 200
TYF'E 165,LTEMP
FORMAT (' LTEMP = ",I4)
LGTH = LI'EMF'
GO TO 3
RETURN
END
i
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Local Variables, .F'SECT SDATA, Size = 000266 ( 91. words)
Name
HCPY
IRIT
IXSCF
LGTH
XLGT
XSF
TyPe Offset Name TyPe Offset Name
R*4 000062 IBOT 1.2 000046 ILFT
1.2 000044 ISCAL 1.2 000030 ITOP
1.2 000032 IYS 1.2 000066 J
1.2 @ 000004 LTEMP 1.2 000014 NUM
R*4 000036 XMAX R*4 000056 XMIN
R*4 @ 000006 YMAX R*4 000024 YMIN
T_e Offset
1.2 000042
1.2 000050
1,2 000034
1.2 000016
R*4 0O0O52
R*4 O0002O
l.ocal and COMMON Arrays;
Name r_e Section Offset ...... Size Dimensions
FILNAM L*I @ $DATA 000010 000014 ( 6.) (12)
XT R_4 @ SDATA 000002 000004 ( 2°) (1)
Y R*4 @ $DATA 000000 000004 ( 2.) (I)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and Processor-Defined Fur.ctions_
Name T_Pe Name Type Name T_Pe Name T_Pe Name TyPe
ANOTAT R*4 CHRSIZ R*4 COPY R*4 ERASE R*4 FLOAT R*4
(_RID R*4 GRINIT R*4 MPLOT 1.2 TSXCHK R*4 XYPLOT R*4
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APPENDIX C
FIR RESULTS
FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE
DIGITAL FILTER COEFFICIENTS
AND TEST PROGRAM..
i
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FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE (FIR)
LINEAR PHASE DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN
REMEZ EXCHANGE ALGORITHM
BANDPASS FILTER
FILTER LENGTH = 15
•_ IMPULSE RESPONSE _
H( 1) = 0.37165603E-02 = H( 15)
H( 2) = 0.20235427E-01 = H( 14)
H( 3) = 0.13399956E-01 = H( 13)
H( 4) = -0.40643737E-01 = H( 12)
H( 5) = -0.66073574E-01 = H( 11)
H( 6) = 0.61152663E-01 = H( 10)
H( 7) = 0.30294424E+00 = H( 9)
H( 8) = 0.43047285E+00 = H( 8)
LOWER BAND EDGE
UPPER BAND EDGE
DESIRED VALUE
WEIGHTING
DEVIATION
DEVIATION IN DB
BAND 1 BAND 2
0.0000000 0.3000000
0.1500000 0.5000000
1.0000000 0.0000000
I0.0000000 50.0000000
0.0199359 0.0039872
0.1714583 -47.9866638
EXTREMAL FREQUENCIES--MAXIMA OF THE ERROR CURVE
0.0000000 0.0664062 0.1250000 0.1500000
0.3195313 0.3664063 0.4289063 0.5000000
0.3000000
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FORTRAN IV V02.6 Wed 17-Jui-85 :E2"24:09 I-'AGE 001
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
001&
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
(>026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0034
0035
0036
0038
0039
(>040
0041
0042
0043
C
10
20
30
4O
C
C
42
45
C
5O
51
C
C
52
C
57
C
C
PROGRAM TSTFIR
INTEGER Z(512),DSKINC,NBLK,IF'OSN(16),MAX(16),ICHNUM(16>,LENGTH
REAL AMPL, PERIOD, INTRAT, HEQG(1040_, XT(I024>, COEF(25),
1 DIFCO(25>, YHEOG(I050)
EQUIVALENCE (AMPL,Z(150)),(PERIOD,Z(152)),(INTRAr,Z(159)),
1 (DSKINC,Z(167)),(NBLK,Z(172)),(ICHNUM,Z(177)),
(IPOSN,Z(225)).(MAX,Z(241))
INTEGER BUFR2(I024), IERR
BYTE FILNAM(12)
DO 20 K=1,12
FILNAM(K)=O
TYPE 30
FORMAT (i ENTER COMPLETE FILENAME'/_
ACCEPT 40,FILNAM
FORMAT (12AI)
FILENAME 7",$>
CALL DISKIO(FILNAM,-3,Z,256,0,NOUMMY,IERR)
IF (IERR .NE. O) TYPE *," ERROR CODE',IERR," DURING READING _
TYF'E ;$:,"CHAN NO."
ACCEPT *,K
TYPE :$:,'ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR EOG"
ACCEF'T *,LENGTH
TYF'E *," DO YOU WANT FILES LEFT OF'EN? (1=YES)"
ACCEF'T *, LOF'EN
NWRDS = DSKINC* 256
IBLK = 2
ITEMF" = 0
TYPE 50, NBLK, NWRDS, IBLK,DSKINC
FORMAT (_ NBLK=',I5, " NWRDS=',I5, _
TYPE 51,MAX(K),IPOSN(K)
FORMAT (' MAX(K) = _,I5, _ IF°OSN(K) = ',I5)
IBL.K =_,I5,'DSKINC=',I5)
i
TYPE *,_ DO YOU WANT TO PLOT EVERY POINT? ENTER STEP SIZE! _
ACCEPT _,ISTEF"
IRMODE=3
IF (LOPEN ,EQ. i) IRMODE = -3
TYPE *,' NOW READING FROM DISK"
CALL DISKIO(FILNAM,IRMODE,BUFR2,NWRDS,IBLK,NDUMMY,IERR)
IF (IERR oNE. O) TYPE *," ERROR CODE',IERR," DURING REAO'
NF'TS = (MAX(K)-IF'OSN(K)+I)/ISTEF'
DO 57 L = I,NF'TS
HEOG(L+ITEMP) = BUFR2(IF'OSN(K) + L*ISTEP)
CONTINUE
IBLK = IBLK + DSKINC
ITEMF" = ITEMF' + NF'TS
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0044
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
C
6O
C
C
0067
0068
0069 61
C
0070
0071
0072
C
0074
C
0075 62
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083 65
C
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0090
O092
O093
IF (ITEMF' .LT. LENGTH) 60 ro 52
XLGT = FLOAT(LENGTH)
DO 60 J = 1,LENGTH
XT(J) = FLOAT(J)
CONTINUE
TYPE *," SET YMIN!"
ACCEPT _,YHIN
TYPE *," SET YMAX!"
ACCEPT *,YHAX
ILFT = 600
IRIT = 3500
IBOT = 1000
ITOP = 2500
XMIN = O.
XMAX = XLGT
CALL TSXCHK.
CALL 6RINIT(4014,4631,1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL ERASE
CALL GRID(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,97)
CALL ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL XYPLOT(XT,HEOG,LENGTH,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,XMIN,XMAX,
1 YMIN,YMAX,I,O)
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+5OO,ITOF'+300,-1)
TYF'E 61
FORMAT('+RAW DATA ")
TYF'E *," DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT Z,IS
IF (IS .NE. 1) 60 TO 62
CALL COPY(O)
TYF'E ,," ENTER NUMBER OF FIR COEFFICIENTS: "
ACCEPT" *,NCO
NE = NCO+I
NEH = NE/2
DO 65 N = I, NEH
TYPE *,' ENTER FIR COEF VALUE FOR N= ",N
ACCEPT *, COEF(N)
COEF(NE-N) = COEF(N)
CONTINUE
DO 80 I = 2, LENGTH+NCO
SUM =0.0
DO 70 J = 1,NCO
L = J
IF (J .6E. I) GO TO 70
IF (i-J .GT. LENGTH> uu.... '_'_lu70
H = COEF(J) _ HEOG(I-J)
SUM = SUM + H
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0094 70
0095
0096 80
C
0097
0098
0099
0100 81
C
0101
0102
0103
0104
0]05
0106
0107
C
0108
0109
0110 82
0111
0112
0113
C
0115
C
0116
0117
0118
0120
0121
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0132
0134
0136
0137
0138
0139
O] 40
0141
0142
C
83
85
C
9O
I00
C
CONTINUE
YHEOG(I-I) = SUM
CONTINUE
J2 = NE-I
DO 81 J = NE, LENGTH+J2
YHEOG(J-J2) = YHEOG(J)
CONTINUE
CALL TSXCHK
CALL GRINIT(4014,4631,1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL ERASE
CALL GRID(lO,10,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,97)
CALL ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMA×,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL XYPLOT(XT,YHEOG,LENGTH,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,IrOF',XMIN,XMA×,
1 YMIN,YMAX,I,0)
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+5OO,ITOP+300,-I)
TYPE 82
FORMAT ('+FILTERED DATA')
TYPE W_," DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY? (YES=i)"
ACCEPT _,IS
IF (IS .NE. I) GO TO 83
CALL COF'Y(O)
TYPE _," TRY ANOTHER FILTER? (YES=IJ'
ACCEPT _,JYES
IF (JYES .EQ. 1) GO TO 62
TYPE _," ENTER NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIATOR COEFFICIENTS:
ACCEPT _,NDCO
ND = NDCO+I
NDEH = NDCO/2
DO 85 N = 1, NBEH
TYPE _," ENTER FIR COEF VALUE FOR N= ",N
ACCEPT'_, BIFCO(N)
BIFCO(ND-N) = DIFCO(N)
CONTINUE
DO 100 I = 2, LENGTH+NDCO
BSUM =0.0
DO 90 J = I,NDCO
IF (J .GE. I) GO TO 90
IF (I-J .GT. LENGTH) GO TO 90
DH = DIFCO(J) _ YHEOG(I-J)
DSUM = DSUM + DH
CONTINUE
HEOG(I-I) = DSUM
CONTINUE
JD = ND - 1
LN = LENGTH + NDCO
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0143
0144
0145 101
C
0146
0147
0148
0149
0150
0_51
0152
C
0153
0154
0155 ii0
C
0156
C
0157
0158
0159
C
0161
0162
0163
C
0165
0166
0167
C
0169
0170
DO i01 M = ND, LN
HEOG(M-JD) = HEOG(M)
CONTINUE
CALL. TSXCHK
CALL GRINIT(4014,4631,1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL ERASE
CALL GRID(IO,10,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',97)
CALL ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL XYPLOT(XT,HEOG,LENGTH,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMAX,
1 YMIN,YMAX,I,O)
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+5OO,ITOF'+300,-I)
TYPE 110
FORMAT ('+DIFFERENTIATED DATA')
CALL COPY(O)
TYPE *," TRY ANOTHER DIFFERENTIATOR? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT _, IES
IF (IES .EO. 1) GO TO 83
TYPE *," ANOTHER CHANNEL OF DATA? (YES=l)"
ACCEF'T *,JES
IF (JES .EO. I) GO TO 42
TYPE *,_ TRY ANOTHER FILE? ([=YES) 9 ,
ACCEPT ., MORE
IF (MORE .EO. 1) GO TO i0
STOP
END
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FORTRAN IV Storage MaP for Pro°:ram Unit TSTFIR
Local Variables. .F'SECT $[aAI'A. Size = 037014 ( 7942. words)
Name TyPe Offset Name F_Pe Offset Name r_Pe
AMF'L R*4 000454 E_v DH R,4 036746 DSKINC 1.2
DSUM R,4 036742 H R,4 036724 I 1,2
IBLK 1,2 036632 IBOT 1,2 036670 IERR 1,2
IES 1,2 036760 ILFT 1,2 036664 INTRAT R,4
IRIl" 1,2 036666 IRMODE 1,2 036640 IS 1,2
ISTEP 1,2 036636 ITEMF' 1,2 036634 ITOF' 1,2
J 1,2 036652 JD 1,2 036752 JES 1,2
JYES 1,2 036732 J2 1,2 036730 K 1,2
L 1,2 036644 LENGTH 1,2 036616 LN 1,2
[.OPEN 1,2 036626 M 1,2 036756 MORE 1,2
N 1,2 036714 NBLK 1,2 000530 Eev NCO 1,2
ND 1,2 036736 NDCO 1,2 036734 NDEH 1,2
NDUMMY 1,2 036624 NE 1,2 036710 NEH 1,2
NPTS 1,2 036642 NWRDS I_2 036630 F'ERIOB R,4
SUM R,4 036720 XLGT R,4 036646 XMA× R,4
XMIN R,4 036674 YMAX R,4 036660 YMIN R,4
Offset
O00516
036716
036620
000476
036704
036672
036762
036622
036754
036764
036706
036740
036722
000460
036700
036654
Local and COMMON Arrays:
Name T_Pe Section Offset ...... Size ..... Dimensions
BUFR2 1.2 $DATA 032562 004000 ( i024.) (1024)
COEF R*4 SDATA 022102 000144 ( 50.) (25)
blFCO R*4 $DATA 022246 000144 ( 50.) (25)
F'II_NAM L*I SDATA 036562 000014 ( 6.) (12)
HEOG- R*4 $DATA 002002 010100 ( 2080.) (1040)
1CHNUM 1.2 SDATA 000542 000040 ( 16.) (16)
IPOSN 1.2 $DATA 000702 000040 ( 16.) (16)
MAX 1.2 SDATA 000742 000040 ( 16.) (16)
XT R*4 $DATA 012102 010000 ( 2048.) (1024)
YHEOG R*4 $DATA 022412 010150 ( 2100.) (1050)
Z 1.2 SDATA 000002 002000 ( 512.) (512)
Subroutines, Functions, Statement and F'rocessor-Defirted Functions:-
Name Type Name Type Name T_Pe Name Type Name T_Pe
ANOTAT R*4 CHRSIZ R*4 COPY R*4 DISKIO R*4 ERASE R*4
FLOAT R*4 GRID R*4 GRINIT R*4 MF'LOT 1,2 TSXCHK R*4
XYF'LOT R*4
E_v
Ec_v
Eev
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DIFFERENTIATION RESULTS
TEST PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING
THE DIFFERENTIATION SUBPROGRAM
o
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FORTRAN IV V02".6 Thu 18-Jui-85 11;04;09 F'AGE 001
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
(1014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
(1036
0037
0038
0039
_040
0041
0042
0043
C
C
C
5
C
I0
20
3O
40
C
C
42
45
C
5O
51
C
C
PROGRAM DFIR
INTEGER Z(512),DSKINC,NBLK,IPOSN(16),MAX(Id),ICHNUM_I6),LENGTH
REAL AMPL, PERIOD, IN'I'RAT, HEOG(1040>, XT(I024), COEF(25),
i YHEOG(I050)
EQUIVALENCE (AMF'L.,Z(150)),(PERIOD,Z(152)),(INTRAT,Z(!59)),
I (DSKINC,Z(167)),(NBL.K,Z(172)),(ICHNUM,Z(177)>'
2 (IPOSN,Z(225)),(MA×,Z(241))
COEF(I> = .0037165603
COEF(_) = v_v_u._-
COEF(3) = .013399956
COEF(4) : -.040643737
COEF(5) = -.066073574
COEF(6) = .061152663
COEF(7) = .30294424
COEF(8) = °43047285
NEH = 8
DO 5 N = i, 7
COEF(16-N) = COEF(N)
CONTINUE
INTEGER BUFR2(I024), IERR
BYTE FIL.NAM(12)
DO 20 K=I,12
FILNAM(K)=O
TYF'E 30
FORMAT (" ENTER COMPLETE FILENAME'/"
ACCEPT 40,FILNAM
FORMAT (12AI)
FILENAME 7",$_
CALL BISKIO(FILNAM,-3,Z,_.o,O,NDUMMY,IERR)
IF (IERR oNE. O) TYPE *," ERROR CODE',IERR, _ DURING READING _
TYPE _," CHAN NO."
ACCEPT _,K
TYPE _,' ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR EOG"
ACCEF'T *,LENGTH
TYPE _,' DO YOU WANT FILES LEFT OPEN? (1=YES)"
ACCEF'I" *,LOF'EN
.°
NW.RDS = BSKINC_ 256
IBLK = 2
ITEMP = 0
TYPE 50, NBLK, NWRDS, IBLK,DSKINC
FORMAT (" NBLK=',I5," NWRDS=',I5, _ IBLK=',I5,'BSKINC=",IS)
TYPE 51,MAX(K),IPOSN(K)
FORMAT (' MAX(K) = ",I5, _ IPOSN(K) = ",I5)
_F
TYPE *," DO YOU WANT TO PLOT EVERY POINT? ENTER STEP SIZE!"
ACCEPT _,ISTEF'
IRMODE=3
1B-I02
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0044
0046
0047 52
0048
C
0050
0051
0052
0053 57
C
0054
0055
C
0056
0058
C
0059
0060
0061 60
0062
0063
0064
0065
C
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
C
0079
O080
0081 61
C
0082
0083
0084
C
0086
C
0087 62
0088
0089
0090
IF (LOF'EN .EO. 1) IRMODE =-3
TYPE _," NOW READING FROM DISK"
CALL DISKIO(FILNAM, IRMODE,BUFR2,NWRDS,IBLK,NBUMMY,IERR)
IF (IERR .NE. O) I'YF'E *,' ERROR CODE',IERR," DURING READ"
NPTS = (MAX(K)-IF'OSN(K)+I)/ISTEF'
DO 57 L = 1,NF'TS
HEOG(L+ITEMF') = BUFR2(IF'OSN(K) + L*ISTEP)
CONTINUE
IBLK = IBLK + DSKINC
ITEMF' = II'EMF' + NF'TS
IF (IrEMF' .LT. LENGTH) GO TO 52
XLGT = FLOAT(LENGTH)
DO 60 J = I,LENGTH
XT(J) = FLOAT(J)
CONTINUE
TYPE _," SET YMIN!"
ACCEF'T *,YMIN
TYPE *," SET YMAX!
ACCEPT *,YMAX
ILFT = 600
IRIT = 3500
IBOT = i000
ITOF' = 2500
XMIN = O. --
XMAX = XLGT
CALL TSXCHK
CALL GRINIT(4014,4631,1)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL ERASE
CALL GRID(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOP,97)
CALL ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL XYPLOT(XT,HEOG,LENGTH,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMfN,XMAX,
1 YMIN,'YMAX,I,0)
CALL MPLOT(ILFT+5OO,ITOF'+300,-I)
TYF'E 61
FORMAT("+RAW DATA ")
TYPE _:," DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY? (YES=l)"
ACCEPT *,IS
IF (IS .NE. I) GO TO 62
CALL COPY(O)
-NCO = 15
DO 80 I = 2, LENGTH+NCO
SUM =O.0
r.n 70 J = i,NCO
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0092
0094
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
0101
010 o
0103
0104
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
0112
0113
0114
0115
0116
0117
O119
0120
0121
0i22
0123
0124
0125
012b
0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0132
0133
0134
0135
0136
0137
0138
70
.4"30
C
81
C'.
C
82
C
83
C
84
85
C
86
87
C
IV V02.6 Thu 18-Jui-85 11"04:09 PAGE
IF (J .GE. I) GO TO 70
IF (l-J .GT. LENGTH) GO TO 70
H = COEF (J) • HEOG (I-J)
SUM = SUM + H
CONI'INUE
YHEOG(I-I) =
CON1 INUE-
SUM
LENGTH$J2
YHEOG(J)
J2 = 14
DO 81 J : 15,
YHEOG(J-J2) =
CONTINUE
Q,
003
CALL
CALL.
CALL
CALL_
CALL
CALL
CALL
I
TSXCHK
GRINIT(4014,4631,1)
CHRSIZ(3)
ERASE
GRID(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',97)
ANOTAT(IO,IO,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,rMAX)
XYPLOT(XT,YHEOG,LENGTH,ILFT,IRIT,IBOT,ITOF',XMIN,XMAX,
YMIN,YMAX,I,O)
CALL MF'LOT(ILFT+5OO,ITOF'÷300,-I)
TYPE 82
FORMAT (_$ FILTERED DATA')
TYPE _, DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY?
ACCEPT _,IS
IF (IS oNEo i) GO TO 83
(YES=I) _
CALL COPY(O)
H = FLOAT(ISTEP)/120.
L = LENGTH
TYPE: _,' SET DESIRED HALF
ACCEF'T X,NDIF
GO TO (84,86,88),NDIF
ORDER OF DIFFERENTIATOR:"
DO 85' I = 2, LENGTH
HEOG(1) = (YHEOG(I+I)
CONTINUE
HEOG(1) = HEOG(2)
HEOG(L) = HEOG(L-1)
GO TO 90
- YHEOG(I-I))/(H _ 2.)
s
DO 87 I = 3, L-2
HEOG(I) = ((YHEOG(I-2)
I YHEOG(I-I))))/(H_I2.)
CONTINUE
HEOG(1) =
HEOG(2) =
HEOG(L) =
HEOG(L-1)
GO 10 90
HEOG(3)
HEOG(3)
HEOG(L-2)
= HEOG(L-2)
- YHEOG(I+2)) + (8._(YHEOG(I+I)
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MATERIALS CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF R METAL-HYDRIDE HEAT PUMP
FOR AN ADVANCED EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT
Bruce E. Liebert
Associate Professor.,?f Mechanical Engineering
University of Hauaii
Honolulu, Hauaii 96822
ABSTRACT
A metal-hydride heat pump (HHP) has been prbposed to provide an advanced
regenerable nonventlng thermal sink for the liquid-cooled garment worn during
an extravehicular activity (EVA). The conceptual deslgn indicates that there
is a potentia! for signlficant advantagea over the one presently being used by
shuttle crew personnel as well as those that have been proposed for future use
with the space station.
Compared to other heat pump designs, a HHP offers the potential for extended
use with no electrical power requirements during the EVA. In addition, a
reliable, compact design is possible due to the absence of moving parts other
than high-reliabllity check valves.
A review of the relevant physical properties of metal hydrides is presented for
heat pump applications. Particular attention is gi-ven to the influence of
nonidealities of hydrides on the performance of the HHP as well as to the
differences in requirements between conventional heat pump applicatlons and
those for a space station based extravehicular mobility unit. Thermodynamic
cyclic efficiency, commlnution, degradation, and heat capacity are all of
secondary importance compared to the performance of the HHP during the EVA.
The rare-earth hydrides have shown particular promise for this application"
since they have a high hydrogen-to-metal ratio, are capable of rapldly and
reversibly absorbing and desorbing hydrogen over a range of temperatures ulth
very little overpressure, and their properties can be varied almost at will by
proper a11oy design.
Because there are many subtleties in the properties of metal hydrides for heat
pump applications, it is essential that a prototype hydride heat pump be
constructed with the selected materials before a committment is made for the
final design. Particular care must be given to the evaporator heat exchanger
worn by the astronaut since the performance of hydride heat pumps is generally
heat transfer limited.
NASA Colleague: Chin H. Lin, Ph.D. EC2 X4941
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Water_eComposed into its prlmitive elements, and decomoosed
doubtless by electricity, which wlll then have become a powerful
and manageable force... Yes, my friends, I believe that water will
one day be employed as fuel, that hydrogen and oxygen, which
constitute it, used singly or together, will furnish an
inexhaustlble source of heat* and light of an intensity, of which
coal is not capable -Jules Verne, The Mysterlous Island.
• or cooling!
INTRODUCTION
A metal hydride chemical heat pump (hereafter referred to as the hydride heat
pump or HHP) has been proposed as a device to maintain the comfort of
crewme_bers "during an Extravehicular _ctivlty (EV_) for the space station
missions [Lin, IgBSa]. Presently, water is sublimated in the Portable Life
Support System, or PLSS, (see Fig. ;) to maintain an acceptable LiQuid Cooling
and Ventilating Garment (LCVG) temperature for shuttle crewmembers during an
EVA. Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the thermal control section of the PLSS.
For space station missions, however, this solution is unacceptable for at least
two reasons. First, wafer is too valuable a commodity to use since both the
expected duration of an EVA (8 hours) and frequency necessary for assembly and
maintenance of the space station would resu!t in the loss of unacceptably large
amounts of nonrecoverable water over a period of several months. Second, even
if sufficient water was transported to the space station, many experiments
planned for the space station need as pristine an environment as possible_
therefore, contaminants due to sublimating water, for example, are
unacceptable.
A brief discussion of conventional and hydride heat pumps is presented and the
differences between HHPs for earth- and space-bound applications are described.
The physical properties of metal hydrides that are relevant to this application
numbers in parenthesls refer to notes in Section B.3
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LIQUID COOLING
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EXTRAVEHICULAR
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DEVICE
_ig. I. The_o-._ponenis of the Extr_vehicu!ar Mobility Unit (E_U). The
Portable Lif_ Support Sy_lem (PLSS) _re_ent!y contains waferthat is subllma!ed
to absorb the waste heat from the L_quzd Coo!zn_ and Ueniz!atinQ Garment -
raolate the w_ste h eet to a backpac_,-mounted 5p_ce radzator [NAS_ Facts].
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7 ":"
LCG H20
CO2remova,Ven --..-
gas
H20 ,[1 _ )___.. Thermal
O su I accumulator /_ ,
2 PP Y _ ! [1 _ storageL
"_ , _ _, Sublimator I
<_ E::3rr_r--nE::_ H20 _'r--_r'I II
• / separator I (_ -.---
<
I I Earn Vent loopBattery _ LCG H20 looprZT-n_ Vent loop condensate
Electrical
Coolant
bypass
Fig. 2. A schematic of the present shuttle EUA RegenerabLe Nonventlng Thermal
Sink (RNTS). The thermal requirement5 of the proposed space station RNTS
preclude the use of ice as a thermal storage medium. Therefore, a more
advanced design, such a5 a hydride heat pump, is required [Hodgson and Oresser,
1982 ].
r- LOG H20 1
"_- _ ___.. Microprocessor I C:nn:t_jnt
,11 II control system I ....% ......
III II ...... • Pump/fan I "-'_'"
ill II ; speed control I f _"........ "_I
"II II ' • Automatic LCGI _ T"
_..,_ / .,_ temp control I I _ , _ |
co 9 mo. 4 "Z :z" J H
_.t L _ _ Lp 1____ ! IL ..... _C_ I "
H20" n I Lll L_. ! _:vaporator i I Condensing
accumulator u I u,.L ""--'u L't = " I rao,ator
02 supply _ U -"--- I _ k] f I
exchanger [
_ I= I' • ' Jl / Thermal I__Jl_ ......
__ u.u. / H_ / u_ --,--- J --/ storage I'--"' Expansion
' 'Z ''n _ "-- I /
<_ = =L-_c=_ separatorP _J_ , valve
r"-lr--1 Vent loop
Ilu_lt t _ LCG H20 loop
I I _ Vent loop condensateBattery _ Refrigerant loop
----- Electrical
Fig. 3. _--_'_Aproposed alternate RNTS schematic to provide sufficient cooling for
the space-station mission. Cooling is provided by COMpressing a working fluid
and radiating the waste heat to space via a backpact:-mounted space radiator
[Hodgson and Dresser, 1982], There is some question as to the ability of the
batteries to supply sufficient energy during an eight-hour EVA [Lzn, 198Sa].
t • ! --3--
: ir_gnF _ :_.,_r:
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are revlewe_u.lth special emphasis on the nonldeallties of hydrldes that can
affecl the performance during an EVA. _ comparison of heat-pump cycles is made
for a number of hydride pairs and recommendations are suggested that will
assist in the evaluation of materials with uniQue.properties.
I.I Conventional Heat Pumps
Other systems employlng mechanical and thermoelectrlc heat pumps have been
proposed for LCVG cooling [Hodgson and Dresser, 1982]. As can be seen in Fig.
3, the_e designs are rather complex and involve numerous components with moving
parts (e.g., a compressor) that require substantlal amounts of electrical
energy during the EVA. It is not clear that present state-of-the-art batteries
are capable of supplying sufficient electrical energy to meet the mission
goals.
heat pump based on metal hydrides offers the potential for considerable
simplicity, over other design, due to the absen.ce oF moving parts coup!ed with
the abi1:ty to operate wilhout electrlcal energy during the EU_.
t.Z Hydride Hea_ Pumps
Heat pu_ps for temperature upgrading using the thermodynamic properties of
metal hydrides were first proposed by Terry in Ig72. There have been a number
of papers (e.g. Sheft et at., Ig80) describing the use of hydrides as chemical
heat pumps for such applications as heating and cooilng residential and
industria! buildings since that time; however, a11 of these have considered
cyclic efficiency, rate, and cost to be of primary importance.
The use of hydrides to provide cooling during an EU8 has considerably different
constraints from conventional applications; thus many HHP criteria described in
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the llieratur_e-are not Darticularly appl:cable for thls purpose. For example,
the thermodyamlc efflclency durlng the EVA is of prlmary concern# post-EU_
recharglng can accept conslderable inefflc:encles due to the excess energy
available on a space station compared to what can be carried on an
extravehicular mobility unit. Therefore, the coefflclent of performance (COP)
of the HHP is only of secondary importance.
The operation of the HHP is conceptually quite simple. As shown in Fig. 4a,
72"F water from "the liquid-cooled ventilating garment is clrculated through a
high-pressure hydrlde (_I) evaporator resultlng in hydrogen desorption and
absorptlon of heat [I]. Hydrogen flows through a hydrlde f_Iter, an on/off
valve, a pressure-regulatlng one-way check valve [2], and Into a low-pressure
hydride (=2) condenser where it is absorbed. The exothermZc heat of formation
is discharged to open space via a backpack-mounted radlator at a temperature
above I@@'F, which is the minlmum temperature that can be radlated to space
uslng the 10.5 ft^2 available on /he backpack.-
When all the useful capacity of hydride #! has been exhausted, the valve is
closed and the EU_ must terminate to avoid excesslve LCVG water temperatures.
To recharge the HHP after the EVA, heat from some source (electrical or solar)
is applied to hydride =2 to desorb the hydrogen previously absorbed during the
EUA. As shown in Fig. 4b, the valve Is opened allowing the hydrogen to be
absorbed by hydr:de _1, which is maintained at B@'F by the space station's
thermal management system.
When all of the hydrogen in hydride =2 has been desorbed, the valve is closed
and the HHP is available for another EVA [3].
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Fig. 4a. Conceptual deslgn of e chemical hydride heat pump operaln 9 durzng en
EV_. When the valve zs opened, heat from the LCUG water desorbs hydrogen in the
evaporator resultzng in the absorption of heat. Subsequent _bsorptlon of
hydrogen releases heat to the space radiator.
HYORIOE'I _ _;_ I  YDRIO 
80°F
i ELECT_IC _Ty
WATER. - OR.
FCLOH I .SOLId&: H _ ¢_TiT.N.5. I x P l-., i J" -'" SA, FETy
CHF_C_
V/kLV_E
Fig. 4b. Chemzcal hydride heat pump bezng recharged post EVA. The valve zs
opened and heat is applied to the evaporator desorbzng hydrogen into the
condenser, whzch Zs connected to the space statzon's thermal management 5y._tem.
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Z.l Physical Propertle_ of the Metal Hydrlde_
Z.l.l Hydrogen Storage Cmpacity
Perhaps the most unusual property of the metalllc hydrlde5 Is ihelr ablllty to
absorb remarkably large quantltie5 of hydrogen per unit volume. In fact, many
of these hydrldes can contaln more hydrogen than an equlvalent volume of either
liquid or solid hydrogen. Table I shows the hydrogen storage capacity and
energy density of a number of hydrides as well as for liquid and gaseous
hydrogen. _II of the metal hydrides have a higher hydrogen-storage capacity
than an equal volume of llquld or gaseous (at 100 aim.) hydrogen. It has also
been found that the capacity Is affected by subtle metallurglcal factors during
alloy preparatlon [Sandrock and Huston, 1981].
Although the metal hydrlde5 do not have a partlcularly hlgh storage density in
terms of welght, heavy-walled pressure vessels are not requlred to contain the
hydrogen, thus ellmlnatlng the contalner as a major component in terms of
welght.
t
Z.l.Z van'_ Hoff Consian%s
If all hydride._ can be considered as pseudo-blnary systems in the presence of
hydrogen, then for two-phase equillbrla the well-known van't Hoff equation
[e.g., Huston and 5androcF, 1980] describes the varlatlon in the equ'.librlum
hydrogen pressure (PH2) for the reaction:
Me (s) + mH2 (g) ¢--} MeH2m (s) (1)
where Me is the alloy to be hydrlded. The van
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't Hoff equation can be written
_SBLE 1
Comparison of Hydrogen Storage Media
Maximum Effective
H Storage Capacity
Energy Density
Heat of Combustion a
(higher)
Medium by wt % by vol,g/ml cal/g cal/ml of vol
MgH2 b 7.0 0.i01 2373 3423
Mg2NiH 4 3.16 0.081 1071 2745
Vll2 2.07 701
FeTiH1.95 1.75 0.096 593 3245
TiFe.7Mn.2HI. 9 1.72 %0.09 583 _3050
LaNi5H7. 0 1.37 0.089 464 3051
c 1.35 _0.09 458 _3050
R-E-Ni5H6. 5
Liquid H 2 100 0.07 33900 2373
Gaseous H 2 I00 0.007 33900 244
(i00 atm. press)
N-Octane 11400 8020
a
Refers to H only in metal hydrides.
b
Starting alloy 94% Mg 6% Ni.
c R. E. refers to mischmetal, a commercial rare earth alloy.
_aken from Re1!!y, 1978b
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In(PH2) - - dS'/mR + dH'/mRT (2)
where dS" and dH" are the standard entropy and enthalpy of formation and R and
T have thelr usual meanlngs. The change in entropy Is almost completely
delermlned by the transltlon of hydrogen from the gaseous to the solld phase
and therefore is nearly the same for all hydrldes--about -30 ± 6 cal/mol.
Thus dH" primarlly determines the plateau pressure. An absorption enthalpy of
-g kcal/mol results in a I arm plateau pressure at room temperature [Cohen
and Wernlck, 19813.
The chemlcal potent,al of hydrogen, represented here by the two-phase
equilibrium (or plateau) pressure, must be the same in both phases; therefore,
Eqn. (2) gives the temperature varlation of the two-phase plateau pressure.
It has been shown that, for the case of a conventional heat-pump cyc|e _hat
operates at three temperature levels (low, ,ledlum, and high), the lowest
temperature (for fixed medium and high temperatures) is attalned if dS'(hydride
%1) = dS'(hydride %2) and the least ef'fectlve heat pump operation occurs when
dH'(hydrlde %1) - dH'(hydrlde %2); however, the difference between the _est and
worst cases is only of the order of 10 percent {Gruen et al., 1978].
Since the proposed thermal cycle for this application involves four temperature
levels:
Tlow:
Thigh:
Hvdrlde %1
about 4@'F (LCVG)
about 80"F (TMS)
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Hydrlde %2
radiator temperature >100"F
recharging temperature
the tbree-teMpereture-level criteria are not necessarily appllcable. (40'F _s
a good design temperature to l:eep the wafer'from the LCUG 5ufflclently coo| and
above the freezlng polnt and 80"F Is avallable from the space-station's thermal
management system. The radiator's temperature must be above 100"F to keep the
area of the backpack, radiator less than 10.5 ft"2 and the recharging
temperature should be kept as low as possible to avoid safety and power
problems from excesslvely high temperatures [Lin. 198Sb].)
Eon. 2 can be simplified to:
In<PH2) : _/T + B (3)
where A and B are temperature-independent constants [Huston and $endrock,
19B0]. Table 2 gives these constants for a number of commercially available
hydrides and Fig. S shows the corresponding van't Hoff plots. It is clear from
F_g. S that hydrides with larger _100es (enthalples of formation) have lower
plateau pressures.
These "constants" have been determined for desorption conditions as close _o
equillbrium as possible. It has been reporled that the "apparent reaction
enthalpy" measured during dynamlc tests _s lower for absorption and higher for
desorption compared to results obtalned under statlc conditions. This was
attributed to strain and interfacia! energies [Goodell et al., 19BO]. The_e
differences, of course, can affect the selection of hydrides for specific
operating pressures and temperatures.
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TRBLE Z
van't Hoff and Hysteresis Constants for Selected Hydrides
HY_TOR Nominal ZLFI A B Pal* p s pslp d in(P./pd )
alloy composition (kcal (mol Ha) -I) (K) (atm) (arm)
101 FeTi --6.7 "- --3383 12.76 5.3 b 10.0 1.89 0.64
102 Feo.9Mno.1Ti --7.0 --3545 12.87 4.7 c 8.7 1.85 0.62
103 Feo.s Nio.2Ti --9.8 --4952 14.29 0.87 d 0.91 1.05 0.05
201 CaNi5 --7.6 --3838 12.17 0.47 0.55 1.17 0.16
202 Cao.TMo.aNi 5 --6.4 --3204 12.08 3.8 4.2 1.11 0.10
203 Cao.2Mo.sNi b --5.8 --2923 13.08 25.0 37.0 1.48 0.39
204 MNis a --5.0 --2539 11.64 23.0 -120 5.2 1.65
205 LaNi 5 --7.4 . ---3712 12.96 1.65 2.0 1.21 0.19
207 LaNi4.7 A]o. 3 --8.1 --4090 12.84 0.42 0.44 1.05 0.05
208 MNi4.sAIo.5 --6.7 --3366 12.61 3.8 4.25 1.12 0.11
209 MNi4.1s Feo.s5 ---6.0 --3041 12.60 11.0 13.0 1.18 0.17
301 e Mg2Ni --15.4 --7736 14.71 ....
302 MgzCu --17.4 --8771 17.12 ....
- Mg --18.5 --9314 16.63 ....
SThese data were obtained using a hydrogen-to-met_ ratio (H/M) of 0.5 at 25 "C.
bThese data were obtained using H/M ffi 0.5 at 30 "C.
CThese data were obtained using H/_ = 0.5 at 40"C.
dThese data were obtained using H/M = 0.3 at 70 "C.
• HY-STOR 301 is a two-phase mixture of Mg2Ni and macne_iu-rn. The actual composi:ion is Mg2. 4 Ni.
taken from Husf.on and Sandrock, ICJBO
±°
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Fzg. 5. van't Hoff desorptzon plots for se!ect_d h_drzdes. The corresponding
_bsorption plots would be dlsplacedupwards. In addition, sznce the slope of
the pressure-composition zsotherm zs nonzero, these lines have a finite width
that verles with each alloy as we!! as with temperature [Huston and Sandrock,
198@]
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Z.I.3 Chemic_Ll Dif{usivity
The reaction between hydrogen and the metal hydrlde occurs at the surface and
the resulting concentrallon gradient changes the composltlon in one (or both)
of two ways. Hydrogen may diffuse into a solid solution (in whlch the
composltion of the materlal changes continuously wilh depth) or a new phase may
nucleate and grow. Most commercially avallable hydrldes form new phases, which
results in a relatively constant equlllbrium hydrogen pressure over a
considerable hydrogen-to-metal (H/M) compositional range.
The reaction rate may be limited by interracial and/or diffusion reactions, in
addition to heat transfer. In the case of LaNiS-based devices where heat
transfer limitations have been ellminated by careful design, it has been found
that the hydrlding rate is under the mixed control of a surface and a bulk
process. The bulk process, attributed to diffusion, tends to become rate
limiting at low temperatures and at high oressures. Oehydrldlng appears to be
rate limited by a surface process [Goode!l and Rudman, 19_3].
For hydrides in which hydrogen sorption is limited by diffusion, rather than by
Interfacial reactions or heat transfer, the chemical diffusion coefficient.
determines the rate of hydrogen sorptlon. The diffusion coefficient follows
the we11-_nown Arrhenlus Rate Law:
D = Do.exp(-O/RT) (4)
where Do Is a constant and Q is the activation enthalpy for diffusion. It is,
therefore, advantageous to operate these materlals at a sufficiently high
temperature to ensure that the diffusion coefficient does nol seriously limit
the rate of hydrogen sorption.
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Fig. B shows the temperature dependence of the (tracer) diffuslon coefflcient
of hydrogen in LaNIS and FeTi, as well as for a number of elemental metals.
The diffusion coefficlent of hydrogen in LaNiS i5 about two order5 of magnltude
greater than in FeTi. The chemical diffusion coefflcient, which determlnes the
rate of chemlcal equilibrium, May be considerably larger than the intrlnsic or
tracer diffusion coefficient due to the thermodynamic factor [We_pner and
Huggzns, 1978].
In most cases, the diffusion coefficient i's not the rate-determining step. The
particle size of the hydrides after a number of cycles 15 very smell (of the
order of I um [Jones and Golben, 1985]) due to a large (10 to 25 percent)
volume Increase upon hydrogen absorption. Therefore. not only are dlffusion
distances extremely short, the rate of chemlcal equilibration i5 very fast
since the time for chemical equilibrium is roughly proportional to the square
of the diffuslon distance.
In any case, quantatative information regarding the Linetlc5 of hydrogen
equllzbration in most of theme material5 is either not available in the open
literature or the measurement_ have been made with _uch a wlde varlety of -
method5 thai it is difficult to ranF one materlal with another [6oodell and
Rudman, 1983]. Because the kinetics are very sensitive to material
preparation, -gas purity, system design, etc., it Is que_tlonab!e whether any of
the reported mea_urem of k.inetzcs are reliable [Rudman. 1983].
Nuclear magnetic resonance, decomposZt10n kinetics, inelastic neutron
scattering, magnetlc after-effec'Is, etc. have all been used to obtain an
estimate of the diffusion coefficient. Unfortunately= in many cases
measurements of the diffusion coefficient on the same alloy are in substantial
19-15.
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for LaNzS and FeTZ hydride5 as well a5 for a number of elemental metals.
• lope_ of each llne are related to the actzvatzon enthalpy for d_ffuslon
[Wenzl, IgB2].
I
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Tracer diffusion coefflcients of hydrogen as a function of temperature
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dlsagree_ent. For e_ample, the diffusion coefflcleni of hydrogen in LaNIS at
300 K was reported to be 1.4 E-8 and 4.0 E-I8 cm_Z/sec, a difference of more
than 10 order_ of magnitude [Buschow et al., 1982]. Clearly, there Is a need
for reliable data on dlffuslon or transformetlon rates for these materials.
Z.l.4 Thermal Conductlvity
In most cases, heat transfer limits the rate of hydrogen 5orption In hydrides
for hydrlde contalners greater than a few inches in dlameter due to the low
thermal conductlvity for the powdered hydrlde. However, by proper design of
the container, It is possible to make the chemical klnetlcs, rather than heat
trans#er, the rate-determining _tep [Rosso, 198Sb].
6!though the ccnstltuent metals thai comprise the alloy generally have
e_cel!ent therma! conductivitles (10-100 W/m/K) , the bull. thermal conductivity
of a hydrlded powder is quite low (about I W/m/K) [Wenzl, 1982]. The effective
thermal conductivity depends on partlcle size, packing, void space, etc.;
therefore, it Is essential to deslgn the container to optimize heat transfer.
In the pa_t, heat transfer ha5 been improved by Incorporating the hydrided
powder in an expanded metal foam such as Ouocell [Gormen and Morltz, |979].
Roughly 95 p_rcent of the foam volume is empty allowing easy access to hydrogen
ge_ but still permitting the high thermal conductlvity alumlnu_ (for example)
foam to be in direct thermal contact wlth a substanilal fraction of the hydride
powder. Th_s could be particularly important for thls app!ication since the
zero-g environment w111 tend to result in less packing and thu_ less thermal
contact with the heat exchanger.
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Another method used to Improve the thermal conductlvity of the hydride bed has
been to mix the hydrzde wlth hydrogen-lneri metals, such as copper and aluminum
powders [Tuscher and Welnzlerl, 1983]. Clearly, any heat pump must be designed
to opilmlze the rate of heat transfer between the heat exchanger and the
hydride.
Z.I.S Heal Capacily
The heat capacity of some selecled hydrides is given in Table 3. Unlike
convenlional heat pumps where the HHP'a heat capacily must be minimized to
permit rapid recycl_ng, the heal capacity of the system for this application 15
only of secondary importance. A high heal capacity would require more thermal
input to raise the senslble heat of system; thus, ideally the overall heat
capacity should be mlnzmlzed.
Z.Z Nonidealilies of Hydrides
Z.Z.I Solid Solutions vs. Mulli-phases -
For simple hydrogen storage applications it may be irrelevant whether a single
phase solld solution is formed during hydridlng or whether a new phase
nucleates and. grows. As shown .In Fig. 7, if the temperature is greater than
Tc, a solid solution is formed; the hydrogen pressure increases wlth hydrogen
content. Below Tc, however, a two-phase mixture (indicated by a constant
hydrogen pressure> is stable over a range of composition that depends on
temperalure.
For heat pump applications, however, since a flat plateau pressure is a
desirable propeFty, two (or more) phase alloys are requlred. Many hydride
isotherms have an appreciable slope indicating that there is either an
extensive range of solld solubillty or there are too few phases for the number
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TABLE 3
PlateBu Slopes, Usable Capacity, _nd Heat Capacity for Selected Hydrides
HY-STOR alloy Plateau slopem
d(InPa)ld(HIM)
Usable capacity b
A(H/M) (wt.%)
Heatcapacitj
(calg-""C-')
I01 0.00c 0.90 e 1.75 0.13
102 0-65d 0.92 d 1.79 0.13
103 0.36 e 0.62 e 1.21 0.12
201 0.19 0.71 1.39 0.13
202 3.27 0.96 1.60 0.12
203 0.98 0.74 1.08 0.105
204 0.54 "" 1.01 1.41 0.10
205 0.09 1.02 1.43 "0.10
206 h 0.32 0.91 1.27 0.095
207 0.48 0.95 1.36 0.10
208 0.36 0.83 1.20 0.10
209 0.43 0.82 1.15 -
301 f 0.02 f 1,31 t 3.84 0.18
302 0.17 _ 0.761 2.04 0.18
aThe data referto the principalplateau at 25 °C.
bThe capacity between 0.1Pd and 10Pd.
CThe measurement was obtained at 30 °C.
dThe measurement was obt_ned at 40 °C.
• The measurement was obtained at 70 °C.
! The measurement was obtained at 298 _C for Mg2.4Ni.
lithe measurement was obtained at 324 °C.
h206 ks MNi_ where M iscerium-free mischmetal.
leKen from Husion and SandrocK, IBBO.
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H, concentration
Fig. 7. Schematic representation of pressure-composition 15otherms of metal-
hydrogen systems. _t temperature_ below a critical temperature Tc, two phase_
are stable over a range of comoo51tZon that varies with temperature. For
temperatures above Tc, a solid solution is formed over the entire cempostlonal
range shown [Buschow and M1edema, Ig?8].
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of components to maintain a constant pressure at the given temperature. Since
hysteresls Is absent in pure solld _oluizons, mater!"als wlth slop:rig Isotherms
May be expected to have Minimal hysteresis. Thls has been shown to be the case
in the TiFe-Mn system [Re111y, ]976].
The plateau slope for the desorblng high-pressure hydride as well as for the
absorbing low-pressure hydride should be minimized for ihi_ appllcation. It is
only of secondary importance that hysteresis effects be minimized. Therefore,
solid-solution hydrides are not desirable for this application.
Z.Z.2 Hysteresis
For most hydrides, the absorption and desorptzon plaleau pressures are
d2fferent, Zn some cases by more than 100 arm. [Snape and Lynch, ]BBO].
hy_teresi_ effecl is given by
(Pdes/Pabs)c
The
where Pdes and Pabs are the "equilibrium" plateau pressure_ for dehydridlng
(desorption) and hydrid_ng (absorption) at a given concentration, c. The
magnitude of the hysteresis of a number of hydrides is g!ven In Table 2.
The hysteresis effect of hydrogen in FeTi is shown in Fig. B. A conslderably
greater equ_llbrzum pressure is found for absorption than for desorption. In
the two-phase region, the equilibrium desorption pressure is about 7.5 aim,
wherea9 the equ311brlum absorption pressure i5 about lulce a_ hlgh.
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Fig. 8. The hysteresis effect in the FeTi-Hydrogen system. When hydrogen is
added to FeT_ at a constant temperature, the upper curve 15 followed. When
hydrogen is desorbed.at the same temperature, the lower curve results. Thls
is believed to be due to lattice _traZns and results in thermodynamzc
inefficiencie_ IRe:fly and Sandrock, 1980].
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Hysteresis ha_been reported to both increase [Gruen et al IgTB) and decrease
(Lynch et al., 19B4] w_th Increas_n9 temperature. T_is has been attributed to
Internal stresses assoclated wlth large volume changes during hydrldlng and
dehydrid2ng. D1slocatlon denslties of the order of 10_12 per cm^3 are
introduced as alpha-LaN15x transforms to beta-LaNiSHy at increasing H/M ratlos
[Flanagan et al., 1980). In addition, the magnltude of the hysteresls can be a
function of sorpt_on rate [Tuscher and We_nzierl, 1983) and compo_itlon, as for
the case of Ca0.2M0.BNz5 at room temperature, which has a sloplng desorpt_on
isotherm but a relatively flat absorption isotherm [Huston and Sandrock, 19B0].
Hysteresls, therefore, results in a reduction In the overall thermodynamic
efflcZency of the HHP. Since excess power w_Ii be available on the space
statlon, the loss _n efflclency during recharging Is _nszgnlf_cant--_t is only
the loss in efflclency (half the total loss) durlng the EVA that Is of
consequence.
Z.Z.3 Plaleau Slope
According to 6_bbs Phase Rule, for a binary (two component system) with
two-phase equillbria, the pressure musl be constant at any gzven temperature
and independent of the amount of each phase that i5 present. Since the
pressure of most plateaus :s not independent of hydrogen concentratlon
Z
(percentage of phases), eQuz!zbr_um is not established. Thls is belzeved to be
due to inhomogeneZtles in the overall chemzcal composztlon as well as |attlce
strains generated durzng sorptlon. The plateau slope is defined by
_ -- .._
In(P@C! IP@C2 )/(el-c2 )
where P@CI and P@C2 are the equilibrium hydrogen pressures at concentration CI
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and CP, respe._--Idvely.
materials.
Table 3 lists the plateau slopes for e numbe,- of hydride
Fig. 9 shows the effect on the plateau slope of aluminum addltlons to a
mlschmetal-nlc_el hydride. _i low concentrations of aluminum, the slope is
very fowl however, as nlckel is replaced by more and more alumlnum, the slope
increases significantly.
The effect of an isolherm that exhibits a pressure variation with hydrogen
concentration is a reduction in the overall thermodynamic efficiency
proportional to the magnitude of the slope: however, the slope can be reduced
conslderably by suitable heat treatment of the as-prepared alloy [Huston and
Sandrock, 19B0_ Wenzl, 1982]. It is important to note that the desorptlon
slope may be different from the one for absorption; the absorption slope Is
larger than for desorptlon in some alloys [Lynch et al., 1964].
For this specific application, it is the desorptlon slope of the hlgh-pressure
hydride and the absorption slope of the low-pressure hydride that Is of
greatest importance since those respective slopes affect the efficiency during
the EVA. Recharging a HHP(after the EV_) that contains hydrides wlth large
plateau slopes would require higher evaporator temperatures bu! would not
otherwise effect the performance.
Z.Z.4 Pressure Requirements For Finite React-ion Rates
Since almost all pressure-composition-temperature (PCT) plots are published for
equilibrium o_ pseudo-equilibrium condltions [4]. all materials must be
supplied with a hydrogen pressure either above the absorption or below the
desorption isotherm to achieve a finite rate of reaction. Clearly, the faster
19-24.
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Fig. 9. The effect of alumlnum substitution for nlci.el on the plateau slope
for a m15chmetal-nickel alloy. _t sufficiently high aluminum concentrations,
the plateau slope would be too large to use the hydride in a heat pump
[Sandrock and Huston, 1981].
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the deslred rate the greater the dlfference from the equilibrium plateau
pressure required. For example, according to 6oode|l et al., 1980, the
absorption plaleau of LaNIS increased by IS percent for a contlnuous charging
rate of 0.02 H/M atoms per minute [S]; however, the differences between static
and dynamic results did nol change even at rates estimated to be days in
duration.
The magnitude of the overpressure required for absorption and the underpressure
for desorption may be of the order of 10 percent for the LaNi5 alloys in order
to achieve fast enough kinetics for most applications [Rosso, 1985b]. A
considerably greater difference 1o to be expected for the FeTi alloys [Re111y,
1985]. The differences between these two materials is clearly shown in Fig.
]0. The dlfference between the static and dynamic behavior becomes less at
higher temperalures, approaching zero at temperatures near I00"C [_nevi et al. ,
1984]. They suggested thai "Particular caution is advisable in using enthalpy
and entropy data from equilbrlum experiments to predict the performance of
essentially dynamic devlces such as hydride heat pumps."
Another effect has been reported that shows the dlfference between dynamic and
static behavlor_ a slightly higher pressure is associated with the start of the
two-phase absorption reaction and has been referred to as the "onset
overpressure" due, perhaps, to the presence of a surface film or nucleation
difflculties [Goode11 et at., 1980]. Fig. I] shows the presence of an onsel
overpressure at intermediate reaction rates; at low or high rates of charging,
the effect-i_f"a_sent. The onset overpressure is analogous to the familiar
undercooling phenomena at the onset of solidlf_calion.
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Agaln, all o_ _hese nonequ111brlum effects lower,the thermodynamlc efflclency
,p
of the heat pump. In addltlon to the intrlhslc no_eouillbrlum nature of the
hydrides, an improperly deslgned hydride container can have signlflcant
pressure drop5 along its length. Fortunately, the antzclpated sorptlon rates
required for this apDllcatlon should be sufficiently low that it may be
possible to neglect these effects; however, this can only be established with
certalnty after a prototype HHP is constructed.
Z.2.S Useable Cdpdcity vS. Temperature
As shown In Fig. }2, the hydrogen capacity of hydrides tends Io decrease with
tncreas!ng temperatu-e, analogous to evaporatlon/condensatlon in a single-
component IzQuld-ges system [6ruen et al., ]978; Abelson and Horowltz, ;980].
This variation has not been reported for most alloys. Therefore, sufflclent
materlal must be available at higher temperatures to contain the amount of
hydrogen absorbed at lower temperatures In order to prevent excess pressure
build up during recharging.
Z.Z.G Degradakion
Degradatlon can be classified as intrlnslc or e×trlns!c. Intrinsic degradation
refers to the tendency of the a11oy to disproportlonate into _ts components
whereas extrln_ic degradation refers to the susceptlbilty to polslonlng by
impurltles, such aE oxygen or wate_ vapor.
Binary hydrlde_ have shown a tendency to disproportionate after many (thousand)
cycles at elevated temperatures due to diffusion of the metal atoms. For
example, L_N'_Srhas been found to decompose to the more stable LaH2; which is
nonreversible at room temperatures. Adding small amounts of A1 makes the alloy
resistant to dlsproportionatlon up tD 200"C [Jones and Golben, i985].
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Because of the relatively 5mall number of cycles proposed for ihls application
(500) and the low temperatures involved (less then }00"C), intrinsic
degradation should not be considered a serious problem even for LaNIS [Cohen
and Wernick, 1981]. LaNiS and LaNiS-xAlx alloys have been cycled below 100"C
for over 3S,000 cycles with no detectable dlsproportionatlon [Golben, 1983].
However, because long-term cycllc tests are nol available for many of the
rare-earth nlckel-based a11oys, it is not clear that they will be sufficiently
stable for this application_ therefore, degradation studies should be performed
to'demonstrate the stability of any custom a11oy.
Extrlnsic degradation I'_ a far more serlous problem for those systems that
contlnually expose the hydride to a different atmosphere, as in the case of
hydrogen purification. Fig. 13 shows schematically the loss of capacity of a
hydride exposed to impure hydrogen after numerous cycles. The loss would be
different, of course, for different hydrides.
Due to the closed nature of the proposed HHP, impurity contamlnatlon should not
be a concern. Neither nitrogen nor helium, even in substantial amounts, should
result in the.degradation of any hydride that may be selected [Sandrock and
Goode11, 1984; Rosso, IgBSb]. The only possible effect of these gasses, and
only if they were present in signiflcant concentrations, would be to provide a
physlcal barrier around the hydride that could _hleld it from access to
hydrogen during absorption. Since it i5 unllkely these inert gasses would be
present in a closed system in any other than trace amounts, they should not be
considered a problem in the long-term performance of the HHP.
Z.2.7 Comminu_ ion
The large |attice strains associated with hydrzding result in a very small
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Fig. 13. Schematic reaction curves showing los5 of t:lnetics and capaczty as a
result o? cyclzng with ZMpure hydrogen [£androck and Husion, fg£1].
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(a) Capsule
(b) Container I
--..
Fig. 14. Encapsulation of hydride to prevent e:,:pan_on and pact_ng problems.
_s a _ide benefit, the e?fective contact between the hydride and hydrogen gas
i= enhanced l-a _ ........ ?ilter, _-_,yu, id= (c ...... _- . , ,. ...... ., capsule, 2_£ _''_- _ ........ - "_- -
and Huston, 1_81].
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particle slze after a number of cycles and. as mentioned before, lead to
enhanced dlffu_1on and degraded thermal conductlvlty. In addition, the fine
particle s2ze results in the tendency of the hydride powder to "pacE" togelher
under the Influence of gravity. This results In two problems; namely, slower
chemical klnetlcs due to the exclusion of hydrogen from the surface and the
posslbllity of ruplurlng of the container after many cycles {Cohen and Wernick,
1981]. Because of the requirement of gravlty for hydride packing, comminution
should not be a problem for this application.
Since the resulllng particle size is _o small, 0.5 to 2.0 um filters (sintered
stainless steel, flberglass, etc.) must be employed to prevent the migration of
the powders from the evaporator to the condenser. The_e filter_ will not clog
If hydrogen is permitted to flow both ways through the filter {Jones and
6olben, 1985].
These filters may introduce significant pressure drops (about 10 psi) between
the two ends of the HHP at high flow rates but only small drops (about _ psi)
are found at normal flow rates [Rosso, I985b]. Since It Is anticipated that
the flow rates for ihls application uill be low, the pressure drop due to
filters can be treeled as a second-order effect.
Design of the container is particularly important because of communltion.
Encapsulatlon designs, such as the one shown in Fig. 14, have been used with
success. Rupture of the container wal/ can be prevented if small quantities of
the hydrlde ar_enclosed in separate Compartments. Encapsulation also
increases the effective contact area betueen the hydrlde and the hydrogen
working fluid {Shaft et a1., 1980].
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Z.Z.B Act iva_i _,;
i
The intermetallic hydrides do not absorb hydrogen without undergoing an
"activation" process, uhich involves cycling the material through a number of
charge-discharge cycles [Cohen and Wernick, 1981]. Both the kinetics and
hydrogen capacity greatly increase during this process. One reason for the
increased kinetics from the activation process is due, of course, to a greatly
increased surface area of the bulk sample resulting From the large volume
change associated with hydriding.
LaNiS can be easily activated at room temperature and a few atmospheres of
hydrogen; however, FeTi requires much higher temperatures (30@-4B@'C) followed
by 2-10 days' exposure to high pressure hydrogen (730 aim) at room temperature
[Sandrock and Huston, 1981].
If FeTi is exposed to air, it must be reactivated, unlike LaNiS. Therefore
reactivation of a FeTi HHP would be conslderablY less straightforward compared
to a LaNiS HHP due to the higher pressures and temperatures required.
Z.3 Properties oF Selected Hydrides
It is instructive to review the general properties in each of several classes
of hydrides for this HHP application. Iron-titanium, the rare-earths, calcium-
nickel, magnesium, and newly-discovered alloys wil! each be discussed
separately.
2.3.1 Iron-Titanium Rlloys
The FeTi alloys have excellent properties for use as hydrogen storage media.
TL ..... _ "
,,,=y =,= inexpensive and the _a_ material is abundant. The plateau pressure5
are sufficiently high at ordinary temperatures for them to be consldered for
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many dlverse applzcatlons. If exposed to alr, they become deacilvaled allowing
them to be handled In air without decomposition and then subsequent}y
reactlvated, as descrlbed In Section 2.2.B [Re111y, 1979].
In splte of many advantages of FeTi, the amount of overpressure required for
hydrogen sorpt_on, as shown in Fig. 10, is conslderably larger than for the
rare-earth alloys [Reilly, ;9BS]. Because of this disadvantage, the iron-
titanium alloys have not been used extensively for heat pump appllcatlons.
Iron can be pariZally replaced by other transition melals to improve the
properties of FeTi. A_ shown in Fig. 15, for example, small additions of
manganese reduce the amount of hysteresis but the plateau slope increases
substantlally; however, activation can proceed at room temperature [Reilly,
1979]. _dd_tlons of nickel result _n an alloy wlth a very small amount of
hysteresis [Huston and Sandrock, IBBO].
Z.3.Z Rare-Earth Blloys
The most wid_ly studied of the rare-earth alloys is LaNiB, which reacts rapidly
and reversibly with hydrogen (even in the bulk) at room temperature with a high
di_soclation pressure. Alloys based on this system show relatively small
hysteresis and have a compositional range greater than I H/M atom ratio.
Of particular importance for thls HHP application is the capab111ty of varying
the properties of the rare-earth a11oys almost at wll! by substituting In whole
or in part other metals for lanthanum and nickel [Reilly, 1979]. For example
mi_chmetal (MmFcan be substituted for lanthanum and a!uminum for nickel. Both
substltutions have dramatic effects on the thermodynamic properties.
Unfortunately, the storage capacity, plateau slope, and'kinetics are degraded
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temperature and the degree of hystsresls is reduced; however, the eQuilzbrlum
pressures are reduced and the sJepe of the z_othen_s is _reatJy increased
[Re111y, 1978a].
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compared to LaNzS, although in most cases not slgnlfzcantly.
The substitution of aluminum for nickel significantly lowers the p]ateau
pressure et any given temperature [Dlaz et al., 1979]; however, both the
hydrogen capaclty and diffusion coefficient are also reduced [Rosso, 1985b].
The dlffuszon coefflclent is more than two orders of magnz!ude lower near room
temperature (compared to undoped LaNzS) due to an increase in the activation
energy [Bowman et al.. 1980]. Addition of aluminum has been found to be
beneflcla! in reducing the tendency of LaNiS to disproportionate [Jones and
Golben, 1985].
In practice, hydrides can be designed for nearly any heat pump appllcatlon
[Shaft et al., 1978, Rosso, ]98Sb]. For example, plateau pressures from 0.1 to
$0 aim. at room temperature can be obtained by mzxlng varlous comblnatzons of
rare earths and other elements wlth nickel. Thus, the materials englneer Is
not llmzted to those alloys published in the literature. However, it should be
noted that much of hydride alloy design is proprietary, or patented, as well a_
an/ heat treatmenl used to minimize the plateau slope.
Z.3.3 Calcium-Nickel Alloys
The substitution of calcium for lanthanum, forming CaNtS, results in a much
less expensive hydride that can still be activated easily at room temperature;
however, the plateau slope is more than doubled [Huston and Sandrock, 1980] and
the alloy is especially susceptible to degradation [Sheft et at.. 1980].
CaNi5 and MnNi5-forM a continuous solid solutlon so that a complete range, of
van't Hoff lines between CaNt5 and MnNzS can be achieved [Sandrock and Huston,
IgBl]. Replacing 50 percent of the calcium with mischmetal increases the
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plateau pressure by a factor oF B at room temperature, slightly lowers the
hysleresls, increases the capacity by 2S percent, but Increases the plateau
slope by a factor of 17 [Huston and 5androck, 19B0]. Although this alloy may
be suitable for some HHP applications, because of the greatly increased plateau
slope, it is not suitable ?or this one.
2.3.4 Magnesium Alloys
Generally, the magnesium-based alloys possess a very good H/M weight ratio
compared to the other metallic hydrides; however, they are rather stable,
decomposing at relatively high temperatures, as shown in Fig. S. In addition,
the chemical kinetics of hydrogen sorption are considerably slower compared to
the other hydrides due, perhaps, to the presence of a gas-proof hydride layer
initially formed at the surface [Belkbir et al., IgS1].
The alloy Mg2Ni readily reacts with hydrogen even at room temperature; however,
its energy density is only half that of magnesium hydride. Alloys containing
copper have been Found to disproporlionate [Reilly, 197g]. Because of these.
limitations, these alloys do not hold much promise for this HHP application.
Z.3.S Other Alloys
Hydrides based on other materials have been and will be continued to be
discovered. Among the more promising series of alloys are TiMnI.S and the
multicomponent zirconium-based alloys ZrO.BTiO.2MnCrl.2S, ZrMnFeTx, ZrCrFe1+x,
and Zrl-xTxMnyFez, where T is Ti, Mn, or Fe [Suda at. al., IgSla; Sinha and
Wallace, 19BS; 5inha et al., ISBS]. Some of these a11oys have large hydrogen
capacities and favorable dissociation pressures, and all have fast kinetics.
• _0 _ _=& _ T_They appear to have particular promise ......, _,._. ....._!i_,,_,,_.... .. .. -pp'_=,--.
however, that the plateau slopes are much larger for these materials than for
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LaN15. Further studies are needed to determlne thezr lono-term 5tab111ty;
therefore, these a11oy5 cannot be recommended for this applloation at the
present tlme.
RESUL 1"5 AND D],SCUSSJ'ON
There are numerous subtleties in the properties of metal hydrides that may
impact the final deslgn of the HHP for this application. These include the
followzng:
• different enthalple5 for absorption and deeorptlon
• hydroge_ sorptlon !zmited by heat transfer, dzffuslon, or. lnterfaclal
reactions
• different absorption and desorption plateau _ressure5 (hysteresis)
• changes in hysteres15 with temperature, sorption rate, and composition
• changes in plateau slope with temperature, sorption rate, and
composition
• higher (or different) absorption then desorption slopes
•changes in plateau pressure_, enthalples, and entropies with sorption
rate
• higher pressures required to start hydridzng ("onset overoressure")
• pressure drops due to filters, piping, valves, heat exchangers, and
Improperly designed hydride beds
• changes in hydrogen capacity wit_ temperature
• changes in hydrogen capacity with time (degradation)
• changes in pressure drops with lime due to comminution
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Before the nonldealitles of the hydrides are considered, however, It 15
Instructlve !o consider two hydrides, ignoring all nonideal effects.
Nonldealltles w111 be treated separalely in later sections.
3.1 fi Case Study of Two Hydrides
The following examples consider two hydrides: MmNI4.SAI0.S as the high-pressure
hydride and LaNi4.7_I0.3 as the low-pressure hydride. Their properties have
been obtazned from Huston and Sandrock, l_Bl.
3.1.1 Ideal Behavior
The following conditions have been assumed for this (and some following)
exam_les:
a. The evaporator temperature of 40"F is determined by a pressure
regulalor (check valve) between the two heat exchangers.
b. The condenser temperature is deiermlned by the surface area and
absorption/emlssion properties of a space radiator [S). The area
musl be selected to maintain the pressure equal to, or below, the
evaporator.
c. The A and B constants in Eqn. (3) are -3388 K and 12.81 for hydride
#I and -409@ K and 12.84 for hydride @2. Both hydrides are
considered to be in sufficient quantity to achieve the necessary
amount of heat transfer, assumed to be 11,680 Biu, with a metabolic
rate vs. lime as shown in Fig. IS [Hodgson and Dresser, }982].
d. Pressure drops and other nonldealltles are Inslgn_flcant.
Fig. 17 shows the path taken by hydrogen in the HHP during the EVA as well as
during post-EVA (recharging).
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at B2 and absorbing at A2. 1
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A. The=_e! e_uillbrlum wllh the _pece _t@t;9 n
Hydrlde ;I: 80"F and 4.0 aim.
Hydride _2: 80"F and 0.4S aim.
In111ally, bolh hydrlde #1 and _2 are assumed to be in lhermal equzlibrlum wlth
the interior of the space slatlon (assumed to be 80"F).
B. LCUG waler circulates and the connectlnq valve is opened
Hydride _I: BO"F -> 40"F and 4.0 aim. -> 1.65 arm.
Hydride #2: 80"F -> 136"F and 0.4S arm -> ].GS arm.
When water from the LCUG Is clrculated through hydride #1 and the valve between
the hydrldes is opened, hydrogen begln_ to desorb from hydride _I lowerlng Its
temperature to point _I, which Is delermlned by the pre_sure-regulat2ng check
valve set _o 1.65 atm. The hydrogen is absorbed by hydrlde _2, ra_slng its
temperature to ]3S'F. Since hydride #2 is In thermal contact with a space
radiator, the heat of formatlon Is rejected to space.
The temperature of hydrlde _2 Is, in fact, determined not by the pressure of
hydride _I, rather it is determined solely by the physical characteristics of
the space radlalor, such as the absorptivity, emisslvity, and area. Based on
the T"4/area relatlonshlp, a B.2 ft^2 radiator is the minimum area required.
If the area is smaller than 8.2 ft_2, the temperature of the radlator could nol
be maintained al ]3G'F or below; therefore, the pressure in hydride _2 would
exceed that in _I and no hydrogen would be desorbed from hydride _I. If the
area Is greater than 8.2 ft_2, the actual temperature of hydrlde _2 would be
less than 136"F, which would result in a lower condenser pressure. Since it
has been assumed in th1_ example that no pressure drops exist, the extra area
of the radiator would be wasted.
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C. Dur_nq the EUA
Hydrlde #I: 40"F and 1.65 aim.
Hydride #2: 136"F and 1.65 atm.
During this time, hydride 81 is beinQ depleted in hydrogen, with the waste heat
from the LCVG supplying the thermal energy for the endothermic heat of
desorption. Assuming there i5 an excess of hydride #2, the cooling effect will
cease when all of the hydrogen has desorbed from hydride _1, If hydride _I is
in excess, the EVA must terminate when the capacity of hydride 82 has been
reached since the pressure would ri_e abruptly at that point and no further
hydrogen transfer could occur.
D. End of the EUA and return to the space statlon
Hydride 81: 80"F and 4.0 aim.
Hydride 82: 80"F and 0.45 aim.
It is assumed that the HHP has come to thermal equilibrium with the space
station once again.
E. Recherqinq
Hydride 81: 80"F and 4.0 aim.
Hydride _2: 182"F and 4.0 aim.
Hydride 81 is connected to the space-station's thermal management system, which
is assumed to be at 80"F. Therefore, in order to recharge hydride 81, the
temperature of hydride _2 must be raised to at least 182"F in order to achieve
a pressure of 4.0 aim. The temperature of hydride 82 can be raised by soleP or
electrical energy. Since the HHP is now onboard the space station, it is
a_umed that there i5 _ufficient energy available for this purpose.
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After recharglng has ended (either by an abrupt rlse In temperature of hydride
#I or the exhaustlon of hydrogen in hydride 82), the HHP can be returned to the
PLSS for reuse. Ourlng that time, it will, of course, come to thermal
equilibrium with the space statlon once agaln.
The amount of material needed to transfer II,680 Btu may be calculated if the
following assumptions are made:
hydrlde #I: 0.83 HIM capacity, dH" = -6.7 kcallmol-H2, 6 M-atomslmol, 433 glmol
hydride #2: 8.95 H/M capacity, dH" = -8.I kcal/mo1-H2, 6 M-atoms/mot, 423 g/mot
For hydride _I, 6_8.83 = 4.98 moles of H are contained in one mole of hydrlde
_I. _t 6.7 kcal/mol-H2, for 11,68@ Btu (2948 kcal) of heat transfer, 2,94@16.7
= 438.e-moles of H2 or 877.6 moles of H are required. Finally, 877.6/4.98 =
176.2 moles of hydride #I at 423 g/mol results in 76,295 g or 168 Ibs of
hydrlde. If the effective hydride density is 4 g/cm_3, this corresponds to a
volume of 19,@74 cm^3 or a cube 1@.5 _n. on a slde.
The corresponding resu!ts for hydride #2 are 53,882 g = 119 Ibs for a volume of
13,47] cm_3 or a cube 9.4 in. on a side. The same effective density has been
used for this calculation. 4 g/cm^3 is a reasonable value for the effective
denslty if the crystal density is similar to that for LaNiS (6.4 g/cm^3) and
some volume is a11owed for expansion.
3.1.2 Effecl of Hysteresis
The absorptionldesorption pressure ratio (a measure of the hysteresis) is taken
to be 1.12 and 1.05 for hydride _I and _2, respectively. Isotherms show
hysteresis durlng absorption and desorption, which are assumed to be the same.
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Fig. IB shows the path taFen by hydrogen in the HHP during the EVA as well as
during posi-EV_ (recharging). The narrow 11nes represent the static behavior
and the heavy llnes the dynamic behavior. The absorption isotherms w111 be
above and the desorptlon isotherms below the static isotherms.
Hydride _1 begins al point AI (40"F and I.S aim) and hydrlde _2 at BI (131"F
and I.S arm). Clearly, since the condenser temperature has been reduced from
13G to 131"F, a greater radiator area Is reaulred compared to the ideal case.
Recharging hydride #2 requlres a temperature increase from ;e2 to IBe'F, only a
minor change from the ideal case.
3. l.3 Effecl of Plateau Slope
Isotherms do not have a constant pressure; rather, they depend on composition,
temperature, and alloy preparatlon. The plateau slope, (dlnP)/(dH/M), is taken
to be O.36 and 0.4B for hydrides tl and #2, respectively (equlvalent to 0.16
and 0.21 for a base-10 1ogarithmlc plot>. If excess hydride material is used
in the HHP, the hydride can be operated over a flatter range of the plateau
pressure, thus increasing the efficiency during the EVA as well as the overall
efficiency.
Fig. 19 shows the path taken by hydrogen in the HHP during the EVA as well as
during post-EVA (recharging).
Hydride _I begins at point AI (32"F and 1.B atm) and hydride _2 at BI (125"F
and 1.0 aim.). Because of the sloping isotherm, as hydrogen is removed from
hydrlde _I, the temperature increases to point A2 (4B'F and I.S arm). It is
not po_si_ to ,._,..,_,n _,._ ...._ .......................r pressure
is held constant at I.S arm. Since a temperature lower than the ice polnt is
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Fig. 18. van't Hoff plots showing only the effect of hysteresis on the pair of
hydrides. Hydride _I h_s a larger hysteresis than hydride _2. The radiator
temperature must decrease from 136 to 131"F.
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EFFECT OF PLATEA, U SLC)P_
\
Fig. !9 van'i Hoff plots showlng only the effect of a nonzero plateau slope or
the pair of hydrides. As hydrogen desorbs fro_ hydride _! al a constanl
pressure, the temperature rises from 32 to 4e'F while the pressure in hydride
_2 rises from I to i.G arm.
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not desirable, the temperature of hydride @I at the end of the EVA w111 be
48"F.
As hydrogen is transfered to hydrlde _2, the pressure rlses from l to l.G arm
if the temperalure is maintained constant at 12S'F by the space radiator. The
EVA must terminate when either hydride #I is depleted of hydrogen or if the
hydrogen pressure of hydride #2 exceeds I.G arm.
Recharging involves heating hydride _2 to point 83 (20S'F and 7.2 arm) where
desorption will result in a pressure drop to point B4 (2eS'F and 4.G arm).
Hydride #1 will be iniiially at point A3 (80"F and 3.2 arm> but will increase
in pressure to point _4 (80°F and 4.6 aim) as hydrogen Is absorbed.
Not only is a larger radiator requlred, compared to the !deal case, the coollng
effect may be somewhat reduced since the temperature of hydride #! at the end
of the EVA will be at 48, not 40"F, although it wili be at 32"F at the start.
3.1.4 Effect of Finite Hydrogen Sorpiion Rates
If the maximum rate is 2,000 Btu/hr, as i11ustrated in Fig. IS, this
corresponds to 8.4 kcal/min. For hydride _I, 8.4/6.7 = 1.2S moles H2/min.
Since 76.3 kg of hydride is required, and ] H/M per min. is about 6.94 mol H2
per kg of hydride per min. IS], this corresponds to a discharge rate of
0.0]64/6.94, or 0.0024 H/M per mln_
It is instructive to compare this rate with that reported by Goode11, et al.
in 1980 for LaNiS. They found that the absorption plateau of LaNIS increased
by IS percent for a continuous charging rate of 0.02 H/M atoms per min. The
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that value; therefore, no more than a !S percemt Increase In absorption or
decrease In desorption pressures are expected. As mentioned _n Sectlon 2.2.4,
even dlscharge rates as low as those anticipated for thls appJlcatlon shou]d
still result in slgnlflcant devlat_ons from static results.
Assumlng a 15 percent Increase in absorptlon and 15 percent decrease in
desorption pressures, the effect on the performance of the HHP can be
i11ustrated in Fig. 20.
Hydride _1 begins at polnt AI (4@'F and 1.4 arm) and hydride #2 at point BI
(123"F and 1.4 arm). _geln, since the condenser temperature has been reduced
from I_S to IZjS'F, a corresponding increase in radiator area is reoulred.
Re_harg:ng hydride _2 requires a temperature increase fro_ 182 to lg8"F;
however, th_s Is not expected to be a problem.
3.1.S Co_bi,,od Noni_lea| CFfect_
In add_tlcn to the effects of hysteresis, plateau slopes, and fln_ie sorp!1on
rates, there will be pressure drops due to piping, valves, f_llers, etc. that
must be Inc!uded in any d1_cusslon of nonidealzties. Since pressure drops are
very design dependent, a reasonable 2 psi drop will be assu_ed.
F_g. 21 _hows the effect of hysteresis, plateau slopes, a sorptlon rale that
changes the _sotherms by IS percen!, and a 2 ps_ pressure drop (there is a
bullt-in I ps_ pressure dro0 for each heavy llne).
Hydride _I starts at polnt AI (32"F and 1.4 alm) and desorbs hydrogen at a
constant pressure unti! point A2 is reached (SI"F and 1.4 arm). Hydride #2
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Fig. 20. van't Hoff plots showing only the effect of a finite hydrogen
_orption rate on the pair of hydrides. The temperature of the radiator must be
lowered from 13B to 123"F for proper operation.
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radiator temperature is only 103"F. Furthermore, recharging hydride @2 must be
done et 22B'F.
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starts at polnt BI (103"F and 0.8 arm) and absorbs hydrogen at a constant
temperature until point B2 is reached (103"F and 1.4 arm).
Recharglng hydride _2 requires a temperature of 228"F to ensure an adequate
pressure drop to hydride _2 at 88"F. Hydride _2 desorbs hydrogen at point B3
(228"F and 8.2 arm) until point B4 (228"F and 5.G arm) is reached. Hydride _I
absorbs hydrogen at point A3 (80"F and 4 arm) untll point A4 (88"F and 5.G arm)
is reached.
Clearly, the inclusion of these four nonideallties significantly reduces the
efficiency of the HHP. The consequences for the EVA include
• a temperature sink for the LCVG that varies from 32 to 51"F
• a radiator area increase from 8.2 to ]0.3 ft'2
_fter the EVA, the only penalty of any consequence is increasing the
_B'F ich Stemperature of hydride _2 from 182 to "_ , wh hould be easily achieved.
None of these nonldeal effects should seriously limit this partlcular
combination of hydrldes for this HHP application.
3.Z LaNi5 and CaNiS
The paper by Gruen et al., 1878 incorrectly reports absorption and desorption
pressure-temperature variations for LaNiS. Although the enthalpy reported is
close, both absorption and desorption pressures are too hlgh. See Huston and
Sandrock, 1988 for correct data.
It is easy to show that when the actual properties of this pair of hydrides are
considered, along with any nonldeal effects, it would be Impossible to u_e- them
for this application.
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3.3 Other Hydride Pair_
A conslderable number of other hydride pairs would, most likely, be suitable
for thls application since It i5 possible to design the rare-earth-based
hydrides for a given set of van't Hoff constants. The properties of most of
these custom alloys, and the thermal heat treatments needed to mlnimlze plateau
slope, elc., have not been publlshed. Even for those hydrides that are _ell
characterized, unforseen characterlstlc5 may result in conslderably different
behavlor from that expected. It wi11 be essential to build a prototype of a
HHF for ihls application using the hydride pairs that have been selected based
on their assumed properties.
SUMMARY
4.1 Additional Physical Property Data Required
The issue of hydride cost has not been addressed In this paper. Clearly, If a
few hundred pounds of relatlvely expenslve hydride material is required for
each PLSS, the cost will not be negllglble; however, thls design should still
be cost competitive wilh alternative designs.
It must be established what 11mlts the reactlon rate: heat transfer, hydrogen
diffusion, interfaclal reactions, pressure droDs, etc. and steps iaLen to
reduce the limiting step. However, since the rates of reaction for lhls
apD!Icatlon are expected to be low, compared to conventional hydride heai pu_p
applications, the rate of reaction may not be a critical design parameter.
If custom (unpub]Ished) alloys are used in the design, it is essential tB'_t all
of the properties mentioned above be known. In particular, the following
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nonidealilies are listed in order of importance:
• a mlnlmum plateau slope durlng desorptlon of the hlgh-pressure hydrlde
• a minimum plateau slope during absorption of the low-pressure hydride
• a minimum underpressure during desorptlon of the hlgh-pressure hydride
• a minimum overpressure durlng absorptlon of the low-pressure hydride
• a mlnlmum hysteresis for both hydrldes
Other nonideallties can be considered as secondary for this application.
4.2 Recommendations
An almost unlimited number of alloy compos_tlons are avallable that will result
zn any comblnatlon of properties desired for a particular applicatlon.
However, the propertles of even relatively slmole alloys, such as LaN15, may
show cons1derable variation depending on the sample preparation, purity, design
of the testing apparatus, etc. Therefore, it is clear that a prototype of the
HHP for this purpose must be constructed before the final deslgn is chosen.
Because of the exponential dependence of pressure with temperature, it w111 be
essent:al to establish maximum operating and storage temperatures for the
particular hydrldes selected for the HHP. Failure to maintain the temperature
below this limit may result in catastrophic rupture of the container or venting
of hydrogen into a potentially explosive atmosphere. The HHF could be designed
with a one-way check valve from the high-pressure to the low-pressure hydride
that would ope_n only if the pressure exceeded a preset limit. This would avoid
any loss of hydrogen to the environment.
The rare-earth based metal hydrides have been shown to possess a combination of
propertles that make them desirable for heat pump appllcations; namely, i_ey
absorb and reverslbly desorb relatively large amounts of hydrogen with
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e,;ce!leni _Inetlc_ with a smell degree of overpre_sure. In addition, their
composlilon can be varied elmost at w111 to achieve a given set of properties.
In addltlon to the conventional two-hydrlde heat pump concept, the un,que
condltions of the space _tatlon can be used to advantage. It has been proposed
[Rosso, 1985c] that the same cooling effect could be achieved with only a
singie hydride and eveporator, whlch would elim2nate not only the second
hydrlde and condenser, but also the bac|pacK radlator and assoclated heatlng
and cooling connections. This concept i_ slmilar to that proposed by Jones and
Golben in ]9£5 for spacecraft cooling to 28 K. The d!sadvantage to thls
concept wouId be the requirement of a connection to a waste hydrogen vent from
the fuel tanl.s and the Introduction of hydrogen into the space station
environment as a pos_:b!e contaminant.
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Notes
Oxygen is also circulated through the crewmember's suit and the waste heat
is. transferred to the same evaporator as the water using a three-phase
heat exchanger.
The pressure is regulated to maintaln the temperature of the LaNi5
evaporator at 40"F. These one-way check valves can be designed to open
whenever the pressure on the input side Is greater (by i psi) than the
output side and close if the pressure is greater on the output side than
on the input. Due to their slmple operation, these valves are extremely
tellable and maintenance free [Golben, 1983].
One major advantage of this system is that no thermal insulation is
requlred (or desired) for storage. This is, of course, unlike
phase-change methods used for cooling, such as the water sublimator.
system Is available on demand simply by opening valve _1.
The
Most PCT plots are reported for desorption, rather than absorption, since
this is thought to more closely represent the intrinsic characteristics of
the material.
1 H/M per minute corresponds to G.g4 mot H2 per hg of LaNiS per min.
[Golben and Huston, 1883].
_ssuming the space radiator is constructed of silver-backed teflon that
provldes an alpha-solar of 0.0B and an IR emlsslvlty (epsilon) of 0.78
(alpha/epsilon = 0.I ), 10.5 ft"2 is required to provide a thermal sink at
about 1@0'F [Hodgson and Dresser, 1982]. Since the back surface of the
backpack is only G ft^2, a higher temperature would be required to radiate
enough heat from the smaller area. The area-temperature relationsh:p is
approxlmately _ = 9.8EIO/T"4. Therefore, 184"F would need B fizZ.
If another EV_ is planned immediately following the recharging process,
the CaNi5 evaporalor at IGI'F could be connected to the thermal management
system to reduce its temperature to 8B'F, recovering the sensible heat.
Otherwise, the system should come to thermal equllibrium with the
env:ronment in a few hours since the system is not insulated.
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FLOW CYTOMETRY ANALYSIS OF HORMONE RECEPTORS ON HUMAN
PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS TO IDENTIFY
STRESS-INDUCED NEUROENDOCRINE EFFECTS
Richard T. Meehan, M.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Internal Medicine
University of Texas Medical Branch
Galveston, Texas
Understanding the role of circulating peptide hormones in the
pathogenesis of space-flight induced disorders (space adaptation syndrome,
musculo-skeletal atrophy, and immune dysfunction) would be greatly facili-
tated by a method which allows monitoring chronic levels of hormones and
their effects upon in vivo cell physiology. Single and simultaneous multi-
parameter flow cytometry analysis was employed to identify subpopulations
of mononuclear cells bearing receptors for ACTH, Endorphin, and Somato-
medin-C using monoclonal antibodies and monospecific antisera with indirect
immunofluorescence.
Blood samples were obtained from normal donors and subjects partici-
pating in decompression chamber studies (acute stress), medical student
academic examination (chronic "stress), and a drug study (Dexamethasone).
Preliminary results indicate most ACTH and Endorphin receptor positive
cells are monocytes and B-cells, exhibit little diurnal variation but
the relative percentages of receptor positive cells are influenced by
exposure to various stressors and ACTH inhibition.
This study demonstrates the capability of flow cytometry analysis
to study cell surface hormone receptor regulation which should allow in-
sight into neuroendocrine modulation of the immune and other cellular
systems during exposure to stress or microgravity.
X5281NASA Colleague: Jim Waligora SD3
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INTRODUCTION
Prior studies document elevated levels of various hormones during
space flight but their role in the pathogenesis of musculoskeletal
atrophy, space adaptation syndrome (SAS) or immune depression is unclear
(1,2). The relationship of neuropeptides to SAS is intriguing since; ACTH
release may correlate with susceptablity to motion sickness in humans
(3), the pituitary adrenal axis modulates blood brain barrier permeability
in rats (4) and dexamethasone therapy appears to reduce symptoms of motion
sickness (5).
A regulatory circuit between the immune and CNS systems involve
common peptides and receptors modulated by feedback mechanisms (6, 7).
Hormone receptor physiology has greatly expanded our understanding of
hormone action at the cellular level in humans (8). Therefore, in vivo
neuropeptide receptor expression on circulating immune cells may represent
a novel method to; monitor chronic hormone levels or identify neuroendocrine
modulation of the immune system or other organs at the cellular level during
exposure to stress or microgravity.
THEORY/OBJECTIVES
This study utilized flow cytometry analysis to:
i. Identify and characterize peripheral blood lymphocyte and monocyte
populations bearing ACTH, _ndorphin, and somatomedin-C hormone
receptors using indirect immunofluorescence with anti-receptor
monospecific antisera or monoclonal antibodies.
2. Determine if neuropeptide receptor regulation is influenced by
P
exposure to different stressors or changes in circulating
hormone (ligand) levels.
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METHODS
Peripheral blood mononuciear cells were isolated by boyant density
sedimentation as previously described (2). Cells were washed in PBS and
incubated for 30 minutes in PBS containing sodium azide with the approp-
riate monoclonal antibody or monospecific antisera against neuropeptide
receptors (9,10). Following two subsequent washes, a second incubation
was performed using goat anti-rabbit conjugated with FITC or phycoery-
thrin conjugated to T4 (helper), T 8 (suppressor), M 3 (monocytes), Dr
(Monocytes and B cells) monoclonal antibodies. After additional washes
cells were fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde. Flow cytometry analysis was
performed on 12 - 20xlO 3 cells using logarithmic integral green or red
fluorescence after gating on forward angle light scatter. The receptor
or surface phenotype positive cells were identified by subtracting the
control sample histograms from those containing antibodies.
RESULTS
There was no diurnal variation in the frequency of ACTHr or ENDORPHINr
cells in the peripheral blood from five donors at 8:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. daily for five days (13±1% vs. 12±2% for ACTHr and 17±1% vs. 17±1%
for ENDORPHINr cells). Simultaneous two parameter subset analysis from
7 subjects demonstrated that most ACTHr and ENDORPHINr cells are monocytes
but neuropeptide receptors are also identified on some of T 8 and T4
positive cells.
positive cells.
ACTHr
ENDORPHINr
Somotomedinr
Similar results were obtained with somatomedin-C receptor
+ + +
All Cells Dr + M3 T4 T 8
11±1% 41±9% 69±8% 8±1% 23±6%
18±3% 52±7% 84±2% 10±1% 32±7%
9±1% 33% 57% 7% 51%
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We did not detect a difference in the percentage of ACTHr positive cells
from 17 subjects tested twice within 24 hours, when samples were obtained
before and immediately after a decompression chamber study simulating
six hours of EVA (17±2% pre vs. 17±2% post). Preliminary data from
eight subjects taking dexamethasone 9 mg per day did strongly suggest
that drug treatment which blocks ACTH release increases the number of
cells bearing ACTH and ENDORPHIN receptors.
Off Drug
ACTHr 6±3%
ENDORPHINr 11±3%
Dexamethasone
Three Days Seven Days
25±5_ 16±2%
25±3% 23±4%
Data from iO UTMB medical students on the day of a major academic examination
(chronic stress) was remarkable since 5 of i0 subjects had ENDORPHINr/ACTHr
cell ratios less than i (range 0.4 to 0.9). This was observed in only
three of 78 other individuals under a variety of different conditions to
date which may represent an objective marker of chronic stress. These
i0 subjects demonstrated 18±3% ACTHr cells vs. 18±3% ENDORPHINr cells
and will be compared with data obtained during a "nonstress" control
interval.
i.
.
CONCLUSIONS
Simultaneous multiparameter flow cytometry analysis represents an
excellent method to identify hormone receptor positive cells in vivo
and determine which subpopulation of cells express specific receptors
and surface phenotype markers.
Our data indicate ACTH and ENDORPHIN receptor positive cells have
minimal diurnal variation and are primarily expressed on monocytes
but also on some T helper and T suppressor cells.
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o Preliminary results to date indicate:
a. The number of ACTH receptor positive cells are unaltered
within 24 hours following exposure to acute stress (decompression
study simulating EVA activity).
b. An ENDORPHIN:ACTH receptor positive cell ratio less than I was
seen in 50% of medical students during academic examination
which may represent an objective marker of perceived chronic
stress.
c. Dexamethasone appears to increase ACTH receptor positive cells
which may represent "up regulation" in response to suppression
of circulating ACTH levels.
APPLICATIONS
Flow cytometry analysis of human leukocyte hormone receptor regulation
may identify an objective marker of perceived stress and provide a method
for determining chronically elevated or depressed levels of circulating
neuropeptides or hormones. This technique could be employed for in-flight
monitering of crew members and studying neuroendocrine or microgravity-
induced influences at the cellular level.
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ABSTRACT
At the present the review/approval of MCAUTO/UNIGRAPHICS
CAD/CAM generated drawings and documents are done through routing
of hard copies of drawings and memos via mail. This process is
rather time consuming and expensive due to physical routine of
documents and the need for repeated reproduction of hard copies.
This author proposes a set of procedures and the required
software tools by which transmission, revision, and signing-off
of such documents will be accomplished via electronic data
transfer while maintaining a sufficcient degrees of data
integrity and individual security. A main resistance to such
technique will be due to the limited size of the display screen
(19 inch class) and infrequent layer switching with the attendant
time delay during the process of reviewing the drawing. However
such opposition should diminish as the users become familiar with
both the hardwares and its operation.
The author suggests that the user profiles are set so that
the protection class list of the originator of the drawing
includes at least one common class with each of the individuals
who will be involved in the Revision/Approval cycle. In this way
the originator will be able to transer a file for their review
and also be able to copy back the file to make the necessary
permanent changes.
The integrity of the file is maintained by layer copying,
layer blanking, display color change, and restricted owner access
privilege. The individual security is maintained by restricted
access to signature files and by restricting the list of
individuals who will be authorized to signoff. This is
accomplished through two softwares: LAYCOPY and SIGN.
The author feels that this proposed procedures and
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techniques will adequately maintain both the file integrity and
individual security during Review/Approval Cycle of MCAUTO
generated drawings without the need for hardcopy routing.
NASA Colleague: Don Young, SP2, X4161
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
At present the review/approval of MCAUTO/UNIGRAPHIC CAD/CAM
generated drawings and documents are accomplished through routing
of hard copies via mail. This process is rather slow and
expensive due to the need for physical routing of the hard copies
and the need for repeated reproduction of the hard copies.
This author purposes a set of procedures through which the
above stated task may be accomplished through electronic transfer
of files and memos while the integrity of the part file and the
security of individiuals who are involved in the cycle are
adeuately protected. This will elliminate the need for physical
routing of hard copies. This report also includes a set of
softwares which simplifies the above stated task.
The author expects some objections initially from the
personnel who will be involved in the review/approval cycle since
this is something different from the past practices. As I see
it, maybe the most apparent shortcomings are the limited size of
the display screen and some time laps during layer switching.
However as the users become familiar with both the hardware
itself and its operation, this limitations should become of less
significance.
This report presents the sequential steps through which
creation, review, and correction of a design would normally
follow. Therefore by following the suggested sequence of steps,
a given user can complete the given portion of the task, and the
job would be ready for the next person in the cycle." This
procedure is set up so that the originator who should be
reasonably familiar with the UGI! file management techniques
would do most of the file manipulations while the rest of the
user in the cycling would make simple use of UGII only.
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CHAPTERII
CREATIONANDPREPARATIONOFA PARTFILE
The original designer of the part file will be referred as
the originator, and he will be responsible for designing the part
and for setting up the proper enviroment for cycling of the
file; i.e. the originator is responsible for maintaining the part
integrity and individual secrutiy by controlling the file access.
Before a file can be put in the Review/Approval cycle the
following steps need to be completed:
a. All original design should lie in layers I through 100.
b. Layer 1 shall contain the signature block and the layer
listing.
c. The signature of each person who needs to sign shall be filed
in archives format in each individual directory with his
initials (first, middles, last name) as the file name.
Further more the signature (would be convenient to use digitpad
to generated) should be located in layer one left justified at
the WCS origin with proper scaling.
do The initials of those who will be invovled in the review
cycle will be inserted properly in GRIP souce program
"SIGN.GRS" via editing, then the program should be compiled
and linked to generate "SIGN.GRX" file for later use.
e. Have the system manager configure the protection class list
of the originator so tha this list will contain at least one
common protection class with each person who will be in the
review cycle.
fo When each of the above steps has been completed and the
proper part file has been designed and is placed in the
current file, follow the steps below:
I. Set registers A=I, B=IO0, and C = 100 through calculator
mode.
2. Run GRIP program "LACOPY.GRX". This wil] copy layers 1
through 100 to layers 101 through 200 (this process might
take a while depending on the complexity of the file, so be
patient!)
3. Change the entity display color to that which has not
been used so far in the existing part. This will enable the
originator to readly detect any changes that have been made
k,, _^ lat=_t reviewer ..h^_ _^ _I^ k_ h..... _ .....
4. File the part in checkpoint format. Now this part is
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ready to be transferred for revision. If it needed, proceed
to Chapter Ill.
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CHAPTER Ill
TRANSFER OUT AND REVISION OF A FILE
This chapter will explain the steps required for transfering
out a file to a sendee's directory and the subsequent revision by
the receiver:
a. Move the affect part fi|e from the originaotr to the
sendee by file management executive command "MOVE" as:
MOVE ALWAYS VERIFY (part name.PRT) to (Sendee's Directory).
Also move "SIGN.GRX" (this file needs to be moved only once to a
given individual for a given project) as:
MOVE ALWAYS VERIFY SIGN.GRX TO (Sendee's Directory).
b. Modify the part file header so that the new owner is the
sendee and the protection class is the one which is common to the
_riginator and the sendee as:
MODIFY HEADER (Sendee's Directory: part name.PRT) to OWNER
(Sendee) PCLASS (Common Protection Class).
Now the sendee will be able to retrieve and make changes on this
part. Also modify the header of "SIGN.GRX" as:
MODIFY HEADER (Sendee's Directory): SIGN.GRX to PCLASS (a common
PCLASS).
c. Now the file is ready for the sendee to use. Inform him
by an electronic memo stating: 1. The part file name.
2. Confine the revision to
layers 1 through 100.
3. Upon completion of revision,
run GRIP "SIGN" to signof
entering his initials and
indicating the sign position
when the computer prompts.
d. To revise the part, follow the steps below:
le
2_
Using UGII, retrieve the
desired part file and make
all necessary corrections on
layers 1 through 100.
When completed, signoff by
running GRIP "SIGN".
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.4.
File the part in checkpoint
format.
Inform the originator via
electronic memo informing
that you have completed the
revision .
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CHAPTERIV.
RETURNOF THEREVISEDFILE ANDPERMANENTCORRECTION
Upon receiving a messagefrom the sendee that the file has
been signed off, the originator will run through the following
procedures to transfer in the part file and make all permanent
corrections:
Ao Copy the part file back to the originator's directory using
a file management executive command "COPY" as:
COPY (part file specs TO (part name.PRT).
The part name should be chosen so that it will be unique and also
give some good indication to the progress of the file. One
convenient way would be to assign a number as the last character
of the part name which will increase as the file progresses
through therevision cycle.
B. Retreive the copied file.
C. Unblank layers 101 through 200.
D. Change the entity display color to the original one.
E. Make all permanent corrections on layers 101 through 200 in
Reference to layer 1 through 100.
F. Transfer the latest signature from layer 1 to layer 101.
G. Set the registers: A=101, B=200, and C=100.
H. Run GRIP "LACOPY" to copy layers 101 through 200 to layers 1
through 100.
Now return to step II.F.3 in order to proceed to the next step
in the cycle.
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSION
It was stated in the introduction that there are some obvious
shortcomings in this Revision/Approval procedures which I have
proposed using the existing hardwares.
However the limited size of the display screen problem may be
somewhat leviated by judicious use of the Zoom/Pan capability of
UGII. As for the file integrity, the originator will always have
a copy of the part file in his directory which should be the
latest version. Also the blanked layers I01 through 200 in the
transfered file is an original file which is protected from the
user somewhat. Thus it should be possible to recover a valid
file anytime during the Revision/Approval cycle.
The individual security is adequately protected because: (i)
the individual signature resides in that particular individual's
directory, (2) the protection class of this file can be made
quite unique to that of the particular individual, and (3) the
initials of an authorized person has to be placed in the GRIP
Source Program "SlGN.GRS" in a proper sequence by the originator.
Thus the originator has a rather strict control on who is
authorized to sign and whose signature may be placed on the
drawing.
The author feels that once the users become familiar with
this proposed procedures and techniques and with both the UGII
hardwares and softwares, the Revision/Approval cycle of CAD/CAM
generated drawings and documents can be automated with minimal
difficulties while maintaining an adequate integrity for the data
file and a sufficient security for those who are involved in the
process.
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APPENDIX A
A. GRIP PROGRAM "LACOPY"
This program copies a group of sequential layers to a another
group of sequential layers where the group of layers and the
off-set are determined by the contents of register A, B, and C.
The sequence of tasks done by this program is:
i. Delete all entitles from the destination layers (A + C
through B + C).
2. Copies all entitles from the source layers (A through B) to
the respective destination layers.
3. Blank all entitles on the higher numbered duplicate layers.
4. Set layer I to work layer and the rest to inactive status
(invisible and unselectable).
Prior to running this program, there should be a valid
current file and, the registers A, B, and C are set for the
desired values. While this program is running, the register L
(12th) will show the layer number which is being copied
currently.
The execution procedures are as follows:
i. Set the registers A, B, and C to the desired values in
calculator mode (positve C for up coping and negative C for
down coping).
2. With a valid current file, enter GRIP (option 13) in the
Design Menu.
3. Enter run (option 4).
4. Type in "LACOPY" for prompted file specs and return.
Depending on the complexity of the layer entitles and the
load on the host computer, execution of this program might
take a while, thus it will be advisable to run this program
during the off-peak time.
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UNIGRAPHIC'S TEXT FILE LACOPY.GRS
10 55 LAYER COPYING A THRU 8 TOA + C THRU B + C
20 $$ COPYING FROM ACTIVE TO WORK LAYER
30 55 INITIALIZE
40 ENTITY/ENT (100)
50 NUMBER/MAT1(12)
60 $$ CLEANUP THE DETINATION LAYERS
70 NL = REGF(2)-REGF(1)+I
80 LD =REGF(1)+REGF(3)-I
90 DO/LIOi,M,1,NL
100 LW=LD+M
110 LAYER/WORK,LW,INACT,REST
120 DELETE/ALL
130 LIO:
140 55 SET THE LOOP A:LLIM, B:ULIM, C:DELTA
150 LL=REGF(1)
160 LU=REGF(2)
170 MATI=MATTRIX/TRANSL,O,O,O
180 55 START LAYER CYCLE
190 DO/L4:,I,LL,LU
200 J=I+REGF(3)
210 FLAG=O
220 $$ INITIALIZE SOURCE LAYER
230 LAYER/WORK,I,INACT,REST
240 INEXTE/ALL
250 L2:
260 LAYER/WORK,I,INACT,REST
270 $$ BEGIN 100 ENT SELECTION, IF END FLAG=I
280 DO/L5:,K,I,IO0 -
290 ENT(K)=NEXTE/IFEND,L6:
300 L5:
310 N=K
320 JUMP/L7:
330 L6: FLAG=I
340 N=K-I
350 IF/N,L3:L3:,LT:
360 L7:
370 $$ TRANSFER ENT
380 LAYER/WORK,J,INACT,REST
390 ENT(I..N)=TRANSF/MAT1,ENT(I..N)
400 IF/FLAG,L2:L2:,L3:
410 55 THIS LAYER FINISHED? NO NO YES
420 L3:
430 STORE/12,I
440 L4:
450 $$DECIDING UP COPING OR DOWN COPING
460 IF/REGF(3), , , L8:
470 X = REGF(1)
480 Y=REGF(2)
490 JUMP/L9:
500 L8:
5i0
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520 X:REGF(1)+REGF(3)
530 Y:REGF(2)+REGF(3)
540 L9:
550 $$BLANK UPPER COPY LAYERS
560 LAYER/WORK,X,ACTIVE,X..Y,INACT,REST
570 BLANK/ALL
580 LAYER/WORK,I,INACT,REST
590 HALT
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B. GRIPPROGRAM"SIGN.GRX"
This program enables a user to place his signature at a
specific position on layer 1 of the current file. The individual
signature must have been filed in archive format in that
particular individual's directory with his three initials (first,
middle, and last name) as its file name. Futhermore the
signature should be properly scaled and is located left justified
to the WCSorigin on layer one.
The original GRIPsource program "SIGN-GRS" needs to be
customized for a given project. The three letter initials of
those individuals who would be authorized to sign should be
placed in the data statement (referred to a listing to follow),
and the same sequence of initials should be placed in sign
statements which follow LI through LID. Upon entering these
initials, the GRIP source program need to be complied and linked
to generate GRIP excutable program (SIGN.GRX). This is the
program which will be moved to each users in the cycle.
The execution procedures of GRIP program "SIGN" are as
follows:
1. Enter GRIP (option 13) from desgin menu.
2. Enter run (option 4).
3. Type "SIGN" for requested file specs and hit return.
4. Type your three initials (First, middle, last) when
prompted "YOUR INITIALS FML".
5. When a message "INDICATE SIGN POSITION" appears, pick the
lower left corner position where the signature should appear with
the cross hair indicator. If you have been authorized and your
signature have been generated and filed properly, your signature
should appear where you have indicated. If you have not been
authorized, a message "YOU'RE NOT AUTHORIZED" would appear. If
you signature has not been stored, a message "YOUR SIGN NOT
FOUND" would appear. In either case by pressing "ENTRY COMP"
key, you would exit the GRIP program execution mode.
The most convenient way to generate the signature file would
be to use a DIGITPAD which might be acquired for this
installation in the near future. For the time being the
approximatity of the signature may be generated through spline
creation routine in UGII.
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10
20
3O
40
5O
60
70
8O
90
I00
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
UNIGRAPHICS TEXT FILE SIGN.GRS
$$SIGN MERGE PROG
$$EACH SIGNATURE IN THE OWNERS ARCHIVE FILE
$$WITH THEIR INITIALS(FIRST,MIDDLE,LAST)AS THE FILE NAME
$$THE POSITION OF SIGNATURE LEFT JUSTIFIED AT WCS ORIGIN
NUMBER/M1(12)
ENTITY/SIGN
STRING/INT(IO,3),XYZ(3)
$$ TEN AUTHORIZED INITIALS FIRST MIDDLE LAST
DATA/INT,.'ABI','AB2','AB3','AB4','AB5','AB6','AB7','AB8'
'AB9',ABO'
Ll1:
LAYER/WORK,I,INACT,REST
TEXT/'YOUR INITIALS FML',XYZ,RSP
JUMP/L11:,L15:,,,RSP
$$ SEARCHING INITIALS, IF MATCHES, AUTHORIZED
DO/L13:,I,1,10
ANS=CMPSTR(XYZ,INT(1))
IF/ANS,,L14:,
L13:
MESSG/'YOU'R NOT AUTHORIZED'
JUMP/L15:
L14:
POS/'IND SIGN POS',X,Y,Z,RSP
JUMP/L14:,L15:,,,,RSP
MI=MATRIX/TRANSL,X,Y,Z,
JUMP/LI:,L2:L3:,L4:L5:L6:L7:,L8:,L9,LIO:,I
$$TEN INITIALS IN LI:-LIO: CORRESPND
$$T0 THOSE INITIALS IN DATA STATEMENT ABOVE__
$$SEARCHING SIGNATURES IN ARCHIEV FILE
LI:
SIGN=RPATTG/°AB1',M1,IFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15:
L2:
SIGN=RPATTG/'HSM',M1, LAYER,IFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15:
L3:
SIGN=RPATTG/'AB3',M1,IFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15:
L4:
SIGN=RPATTG/'AB3'M1,IFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15:
L5:
SIGN=RPATTG/'AB5',M1,IFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15
L6:
SIGN=RPATTG/'AB6',M1,IFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15:
LT:
SIGN=RPATTG/'AB7',MIIFERR,L22:
JUMP/L15:
L8:
SIGN=RPATTG/'AB8',M1,IFERR,L22:
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520 JUMP/L15:
530 L9:
540 SIGN=RPATTG/'AB9',MI,IFERR,L22:
550 JUMP/L15
560 LIO:
570 SIGN=RPATG/'ABO',1,IFERR,L22:
580 JUMP/L15:
590 L22:
600 MESSG/'YOUR SIGN NOT FOUND'
610 L15:
620 HALT
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ABSTRACT
Two innovative thermodynamic power cycles are analytically examined for
future engineering feasibility. The power cycles use a hydrogen-oxygen fuel
cell for electrical energy production and use the thermal dissociation of
water for regeneration of the hydrogen and oxygen. The TDS (thermal
dissociation system) uses a thermal energy input at over 2000°K to thermally
dissociate the water. The other cycle, the HTE (high temperature
electrolyzer) system, dissociates the water using an electrolyzer operating at
high temperature (1300°K) which receives its electrical energy from the fuel
cell. The primary advantages of these cycles is that they are basically a "no
moving parts" system, thus having the potential for long life and high
reliability, and they have the potential for high thermal efficiency.
Both cycles are shown to be classical heat engines with ideal efficiency
close to Carnot cycle efficiency. The feasibility of constructing actual
cycles is investigated by examining process irreversibilities and device
efficiencies for the two types of cycles. The results show that while the
processes and devices of the 2000°K TDS exceed current technology limits, the
high temperature electrolyzer systemappears to be a state-of-the-art
technology development. The requirements for very high electrolyzer and'fuel
cell efficiencies are seen as determining the feasibility of the HTE system,
and these high efficiency devices are currently being developed. It is
concluded that a proof-of-concept HTE system experiment can and should be
conducted.
NASA Colleague: Thomas L. Davies, EP5, x3133
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INTRODUCTION
Conceptual power system designs for the proposed Space Station include
both photovoltaic and thermal dynamic cycle (Rankine, Brayton, Stirling)
options (Refs. G-l, 3,4). The photovoltaic system option includes an
electrically-driven regenerative hydrogen-oxygen electrolyzer/fuel cell
subsystem for storage and continuous operation during the orbital dark period.
The possibility of thermally-driving a fuel cell power system is
attractive from several engineering aspects, as it combines some of the better
features of both photovoltaic (PV) and dynamic systems. Like the PV system, a
fuel cell power cycle can produce electricity without the rotating
motor-generator mechanical components. Moreover, the fuel cell power cycle is
capable of higher effiencies than PV systems; much closer to the higher
dynamic system thermal efficiencies. As the fuel cell cycle is thermally-
driven, it can operate during a complete light-dark orbit using stored thermal
energy, similar to the dynamic system operating concept. A hydrogen-oxygen
fuel cell is proposed because of high efficiency and because using water as
the working fluid with space missions has several inherent advantages,
including crew compatibility (non-toxic, life supporting) and possible use as
a reaction fuel.
The objective of this study is to examine the feasibility of methods for
thermally-driving a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell power cycle as a thermodynamic
heat engine. The basic heat engine schematic is shown in Figure 1 with heat
input at high temperature where water is dissociated into hydrogen and oxygen,
a regenerative heat exchange between the water and hydrogen-oxygen, and a fuel
cell producing electrical energy while rejecting heat. The feature of primary
interest in the cycle is the method for thermally regenerating hydrogen and
oxygen from the water leaving the fuel ce|l.
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Methods of H2 - 02 Generation
There are three basic methods for generating hydrogen and oxygen from
water:
o Thermal Dissociation - at high temperatures a fraction of water
dissociates into H2 and 02 in an equilibrium reaction;
o Thermochemical Decomposition - a series of reactions using water and
other chemicals leads to H2 and 02; and
o Electrolysis - an electrical energy input causes dissociation of the
water.
The thermochemical decomposition method is not examined in this study because
of the comprehensive and many current and past researches in this field (Refs.
A-3, 4, 5, 13; B-5, 7, 9, 12). Also, significant doubts concerning these
°.
thermochemical methods have been aired (Ref. E-17), primarily due to
complexity and lack of perfect chemical recycling. Thus, this study will
examine the thermal dissociation and electrolysis methods for inclusion in the
fuel cell power cycle.
IDEAL CYCLE THEORY
The thermal dissociation and electrolysis methods of generating hydrogen
and oxygen have both been subjects of interest to researchers, but primarily
as methods to produce hydrogen fuel, not as part of a heat engine. The
development of the basic relations for the thermal dissociation and the
electrolysis fuel cell systems is based on the water dissociation energy
reaction.
Hydrogen-Oxygen-Water Energies
The water reaction and equilibrium equation is
H2 + 1/202_H20 (I)
22-4
The dissociation energy or energy of reaction (AHf) is a mild function of
reaction temperature, as seen in Figure 2. For an isothermal reaction, this
AHf can be thought of as "ideally" consisting of two parts or types of energy
input (or output, depending on the direction of reaction):
_Hf = AGf + T-_Sf (2)
where,
AGf is the Gibb's free energy, the available work (ideal work)
T'_Sf is the isothermal heat transfer (ideal heat transfer)
As is seen in Figure 2, the ideal heat and work in the water reaction are
strong functions of the reaction temperature. This property of the water
reaction is what permits operation of a thermally regenerative fuel cell
cycle. At high temperatures a small amount of work is needed to cause the
water dissociation reaction, while at low temperature a greater amount of work
is available from the hydrogen-oxygen association reaction.
Thermal Dissociation System
The Thermal Dissociation System (TDS) is conceptually the simplest;
heating water to a high temperature will cause a portion to "naturally"
dissociate into-H 2 and 02 in the equilibrium reaction (Eq. 1), and then the H2
and 02 is used to drive a fuel cell. However, very high temperatures are
needed to cause an appreciable percentage dissociation (see Figure 3). Also,
the separation of H2 and 02 from the equilibrium mixture must somehow be
accomplished, and the gases will be separated only at their very low partial
pressures and must be compressed back to mixture pressure to operate
cyclically.
Several concepts for separation of the H2 and 02 have been proposed and
examined, including various membranes (Refs. A-l, 10, 14, 21; C3), using the
diffusion/effusion effect (Refs. A-7, 14, 18, 21; D-15), and quenching means
22-5'
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(Ref. A-11, 14, 24). While none of the methods has been demonstrated as
having engineering feasibility to date, it does appear that a 'static' reactor
which effuses H2 and 02 without reactor recirculation is the most promising
approach (Refs. C-3 _ D-18).
Writing the expression for the thermal efficiency of a TDS with the H2/O 2
regenerator at a high temperature, TH, and the fuel cell at a lower
temperature, Tc,
'_'_Thermal = (WFc - Wcomp)/QHo T
Ideal TDS
where, WFC is the ideal fuel cell work (=_GTc),
and,
(3)
QHOT is the ideal heat input (=_HTH); and
Wcomp is the ideal work to compress the H2 and 02 back to mixture
pressure}
Wcomp = n(T c) In (P/Pmix)
= n(Tc/TH) (TH) In (P/Pmix)
Wcomp = (Tc/TH). _GTH .
(4)
Substituting the definitions and Eq. 4 into Eq. 3, the ideal thermal
efficiency is given by:
Thermal :_G T - (Tc/TH)_GTH]/_HTHIdeal TDS C
(5)
The variation in TDS ideal thermal efficiency is plotted in Figure 4 as a
function of TH and Tc. It should be also noted that the efficiency is
slightly less than Carnot due to differing specific heats of H2, 02 and water.
High Temperature Electrolyzer System
The High Temperature Electrolysis (HTE) system consists of an electrolyzer
operating at high temperature, TH, a regenerative heat exchanger, and a fuel
22-8
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Eell operating at low temperature, TC" The electrolyzer is run from the
electrical output of the fuel cell, plus a high temperature heat input. The
cyclic net work output consists of the fuel cell's electrical work which
exceeds the electrolyzer requirements; this net work is graphically
illustrated as the difference between_G's at two temperatures on Figure 2.
The separation of the H2 and 02 is done by the electrolyzer without loss
in pressure. Thus, compressors are not needed in this cycle, nor are special
separation techniques. The thermal efficiency of the ideal HTE system is
written:
_'_Thennal = (WFc - WEu)/QHo T
Ideal HTE
where, WFC is the ideal fuel cell work (=AGTc),
SO,
(6)
WEU is the ideal electrolyzer work (=_GTH); and
QHOT is the ideal heat input into the electrolyzer (=_HTH -_GTH).
THERMAL= _GTc "_GTH
Ideal HTE _HTH - AGTH (7)
and this relationship is presented as a function of temperature in Figure 5.
Again, this cycle differs from Carnot efficiency only by the small difference
in H2, 02 and water specific heat capacities.
PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
The preceding information indicates that both the TDS and HTE system are
conceptually sound. In order to initially judge the engineering feasibility
of these cycles, the effects of real processes with irreversibilities and
device efficiencies are examined by performing a basic parametric sensitivity
analysis.
The "Real" Thermal Dissociation System
The ideal dissociation and subsequent separation process involved no
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'driving pressure drop' across the H2 and 02 separation-membranes. An actual
TDSmust have a pressure difference across the separation membraneto induce
transport. Thus, the compressors will have to do more work than previously
calculated to restore the gases to the dissociation pressure. This
compression work is minimized in an isothermal process which can be written:
(8)
Wcom_) T = (TcITH)_GTH + RT (In EHy + 112 In EOX)iso_n. C C
where, EHy Y d_soc. EOX d{_soc.= Ph /P" and = Pox/P .
The first term in the work expression of Eq. 7 is due to the ideal
dissociation partial pressures, while the second term is due to the membrane
pressure drop. With pressure ratio drops of 10 (E=O.1), the increased
compressor work reduces the ideal efficiency by 3-5%.
The TDS themal efficiency sensitivity to real device and process
efficiency is found by defining the following:
_'_GEN = Q-_ENQ_RoTHX '
the ratio of the heat needed in the dissociation
generator and the deficit in the regenerative
heat exchanger to the actual heat added to the
system (90% + 5%);
I
isotherm, The ratio of the compressor isothermal work to
the actual work (75% + 15%);
comp
_FC:_F C , the actual fuel cell work divided by the reactionC Gibbs's free energy (80%+ I0%);
?f Qr-__ ,the ratio of the reheat needed to the ideal heat
--RHX= _r_ H-, C) transfer in the regenerative heat exchanger (I_RRHX=
90% + 5%).
The percent values represent the expected ranges for the various efficiencies.
The definitions were substituted into Eq. 3 to give:
TDS:" [_HTH + (I-_RHX) Cp (TH-Tc)]/_GEN
(9)
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and with the ranges listed for Tc = 300°K and TH = 2100°K, it is seen that:
DS = 54% _+ 9%
with the fuel cell and generator efficiencies having 1:0.8 and 1:0.6
parametric effect on thermal efficiency percentage. The parametric
sensitivities for each parameter are presented in Table 1.
The "Real High Temperature Electrolyzer System
The thermal efficiency expression for the "real" HTE system is developed
using the same efficiency definitions for fuel cell and regenerative heat
exchanger efficiencies as used with the TDS. Additionally,
_GH , the ratio of Gibb's free energy change to the actual
WEU work ;
QEU = heat transfer required by the electrolyzer unit (=_H H - WEU ).
So, substituting these definitions into Eq. 6,
/'_T; C_FcJ_GTc-- AGTHI_TF__)_V_GEN (I0)
• AHT H -_GTH/_EU + (I-F_H x) Cp(TH-T c) "
It is immediately noticed that fuel cell and electrolyzer efficiency dominate
this expression, plus the range of fuel cell and electrolyzer efficiencies is
limited by the numerator of Eq. 10 to:
_FC _EU >_GTH/_GT c (11)
in order to have positive thermal efficiency values. Assuming the two device
efficiencies are equal, then the minimum allowable device efficiency decreases
from 95% at TH=8OO°K to 80% at TH=1800°K. The variation of HTE thermal
efficiency with various device efficiencies is presented in Figure 6 as a
function of TH.
TECHNOLOGY STATUS
A Thermal Dissociation System power cycle has not been constructed'. '
22-13.
TABLE 1. TDS Parametric Sensitivity
a. TDS Efficiency Range (Max/Min):
o Nominal : _TDS = 53.8%
o Maximum: _'_,TDS = 67.8%
o Minimum: _TDS : 34.8%
be Parameter Versus System Sensitivity
d_TDS =_r_TDS .(_Xi , where Xi = parameter
i. (_FC = +_ 10% yields(_TDS = +__7.9%
2.a_GEN =_+ 5% yields _TDS =_+ 3.0%
3.(_COMP =+ 15% yields (_TDS =+ 1.9%
4.d_RHX + 5% yields (_n_TDS +_ 0.7%
and the "SUM OF SQUARES" Variation:
:. =÷9a%-
22-14.
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However, there have been thermal dissociation experiments run to test the
operative dissociation composition (Refs. A-11, 15, 20, 21, 24; E-18).
Researchers have tried severa| separation techniques and materials (Refs. A-l,
17, 21, 24), primarily using a solar concentrator/furnace to produce the
2000°K+ temperatures required (Refs. A-14, 20, 24; F-I). Research work
continues on the indentification of both appropriate separation techniques and
specific materials (A-21, 24). Researchers in France appear to be doing the
bulk of the experimental work (Ref. A-11), with limited work underway in the
USA (A-21, 24). The primary aim of all current researchers is the production
of hydrogen for use as a fuel, and not specifically as a portion of a power
cycl e.
The high temperature electrolyzer system concept was proposed at least as
early as 1959 (Refs. D-19, 20, 22). The possibility of building high
temperature devices for producing hydrogen fuel was of interest and
re-examined in the 1970's. Again, the use of the HTE system as a power cycle
was not a concern.
The present approach to development of high temperature el ectrolyzers and
fuel cells involves the use of a solid oxide electrolyte. In the USA, the
Department of Energy with Brookhaven National Laboratory sponsors much of the
solid oxide fuel cell development work, which is primarily conducted by
Westinghouse (Refs. C-1, 4, 5, 11). The German emphasis is on a HTE nicknamed
"Hot Elly" (Refs. C-2, 9 ) and is similar to the Westinghouse design.
The solid oxide cell being developed has a 30-micron thick solid
electrolyte consisting of a Yttria-stabilized Zirconia. Figure 7 illustrates
the construction of both the German and Westinghouse cells in the proposed
stacked-cell tube design and the proposed module concept. Currently the cell
stacks are being tested in the 1300°K range. Single cells have been tested
22-16
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for hundreds of hours without degradation and with near-theoretical open-
circuit voltage. Figure 8 presents the cell voltage versus current density
cell results, from which it can be seen that 90% efficiency is obtained below
0.1 amps/cm 2 operation.
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS
The high temperature electrolyzer system appears to be within the
boundaries of advanced state-of-the-art technology. The separate components
of the system are under active development, and the overall system concept
appears both promising and feasible. The basic requirement is the development
of very efficient (95%+) fuel cells and electrolyzers. Given this requirement
is met, the HTE system will then be of practical engineering concern. It
appears feasible now to begin designing a proof-of-concept level HTE system
based on the solid oxide cell design. Development of high temperature cells
(above 1500°K) should also be examined, as HTE system size (see Figure 9) and
system efficiency are strong functions of electrolyzer operating temperature.
The research associated with the thermal dissociation system should remain
fairly basic. The examination and identification of separation techniques and
materials is of primary importance. Experimental evidence is needed that
separation can be performed at temperatures in excess of 2000°K.
In conclusion, Figure 10 illustrates the position occupied by the HTE and
TDS cycles as compared to more conventional cycles. The ranges for the cycles
are those discussed in this report and illuminate the fact that both cycle
efficiencies appear within reasonable bounds of Carnot (50%-65%), similar to
other cycles. The HTE system is seen to extend across currently attainable
operating temperatures, but the TDS is alone at its operating temperatures.
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ABSTRACT
Solar Flare protons share many radiological health characteristics of the
inner Van Allen Belt protons, and both types of radiation pose serious
constraints for a number of comptemplated missions. It is therefore
appropriate to evaluate crew dose determination procedures in terms of the type
of radiation responsible for the major part of the projected dose, i.e, protons
in the neighborhood of 100 MeV. Monitoring chromosome abnormalities in
peripheral Iymphocytes is one method to determine an individual's accumulated
radiation exposure. Cell culture and harvest is a relatively simple procedure
and is well within the capabilities of a station health facility, but the
evaluation of prepared microscopic slides is time consuming and subjective
procedure. This project is part of an effort to demonstrate the utility of
automated image processing and evaluation procedures in expediting dose
evaluation. The initial goal of this project is to produce a set of reference
chromosome spreads produced from control Iymphocytes and from lymphocytes
exposed in whole blood to protons or gamma rays. The results of manual and
automated aberration scoring will ultimate]y be compared to test for systematic
differences between the two evaluation procedures and between the two radiation
qualities. Proton irradiations are performed at the University of Texas Health
Science Center at Houston Cyclotron Facility. Proton dosimetry is supplemented
by TLD packets from and by assay of short-lived proton activation products in
the irradiated blood samples.
NASA Colleague: Gerald Taylor, Ph.D.S.D. 3
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INTRODUCTION
Energetic protons are the primary constituents of the space radiation
environment. In terms of flux, energy deposition, and presumed biological
effect, protons are the single most important component of galactic cosmic rays,
solar flare radiation, and Inner Van Alien belt radiation (Haffner, 1967).
Electrons are the major constituents of the outer Van Allen belt, but even
minimal hull thicknesses (0.5 g/cm2aluminum) provide extensive shielding against
electrons of energies typical of that environment. While there is at present a
great deal of interest in the biological effects of the high energy heavy
nuclei found in the galactic cosmic ray flux, it appears at present that protons
in the range of (approximately) 10 to 1000 MeV are the limiting form of
radiation for most comptemplated deep space and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) missions.
Solar flare protons account for the bulk of the ca. 400 rem mission dose
projected for a 3 year Mars mission, and the predominantly proton radiation
associated with the South Atlantic Anomaly imposes potential constraints on the
orbital parameters and structural requirements of the Space Station. The
efficacy of protons of various energies in producing short term and long term
biological damage in primates has been demonstrated in recently reported
research (Yochmowitz, 1985).
Assessing the biological effects of proton radiation in the space
environment is a complicated task. The flux of protons incident on the hull (or
pressure suit) represents the summation of several continuous energy spectra.
This complex summation spectrum will be further modified by passage through hull
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material and intervening equipment, as weJJ as through Jess sensitive tissues
overlying the more radiosensitive organs. Both the incident proton spectrum and
the effective shielding due to the spacecraft will be markedly anisotropic and
the proton spectrum inside the craft will vary temporally with spacecraft
attitude. Individual dose histories will be further complicated by differences
in bodily position and attitude throughout the mission.
Chromosome aberration studies have long been used to determine the extent of
radiation exposure in cases in which conventional dosimetry systems were either
not in place or not appropriate for the mode of irradiation (e.g. Collins 1980,
Brewen 1982, Evans 1979, Lloyd 1979). Relatively few studies of the
effectiveness of protons have been reported in the open literature, but some
work has been done in this area (e.g., Bettega 1981). Lymphocytes obtained from
peripheral blood samples are cultured and arrested at metaphase, then treated to
yield observable chromosome spreads for microscopic evaluation. The culture and
treatment procedures are not particularly difficult, and numerous options exist,
but experience has shown that consistency throughout is vital for reproducible
dose-response relationships.
potentially subjective aspect
chromosome spreads. For a
At present, the most labor-intensive and
of the procedure is the manual evaluation of
one Gray (100 Fad) dose, the expected yield of
dicentric and
"spontaneous"
Therefore,
sub-lethal
the degree
significant
investigations,
acentric aberrations is on the order of 1 per 20 cells, while the
background rate is about one per hundred cells (Lloyd 1980).
many ce/Js must be examined to obtain reliable statistics on
radiation exposures, the exact number being dependent on the dose and
of precision required, among other things. This represents a
investment in skilled time compared to other cytogenetic
such "as testing for inherited defects. While this approach has
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been
some
to play a
missions.
evaluating
spreads
shown to be practical in many ground-based applications, it is clear that
degree of simplification and automation will be required if cytogenetics is
part in routine or emergency radiation dosimetry during extended
The goal of this project has been to lay the groundwork for
the utility of processing digitized microscopic images of chromosome
from blood subjected in vitro to a simulated space radiation
environment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
General
At the
and software
Laboratory
beyond the
eventually
obtained
redefined
time
for
at JSC in time
control of JSC
decided that new
for use in 1986.
to be the
of this project's inception, it was anticipated that hardware
autokaryotyping would be in place at the Cell Image Analysis
for use during the summer of 1985. Difficulties
delayed delivery of the software, and it was
hardware and proven compatible software would be
The goal of the Summer 1985 project was accordingly
preparation of microscopic slides to be evaluated both by
manual observation and by the new equipment at the time that it comes on line.
The automated technique could then be compared directly to manual readings on
slides obtained from blood exposed to various radiation environments.
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Radiation Exposures
All
Control -
irradiator,
blood samples were subjected to one of three radiation treatments: 1).
no radiation, 2). Gamma - 0.662 HeY gamma rays from a Cs-137
and 3). Proton - 40 MeV protons from the University of Texas Health
Science Center at Houston Cyclotron Facility. Venous blood was drawn into a
heparinized 15 ml vacutainer tube, which was then shaken and placed into a 35 to
37 degree transfer case until treatment and/or culture. Aliquots were given the
appropriate radiation treatment and returned to the sample case. Another aliquot
was cultured for a predetermined interval, irradiated, then returned to the
incubator.
Gamma
factor
of the
exposures uere readily performed and judged to be accurate within a
of IOX. Gamma irradiations were used as a rough check on the influence
chosen culture protocol on radiation induced aberration yield. Proton
exposures
gamma exposures.
target delivery
required considerably more preparation and coordination than the
Appropriate sample holders that would fit into the cyclotron
system had to be devised. (Without beam port modifications
beyond the scope of this project, the volume that could be effectively
irradiated was a disc 30 millimeters in diameter and 10 millimeters in depth.)
Provision had to be made for dosimetry, as the Faraday cup and electrometer in
the
the
of
activation analysis.
the beam-side surface
cyclotron beam path could give only an approximate exposure measurement at
relatively low beam currents required for a ca. I00 rad exposure. Two forms
supplemental dosimetry were found to be practical: TLD dosimetry and
TLD chips were found to be small enough to be placed on
of the sample holder without serious perturbation of the
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radiation field inside. A second indication of actual proton dose is provided
by the proton - alpha reaction by which Oxygen-t6 is converted to Nitrogen-13.
The resulting 0.511MeV gamma radiation is produced in sufficient quantities to
be readily quantified with a NaI-T] scintillation counting system.
Culture, Harvest, and Happing
The cell culturing techniques used in this project were closely based on
those used by the Cellular Genetics Laboratory of the H. D. Anderson Hospital in
Houston. (It is recognized, however, that any set of techniques proposed for
use in space must be adapted to the microgravity environment and the probable
requirement of obtaining results more quickly than would be possible with the
incubation times described below.) Briefly, 0.5 ml of whole blood was placed in
a culture tube along with 4.5 ml of culture medium (see Appendix A for solution
compositions) and stimulated with the mitogen PHA. The culture tubes were
placed in a 37 C incubator for the desired incubation period (72 hours or 48
hours, depending on circumstances). One hour before harvest, Colcemide (final
conc. = 0.1 ug/ml) was added to arrest dividing ce/ls at metaphase. The
contents of two identically treated culture tubes were then transferred to a 15
ml centrifuge tube and spun down to separate the cellular mass from the
supernatent plasma. All but the lower half centimeter of plasma was pipetted
off
the
of
supernatent was discarded
fixative, then spun down
_h,_e
and replaced by hypotonic KCI to bring the solution to 10 ml, after which
solution was thorough]y mixed and aJ]owed to stand for 30 minutes. Three ml
fixative solution was then added, the solution mixed, and spun down. The
and the cellular pellet resuspended in 10 ml of
again. The wash in fixative was repeated at least
times, after which the cel!ular mass was resuspended Jn 5 ml of fixative,
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either
days.
several
onto a
were then
disk had
for immediate slide preparation or for storage at 4 C for up to several
Chromosome spreads for microscopic examination were prepared by allowing
drops of the fixative containing suspended-cells to fall ca. one meter
clean slide still wet from storage in 4 C distilled water. The slides
air dried, stained with Giemsa, and coverslipped after a zero point
been placed in the center to facilitate mapping. The slides were then
micro-computer driven microscope and the
stored on a floppy disk to permit rapid
scanned at low power with a Zonax
locations of chromosome spreads were
examination under high power objectives.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This project has successfully demonstrated the feasibility of conducting
proton irradiations of whole blood samples at a facility proximate to the
Johnson Spaceflight Center and obtaining readable chromosome spreads from
irradiated samples with the use of simple laboratory procedures. Sets of slides
representing control, gamma, and proton irradiations have been prepared, mapped,
and stored for future automated karyotyping when the appropriate equipment
becomes available next year.
from which s/ide sets were
restriction technique under
In addition, aliquots of many of the preparations
made have been frozen for cross analysis by a DNA
development at the University of Texas Health
Science
project
good beginning has
chromosome analysis
environment.
Center-Houston. While equipment difficulties beyond the control of this
have precluded the reporting of quantitative results at this point, a
been made towards the ultimate testing of the utility of
by autokaryotyping techniques in an extended space mission
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APPENDIX A
Solutions Used
Culture Medium -
Hypotonic
Fixative
1000 ml RPMI Commercial Medium
2 g NaHCO 3
I0 ml Pen/Strep anti-mycotic solution
10 ml (0.29 g) L-glutamine
I ml Heparin
0.073 M KCI in distilled water
(3:1 v/v) Methanol and Glacial Acetic Acid
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THE UIL LANGUAGE DEMONSTRATION
The need for a User Interface Language (UIL) has been recognized
by the Space Station Program Office as a necessary tool to aid in
minimizing the cost of software generation by multiple users. Pre-
vious history in the Space Shuttle Program has shown that many dif-
ferent areas of software generation, such as operations, integration,
testing, etc., have each used a different user command languages
although the types of operations being performed were similar in many
respects. Since the Space Station represents a much more complex
software task, a common user command language--a user interface
language--is required to support the large spectrum of space station
software developers and users. To assist in the selection of an
appropriate set of definitions for a UIL, EF2 was asked to generate a
series of demonstration programs with which to test UIL concepts
against specific Space Station scenarios using operators from the
astronaut and scientific community. Because of the importance of
expert systems in the space station, it was decided that an expert
system should be embedded in the UIL. This would not only provide
insight into the UIL components required but would
24-2.
indicate the effectiveness with which an expert system Gould function
i n such an environment.
An expert system called the UIL-Expert System for Propulsion
Subsystem Analysis and Diagnosis (UIL-ESP-AD) was designed and
integrated into the UIL operating system. The propulsion subsystem
chosen for expert system analysis and diagnosis produces and stores
H2/O 2 using water as the raw material. This H2/O 2 Production
Subsystem is shown in Figure i. In the UIL language demonstration,
UIL-ESP-AD reads the values of the parameters in this system,
performs analysis on any parameters which are not nominal, and
instructs the H2/O 2 Production Subsystem to replace defective
units. Because of the data driven nature of the problem, UIL-ESP-AD
was designed as a knowledge based expert system which uses a forward
reasoning inference engine. It varies from earlier process control
systems in that analyses and diagnoses are performed in priority
order, much the same way as would a human expert. Those conditions
which point to specific units as baying failed are analyzed first.
Having diagnosed the "obvious" failures, UIL-ESP-AD proceeds to
analyze the less obvious failures. Again, much like the human
expert, UIL-ESP-AD considers those units which are most likely to
fail. Having completed that analysis, the system moves to the unit
which is the next most likely to fail. This process, which can
detect multiple failures, continues until all units have been
anal yzed.
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The complexity of system faults_ the speed by which system"
diagnoses must occur, and the commonality of this problem to others
on the space station provide an excellent problem for studying expert
systems embedded in a UIL application. The subsystem math model was
written in FORTRAN.
The expert system language chosen for implementing the expert
system was OPS5. This language, developed by Carnegie-Mellon
University, provides a forward reasoning inference engine and the
knowledge base representation structures necessary for implementation
of UIL-ESP-AD. UIL-ESP-AD system was developed on a VAX 11/780 where
it was integrated to the Propulsion Math Model. This provides a
truly interactive system where changes in the math model are detected
and analyzed by the expert system. A stand-alone version of
UIL-ESP-AD provides a facility for performing user designed tests.
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II. UIL-ESP-AD SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
Figure 2 shows the UIL-ESP-AD system configuration. The key
components in this diagram are UIL-ESP-AD, Current Value Memory
(CVM), and the Propulsion Math Model. UIL-ESP-AD is the expert
system component of the environment which will be discussed in the
next section. The Propulsion Math Model is the model for the
H2/O 2 Production Subsystem. The E_,'pert System Special Test Case
Generator is used to allow users to input special H2/O 2
Production Subsystem test cases which the Propulsion Math Model is
currently not capable of generating. (These limitations are due to
the Propulsion Math Model and not the H2/O 2 Production Subsystem
itself.) The Graphics Driver & Displays componen_ is used to
graphically display current system conditions as well as the
corresponding expert system and math model responses. CVM is the
dataarray which serves as the common data access point for all UIL
Language Demonstration functions.
In the normal operating mode,-the FORTRAN Propulsion Math Model
writes the current status of each system unit to CVM. When this has
been completed, UIL-ESP-AD calls a FORTRAN subroutine to read the
desired parameter values from CVM, perform the necessary formatting
required by the e_<pert system, and then transfer these values to
UIL-ESP-AD. UIL-ESF'-AD then performs the appropriate analyses and
diagnoses of the system status, informs the user of what it has found
and what system reconfigurations have been requested, and updates
L
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CVM. UpdatesJcO CVM are done by a FORTRAN subprogram called from" the
OPS5 expert system. CVM updates consist of instructions to take
certain units off-line and put certain units on-line. No other CVM
values are set. Following this update procedure, the Propulsion Math
Model reads CVM and performs its modeling calculations. The next
section describes UIL-ESP-AD and these associated subroutines.
In the special test case mode, specific test cases can be chosen
which illustrate aspects of UIL-ESP-AD. In most cases, the fault
scenarios presented by the test cases are different than those which
the math model is currently capable of generating. The Expert System
Special Test Case Generator then sets the appropriate values in CVM
and signals the expert system to begin analysis. Upon completion_
the expert system signals the special test case generator that it has
completed execution. The expert system then halts and waits for
further instructions from the special test case generator.
The Graphics Driver & Displays component reads CVM and performs
the corresponding graphical interpretation of the information that it
finds. To enhance this capability, UIL-ESP-AD contains a subroutine
which can be used to provide tracking of the expert system
functions. In this way, graphics can show which components the
expert system is analyzing. This routine will be described in the
next section.
It should be noted that, in general, the functioning of
UIL-ESP-AD is independent of the other system functions. When
invoked, UIL-ESP-AD simply reads CVM, performs its analyses and
diagnoses, and then writes information back to CVM. Hence,
alterations to other
24 -8
jcomponents in the system do not require alterations to the logic in
the UIL-ESP-AD component. Accordingly, descriptions o÷ the E_pert
System Special Test Case Generator and the Graphics Driver _ Displays
components are not included in this document.
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III. UIL-ESP-AD ARCHITECTURE
The UIL-ESP-AD architecture consists of the OPS5 expert system
program itself and the several FORTRAN subroutines which it calls.
This section provides both a functional description and a data
description for each of these modules.
A. ESFOR. OPS
The heart of the UIL-ESP-A_ expert system is the OPS5 program
ESFOR.OPS. ESFOR.OPS, as any expert system program, contains two key
components, a knowledge base and an inference engine.
The knowledge base component contains data about the various
units in the system; i.e., tanks, pumps, ELUs, H2/O 2 radiators,
and H2/O 2 slush tanks. The following example shows how tank data
is defined and stored in the system.
tank
""no
°""p c i
"_ena
°.roper
_'stdby
""quan
"rate
"'temp
"'pr es
In this example, tank represents the unit name. The items preceded
by "_"denote the various tank attributes. A list of components and
their attributes can be found in the section of ESFO_.OPS code
labeled -"Define classes and attributes." This list is reproduced in
Appendix A.
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form:
The knowledge base also contains a set of if-then rules of the
(p rule-name(a)
(b)
----7
(action 1)
(action 2)
(action n)
)
These rules describe the various actions to be performed when certain
criteria are met. All decisions made as to the condition of specific
units are expressed in productions of this form. The conditional
expressions (a), (b), ... denote the hypothesis (if) part of the
rule. The actions denote the conclusion (then) portion of the rule.
The inference engine used by OPS5 is data driven (forward
reasoning). OF'S5 maintains an area of storage called working memory
(WM). The data items describing the various system units--pumps,
tanks, etc.--are stored in WM. Whenever WM contains the components
listed in the hypothesis portion of a rule, OPS5 marks that rule for
firing. At any point in time, multiple rules may be marked for
firing. OPS5 notes those rules marked for firing and executes them
one at a time beginning with those which have the most complicated
hypotheses. Whenever a rule is fired, the right hand side actions
(shown as action 1, action 2, etc.) are performed. One of the types
of actions which may be performed is that of adding wor_ing memory
elements (WMEs). In this way, the execution of one rule can lead to
the creatiro_'of WMEs which cause additional rules to be execut@d,
etc.
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JThe rules in UIL-ESP-AD are broken into several classes which
have been called service levels. Each service level performs a given
set of functions. The service levels, listed in the priority order
of processing, are:
START
Classifies unit faults according to Problem Cause Indicators
(PCIs). Replacement requests are initiated for units which
are definitely bad; i.e., PCI = 1. The status of all
on-line
units is printed.
PCI-I
Performs replacement of all units which were labled PCI=I
by the START service level.
ELU
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty electrolysis
units.
02-RAD
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty oxygen
radiators.
H2-RAD
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty hydrogen
radiators.
PUMP
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty water pumps.
TANK
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty water tanks.
02-SLUSH
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty oxygen slush
tanks.
H2-SLUSH
Productions which analyze and diagnose faulty hydrogen slush
tanks.
FINISHED
Productions which conclude expert system analysis,
call the routine to write information to CVM, and
prepare the expert system for the next set of data.
Figure 3 shows the top level flow through these procedures.
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Following initialization, those productions in each level which
are applicable are fired beginning with the START service level.
When no productions remain to be fired at this level, productions in
the Priority Management level are fired to reduce the service level
to PCI = I or to the ELU service level. If productions in the START
level fail to identify on-line units which need to be replaced,
processing skips the PCI-I service level and proceeds directly to the
ELU service level. Units which are marked for replacement by the
PCI-1 service level receive additional analyses in the succeeding
service levels. From the PCI = i service level, productions in the
Reconfiguration Management level are enabled for firing so that the
appropriate unit replacements may be made.
After moving to Uni_ Analysis, the expert system analyzes
productions for each of the service levels shown. Whenever unit
replacement is noted, the appropriate productions in the
Reconfiguration Management level are enabled for firing. As these
units are being reconfigured, the expert system continues to execute
productions in Unit Analysis. Service levels for which no
productions apply are automatically skipped by the inference engine.
The expert system provides complete information to the user at each
step of the analyses and diagnoses process by informing him of the
productions applied and the corresponding results.
The order of production testing is controlled by a WMEcalled
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priority-list. Initially, priority-list contains the following:
priority-list
_a finished
_b h2-slush
_'c o2-slush
_°d tank
"e pump
_f h2-rad
_g o2-rad
"h el u
"i pci -1
^j start
The order of processing is determined by the order of the items in
this list. To change the order of processing, change the order of
the elements in this list. The only exceptions to this rule are that
the finished and start items cannot be moved! The length of this
list is controlled by a WMEcalled: (number of priority levels 11).
The program documentation contained in the ESFOR.OPS program listing
shows how to change priority level information.
The priority levels were arranged in the order shown because
experience indicates that this is the order in which the different
units are expected to fail. Additional code could be addedto the
model which would monitor the history of unit failures and
dynamically change this priority list as the expert system gains more
information about unit failures!
Appendix B contains instructions for:
I. Changing PCI indicator settings in the START service level.
2. Adding and/or changing rules related to unit
analyses and diagnoses.
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JB. ESINIT.FOR
ESINIT.FOR is a FORTRAN subroutine called during initialization
of ESFOR.OPS. ESINIT.FOR reads the values of desired CVM elements,
converts them for use by the expert system, and calls special OPS5
functions which in turn create the WMEs needed by ESFOR.FT. The
conversion process is required because the expert system expects to
receive the relative measurements high (H), low (L>, or normal (N)
for such unit parameters as temperature, voltage, etc. (See Appendix
A) ESINIT.FOR reads numerical values from CVM and, where
appropriate, converts them into the corresponding relative
measurements. These changes are completely controllable from within
ESINIT.FOR without requiring any changes in the logic of the expert
system itself. Special care should be taken in modifying any code in
this program which creates WMEs since the order in which attributes
are placed in a given WME is different than the order defined in
Appendix A. This order was chosen to match the order in which OPS5
automatically arranges the WME attributes within each unit type.
C. ESRECON.FOR
The expert system calls the FORTRAN subroutine ESRECON.FOR when
it has completed analyzing and diagnosing the current state of CVM.
The list of arguments passed to this subroutine depend on the type of
information being reported.
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When the expert system has found units which need to be replaced
the form of the parameter list it passes to ESRECON.FOR is:
(RECON unit bad-unit-no good-unit-no unit bad-unit-no ...)
Bad-unit-no refers to the number of the unit being replaced while
good-unit-no is the number of the unit which is to replace it. The
length of the list depends on the number of units which are to be
replaced. ESRECON.FOR translates this information into the
appropriate CVM memory values and then updates CVM.
When the expert system analysis determines that no units need to
be replaced, the parameter list passed to ESRECON.FOR takes the form:
(RECON DONE)
ESRECON. FOR interprets this parameter list to mean that the expert
system has completed its analyses and that no unit replacements are
required.
In addition to reporting unit replacement information, any call
to ESRECON.FOR implies that the expert system analysis of the current
state of the model has been completed. Hence, in the analysis of any
given state of the model, the expert system ma_es only one call to
this subroutine. ESINIT. FOR and ESRECON.FOR contain additional logic
for starting and terminating cycles of ESFOR.OPS operation. Timing
between expert system analyses and math model actions is controlled
by using switches in CVM.
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JD. ESLEVEL.FOR
The FORTRAN subroutine ESLEVEL.FOR reports the service level on
which the expert system is currently working. This subroutine
provides information which can be used by external routines for such
functions as graphics, etc. Its use is not necessary for the proper
operation of the expert system. It is called by ESFOR. OPS whenever
there is a change in service level.
The calling argument passed to ESLEVEL.FOR by ESFOR.OPS takes the
form:
(LEVEL diag-level on-line unit unit-no unit unit-no ...)
where: °
diag-level = PCI-I, F'UMF', TANK, ELU, 02-RAD, H2-RAD,
02-SLU, or H2-SLU.
unit = name of system unit
unit-no = number corresponding to system unit.
Unit and unit-no pairs are repeated until every on-line unit is
included. Hence, the length of this list is determined by the number
of units currently on-line in the system.
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E. ES.OPS
ES.OPS is an alternative version of ESFOR.OPS. ES.OPS is a
stand-alone version of the expert system which does not interface
with CVM. This version requests that the user enter the number of a
test case stored on disk. The test case is loaded and the
corresponding analyses and diagnoses are performed. All output comes
to the screen. The only subroutine called is ESEXIT.FOR which simply
terminates execution of the program.
Additional test cases may be developed by following the
instructions provided in Appendix C.
UIL-ESP-AD EXAMPLES
The output shown in this section demonstrates the type of results
produced by UIL-ESP-AD. It was produced by the ES.OPS version of
UIL-ESP-AD. Appendix C describes-the technique for generating test
case data for ES.OPS. Note that all parameter values except no, ena,
oper, and stdby are assigned one of three values, low, high, or
normal. ESFOR.OPS generates the same output but takes input from
Current Value Memory (CVM) and writes unit replacement instructions
to common memory.
The first example, shown in Figure 4, is fairly simple. Pump 2
is not enabled meaning that it is out of service and can not be
used. Pump 1 has a high temp and ELU 1 has a high H2-tem p.
UIL--ESP-AD first checks for units that are off-line, i.e. not
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Jenabled. The unit may simply not be there, may be awaiting repairs,
or is turned off. With pump 2 not enabled, it is not available for
reconfiguration and the expert system tags it as such. Next, the
expert system checks units which are definitely bad. Such a
condition would call for immediate reconfiguration. No such failure
types were found in this case. (In designing the expert system, the
expert identified the parameters that indicate, with a high
probability, the unit has failed.) At the same time UIL-ESP-AD is
looking for these types of failures, it is also noting other types of
failures. After this first pass, those parameters that are out of
tolerance are analyzed to determine the source and/or location of the
failu_e.
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* Welcome to
* UIL-ESP-AD .
* UIL Expert System for Propulsion Subsystem .
* Analysis & Diagnosis .
* Developed by .
* Daniel C. St. Clair, PhD .
* University of MO-- Rolla .
* Graduate Engineering Center .
* St. Louis, MO .
Input name of test data file (tcO..tc8,evit):
Thank you.
tci
Test Data File TC1
Status of initial on-line units (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
NOTE***** PUMP 2 is not enabled!
TANK 1
Quan = N Rate = N Temp = N F'res
PUMP 1
Volt = N Cur = N Rate = N Temp
F'res = N
H2-SLUSH 1
Volt = N Cur = N Rate = N Temp
F'res = N Quan = N
02-SLUSH 2
Volt = N Cur = N Rate = N Temp
Pres = N Quan = N
ELU 1
Volt = N Cur = N H20-$1 = N Dry
H-O-S2 = N H-O-S3 = N O-H-s3 =- N H2-pres
H2-temp = H 02-pres = N 02-temp = N
= N
= H
= N
= N
= N
= N
Figure 4. Test Case 1
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ELU 2
Vol t
H-O-S2
H2-temp
H2-RAD
Pres-in
Stemp 1
Stemp 5
02-RAD
Pr -"es in
Stemp 1
= N Cur = N H20-SI = N Dry = N
= N H-O-S3 = N O-H-s3 = N H2-pres = N
= N 02-pres = N 02-temp = N
= N Pres-out = N Temp-in = N Temp-out = N
= N Stemp 2 = N Stemp 3 = N Stemp 4 = N
= N Stemp 6 = N
2
= N Pres-out = N Temp-in = N Temp-out = N
= N Stemp 2 = N Stemp 3 = N
************************************************************
Unit parameters were found which are out of tolerance,
however no bad units have been identified. UIL-ESP-AD
will now perform additional analyses to determine which
units need to be replaced.
*************************************************************
ELU 1 hydrogen output temperature is H
ELU 1 replacement has been requested.
--> ELU 1 has been replaced with ELU 3 since ELU 1
is no longer operational.
Ananlyzing & Diagnosing 02-RAD -units
Ananlyzing _( Diagnosing H2-RAD units
Figure 4. Test Case 1 (contd.)
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Ananlyzing _ Diagnosing PUMP units
*******************************************
PUMP
TANK
Pump
1 temperature is H.
i temperature is N.
1 - tank 1 replacements have been requested.
PUMP I needs to be replaced.
No standby pumps are available.
UIL-ESP-ADE is unable to reconfigure the system.
*******************************************
Ananlyzing & Diagnosing TANK units
UIL-ESP-AD
EXPERTSYSTEM
ANALYSIS & DIAGNOSISOF THE PROPULSIONSYSTEM:
--> The following units have been reconfigured:
** ELU 1 has been replaced with ELU 3
Reason(s) for this action are (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
Hydrogen output temperature is H .
-- _> The following units could not be replaced due to lack
of available standby units.
PUMPunit # I
Reason(s) this replacement was requested:
(H = high, L = low, N = normal):
PUMP 1 temperature is H but TANK temperature is N.
Figure 4. Test Case 1 (contd.)
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--> The following units are in standby and are available for
immediate use:
02-SLUSH unit # 1
H2-SLUSH unit # 2
02-RAD unit # 1
H2-RAD unit # 2
TANK unit # 2
--> NOTEthe following additional system information:
PUMP_ is not enabled.
UIL-ESP-AD expert system analysis of the current state of the
electrolysis system has been ompleted.
Figure 4. Test Case I (contd.)
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JThis example is straightforward; ELU I has a high output temp and is
replaced with ELU 3. Pump 1 also has a high temp but pump 2 is
off-line; therefore, it cannot be replaced. A warning is issued and
a summary of the analysis and diagnosis is given at the end of the
second pass. It should be noted that UIL-ESP-AD analyzes each unit
in the order that the e_pert feels is most probable to fail or is
most critical in the process path.
The second example is shown in Figure 2. The second example
differs from the first. At first analysis, pump 2 and ELU 3 have
been replaced because they were immediately identified as faulty.
However, upon Turther analysis, it was noted that the H20 sieve
sensor #1 should be checked. In fact, the particular parameter--
H20 sieve--probably should not cause the unit to be replaced. The
conclusion of UIL-ESP-AD is that the sensor is bad and the unit could
perform normally. At this point, the user might prefer to override
the expert system's decision. It should be noted, however, that
UIL-ESP-AD will leave a unit on-line if there is not backup unit on
standby. This prevents one bad system configuration from replacing
another bad system configuration.
The third test case is a demonstration of the type of analysis
that can keep a good unit on-line despite suspected failures. The
02-RAD 2 pres-out indicated high and was noted in the analysis.
However, the 02-SLUSH pres was low and the output rate was low. The
system noted this data and correlated the readings from. the separate
units. The correct analysis is that there may be a blockage in the
connecting line or there may be a sensor failure. Additionally,
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Test Data File TC8
Status of initial on-line units (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
TANK 2
Quan = N Rate = N Temp = N Pres
PUMP
Vol t = N
Pres = N
Cur = L Rate = N Temp =
H2-SLUSH
Volt = N Cur = N
Pres = N Quan = N
Rate = N Temp =
02-SLUSH 2
Volt = N Cur = N
Pres = N Quan = N
Rate = N Temp =
ELU 2
Volt = N Cur = N H20-SI = N Dry =
H-O-S2 = N H-O-S3 = N O-H-s3 = N H2-pres =
H2-temp = N 02-pres = N 02-temp = N
ELU 3
Volt = N Cur = N H20-$1 = H Dry =
H-O-S2 = N H-O-S3 = N O-H-s3 = N H2-pres =
H2-temp = N 02-pres = N 02-temp = N
H2-RAD 2
Pres-in = N Pres-out = N Temp-in = N Temp-out =
Stemp 1 = N Stemp 2 = N Stemp 3 = N Stemp 4 =
Stemp 5 = N Stemp 6 = N
02-RAD 2
Pres-in = N Pres-out = N Temp-in = N
Stemp 1 = N Stemp 2 = N Stemp 3 = N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Temp-out = N
UIL-ESP-AD has identified units which need to be replaced
and has requested the appropriate replacements.
These requests are shown below.
UIL-ESP-AD will now perform additional analyses on these
units as well as the other online units in the system.
***********************************************************
--> PUMP 2 has been replaced with PUMP 1 since PUMP
is no longer operational.
--> TANK 2 has also been replaced with TANK I
--> ELU 3 has been replaced with ELU 1
is no longer operational.
since ELU
n
2
Figure 5. Test Case 2
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ELU 3 H20 sieve 1% value is H.
The corresponding H/O sieve 2 and H/O sieve 3 % values are N.
H20 sieve sensor #1 should be checked.
ELU 3 replacement has been requested.
ELU 3 H20 sieve 1% value is H.
The corresponding H/O sieve 2 and O/H sieve 3 % values are N.
H20 sieve sensor #1 should be checked.
ELU 3 replacement has been requested.
Ananlyzing & Diagnoslng 02-RAD units
*******************************************
Ananlyzing & Diagnosing PUMP units
*******************************************
Ananlyzing & Diagnosing TANK units
*******************************************
Ananlyzing & Diagnosing 02-SLUSH units
Ananlyzing _ Diagnosing H2-SLUSH units
Figure 5. Test Case 2 (contd.)
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_ i:"
UIL-ESP-AD
EXPERT SYSTEM
ANALYSIS _ DIAGNOSIS OF THE PROPULSION SYSTEM:
The following units have been reconfigured:
** ELU 3 has been replaced with ELU 1
Reason(s) for this action are (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
H20-SI is H while HO-S2 and OH-S3 are N.
H20-$1 is H while HO-S2 and HO-S3 values are N.
H20-SIEVE 1 value is H .
** PUMP 2 has been replaced with PUMP I
Reason(s) for this action are (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
PUMP current is L
** TANK 2 has been replaced with TANK 1
Reason(s) for this action are (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
PUMP 2 replacement was requested.
--i> The following units are in standby and are available for
immediate use:
02-SLUSH unit # i
H2-SLUSH unit # 1
02-RAD unit # 1
H2-RAD unit # 1
UIL-ESP-AD expert system analysis of the current state of the
electrolysis system has been completed.
Figure 5. Test Case 2 (contd.)
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Test Data File TC4
Status of initial on-line units (H = high, L = low, N = normal):
NOTE***** 02-SLUSH 2 is not enabled!
TANK 1
Quan = N Rate = N Temp = N Pres = N
PUMP 1
Volt = N
Pres = N
Cur = N Rate = N Temp = N
H2-SLUSH 1
Volt = N Cur = N Rate = N Temp
Pres = N Quan = N
= N
02-SLUSH 1
Volt = N Cur = N Rate = L Temp
Pres = L Quan = N
= N
ELU 1
Volt = N Cur = N H20-$1 = N Dry = N
H-O-S2 = N H-O-S3 = N O-H-s3 = N H2-pres = N
H2-temp = N 02Dpres = N 02-temp = N
ELU 2
Volt = N Cur = N H20-$1 = N Dry = N
H-O-S2 = N H-O-S3 = N O-H-s3 = N H2-pres = N
H2-temp = N 02-pres = N 02-temp = N
H2-RAD 2
Pres-in = N Pres-out = N Temp-in = N Temp-out = N
Stemp 1 = N Stemp 2 = N Stemp 3 = N Stemp 4 = N
Stemp 5 = N Stemp b = N-
02-RAD 2
Pres-in = N Pres-out = H Temp-in = N
Stemp 1 = N Stemp 2 = N Stemp 3 = N
Temp-out = N
Unit parameters were found which are out of tolerance,
however no bad units have been identified. UIL-ESP-AD
will now perform additional analyses to determine which
units need to be replaced.
Figure 6. Test Case 3
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*******************************************
Ananlyzing _ Diagnosing H2-RAD units
Ananlyzing & Diagnosing PUMP units
***_._************************************
Ananlyzing _ Diagnosing 02-SLUSH units
02-SLUSH tank 1 pressure is L
02-RADIATOR 2 output p_essure is H.
The_e may be a block in the line between 02-RADIATOR
and 02-SLUSH tank 1 .
02-SLUSH tank 1 _low rate is L
02-SLUSH tank 1 _ate sensor may need repai_ or the_e may
be a _ailu_e down-line _rom the 02-slush tank.
Ananlyzing _ Diagnosing H2-SLUSH units
*******************************************
Figure 6. Test Case 3 (contd.)
UIL-ESP-AD
EXPERTSYSTEM
ANALYSIS& DIAGNOSISOF THE PROPULSIONSYSTEM:
--_:_ The following units are in standby and are available for
immediate use:
H2-SLUSH unit # 2
02-RAD unit # 1
H2-RAD unit # 1
ELU unit # 3
PUMP unit # 2
TANK unit # 2
--> NOTE the following additional system information:
02-SLUSH 1 flow rate is L .
02-SLUSH 1 pressure is L , 02-RAD output pressure is H.
02-SLUSH 2 is not enabled.
No online units need to be replaced at this time.
UIL-ESP-AD expert system analysis o÷ the current state of the
electrolysis system has been completed.
L
Figure 6. Test Case 3 (contd.)
since the flow rate was low from the slush tank, it is possible that _
there is also a sensor problem or a blocked line downstream from the
slush tank. The important part of this analysis is that an
operational unit was not taken off-line. Additional programming of
UIL-ESP-AD would allow tanks to be switched, data from the new
configuration read and compared to the previous configuration, and
this additional information then used to determine if a senor had
failed or if there indeed was a blockage in the 02 lines.
These examples demonstrate the essence of UIL-ESP-AD: catch the
obvious problem first and _econfigure (if possible), diagnose and
analyze multiple failures on a priority basis, and distinguish
between unit and other failures (sensor or line blockage) by
comparing data from all of the relevant units (prevents good units
from being taken off-line). Other examples were constructed which
were variations of the above.
4" :
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V. REMARKS
The entire system was developed to reflect a way the human expert
would approach the problem. As such, it looks for obvious faults
first and performs the required actions. Ne::t, it analyzes units in
the same order as would a human expert. For this type of problem,
and the numerous other space station e:_pert system applications like
it, the OPS5 language and this design approach worked e:_tremely
well. The rules and facts known by the human expert were easily
represented in OPS5. The forward reasoning inference engine was a
natural for taking input data from the system units and applying
rules to determine the set of conclusions which described the
system's behavior.
In addition, the system design provides for easy insertion of new
rules and/or the alteration of e_:isting rules. These types of
modifications can be made by a person with only a basic knowledge of
the system structure. The priority in which unit analyses are
performed can also be altered. The system design would allow for the
easy addit-_on of code so that it could modify the priority order.
Programming in a logic based language is quite different from
programming in an algorithmic language such as FORTRAN. Not only are
the mechanisms for establishing control schemes different but
multiple processes can occur simultaneously. These features played a
vital role in designing UIL-ESP-AD.
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The OPS5_or a VAX/VMS development environment was cumbersome
compared to the development environments for KEE, ART, etc. The OPS5
development environment provided only a full screen editor and a
debugger but none of the graphics capabilities which aid in
constructing logic and control flows which are available with other
systems. However the OPS5 language itself was powerful enough to
adequately perform the expert system requirements.
From the standpoint of the User Interface Language, much effort
is needed in the area of defining the requirements for Logical
Programming Languages (LPL). An LPL needs to be more "user friendly °.
than OPS5, but needs to be fast and compact like OPS5. The goal of
UIL is for a nonprogrammer to be able to sit down and produce
effective programs in a short period of time with little formal
training.
The usefulness of UIL-ESP-AD is very apparent, especially when
thinking in terms of a very large and complex system such as the
Space Station. One of the key features of UIL-ESP-AD that should be
incorporated into space station expert system applications of this
type include t_e LPL°s supporting the design of expert systems which
perform systems analyses and diagnoses functions in much the same way
as does the human expert. Further, actions of the expert systemmust
be visible to and understandable by the user in order to promote
confidence in the system's decisions. The LPL should support the
recording of a history of actions taken so that the program can
modify its courses of action based on these historical results.
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APPENDIX A
ESFOR.OPS COMPONENTS
(literalize tank
no
pci
oper=stdby=O,
ena
oper
stdby
quan
rate
temp
pres
(literalize pump
no
pci
ena
oper
stdby
volt
cur
rate
temp
pres
:tank number
;=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
;=nil initial, O= ok,
;= 1 reconfig, =2:3:4 determine action
;=1 unit enabled, =0 unit disabled
;=1 unit online, =0 unit offline
;=i unit on standby, =0 unit not on standby
;h,l,n
;h,l,n
;h,l ,n
;h,l,n
;pump number
;=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
oper=stdby=O,
:=nil initial, c)= ok,
-= 1 reconfig, 2:3:4 determine action
_=i unit enabled, =0 unit disabled
:=i unit online, =0 unit offline
_=I unit on standby, =0 unit not on standby
;h,l,n
:h,l,n
;h,l ,n
;h,l,n
;h,l ,n
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(literalize elu
no
pci
ena
oper
stdby
volt
cur
h2o-sl
dry
h-o-s2
h-o-s3
o-h-s3
h2-pres
h2-temp
o2-pres
o2-temp
;elu number
;=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
; oper=stdby=O,
;=nil initial_ O= ok,
;= 1 reconfig, =2_3:4 determine action
;=1 unit enabled, =0 unit disabled
;=1 unit online, =0 unit offline
;=1 unit on standby, =0 unit not on standby
;h,l ,n
;current: h_ I ,n
;H20 in sieve 1: h,l,n
;Outline humidity: h,l,n
;'/.H2 in 02 sieve 2: h,l,n
;% H2 in 02 sieve 3: h,l,n
;% 02 in H2 sieve 3: h,l,n
;H2 output pressure: h,l,n
;H2 output temperature: h,l,n
;02 output pressure: h,l.n
;02 outpbt temperature: h,l,n
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(I iteralize h2-rad
no
pci
ena
oper
stdby
pres-in
pres-out
temp-in
temp-out
stemp-i
stemp-2
stemp-3
stemp-4
stemp-5
stemp-6
t
;h2-rad number
;=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
; oper=stdby=O,
:=nil initial, 0= ok,
;= 1 Oureconfig, =2_3_4 determine action
;=i unit enabled, =c) unit disabled
;=1 unit online, =0 unit offline
;=I unit on standby, =0 unit not on standbyl
;Input pressure: h,l,n
;Output pressure: h,l,n
;Input temperature: h,l,n
;Output temperature: h,l,n
;Sensor I surface temperature: h,l,n
;Sensor 2 surface temperature: h,l,n
;Sensor 3 surface temperature: h,l,n
:Sensor 4 surface temperature: h,l,n
;Sensor 5 surface temperature: h,l,n
:Sensor 6 surface temperature: h,l,n
(literalize o2-rad
no
pci
ena
oper
stdby
pres-in
pres-out
temp-in
temp-out
stemp-1
stemp-2
-- stemp-3
:o2-rad number
:=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
: oper=stdby=O,
;=nil initial, 0= ok,
,'= 1 reconfi0,_ =2_3_4 determine action
;=I unit enabled, =0 unit disabled
:=i unit online, =0 unit offline
;=i unit on standby, =0 unit not on standby
_Input pressure: h,l,n
;Output pressure: h,l,n
:Input temperature: h,l,n
;Output temperature: h,l,n
;Sensor 1 surface temperature: h,l,n;
;Sensor 2 surface temperature: h,l,:n
:Sensor 3 surface temperature: h,l,n
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(literaliz_h2-slush
no
pci
ena
oper
stdby
pres
temp
volt
cur
quan
bite
rate
(literalize o _.'-slush
no
pci
ena
oper
stdby
pres
temp
volt
CUr
quan
bite
rate
;h2-slush tank number
;=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
; oper=stdby=O,
;=nil initial, 0= ok,
;= 1 reconfig, =2:3:4 determine action
;=i unit enabled, =0 unit disabled
;=i unit online, =0 unit offline
;=i unit on standby, =0 unit not on standby
;pressure: h,l ,n
;temperature: h,l_n
;voltage: h,l ,n
;current: h,l ,n
;quantity: h,l ,n
;test indicator: h,l
;flow rate: h,l,n
<-- Not used in analysis
;o2-slush tank number
;=99 unit disabled, =98 unit enabled but
; oper=stdby=O,
;=nil initial, 0= ok,
;= 1 reconfig, =2:3:4 determine action
;=i unit enabled, =0 unit disabled
;=1 unit online, =0 unit offline
;=I unit on standby, =0 unit not on standby
;pressure: h,l ,n
;temperature: h,l ,n
;vol rage: h, i ,n
;current : h, I ,n
;quantity: h,l ,n
;test indicator: h,l
;flow rate: h,l,n
<-- Not used in analysis
°
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APPENDIX B
FORMAT OF UIL-ESP-AD RULES
RULES FOR SETTING PCI VALUES
Problem Cause Indicators (PCIs) are set in Step 1 of the START
service level productions (See Appendix A). The general format _or these i
rules is shown in the following example.
(p bad-el u-cur-pci
(service level start)
{<m> (elu .....no <x> "pci << nil 4 >> ....cur { <q> <> n })}
(make check elu <x> config) "°
(modiTy <m> "pci 1)
(make summary configure elu <':> ICurrent is: <q> :. :)
/
/
!
f
This rule can be executed provided the program is in the START
service level and there is an ELU available whose PCI value is nil or
4 and whose current value is not n (normal). When executed, this
rule makes the WME:
(CHECK ELU <x> CONFIG)
where <x> will be replaced by the corresponding ELU number as it was
determined when the hypothesis part of the rule was instantiated.
The modify statement changes the corresponding ELU unit pci value to
i (i.e., this indicates a unit which must be replaced). The next
statement produces the WME:
(SUMMARY CONFIGURE ELU <x> Current is <q>.)
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This statement is used by productions in the FINISHED service level
in reporting the reason unit reconfiguration was requested. In order
to change the PCI value from 1 to 4, the I should be changed to a 4
in the modify statement and the (make check ELU <x> config) and the
(make summary configure .... ) actions should be removed.
The next example shows a case for which the PCI value is set to
4, indicating that the unit contains suspect readings but that
further analysis is necessary to determine whether or not it needs to
be replaced.
(p bad-elu-h2-pres-pci(service level start)
{<m> ( elu ....no <x> "'pci nil "'h2-pres {<z> <> n })}
(modify <m> "pci 4))
Again, the rule will be executed only if the expert system is in the
START service level and there is an ELU whose PCI is nil and whose
h2-pres is not normal. In this case only the PCI value in the ELU
WME instantiated in the hypothesis of this rule will be set to 4.
Note that only those ELU units whose PCI values are nil will be
candidates for instantiation by this rule. If this rule is changed
so that the PCI is set to 1 instead of 4, the rule must be changed so
that its format resembles that of the bad-ELU-cur-pci rule discussed
earlier.
One further word of warning. Tanks and pumps occur in pairs.
Hence, rules involving the setting of PCI values for tanks often
involve statements which mention pump units. See the examples in the
OPS5 code.
J
RULES FOR UNIT ANALYSES AND DIAGNOSES
The rules found in service levels such as ELU, PUMP, etc. are
used in the detailed analysis of faulty units. Consider the
following rule which is found in the list of rules in the 02-SLUSH
service level.
(p o2radout-hpres-o2sl ush-hpres
(service level o2-slush)
(o2-rad <y> "oper 1 "'pres-out h)
(o2-slush <x> "oper 1 "'pres h)
(write <crlf)
:02-SLUSH tank _ <x> _ input pressure is H. _ (crlf)
:02-RADIATOR : <y> : output pressure is H. : (crlf)
_02-SLUSH tank : <x> : may need repair or there may;
(crl f )
_be a failure down-line from the 02-slush tank.
(crlf) (crlf))
(make summary information o2-slush <y> _pressure is H
and 02-RAD output pressure is H.
)
In this case, the expert system is processing productions in the
02-SLUSH service level. If executed, the expert system will be
processing rules in the 02-SLUSH service level and will have
identified an operational 02-radiator whose pres-out value is h
(high) and an operational 02-slush tank whose pressure is h. At this
point, a message will be written to the screen telling the user what
has occurred. The WME:
(SUMMARY INFORMATION 02-SLUSH <y> pressure is H and 02-RAD
output pressure is H.)
will also be created. Again, this is used by the summary section of
the expert system. Note that this rule provides only a warning
message. It does not request that any units be replaced. Rules such
as o2slush-hquan show what is necessary to request that a unit be
removed from the system and replaced by an available unit.
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The service level (TANK, PUMP, ELU, H2-RAD, 02-RAD, H2-SLUSH, or
02-SLUSH) in which a rule is to be placed is somewhat arbitrary. In
general, it is desirable to place the rule in the service level which
most closely matches the conclusion derived by the rule. The
position of a rule within a given service level is immaterial since
OPS5 executes only those rules whose hypotheses are satisfied by
working memory. If several rules are candidates for execution
(firing) at the same time, OPS5 will execute the one with the most
number of conditional expressions in its hypothesis.
The replacement/addition of any rule should be done with extreme
care. Errors may cause the model to produce incorrect results or may
lead to abnormal termination of the expert system leaving the user in
the OPS5 environment.
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APPENDIX C
CREATION OF ES.OPS TEST CASES
Test cases for the ES.OPS version of UIL-ESP-AD can be created
as shown in the following example.
$
$ copy tcO.ops tc9.ops
$ edt tc9.ops
Perform edit functions to set desired faults for the
test case being developed.
*exit
DUAI:[UIL.OPS5]TC9.0PS;2 104 lines
$ run tcbld
OPS5>(@ tc9.ops)
OPS5>(savestate tc9.)
OPS5 >ex i t
<-- This loads tc9.ops into OPS5.
<-- This saves test case 9 in the
special file TC9. which can now be
read by ES.OPS
$ dir tc9.*
Directory DUAI:[UIL.OPS5]
TC9._1 TC9.0PS;2 TC9.0PS;I
Total of 3 files.
The test case TC9 is now ready for use by ES.OPS
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The following shows the contents of the template test case
file TCO.OPS.
$ type tcO.ops
(make tank
_'no 1 "ena 1
.....quan n ....rate n
"temp n "pres n
)
(make tank
"no 2 "ena I
.....quan n "rate n
_'temp n "pres n
)
(make pump
"no 1 "ena i
"volt n "cur n
.....rate n '_temp n
(make pump
"'no
.....volt
"'rate
)
2- ""ena 1
n "'CUr n
n "temp n
(make elu
"_'no
"volt
"'h2o-sl
.....h-o-s2
""h2-pres
(make elu
1 "'en a 1
n "'cur n
n .....dry n
n "'h-o-s3 n
n ""h2-t emp n
.....oper 0 "_stdby 1
"oper 1 ....stdby 0
.....oper 0
.....pres n
.....stdby 1
•"oper 1
.....pres n
.....stdby 0
"no 2 "'ena l
....volt n "cur n
"h2o-sl n "'dry n
"h-o-s2 n -"h-o-s3 n
.....h2-pres n "h2-temp n
"oper 0 "'stdby 1
....o-h-s3 n
.....o2-pres n .....o2-temp n
•"oper 1 "_stdby 0
"o-h-s3 n
.....o2-pres n .....o2L_emp n
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(make
)
(make
)
(make
)
(make
)
(make
)
(make
)
(make
elu
....no 3
"volt n
"h2o-sl n
"h-o-s2 n
"h2-pres n
h2-rad
"no 1
"pres-in n
"stemp-1 n
"stemp-5 n
h2-rad
"no 2
....pres-in n
"stemp-1 n
....stemp-5 n
o2-rad
"no I
"pres-in n
"stemp-1 n
o2-Pad
""no 2
"pres-in n
"stemp-I n
h2-sl ush
•"no I
"temp n
"pres n
"bite I
"rate n
h2-slush
"no 2
"temp n
"pres n
•"bite i
"rate n
"ena 1
•"cur n
"'dry n
"h-o-s3 n
"h2-temp n
"_ena 1
.....pres-out n
.....stemp-2 n
"stemp-6 n
"ena 1
"pres-out n
.....stemp-2 n
"_'stemp-6 n
•"'ena I
.....pres-out n
.....stemp-2 n
"ena 1
.....pres'out n
....stemp--2 -n
"ena 1
"volt n
_'quan n
"ena i
"volt n
"quart n
"'oper I
.....o-h-s3 n
"o2--pres n
"oper 0
"'temp-in n
"stemp-3 n
.....oper
"'temp-in
"stemp-3
"oper
.....temp-in
"'stemp-3
.....oper i
"t emp-i n n
"stemp-3 n
.....oper
"_cur
"stdby 0
....o2-temp n
"stdby 1
"'temp-out n
"stemp-4 n
1 ""stdby 0
n "'temp-out n
n .....stemp-4 n
0 .....stdOy 1
n .....temp-out n
n
.....stdby 0
"'temp-out n
0 ....stdby 1
n
1 "stdb__ 0
n
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(make o2-sl ush
"no
""temp
"pres
)
(make o2-slush
"no
"temp
"'pres
1
n
n
n
n
"en a
....vo I t
"'quan
_'quan
1
n
n
1
n
n
.....oper
""CUr
....bite
"bite
0
n
1
1
n
""stdby
"'rate
1
n
0
n
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AS CONTAMINANTS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Joseph Torres, Ph.d.
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Hammond, Louisiana
ABSTRACT
Astronauts can be exposed during spaceflight to organic chemical
contaminants in the spacecraft cabin atmosphere. Toxic exposures may
cause lesions in the cellular DNA which are subsequently expressed as
sister-chromatid exchanges (SCE). Analysis of SCE is a sensitive short-
term assay technique to detect and quantitate exposures to DNA-damaging
(mutagenic) substances. The increase in SCE incidence over baseline
(control) levels is generally proportional to the concentration of the
mutagen and to the duration of exposure.
Dichloromethane (methylene chloride) was chosen for this study
since it occurred as an atmospheric contaminant in ten of the first 12
STS flights, and has been reported to have toxic and mutagenic effects
in various test systems. Glutaraldehyde was chosen because relatively
few data are available on the toxicity or mutagenicity of this common
biological fixative, which is carried on STS flights for use in biological
experiments. The BHK-21 baby hamster kidney cell line was the in vitro
test system used in this study. Neither dichloromethane (lO ppm to 500 ppm)
nor glutaraldehyde (l ppm to lO ppm) increased SCE levels following 20-hour
exposure of BHK-21 cells to the test chemicals.
r
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INTRODUCTION
Control of potentially toxic exposures to organic chemical contaminants
in spacecraft cabin atmospheres is _ vital concern to astronauts, who are
exposed during spaceflight to a recirculating atmosphere containing trace
,amounts of numerous organic chemicals. Dichloromethane (methylene chloride)
was selected from a list of more then 70 volatile organics detected during
STS flights since it occurred as a contaminant in lO of the first 12 STS
flights, and has been reported to have toxic or mutagenic effects in various
test systems. Glutaraldehyde was chosen because relatively few data are _
available on the toxicity and mutagenicity of this common biological fixative,
which is carried on STS flights for use in biological experiments. This study
proposed to test the mutagenic effects of glutaraldehyde and dichloromethane --
their ability to alter or damage DNA or chromosomes. Discovery of significant
genetic toxicity of an organic compound would be an important factor in
determining its spacecraft maximum allowable concentration (SMAC) limit.
Analysis of sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) is a sensitive short-term
assay technique to detect and quantitate exposures to mutagenic substances
(Perry & Evans, 1975; Latt & Schreck, 1980). The increase in SCE over baseline
(control) levels is generally proportional to the concentration of the mutagen
and to the duration of exposure.
BHK-21, an established cell line derived from baby hamster kidney cells,
was chosen as the in vitro test system. BHK-21 cells are readily maintained in
culture, are well-known in the biological literature, and are highly sensitive
to toxic or mutagenic substances present in their growth media.
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MATERIALSANDMETHODS
BHK-21 baby hamster kidney cells were obtained from the Biochemistry
Department of the M.D. Anderson Hospital. Cells were cultured in RPMI-1640
medium supplemented with IO% fetal calf serum and maintained in a 37°C
incubator in a humidified atmosphere of 5% carbon dioxide and 95% air.
Cell population doubling times were calculated from cell counts done on
a Coulter model D2N electronic particle counter. Similar counting techniques
were used to measure the dose-response of BHK-21 cells to glutaraldehyde
and dichloromethane. Test chemicals were added to the growth media and cell
counts done after 24 hours of exposure to either glutaraldehyde (l ppm to lO0 ppm)
or dichloromethane (lO ppm to I000 ppm). Controls had complete RPMI medium
without test organics.
SCE staining was done by the "fluorescence-plus-Giemsa" (FPG) techniques
currently used to resolve SCE for light microscopy (Kato, 1974; Perry & Wolff,
1974). Cells are exposed to bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) for approximately two
cell cycles, followed by metaphase arrest of mitotic cells with colcemid.
Exposure to BrdU for two S-phases results in metaphase chromosomes in which one
sister chromatid contains DNA with BrdU bifilarly substituted for thymidine,
the other unifilarly substituted. This condition is the basis for differential
FPG staining reactions in which one chromatid is darkly stained (unifilar BrdU
substitution) and the other lightly stained (bifilar BrdU). SCE are scored by
counting the number of times the polarity of light- vs. dark-staining segments
is reversed, each marking the symmetrical interchange of material between
sister chromatids. The number of SCE in 30 well-differentiated spreads is
counted, averaged, and expressed as the number of SCE per cell (_ s.d).
_j"
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RESULTS
Control BHK-21 cells grew rapidly in culture, with population doubling
times of about 12 hours. Dose-response curves to the test chemicals (Figure l)
yielded ID50 values of approximately lO ppm for glutaraldehyde and lO00 ppm
for dichloromethane. (The ID50 value represents the concentration of test
chemical at which the population of treated cultures is half that of controls).
BHK-21 metaphase spreads showed a modal number of 44 chromosomes, with
complements of submetacentric and acrocentric chromosomes, and a single large
metacentric X chromosome, consistent with published karyotypes of the BH_-21
cell line.
Analysis of control SCE experiments showed that 20 hours was the optimum
time for BrdU treatment. SCE experiments with the test chemicals were carried
out with simultaneous exposure to BrdU and either glutaraldehyde or dichloro-
methane. SCE analysis showed no significant differences between BHK-21
controls and those treated with glutaraldehyde or dichloromethane.
SISTER CHROMATID EXCHANGES IN BHK-21 CELLS (MEAN + S.D.)
Control s Glutaraldehyde Dichloromethane
6.67 + 2.15 1 ppm 6.90 + 1.90 I0 ppm
6.73 +I.80 2 ppm 6.20 +I.65 50 ppm
7.33 +_ 1.83 5 ppm 6.63 +1.92 lO0 ppm
6.02 + 1.78 lO ppm 6.77 _+ 1.85 500 ppm
6.25 + 1.28
6.25 + 0.96
6.17 + l .72
6.57 + 1.38
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CONCLUSIONS
The BHK-21baby hamster kidney cell line is a useful in vitro model system
for use in genetic toxicology research.
Neither glutaraldehyde nor dichloromethane induced sister-chromatid
exchanges during 20-hour exposures to concentrations that did not significantly
inhibit cell growth.
No modifications of SMAClimits for glutaraldehyde or dichloromethane are
suggested by these preliminary results.
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ABSTRACT
The Continuous Stellar Tracking Attitude Reference (CSTAR) system is an
in-house project for Space Station to provide high accuracy, drift free attitude
and angular rate information for the GN&C system. Constraints exist on t-_hestar
catalogue incorporated in the system. These constraints include the following:
mass memory allocated for catalogue storage, star tracker imaging sensitivity,
the minimum resolvable separation angle between stars, the width of the _ield of
view of the star tracker, and the desired number of stars to be tracked in a
field of view.
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) catalogue is the basis
catalogue for this study. As it stands, the SAO does not meet the requirements
of any of the above constraints. Star selection algorithms have been devised for
catalogue optimization. Star distribution statistics have been obtained to aid
in the development of these rules. VAX based software has been developed to
implement the star selection algorithms. The software is modular and provides a
design tool to tailor the catalogue to availible star tracker technology. The
SAO catalogue has been optimized for the requirements of the present CSTAR
system.
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INTRODUCTION
The Orbiter uses rate gyroscopes and accelerometers as sensing devices to
provide data for position and attitude control. These instruments need to be
periodically updated by inertial reference information from star trackers,
because their accuracy drifts with time. An alternative to this traditional
system is being developed for Space Station as an in-house project of the
Avionics Systems Division at Johnson Space Center. This project is called CSTAR
for Continuous Stellar Tracking Attitude Reference. Drift free, high accuracy
attitude and angular rate information is supplied by using solid state star
trackers to continuously track stars.
The CSTARsystem requires multiple fields-of-view (f.o.v.) to provide 3-axis
information with minimal possibility of obscuration. A large star catalogue must
be stored to ensure that there are always recognizable stars in the f.o.v. The
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) star catalogue is the basis for the
development of the CSTARcatalogue. The SAOcatalogue contains the positions and
proper motions of approximately 259,000 stars. These are tabulated for the epoch
and equinox of 1950. It is a compendiumof several other catalogues and is by no
meansa complete enumeration of all stellar objects. It contains only those
stars whose position and proper motion are precisely known. Knowledge of the
proper motions of the stars is required so that the catalogue may be projected to
the future. The SAOcatalogue does not satisfy the CSTARsystem constraints.
Selection rules are needed to optimize the SAOcatalogue for existing and
potential CSTARsystems.
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THEORY
In order to develop algorithms to derive a CSTAR catalogue from the SAO
catalogue, some knowledge of the magnitude and the two-dimensional spatial
density distributions of the stars is required. The introduction to the SAO
catalogue [SAO, 1966] contains a histogram of the magnitude distribution of the
catalogue stars. This is presented in ranges of one order of magnitude. The
literature on statistical astronomy indicates that stars recorded on a
photographic plate would be expected to have a Poisson distribution [Trumpler and
Weaver, 1962].
The catalogue derived from the SAO catalogue must conform to the constraints
of the CSTAR system. These constraints include the following parameters: mass
memory allocated for catalogue storage, star tracker imaging sensitivity, the
minimum resolvable separation angle between stars, the width of the star tracker
f.o.v., and the desired number of stars tracked in a f.o.v. Based on these
constraints, the following star selection algorithms were developed. At each
step, a new catalogue is formed; several iterations of the procedure produce a
catalogue which meets the constraints of the system. These algorithms involve
criteria which depend on both star retention and star removal.
Star selection algorithms:
1) Remove all stars having magnitudes greater than the dimmest star the star
tracker can track. Dimmer stars have larger magnitudes.
2) Removeall stars with a separation angle to another,star less than the
minimumresolvable separation angle of the star tracker. This removal procedure
may be modified in the case of bright binary stars. Such bright pairs may be
retained if more sophisticated methods are devised for the estimation of position i
by the star tracker.
3) Find stars which are in sparse areas. Each star is considered, in turn,
as the the center of a circle having the samearea as the tracker f.o.v. If
there are less than the desired number of stars to be tracked in a field, the
center star and the stars surrounding it in that field are marked as "backbone"
stars. Backbonestars form the bedrock of the catalogue and cannot be removed by
subsequent procedures. The unmarked stars are "temporary" stars and may be
deleted from the catalogue by later steps.
4) Add bright temporary stars to the backbone. If a star can be seen by the
naked eye (sixth order magnitude or less), it is marked to be retained. It is
desirable that a crew person be able to look up a star seen with the unaided eye.
5) Iteratively process the catalogue to remove the dimmer stars in dense
areas. Thresholds for magnitude ranges and maximumnumber of stars per field are
set. Temporary stars which fall within the magnitude limits are considered, in
turn, for removal. The numberof stars in the surrounding field is found. The
star is culled from the catalogue if this number is above the threshold. A
culled star is no longer considered in the count of the number of stars in a
field surrounding a neighboring star.
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6) Form the backbone of the culled catalogue.
in Step 5) above is now examined for sparse areas.
and marked as per Step 3) above.
The catalogue which is formed
The backbone stars are foundi
Steps 5) and 6) are iterated until the desired catalogue is obtained. This
may occur in one of two ways:
a) Stars are removed until the desired catalogue size is reached.
final catalogue then consists of both backbone and temporary stars.
The
b) The number of stars in the backbone approaches the desired number of
stars in the catalogue. The final catalogue contains only backbone stars.
26-5,
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RESULTS
Star catalogue statistics:
Plots of the relative frequency versus stored magnitude for the various types
of stars, resolvable, unresolvable, backbone or temporary, are shown in Figure i.
These plots are for a catalogue containing stars of 8.9 magnitude or brighter.
These graphs show that the distributions are the same for the different types of
stars. For stars in this magnitude range, the magnitude distribution is found to
be independent of the spatial density. This distribution is of the form
f_ (m)
IK e_
I
0
-1.45 _< m _< 8.9
elsewhere
where m represents the magnitude and f_(m) is the probability density function.
From statistics provided by the SAO magnitude histogram, the constant K_ is
approximately equal to 1.25. The integral of the probability density function
over the range -1.45 to 8.9 must be equal to unity. From this, the constant K_
is found to be equal to 1.B4 x 10 .
The magnitude values of the catalogue itself were not used for the following
reason: when the SAO catalogue was transferred to the local computer, the
magnitude was stored in integer form; this was done incorrectly. The data has
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periodic, 0.1 order magnitude ambiguities. This is not a serious factor for the
star selection algorithms, but does make it inappropriate to use this data to
derive the above constants. The plotted magnitudes have been smoothed to avoid
these periodic discontinuities.
The spatial distribution was found to have the sameshape for fields chosen
at randomand for fields chosen with each star as the center of the f.o.v. This
distribution is not the expected Poisson distribution, but has a log-normal form
[Hahn and Shapiro, 1967]; [Soong, 1981]. Let Ns be the number of stars with S
other stars surrounding it as the center of a f.o.v. Let X = In(S). Figure 2. is
a plot of NX versus X. It has the shape of a normal distribution. For the 8.9
magnitude or brighter, resolvable catalogue, the mean and standard deviation are
as follows:
xU._ = 2.73
6F_ = 0.518
These values agree well with the data.
Star selection algorithms:
The current specifications for the CSTAR system are the following:
I) Mass memory storage - 3 Megabytes; this allows approximately 100,000 stars
to be stored in a triply redundant fashion.
2) Star tracker imaging sensitivity - 8.9 visual magnitude
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3) Minimumresolvable separation angle - 0.05 degrees; this is based on a
defocused star image covering a 6x6 array of star tracker pixels.
4) Width of tracker f.o.v. - 2 degrees x 2 degrees
5) Numberof stars tracked in a f.o.v. - 10 stars
Table 1 summmarizesthe number of stars in the resulting catalogue after applying
the star selection algoritms outlined in the theory section. The original _AO
catalogue contains 258,997 stars. The 99,401 star, final catalogue is made up of
only backbone stars. The spatial distribution of these stars has a meanof 10.0
stars per f.o.v, and a standard deviation of 3.38 stars. This distribution is
plotted in Figure 3.
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CONCLUSIONS
The star selection algorithms have been implemented in a series of modular
FORTRAN77 programs for the ASDVAX/VMScomputer. Programs have also been
developed to produce catalogue statistics. The algorithms and the programs form
an enginnering tool to produce CSTARstar catalogues for a variety of hardware
specifications. The catalogue statistics produced will aid in other areas of the
CSTARproject such as centroiding algorithms, pattern recognition algorithms, and
star tracker hardware requirements. An interesting modification to the culling
algorithm (Step 5) is to locate the stars to be culled in a random fashio_ The
present program steps through the stars sequentially.
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TABLE1
STEP DESCRIPTION NUMBEROF STARS.....
1
2
3
4
5 and 6
Removestars which are dimmer
than 8.9 magnitude
Removestars with separation
angles below 0.05 degrees
Form the backbone based on
10 stars per f.o.v.
Include in the backbone all
stars brighter than 6.0 mag.
After five iterations arrive
at a final catalogue
155,765
150,774
47,544 Backbone
103,230 Temporary
51,232.Backbone
99,542 Temporary
99,401
(all backbone)
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ABSTRACT
This study is concerned with the continuation of a feasibility and de-
sign study of laser-based diagnostic techniques for the non-instrusive
measurement of species concentrations, temperatures, and velocity in the
low density, high enthalpy flow through the arc-heated wind tunnel faci-
lity (ARMSEF) at NASA/JSC.
Last Summer several laser-induced radiation scattering methods were in-
vestigated and some preliminary measurements of the spectral distribu-
tion of radiation emitted by the arc-heated gas flow were made. Baseded
upon those preliminary measurements and subsequent investigations, four
laser-induced radiation scattering methods were selected for further de-
tailed study, and preliminary design of a measurement system has been
undertaken.
This Summer, further measurements of the spectral distribution of radia-
tion emitted from the arc-heated free stream and shock layer flows, us-
ing a redesigned measurement system, have been made for one axial posi-
tion in the flow for a range of tunnel operating power levels. Further
study of the literature for physical property data, theoretical models
of processes, and applications of the diagnostic methods has been also
carried out.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the principal goals of the overall feasibility and design study,
of which this Summer's work has been a part, is the identification of
suitable laser-based diagnostic techniques for the measurement of spe-
cies concentrations, temperatures, and velocity in the flow fields gen-
erated in the NASA/JSC low density, high enthalpy, arc-heated wind tun-
nel facility (ARMSEF).
Four techniques have been identified as suitable and viable for the arc
jet facility. Three of these are concerned with temperature and number
density determinations. All three can employ the same lasers and asso-
ciated beam modifying components to supply the source beams. Further,
all three can employ the same spectral detection components for acquir-
ing, processing and storing the measurement signals. These are Sponta-
neous Raman Spectroscopy (SRS), Coherent Anti-stokes Raman Scattering
(CARS), and Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF). The fourth technique is
Laser Doppler Transit-time Anemometry (LTA), which provides velocity
determination; it uses a different laser system and a different detec-
tion and data processing system, but it may be married to one of the
other techniques in some instances. Further detailed study of these
techniques in ongoing.
A part of this Summer's effort has been directed to surveying the lit-
erature for:
(a) physical property data, such as transition probabilities, etc.;
(b) suitable theoretical models necessary for reduction of measured
data for temperature and number density determinations.
The literature in this area is extensive, recent, and growing rapidly.
Most of it reports on measurements made in high pressure and/or temper-
ature flow. Very few reports have been concerned with the combined very
low pressure, low static temperature, high stagnation temperature flows
involved in arc-h__e_ed tunnels such as ARMSEF. Most of the literature
is concernedwith atmospheric (or higher) pressure flows in aerodynamic
type wind tunnels or with high temperature flame or combustion studies.
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In Appendl_--A is a listing of some of the surveyed literature which is
pertinent to and useful for developing appropriate design criteria and
theoretical models for the laser-based diagnostic systems considered in
this study. These references also contain some of the needed physical
property data for the normal gaseous components of air. Additional
search of the literature will be required to properly complete the data
compilation for arc tunnel flows, with particular attention directed at
the more recent literature.
Additional effort this Summer has been devoted to another important part
of the overall feasibility and design study: the determination, over a
range of arc tunnel operating conditions, of the background radiation
and spectral description of the arc jet flow for use in designing and
operating a laser-based diagnostic system. Knowledge of the spectral
distribution and intensity of the radiation emitted from the arc jet
flow, when analyzed on the basis of appropriate mathematical models of
the physical processes involved, provides a means for determining local
species concentrations and excitation temperatures of the constituents
of the flow. Another function of this information, more pertinent to
the purposes of this feasibility study, is that it provides the ability
to identify those spectral regions in which the radiant emission from
the arc jet flow, for a given set of tunnel operating conditions, might
obscure or not the primary spectral signal, generated in the flow by an
input laser beam, to be used as the diagnostic signal of interest.
Spectral measurements made during the Summer of 1984 were unable to pro-
vide information about the arc jet free stream flow. This inability to
obtain adequate measurement data apparently arose from a combination of
difficulties. Each of these difficulties has been analyzed and a rede-
sign of the spectrographic measurement system has been carried out. A
preliminary sequence of measurements, utilizing the redesigned measure-
ment system, to obtain spectral scans of the radiation emitted from one
axial location in the arc jet for a range of tunnel power levels has
been carrie__d 9ut.
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The results of th-_e measurements verify that the redesigned system can
indeed provide the desired spectral description of the arc jet flow.
Further, though the survey is incomplete, the results of these prelimi-
nary measurements do provide means for identifying those spectral
regions in which the specific design of the laser-based diagnostic tech-
niques proposed might require special attention.
During the test sequence, however, it became obvious that a compu-
ter/data acquisition system capable of acquiring, storing, and transmit-
ting larger quantities of data more rapidly that that used will be re-
quired in order to complete the desired spectral description of the arc
jet flow without an inordinate expenditure of tunnel operating time.
Spectroqraphic Measurement S_stem Redesign
In order to obtain the desired spectral distribution of the radiation
emitted by the arc jet flow, the existing spectrographic measurement
system had to be redesigned. A schematic diagram of the (redesigned)
spectrographic measurement system employed is shown in Figure i.i. The
existing McPherson Model 216.5 spectrometer is employed as the disper-
sing element. This is an f/8.7 effective aperture plane grating spec-
trometer using a Czerny-Turner mounting. The 1/2 meter focal length
concave collimating and focusing mirrors are, respectively, 3 and 6
inches in diameter. The flat exit focal plane is 4 inches wide by 2
inches high. A 1200 groove/mm, 50 mmx 50 mm plane grating, blazed at
5000 A is employed to provide a spectral range of 1050A to i0000 A with
a reciprocal linear dispersion of 16.6. A/mm. First order resolution,
using 10/_m x 4 mm slits, is 0.4 A. The bilateral entrance and exit
slits are variable width, i0 - 2000_m, and height, 0-20 mm. Scan rate
is variable from 0.5 to 2000 A/min in a 1,2,5 sequence.
Optical access to the tunnel is through a 1/2 inch thick, 4 inch (free)
diameter fused silica (n=1.4584) window mounted in the tunnel access
door. The cente__r_f the window is level with and 1.395 m from the
centerline of the nozzle. Calculations were performed to enable various
lens sizes, combinations, and positions to be used to provide collection
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and transp_rt of the maximum possible light from a chosen "sample point
in the free stream flow into the spectrometer with the requisite "fil
ling" of the spectrometer for adequate spectral detection. The optica
train used in the preliminary survey measurements is shown in Figur,
1.2(a). A precision collimating telescope and tripod assembly wet,
employed to establish accurate optical path alignment.
The spectral detection circuitry was redesigned to provide an adequat_
output electrical signal from the very low level light input expecte<
from the arc jet free stream flows. An existing RCA 4832 Photomulti-
plier tube was employed. However, an RCA PF1042 solid state powel
supply with integral socket and voltage divider network was employed iz
place of the existing socket with external voltage divider and powe_
supply. In addition, an Analog Devices Model 52 K low noise, low drift,
precision FET operational amplifier was employed as a high gain,
current-to-voltage converter in place of a load resistor for the photo-
multiplier. This Op-amp and electronic circuit arrangement, shown ir
Figure 1.2(b),provides a significantly improved photomultiplier output
voltage signal for very small light inputs with a minimum of backgrounc
noise. This spectral detection circuit worked excellently in the preli-
minary measurement sequence and provided adequate signal relative t¢
noise to be recorded directly, or with standard additional amplificatior
means when desired.
PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE
Both analog and digital recording of the photomultiplier output signal
is desired, for monitoring system operation and for numerical analysis
of the data. The (analog) photomultiplier output obtained using the
improved op-amp circuit was adequate for direct recording using a
standard strip chart recorder. For this purpose an existing CEC Type
5-124 recording oscillograph, using a Type 7-363 high performance fluid
damped galvanometer, was used.
To obtain a digital record of the output signal, it must be "sampled",
that is, passed through an analog-to-digital converter, at a rate ade-
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quate to preserve-'the information in the original signal. In sampling a
continuous signal, such as that of the photomultiplier output, samples
taken at more closely spaced intervals can be expected to describe the
original signal more accurately than samples taken at larger intervals.
The Nyquist sampling theorem provides a quantitative basis for the rate
at which samples must be taken, based on the bandwidth of the signal.
The theorem states that for a bandlimited dc signal, the sample rate
must be at least twice the highest frequency component in the signal in
order to avoid loss of information from the signal and to avoid spurious
information from showing up. The critical sampling rate is called the
Nyquist frequency. As a rule of thumb, a sampling rate of at least ten
times the Nyguist frequency is desired and commonly employed.
With equal entrance and exit slit widths, the ideal spectrometer exit
slit function is triangular. In such instance, the photomultiplier
output signal corresponding to a single spectral line, as a function of
time, is a triangular pulse of (temporal) width 2w/r. Here w is the
slit width, and r is the rate at which a spectral line"scans" (passes
over) the exit slit. For such a triangular pulse of width 2w/r, the
Nyquist frequency is fn=2r/w. Consequently, the minimum sampling rate
is Smin=2w/r; a desirable rate is i0 times this value. Using a spectro-
meter having a reciprocal linear dispersion D(A/mm), and employing a
grating scan rate R(A/min), the corresponding spectral line scan rate
r=R/60D (mm/sec). Then with (equal) spectrometer slit widths w(mm), the
minimum sampling rate Smi n = 2R/60Dw = R/30DW (samples/second).
For the preliminary sequence of measurements, the spectrometer slit
widths were chosen to be w=100_m (=0.I0 mm) in order to provide adequate
input radiation for a good photomultiplier output signal with acceptable
resolution. The reciprocal linear dispersion of the spectrograph is
D=16.6 A/mm. Hence, the minimum sample rate required is Smin=0.02R.
Using a grating scan rate R=500 A/min, requires Smi n = i0 samples/sec,
and a desirable rate of at least I00 samples/sec. A grating scan rate
R=2000 A/min, the. test ava ,
_ ;as ilable would require a minimum rate
Smin=40 samples/sec, with a desirable of 400 samples/sec. Tunnel test
time limitations suggest that the minimum scan rate be 500 A/min. To
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scan the desired spectral range 2000 A to-8500 A at a rate of 500 A/mir
would require a test time of 13 minutes, about the longest desired rat_
at higher power levels.
For the preliminary sequence of measurements, two different availabl_
computer/data acquisition systems were employed. These allowed evalua-
tion of the requirements for analog-to-digital conversion and record-
ing of the photomultiplier output signal.(See Figure i.I) The photo-
muliplier output signal was fed directly to one channel of the Modcom_
arc jet facility computer/data acquisition system and recorded on the
system tape during each test run. This system provides a fixed A/[
sampling rate of i0 samples/second, barely the minimum required rate for
500 A/min scanning. This system accepts a maximum signal of 800 mv.
During the measurement sequence it was found that the output signal
frequently exceed 800 my, so a voltage divider (approximately 0.45/1)
was placed in the signal line to the Modcomp.
The photomultiplier output signal was also fed to an available Keithley
Model 195A programmable multimeter for A/D conversion and then to an
available HP 85B computer whose internal memory was expanded to provide
adequate data storage capability for a given test run. The signal fed
to this computer and the CEC oscillograph was first passed through a
Neff type 119 amplifier which could provide signal amplification gain
from 1 to I000, in a 1,2,5 sequence, as desired or needed. This system
was capable of sampling the analog input signal at a maximum rate of 20
sample/sec, somewhat greater than the required minimum rate for 500
A/min scanning. Further, data storage limitations were such that a maxi-
mum of about 15000 data points could be stored. This provides a maximum
data collection period of about 12 to 13 minutes. To collect data for a
spectral scan from 2000 A to 8500 A, this requires a scan rate of 500
A/minute or greater. Therefore, in order to provide for a (barely)
adequate sampling rate and to not exceed data storage limitations or
total test time duration, each test run in the preliminary measurement
sequence consisted of the following steps.
Once the arc jet flow was stably established, a spectral scan was begun
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it 2000 A and at a rate (upscale) of 500 A/min. The CEC oscillograph,
:he Modcomp computer, and the Keithley/HP85B system recorded data for 12
linutes, until the scan reached about 8000 A. At this time the
[eithley/HP85B system terminated data collection; its storage limit was
_eached. The spectrometer was then changed to scan downscale at a rate
)f 2000 A/min. The CEC oscillograph and the Modcomp computer continued
_o record data for about 3 minutes, until the scan reached 2000 A, at
_hich time the test was terminated. The total test time (continuous arc
:unnel operation) was about 20-25 minutes for each run, during which
_bout 15 minutes was devoted to taking data.
_or this measurement sequence, air was the test gas in arc tunnel TP2.
Fhe arc heater was a "12-pack", and a conical nozzle with 2.25 in diame-
ter throat and 15 in diameter exit was used. The spectrometer optical
%rain was focused on a "sample point" located i0 in downstream of the
_ozzle exit plane and on the nozzle centerline. The primary goal of the
_est sequence was to record data for the arc jet free stream flow. How-
_ver, several tests were run of the shock layer flow in front of a test
article. In these runs, the test article was a 2 in diameter RCC flat
puck placed in a 4 in diameter HRSI holder. The "sample point" location
was the same as for free stream flows, but the test article was located
_ith its front (flat) face 10.25 in downstream of the nozzle exit plane
and its centerline on the nozzle centerline. The power level and mass
flow rates used for this test sequence were chosen to coincide with
those of a catalyticity test sequence to be run subsequently by NASA/
JSC's Dr. Carl Scott; they corresponded to a set of runs made earlier in
the SEADS program. The particular tests run are tabulated in Table I.i.
The results of these measurements verify that the redesigned spectro-
graphic measurement system can indeed provide the desired spectral de-
scription of the arc jet flow. Although the data reduction from these
tests is as yet incomplete, the preliminary analysis indicates that the
maximum available sampling rate of the two computer/data acquisition
systems used is n_mt_adequate to provide the necessary information for a
complete spectral survey of the arc jet flows without an inordinate
expenditure of tunnel operating time and data transfer and analysis
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time. It--i°S recommended, therefore, that a new computer/data acquisi-
tion system be purchased and installed. A few basic requirements of suc_
a system are discussed below.
TABLE I.I
TEST RUNS - PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE
POWER MASS SCAN DATA * NEFF SLIT TEST
LEVEL FLOW RATE RECORD GAIN WIDTH TYPE
(UP/DOWN) ON
(MW) (#m/SEC) (A/MIN) (UP/DOWN) (Am)
1.5 0.04 500/2000 MHC/MC VARIABLE I00 SHOCK LAYER
1.5 0.08 2000/2000 MC/MC i000 i00 FREE STREAM
2.2 0.08 2000/2000 MHC/MC i000 i00 FREE STREAM
2.2 0.08 500/2000 MHC/MC VARIABLE i00 SHOCK LAYER
2.2 0.08 2000/2000 MC/MC i000 i00 FREE STREAM
2.5 0.08 500/2000 MHC/MC i000 75 FREE STREAM
2.5 0.08 500/2000 MHC/MC i000 i00 FREE STREAM
2.9 0.08 500/2000 MHC/MC i000 i00 FREE STREAM
2.9 0.08 500/2000 MHC/MC VARIABLE i00 SHocK LAYER
**3.3 0.08 500/2000 MHC/MC 500 i00 FREE STREAM
3.3 0.08 500/500 M/M i000 . i00 FREE STREAM
3.7 0.08 500/2000 MH/M i000 I00 FREE STREAM
4.1 0.II 500/2000 MHC/MC I000 i00 FREE STREAM
* M = Modcomp Computer, H = Keithley/HP85B system, C = CEC oscillo-
graph
** A portion of CEC oscillograph trace for this run is shown in
Figure 1.3.
Though the__ _urvey is incomplete, the results of these preliminary
measurements show that the procedure does provide means for identifying
those spectral regions in which specific design of the laser-based diag-
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lostic techniques_--proposed might require special attention. In Figure
[.3 is shown a portion of the CEC oscillograph trace for one of the 3.3
MW runs. Marked on this trace are the locations of the 4880 A and 5145
Argon ion laser principal lines to be used for initial Spontaneous
Raman Spectroscopy studies. Also marked on this trace are the locations
of the principal Stokes and anti-Stokes vibrational "lines" resulting
Erom the Raman shift for 02, N0, and N 2. For Spontaneous Raman Scatter-
ing, these are the primary locations where Laser excited Raman scatter-
ing signals will occur. Most of the spectral features in this trace are
lines of atomic 0 and N; some have been identified. It is seen from the
Figure, that in the immediate neighborhood of these spectral locations,
there is not an appreciable background of other spectral features, at
least at this power level. Consequently, provided the Raman scattered
signal is strong enough, it is expected that SRS should provide the
_esired information for diagnostic purposes, and the present spectro-
]raphic measurement system should be able to discern the signal.
COMPUTER/DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
_s discussed above, the existing computer/data acquisition systems do
not furnish an adequate sampling rate to allow timely acquisition of the
large amounts of data generated in a complete spectral survey of the arc
jet flows for a range of tunnel operating conditions and "sample point"
locations. Further, the data storage capability of the Keithley/HP85B
system (having the highest sample rate) is inadequate for extended run
times. Further yet, this particular system employs an electronic disk
for storage. Once filled, the storage space must be cleared -- that is,
the data transferred to another medium -- before another test can be
run. As presently configured this transfer of data is a very slow
process, taking up to 45 minutes to transfer one test run data set.
Although alternate hardware can speed this up considerably, the problem
lies inherently in the computer itself.
The computer/dataJMcquisition system required to adequately allow
completion of the spectral survey should be one which samples (that is,
provides A/D conversion) at a minimum rate of i00 or more samples/sec-
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ond, allow_ very rapid transfer of the sampled data into a memory, an
provides a large memory to store the quantity of data generated. T
provide versatility, the computer should also be able to handle dat
acquisition for more than a single channel simultaneously, and should b
able to provide command control functions for remote scanning an
positioning operations. Finally, it should be able to handle reasonabll
rapid data reduction and analysis capabilities when measurement runs ar
not being executed.
Such a computer data acquisition system will not only provide the need
for the spectral survey, it will also provide the needs for the propose_
LTA measurement system, and it will provide overall measurement syste_
control. It is recommended that such a computer/data acquisition syste,
be purchased and installed at the earliest opportunity.
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SELECTION OF AN APPROPRIATE ANIMAL MODEL
FOR STUDY OF BONE LOSS IN WEIGHTLESSNESS /_ _ _Y
Ira Wolinsky, Ph.D.
Associate Prof. Nutrition
Department of Human Development
University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004
ABSTRACT
Prolonged weightlessness in space flight results in a slow progressive deminera-
lization of bone accompanied by an increased calcium output in the urine
resulting in negative calcium balances. This possibly irreversible bone loss
may constitute a serious limiting factor to long duration manned space flight.
A number of preventative measures have been suggested viz: exercise during
flight, dietary calcium supplements, use of specific prophylactic drugs. In
order to facilitate research in these areas it is necessary to develop
appropriate ground-based animal models that stimulate the human condition of
osteoporsis. An appropriate animal model would enable bone density studies,
calcium balance studies, biochemical analyses, ground-based simulation models of
weightlessness (bed rest, restraint, immobilization) and the planning of in-
flight experiments. Several animal models have been proposed in the biomedical
research literature, but have inherent deficiencies. The purpose of this pro-
ject was to evaluate models in the literature and determine which of these most
closely simulates the phenomenon of bone loss in humans with regard to growth,
bone remodeling, structural, chemical and mineralization similarities to human.
This was accomplished by a comprehensive computer assisted literature search and
report. Three animal models were examined closely for their relative
suitability: the albino rat, monkey, and Beagle.
NASA Colleague: Victor Schneider, M.D. SD3 x5281
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Loss of bonemineral is a predictable consequence of spaceflight.
Mechanical unloading during weightlessness is the most obvious factor which may
play a role in this phenomenon since bone is dynamically responsive to the func-
tional demand placed on it (Wolff's law). That is to say, the bone elements
place or displace themselves in the direction of the functional forces to
increase or decrease their mass to reflect, the amount of functional forces.
Functional forces may include gravity, exercise and mechanical loading, or the
lack thereof.
Two aberrations of calcium (Ca) metabolism occur during spaceflight: nega-
tive Ca balance and loss of bone mass. Data from the Skylab series Of manned
space flight showed that urinary Ca levels were about 100% greater than
preflight values and persisted from about 30 days inflight to flight termination
at 84 days. Fecal Ca increased linearly from abut 10 days inflight on. Both
urinary and fecal Ca excretions returned to near normal within about 10 days
postflight. It has been calculated that a full year in flight might result in a
loss of up to 25% of the total body Ca pool. Increases in urinary Ca presumably
reflect skeletal losses. Bone mineral from the heel bone declined about 4-5%
during 84 days inflight and available evidence indicates that this loss may be
irreversible.
Although the derangements in Ca metabolism during spaceflight were not asso-
ciated with detectable adverse heath effects either infight or postflight there
is a risk that long duration, unchecked, losses of urinary calcium and bone loss
may result in bone fracture, kidney stones or ectopic Ca deposition, thereby
compromising the health of crewmembers and passengers and mission success.
In order to study the observed effects of hypogravity on Ca and bone metabo-
lism, ground-based simulation models have been developed. In the human the best
anaog of weightlessness is uncomplicated bedrest studies. Bedrest, in which the
subject lies recumbent for long periods and most compressive deformational
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stresses are largely eliminated, most closely models the weightlessness
state at least as far as the muscoskeletal system is concerned. Its validity as
an analog for hypogravity has been confirmed by recent spaceflight experience.
In bedrest, similar to that seen in spaceflight, there is a loss of os calcis
mineral content, increased urinary Ca loss with ensuing negative Ca balances.
Advantageous as this model may be, legal, ethical and practical constraints
limit the extent to which human subjects can be used for research. The
uncomplicated bedrest model is expensive and difficult to control; there are
practical problems in conducting investigations over the human life span; intru-
sive experimentation (e.g. bone biopsy) is not possible. Hence, animal models
must be sought for use as surrogates to human experimentation.
In evaluating ground-based animal models for simulated weightlessness
research, practical and scientific considerations must be taken into account in
order to determine thei relevance and appropriateness. These include similarity
of the animal's skeleton to that of man (both its architecture and remodeling
characteristics) and comparability of the phenomenon under study to that in man
(in this case comparability to human bedrest studies and spaceflight).
Three animal models were chosen for review: the albino rat because there
have been inflight experiments using this animal as well as a voluminous litera-
ture using the rat as an experimental animal; the monkey and Beagle because
their skeletal systems approximate that of man.
Tables 1-3 tentatively summarize the relative advantages and disadvantages
of these three species for orthopedic research. The final results of our review
will be prepared for publication in the literature.
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Table 1. RATS IN ORTHOPEDIC STUDIES
ADVANTAGES
• Size, cost, inexpensive maintenance, docility
• Commercially available from inbred, controlled colonies
• Restraint models available for studies on specific types of bone loss
• Most widely used experimental animal, therefore normative values for
numerous systems available
• Data available on bone studies performed during spaceflight
DISADVANTAGES
• Skeletal growth is a continuous and lifelong process
• Age-related bone loss-a mosaic response
• Only excretes sma.ll amounts of calcium in the urine compared to man
and other species
• Adverse effects of restraint
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Table 2. MONKEYS IN ORTHOPEDIC RESEARCH
ADVANTAGES
• Phylogenetic closeness to man
• Near biped posture and humanoid torso
• Bone remodeling system similar to man
• Proven experimental models available on specific types of bone loss
DISADVANTAGES
. Size limits use in spaceflight
• Adverse effects of restraint
• Cost and maintenance
• Lack of inbred, controlled, commercial colonies
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Table 3. BEAGLES IN ORTHOPEDIC RESEARCH
ADVANTAGES
• Skeleton of adult man and Beagle nearly identical in composition and
manner of remodeling
• Well documented normative values for numerous systems available
• Live long enough to provide skeletal biopsies for longitudinal studiesi
• Proven experimental models available for studies on specific types of
bone loss
• Time required for intervention studies shorter than in man because of
shorter life span and faster rate of bone turnover
• Available commercially from inbred, controlled, colonies
DISADVANTAGES
• Size limits use in spaceflight
• Temperament, sometimes are not docile
• Cost and maintenance
• Apparent lack of menopause
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